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I .  I N T R O D U C T I O N

The restoration and reconstruction of the Etruscan chariot 
from Monteleone di Spoleto (Figures I.1 –  I.4) took place 
as part of the reinstallation of the galleries of Greek and 
Roman Art completed in 2007. In its new state, the chariot is 
illustrated in the book accompanying the reinstallation, Art  
of the Classical World in The Metropolitan Museum of Art: 
Greece, Cyprus, Etruria, Rome. My participation came about 
through an agreement between The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art and the Istituto di Studi sulle Civiltà Italiche e del 
Mediterraneo Antico (ISCIMA) of the Consiglio Nazionale 
delle Ricerche (CNR). Both institutions made possible my 
work on the chariot and this publication.

A. The scope of the article
The project in which I was involved was the reconstruction 
of the Monteleone chariot according to the recent scholar-
ship on this speci!c type of ancient vehicle. The work on 
the chariot took place at the Metropolitan Museum, in col-
laboration with the Department of Objects Conservation 
and the Department of Greek and Roman Art at the 
Metropolitan Museum.

This article traces the circumstances of the discovery and 
acquisition of the Monteleone chariot, its !rst reconstruction, 
the typology of the vehicle, and the nature of its remarkable 
decoration from both the technical and iconographic points 
of view; further, this publication identi!es the craftsman 
who created it and the patron who commissioned it. I con-
clude with a comparison between the original chariot, as I 
understand it, and the reconstruction. 

Several aspects of the Monteleone chariot are not dis-
cussed here. First of all, the grave goods are not addressed 
except in the discussion about the validity of its present 
structure.1 Second, this publication does not include the 
results of the technical scienti!c examination. Logically, 

such information would have had a place here, but since 
different kinds of work proceed at different paces, I decided 
not to postpone my part of a publication any longer. I do 
include the results of some metallographic analyses that 
support certain observations I present. Kendra Roth, con-
servator in the Department of Objects Conservation, also 
graciously allowed me to include technical information 
regarding the corrosion that had formed on the bronze 
revetment over time. In the catalogue (Section V) such infor-
mation is reported in each entry under “Condition.” In Sec-
tion III.C my remarks concerning the master craftsman and 
his assistants contain only certain observations; they do not 
fully address the repoussé work, the tracing and punching 
techniques, and the application of the ivory inlays. I hope 
that my observations will inspire further detailed studies by 
experts on these techniques and lead to future publications 
on how the chariot was made. Similarly, Sections II and V 
should facilitate further iconographic and stylistic analysis 
by more specialized scholars. 

The reconstruction drawings of the chariot included here 
(Figures I.5, II.15, III.1, III.3, III.6–III.8, III.10) update the 
ones I used in previous publications.2 The updated drawings 
are the result of new information derived from disassem-
bling the old restoration. 

B. The chariot
The Monteleone chariot belongs to a two-wheeled type of 
vehicle in which the box is balanced on the axle, and the 
pole rises up to the two yoke arms that !t the necks of two 
draft horses (Figures I.2 –  I.5). The substructure was com-
pletely revetted with bronze, from the nine-spoked wheels 
to the body, and from the pole to the yoke arms. No cast 
bronze was used. The revetment of the car itself, the animal 
elements covering the base and end of the draft pole (a boar 
forepart and an eagle head), and those on the two arms of 
the yoke (lion heads) are executed in repoussé work and 
decorated by incision. 

The Etruscan Chariot from Monteleone di Spoleto

A D R I A N A  E M I L I O Z Z I
Primo Ricercatore, Istituto di Studi sulle Civiltà Italiche e del Mediterraneo Antico,  

Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Rome

I.1 Detail of the front panel 
of the Monteleone chariot 
during the recent recon-
struction, before the pole 
was reattached. See also 
Figures I.2–I.4.
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The front panel (Figure"I.1), which is taller than the side 
panels, shows Thetis presenting Achilles with a shield and a 
helmet; both !gures stand in pro!le facing each other. The 
scene is completed by the forepart of a wild boar who 
charges a deer while under attack himself by two birds of 
prey. The boar is separate from the front panel and is placed 
where the pole exits the chassis. 

On the proper right panel (Figure" I.7) Achilles and 
Memnon !ght over the corpse of Antilochos, which lies on 
the ground. A bird of prey seems to redirect the loser’s spear. 
The proper left panel (Figure" I.8) represents an unarmed 
Achilles soaring upward on a chariot drawn by two winged 
horses (in the Iliad his horses are called Balios and Xanthos). 
On the ground below them is a recumbent woman who 
raises her left hand; she has been thought to represent 
Polyxena, who was sacri!ced at Achilles’s tomb, but she 
may serve to indicate the ground, or earth. Each of the two 
junctions between the main panel and the side panels is 
covered by the !gure of a naked youth, or kouros, standing 
on the protome of a lion #anked by two recumbent animals, 

I.2–I.4 The Monteleone 
chariot after recent recon-
struction, front, back, and 
side views. The Metro politan 
Museum of Art, Rogers Fund 
1903 (03.23.1). All new pho-
tographs of the reconstructed 
chariot and its separate pieces 
are by Peter Zeray of the 
Photo graph Studio, MMA.

a lion and a ram. Above the head of each youth is a round 
boss secured by a nail. 

Below each side panel is a frieze that covers the part of the 
chariot’s wooden structure that acted as a shock absorber. 
The scene on the proper right shows Chiron, a seated cen-
taur; Iris, a sprinting winged !gure carrying a writing tablet; 
and Achilles, a young man grasping a panther around its 
neck and belly. On the proper left side two symmetrical 
lions face each other, one attacking a bull and the other  
a stag. 

C. The discovery of the chariot in 1902
The site of the excavation. The Chariot Tomb was discovered 
near Monteleone di Spoleto in Valnerina (see map, Figure"I.9), 
the northern part of the ancient region inhabited by the 
Sabines, the Italic population famous from the stories of 
early Rome.3 This area, usually called Inner or Upper Sabina, 
is a mountainous landscape traversed by wide valleys, 
streams, and watercourses of varying sizes.4 It lies in the 
heart of the Apennines, northeast of Rome, on the left bank 
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of the Nera, a tributary of the Tiber. Today, the area is part of 
the modern regions of Umbria, Latium, and Abruzzo. The 
#atland of Monteleone di Spoleto nestles among the moun-
tains of present-day Umbria, !fty-!ve miles southeast of 
Perugia and thirty-!ve miles northeast of Terni, stretching 
along the upper reaches of the Corno above Leonessa and 
below Norcia and Cascia, between the valleys of the Velino 
and Nera, in the highest part of the Sabine area. The hill site 
where the chariot was discovered, called the Colle del 
Capitano (3,000 feet above sea level), is about two miles 
from the village of Monteleone. It is the necropolis of a 
settlement whose earliest phase was found on Monte 
Pizzoro (3,300 feet above sea level), above the village. The 
burials at the Colle del Capitano date from the Bronze and 
the Early Iron Age, that is, from the end of the twelfth to the 
tenth century B.C. and from the sixth century B.C.; there is 
little evidence from the eighth century B.C. and, to date, 
none at all from the seventh. More recent burials were dis-
covered in nearby areas, indicating that the zone was 
densely inhabited until the Roman period.5

The group of tombs dating to the sixth century B.C. con-
tains graves dug into the rock, some of which are enclosed 
in stone circles.6 In this chronological context the Chariot 

I.5. Diagram of the Monte-
leone chariot. Drawing: Dalia 
Lamura under the direction of 
Adriana Emiliozzi

Tomb stands out for its architecture and for its bronze grave 
goods, including the magni!cent vehicle. It was the !rst 
tomb to be found at the site, and it launched the archaeo-
logical campaigns of the twentieth century.7 The tomb occu-
pant’s wealth derived from the fact that the area near 
Monteleone di Spoleto controlled the trade routes between 
the lower valleys of the Nera and the Corno, the Rieti #at-
lands, and the Adriatic coast. The site also controlled other 
key hubs in the road system of Valnerina, from the sites of 
Cerreto, Norcia, and Cascia.8 Moreover, it seems that the 
iron deposits mined on an industrial scale from the seven-
teenth century on had already been discovered in antiq-
uity.9 If this is so, such a resource would have supplemented 
the other economic activities —  sheep-farming, small-scale 
agriculture, and control of the trade routes —  and enriched 
the local rulers. In an area where there were no urban cen-
ters prior to Roman domination, but where groups of war-
ring villages clustered around more important settlements, 
the occupant of the Chariot Tomb, like the lords of the previ-
ous pre-urban Etruscan and Latin centers, seems to have 
wielded the military, economic, political, and religious 
power of a princeps.10 Characteristic cultural features are 
the weapons buried with the deceased, the grave goods 
associated with the banquet and the symposium, and above 
all the burial rite of interring the chariot in the tomb, a cus-
tom no longer practiced in the sixth century B.C. in Etruscan 
and Latin urban areas.11 

Early descriptions of the tomb and the vehicle. Italian news-
papers began reporting the discovery on July 17, 1902, 
when the Roman Giornale d’Italia published an article pro-
viding information from Adolfo Morini, a notary in Cascia.12 
The notice was very vague. Morini mentioned bronze vessels 
and especially a bronze chariot, which he called a cisium. 
His description of the relief work matched the tales of local 
inhabitants. According to him, the front panel depicted the 
Three Graces and Jupiter’s head, while the tip of the draft 
pole carried a ram conjoined with two ivory snakes.13 The 
article speaks of the negligible sum paid to Isidoro Vannozzi, 
the farmer who owned the land on which the discovery was 
made, and it cites the effort launched by Italian authorities 
to recover the items. 

Nothing more was reported in the press until the chariot, 
which had meanwhile been restored, was displayed at The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art on October 26, 1903. Several 
New York newspapers published articles and photographs 
announcing the chariot’s unveiling to the public and 
describing its provenance, the amount paid for it, and other 
details.14 The news and photographs were posted world-
wide in Scienti!c American on November 28, 1903.15 

Isidoro Vannozzi and his son Giuseppe had accidentally 
discovered the tomb on February 8, 1902, while building a 
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farmhouse on their land on the Colle del Capitano for which 
construction had started in the winter of 1901 (see Figure 
I.6). They had to level off a hillock to clear a yard in front of 
the house, but the area they had chosen was what remained 
of an ancient tumulus, or mound, above the tomb, which 
they then proceeded to excavate. Not recognizing their 
value, they kept the objects they had found for several 
weeks, storing the chariot in the house in Fameso where the 
family was living while they waited for their new house to 
be built.16 Isidoro Vannozzi decided to look for a buyer for 
the !nds when he had to pay for #at tiles and pantiles for 
the roof of his new house. In late March he took samples to 
Norcia to show a junk dealer, Benedetto Petrangeli, who in 
next to no time tricked Vannozzi into selling him everything  
for the price of scrap iron, that is, six soldi a kilo, for a total 
of 950 lire (approximately $6,000).17 

The Italian authorities launched their investigation two 
months after the discovery. Not before May were telegrams 
!rst exchanged between the Prefecture in Perugia and the 
General Administration for Antiquities and Fine Arts in the 
Ministry of Public Instruction headquartered in Rome. And 
not until June 6 was there an archaeological report (see 
Appendix, document 1), drafted by the archaeologist Giulio 
Emanuele Rizzo on his way back from Perugia and Norcia, 
where he had collected information to help the authorities 
recover the items and keep them from leaving the country. 
Rizzo mentions neither the site nor the circumstances of the 
discovery in his report because, according to him, the Norcia 
carabinieri had already sent the information to Rome twice. 
“It is well known,” he concluded, “that a farmer, Vannozzi, 
found the items on rural property belonging to him 30 kilo-
meters from Norcia on the left of the Corno River, between 
Monteleone and Cascia, in a place called ‘Colle del Capi-
tano.’ It is unnecessary to repeat the evidence provided by 
Vannozzi and the other farmers who saw the objects.” 
Instead, Rizzo elected to question a Professor Angeletti who 
taught technical drawing in Norcia and had seen all the 
material —  alas, not in situ, but at Petrangeli’s. (Petrangeli 
knew nothing about works of art but had nevertheless 
recently set himself up as an antiques dealer.) According to 
Rizzo, Angeletti had been able to examine the objects at his 
leisure and thus “remembered their shapes so clearly as to 
be able to accompany his description with line drawings 
and sketches.” Rizzo’s account includes a long description 
of the bronze revetment of the chariot but does not mention 
the rest of the grave goods, except for statements that allow 
us to identify the pyxis of buccheroid impasto, an Attic Little 
Master lip-cup, five bronze spits, and an iron tripod.18 
Angeletti described approximately twenty bronze vessels; 
Rizzo recorded “two large lebes, about 0.60 m [two feet] in 
diameter, standing on three small lion-footed bases, sur-
mounted by palmettes, and with mascaroons on both sides.”19 

A teacher from Perugia’s Istituto Tecnico, Ferdinando Del 
Prato, also collected evidence of the discovery and in 
November 1902 wrote a report, accompanied by a drawing 
of the chariot that was based not on direct observation, but 
on information provided by others (see Appendix, docu-
ment 3, Figure"A.1). It is noteworthy —  almost odd —  that 
both the drawing and the description re#ect the then widely 
held conviction that the minor friezes should be placed all 
around the upper sections of the chariot’s panels and that 
the two pieces that had been recovered were the most deci-
pherable among other very corroded fragments. 

There was only one body in the Chariot Tomb. The report 
of a mission undertaken by the archaeologist Angiolo Pasqui 
at the beginning of 1904 reveals disturbing, previously 
unpublished details that must be considered when recon-
structing the grave goods of the Chariot Tomb (see Appendix, 
document 4). The inquiry was intended “to identify the 
exact location of the discovery” and to decide whether a 
regular excavation would be required. Pasqui became 
friends with Isidoro Vannozzi and visited the “still open” 
excavation. The farmer also provided him with “a detailed 
description of the !nd and how the items were arranged.” 
The facts were that in the course of the work on the farm-
house “two large tombs were opened, one a fossa grave 
simply !lled with earth and containing two bodies situated 
at the ends of the long sides with numerous bronze vessels 
placed between them. The other tomb was larger and almost 
square, !lled with stones that seemed to be laid purpose-
fully, as if to make a vault, thus creating a tumulus that rose 
just above ground."."."." This tomb contained a single body 
laid out on a rough layer of slabs, and the dismantled char-
iot and other large bronze vessels.”20 The tomb containing 
the two bodies and the bronzes apparently came to light 
when the foundation of the farmhouse was being laid, and 
not during the work to level out the ground —  the future 
farm yard —  in front of the building, the area that later studies 
always and exclusively refer to. Pasqui goes on to report his 
topographical research, which was aimed at helping the 
Direzione degli Scavi di Roma e Provincia to decide whether 

I.6   The Vannozzi farmhouse 
on the Colle del Capitano 
near Monteleone di Spoleto. 
The chariot and other objects 
were discovered when a hill-
ock was leveled to clear the 
yard in front of the house. 
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I.7 The Monteleone chariot after recent reconstruction, detail of the proper right side with the wheel removed 
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I.8 The Monteleone chariot after recent reconstruction, detail of the proper left side with the wheel removed 
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I.9 The site of Monteleone di Spoleto among ancient Etruscan and Italic settlements 
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to launch a systematic exploration (this was subsequently 
carried out by Pasqui himself in 1907, as described below). 

The clari!cation of the number of tombs and the number 
of bodies in each tomb resolves the confusion about there 
being two people —  a man and a woman —  buried in the 
Chariot Tomb.21 The single deceased person, clearly a man, 
was the vehicle’s owner. The misunderstanding, which still 
persists, arose from a perfunctory reexamination of the 
information in a passage written by Antonio Minto in 1924, 
when he commendably published Pasqui’s excavation diary 
of 1907, which describes the tomb architecture.22 Minto 
added that “two skeletons, one male and one female, lay on 
the pit #oor; twelve iron spits arranged in bundles along-
side, and between the two skeletons was the chariot.” It is 
clear why Vannozzi’s almost simultaneous !nd of two pits 
created confusion. In addition, almost twenty years had 
passed since the discovery, and the reports of the living eye-
witnesses had been tainted by myth. The two impasto spin-
dle whorls collected by Pasqui inside the Chariot Tomb in 
1907 must have slipped in from the !eld level in 1902, 
when the Vannozzis covered over the excavation to level 
out the farmyard in front of the house.23 

Given these facts, the unity of the grave goods described 
by Adolfo Morini in his article of 1904 —  the !rst to be pub-
lished on the !nd in Italy —  can no longer be accepted. His 
description of the chariot was based on Charles Balliard’s 
photographs, published in Scienti!c American on Novem-
ber 28, 1903, when the chariot was in New York, and hence 
with no direct evidence from the moment of discovery. The 
only detail he records as an eyewitness is the piece of ivory 
he saw at the Vannozzis’, which belonged to the chariot’s 
draft pole. 

Morini’s description of the grave goods only partly 
matches the items that came to the Metropolitan Museum. 
The following can be identi!ed: “twenty-eight bowls about 
40"cm [15$" in.] in diameter”;24 “a bronze shaft with a 
smooth grip and a sort of hook at the tip, for hurling jav-
elins [lanciare giavelotti]”;25 “a two-level bronze tripod [sic, 
in reality, of iron] formed by two #uted circles and topped 
by three freestanding rods. A frieze of downward-pointing 
leaves hangs from the upper circle, while the lower circle 
has a frieze of upward-pointing leaves”;26 “a black earthen-
ware vessel about 30"cm [11 7⁄8"in.] high with friezes exe-
cuted in relief, slightly worn by time, of which I have seen 
only a small fragment. It has a sort of lid that is very high and 
consists of a pyramid of rams’ heads, one on top of another, 
in such a way that the whole group culminates in a single 
head at the top”;27 “a square iron grate with !ve longitudinal 
bars”;28 “eleven quadrangular bronze spits about one meter 
[39 3⁄8"in.] long, #attened at one end into a small disk the 
size of a soldo [approximately 1"in. or 2.54"cm] and pierced 
in the center. I saw one at Vannozzi’s soon after the discov-

ery and it is so well preserved it looks new."."."." It was seized 
by the Monteleone carabinieri on the orders of the powers 
that be about a month after I saw it, together with other 
small ivory scraps and bronze revetments” (see Appendix, 
document 2).29 

Item 3 on Morini’s list is “a bronze krater, whose low, 
cylindrical, decorated rim rests on the backs of three male 
nudes executed in the same Ionian style as the !gures on 
the chariot. They have clean-shaven faces, their hands are 
placed on their knees, and they are bent toward them. 
Among all the grave goods this krater is second —  artistically 
speaking —  only to the chariot.” Such a piece would be easy 
to identify, but it was not with the material that came to the 
Metropolitan Museum. It is dif!cult to establish whether 
one of the items in group no. 7 (“seven large, smooth bronze 
pots, with rims slightly turned so they do not cut the users”) 
corresponds to the Metropolitan’s cauldron (03.23.2);30 it is 
also difficult to identify no. 15 (“a completely smooth 
bronze lebes, or bowl”), while nos. 5, 6, 9, 10, 14, and 16 
are not part of the New York material. On the other hand, 
Morini does not mention several readily recognizable items 
that came to the Metropolitan Museum along with the char-
iot, for example the two Attic Little Master lip-cups.31 

Thus, the main problem is not whether a second lot of 
bronzes acquired by the Metropolitan Museum in 1921 
comes from the Chariot Tomb of Colle del Capitano, but 
what made up the !rst lot, since it is thought that the con-
tents of the two contiguous tombs were mixed up in 
Vannozzi’s house. 32 Moreover, in his article of 1904 Morini 
wrote that “about three paces from the tomb [of the Chariot] 
four human skeletons were found in an excellent state of 
preservation. Vannozzi told me that the bones were not 
ordinary in size, and that the skulls had such well-preserved 
teeth that the discoverers had the strange idea of extracting 
all the teeth from the jaws and taking them away. The bones 
were then reburied in the same place.”33 Today there is no 
way to ascertain the truth. 

The architecture of the tomb. Pasqui’s topographical inves-
tigations of 1904 had convinced the ministry to reopen the 
Chariot Tomb in order to document its structure; the author-
ities also hoped to !nd objects that Vannozzi had over-
looked in 1902.34 Pasqui headed the excavation that began 
and ended in 1907 and that extended to the surrounding 
area, seeking to contextualize the princely tomb within the 
Colle del Capitano necropolis. The results were not pub-
lished at the time, but only summarily communicated at the 
Second Congress of the Società Italiana per il Progresso 
delle Scienze the following year.35 

It was not until almost twenty years later, in 1924, that 
Minto tracked down Pasqui’s excavation diary and pub-
lished it in two parts, one on the territory of the necropolis 
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I.11 Floor plan of the Monte-
lene Chariot Tomb. Drawing: 
Angiolo Pasqui, 1907 (from 
Minto 1924b). The architec-
ture is the result of direct 
archaeological !nds; the 
arrangement of objects is 
based on indirect evidence. 

trickling from the tomb to the paved #oor in order  
to protect the external face of the plinth. In the 
center of the plinth a rectangular grave with drystone 
walls of quarried stone had been dug out (L. 3.8 m 
[12 ft. 5 3⁄4"in.], W. 2.8 m [9 ft. 2 1⁄4"in.], D. 1.45 m 
[571⁄8"in.]). After the !rst exploration, the grave had 
been !lled with the same earth, stones from the 
walls, and slabs from the vault."."."." In a corner of the 
upper part of the grave, traces of projecting stones 
belonging to a corbeled corner bracket were found, 
suggesting a roof formed by projecting courses of 
stone; this type of covering is fully justi!ed by the 
size of the grave. 

Antonio Minto also provided Figure"I.11 from the exca-
vation diary, but it should be emphasized that the arrange-
ment of the objects inside the tomb represents a 
reconstruction based on information Pasqui collected retro-
actively from 1904, and that only the arrangement of the 
shallow bronze salvers along the walls and the pertinence 
of these salvers to the grave goods of the tomb can be con-
sidered reliable.37 As I shall discuss shortly, among the frag-
ments recovered personally by Pasqui there are some 
fragments of a rim with the same decoration as the other 
salvers (group [5]).

Minto’s article goes on to list the paltry remains of the 
plunder patiently collected by Angiolo Pasqui, and in the 

I.10 Plan of the gravesite 
of the Monteleone Chariot 
Tomb, also indicating the 
location of the house of 
Isidoro Vannozzi. Drawing: 
Angiolo Pasqui, 1907 (from 
Minto 1924b) 

covering the northern slope of the Colle del Capitano and 
dating to the Late Bronze Age, the other on the Chariot 
Tomb.36 Minto stated that the diagram drawn by Pasqui 
(Figure"I.10) provided an idea of the structure of the tomb; 
it entirely occupied the top of the hill, which had been 
modi!ed and crowned with the ancient tumulus. 

The text Minto took from Pasqui’s diary is very short;  
I feel it is useful to provide an English translation of the 
whole description: 

Pasqui sampled the tumulus with deep trenches dug 
from the edge to the center and brought to light a 
solid wall measuring 4 m [13 ft. 1 1⁄2"in.] wide and 
about 1 m [39 3⁄8"in.] high, made of large stones, 
surrounding the tomb, and forming a cylindrical 
drum about 19.6 m [64 ft. 3  3⁄4"in.] in diameter, the 
base of which unquestionably contained the plinth 
of the tumulus. A pavement made of 1.2 m [47 1⁄4"in.] 
wide slabs of quarried stone surrounded the plinth, 
and this #oor was ringed by slabs arranged 
according to size. The plinth wall and paved #oor 
were built on bedrock, and where this was not 
present, a !ll of stones and earth had been added for 
the foundation. The upper part of the plinth, at the 
height of the wall, was covered with quarried stone 
that had originally jutted out from the plinth to 
create a sort of grundarium [gutter] to direct water 
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following list I have added numbers in square brackets to 
help me refer to the items in the succeeding commentary. 

[1] Two biconical impasto spindle whorls, one of 
them fragmented; [2]"a turned, articulated ivory disk 
(D. 0.055 m [21⁄8"in.]); [3] an ivory eye for an inlay, 
with an empty pupil, originally inlaid with vitreous 
enamel"."."." (L. 0.04 m [1 5⁄8"in.]); [4]"an ivory lamella 
with remains of small bronze nails (L. 0.04 m 
[1  5⁄8"in.]); [5]"fragments of a curled sheet of bronze; 
[6]"a thin ring of silver wire (D. 0.02 m [ 3⁄4"in.]);  
[7]"a bronze harness buckle in the shape of a ring, 
with a crosspiece placed off center (D. 0.055 m 
[21⁄8"in.]); [8]"fragments of bronze revetment, with 
nails; [9]"fragments of iron rods; [10]"a bundle of 
iron spits (L."0.48 m [18 7⁄8"in.]); [11]"fragments of the 
iron tire of one of the chariot wheels. 

All the fragments were taken to the Museo Archeologico, 
Florence, where they can be found today (inv. 14343 –  58). 
As mentioned above, the spindle whorls [1] do not belong 

with the grave goods of the tomb, but must have fallen in 
when in 1902 Vannozzi covered up the grave with the earth 
and stones from his excavation, as well as with whatever 
may have been mixed in with them after the house was 
built. By contrast, the ivory disk [2] (Figure"I.12) belongs to 
the chariot (see cat. 6), the eye [3] (Figure"I.13) belongs to 
the face of the panther on the front panel, and [4]"(Figure"I.14) 
is the tongue of the gorgoneion on the same panel (for both, 
see cat. 1a). The group of bronze fragments [5, 8] includes 
the missing left foot of the woman on the front panel 
(Figure"I.15), a part of the edging (Figure"I.16) from one of 
the two rear side panels (cat. 15), and a triangular element, 
pierced near two of its vertices (Figure" I.17), which may 
perhaps belong to the pole. Finally, [11] is a fragment of the 
iron tire of the wheels, as also reported by Minto. 

The farmhouse at Colle del Capitano still exists today. It 
belongs to Isidoro Vannozzi’s descendants, who added a 
second structure on the other side of the barnyard, leaving 
free the space occupied by the Monteleone Chariot Tomb 
(see Figure  I.6).

I.12 Bone core of a bronze 
boss (see cat. 5 or 6) from 
the Mon teleone chariot. 
Museo Archeo logico, Flo-
rence (14345). Photo graph 
courtesy Soprin ten denza per 
i Beni Archeologici della 
Toscana

I.13 Ivory inlay from the 
panther’s eye on the central 
panel of the Monteleone 
chariot. Museo Archeo-
logico, Florence (14346). 
Photograph courtesy Soprin-
ten denza per i Beni Archeo-
logici della Toscana

I.14 Reverse of the ivory 
tongue originally inlaid in 
the mouth of the gorgoneion 
on the central panel of the 
Monteleone chariot. Museo 
Archeo logico, Florence 
(14347). Photograph cour-
tesy Soprin ten denza per 
i Beni Archeo logici della 
Toscana

I.15 Bronze fragment from 
the left foot of the woman 
on the central panel of the 
Monteleone chariot. Museo 
Archeo logico, Florence. 
Photograph: Adriana 
Emiliozzi

I.16 Bronze fragment from 
the edging of one of the two 
rear side panels of the Mon-
teleone chariot (see cat. 15). 
Museo Archeo logico, 
Flo rence. Photo graph:  
Adriana Emiliozzi

I.17 Small bronze fragment, 
possibly from the pole, from 
the Monteleone chariot. 
Museo Archeo logico, Florence

I.12

I.13

I.14 I.17

I.16

I.15
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I.18 Pieces of the chariot 
and other grave goods, pos-
sibly in 1902, before they 
left Italy

I.19.–1.20 Details of the 
proper right and left side 
panels of the chariot (cats. 
3a, 4a), possibly in 1902, 
before they left Italy
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until 1935. In that year Antonio Minto wrote of the discov-
ery and departure from Italy of these objects, !nally ruling 
out, once and for all, their initial mistaken provenance from 
Monteleone di Spoleto.42 

Let us return to the Colle del Capitano and our chariot. 
The archival records contain a report by an inspector, Guido 
Scifoni, dated June 4, 1904, reconstructing the !rst transfers 
of ownership of the material excavated in 1902 (Appendix, 
document 5). I believe that the noteworthy information —  
repeated twice —  that the Vannozzis kept the unearthed 
items for a long time because they did not understand their 
value clears them of the accusation of being tomb robbers, 
an allegation made by authors who have not conducted 
serious research. The Vannozzis sold the bronze material 
to Benedetto Petrangeli on March 23, 1902, and with the 
proceeds purchased the roof tiles for the house on Colle del 
Capitano. The condition of the objects at that time can be 
seen in four old photographs in the archives of the Depart-
ment of Greek and Roman Art of the Metropolitan. They may 
not be the photographs reportedly taken in the stable of the 
Vannozzis’ farmhouse at Fameso, but they must have been 
taken at Petrangeli’s in Norcia.43 There is one overall view 
of the parts of the chariot placed on a table covered with a 
cloth, with other !nds placed below (Figure"I.18), plus three 
photographs of the single panels that show —  among other 
things —  that the side panels were not soldered onto the 
kouroi (Figures"I.19, I.20).44 Most of the items that reached 
the Metropolitan in 1903 can be seen in the overall view 
(Figure"I.18).45 The items purchased in 1921 do not appear, 
judging from the absence of the large, nailed, round-bodied 
cauldron and the lebes with a wide lip, which would be 
easily identi!ed.46 The bronzes listed by Adolfo Morini as 
nos. 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 14, and 16 are also missing. 

Petrangeli contacted the Roman antiques dealers and, 
after much hesitation because he was not sure he was get-
ting the best price, sold the pieces to Ortensio Vitalini for 
the sum of 150,000 lire (about $1.7 million today).47 Vitalini 
had the chariot and other items sent to Paris in February 
1903, depositing the best pieces in the vaults of the Crédit 
Lyonnais until the purchase was concluded. Negotiations 
with other museums broke down on grounds of price and 
suspicions that the items were fakes.48 In April 1903, Vitalini 
and Luigi Palma di Cesnola agreed on a price and the mate-
rial was sent to the United States. 

From Paris to New York. The story of the acquisition in Paris 
on behalf of The Metropolitan Museum of Art was glossed 
over in the New York Press, October 18, 1903, as follows: 
“The manner in which it reached Paris is more or less a 
mystery, since the Italian laws are strict against the sending 
of art objects out of the country. A dealer in Paris obtained 
the biga, however, and when General Cesnola heard it was 

D. The acquisition of the chariot by The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art in 1903
From Italy to Paris. In the introduction to his publication on 
the chariot in the Nuova antologia of 1904, Felice Barnabei 
wrote: “The first time I heard about the chariot from 
Monteleone, near Norcia, was on July 11 two years ago 
[that is, 1902]. I was in Perugia as a guest of the provincial 
prefect, Count Sormani-Moretti, a senator of the realm.” 38 
He goes on to speak of the inquiry conducted by the author-
ities to prevent the !nd from leaving the country and adds: 

On July 12 [1902] I was back in Rome, and the bell 
tower of Venice collapsed on the 14th, a tragic day. 
Who gave a thought to the Norcia chariot after 
that?39"."."." Who was thinking about the excavations 
and the material from the excavation? It seemed 
almost wrong not to dedicate all one’s attention, all 
one’s energy, to repairing the Venice bell tower. The 
architect Giacomo Boni, favored with the best luck, 
was carrying on his research in the Roman Forum, 
but was not allowed to explore a tomb discovered at 
that time. He had to drop everything and rush to 
Venice. And just as nobody addressed the discov-
eries that had aroused such lively interest, such as 
the discoveries in the Roman Forum, so no attention 
was paid to other discoveries, and no one heard 
anything more about the chariot or bronzes from 
Norcia. What we have seen occur among us recently 
is really singular. A serious national misfortune, such 
as the collapse of a famous monument, attracted 
everyone’s attention, and virtually prevented us from 
thinking of anything else. As individuals’ reputations 
are soiled in the midst of ruling passions unleashed 
violently during exceptional periods, so this other 
strange phenomenon of public life occurred, that a 
new disaster, another misfortune, almost drove the 
previous calamity into oblivion. This happened 
again just a few days ago after the terrible !re in the 
Turin Library. 

The picture of Italy in turmoil depicted by Barnabei 
could not have been more dramatic, considering that exca-
vators and antique dealers had descended on Umbria after 
the sensation caused by the discovery of the Chariot Tomb, 
recalling the history of the Loeb Tripods from San Valentino 
di Marsciano, just south of Perugia. As far as I know, the 
disaster perpetrated on this other princely tomb has never 
before been causally related to the havoc described by 
Barnabei, who grieved the loss in terms so emotional that 
today they may almost sound humorous.40 The facts con-
cerning the Loeb Tripods —  unearthed in July 1904, pur-
chased in Rome in 1905, displayed in New York in 1907,41 
and ultimately acquired by Munich —  did not come to light 
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in that city he promptly cabled an offer for it, which was 
accepted, and the chariot was shipped to New York.” The 
ensuing section is noteworthy, as it debunks the absurd —  
and undocumented —  claims of those who have recently 
spread the notion that the chariot was acquired by J."Pierpont 
Morgan:49 

Then it was that the announcement was made in 
Paris that the biga had “disappeared,” and this was 
followed by the statement that J. Pierpont Morgan 
had offered $60,000 for it. The museum authorities 
got it for less than that. Shortly after the news of the 
“disappearance” of the biga was published Mr. Morgan 
was in the Museum of Art and mentioned that he 
had tried to buy it. On being asked if he had intended 
to present it to the museum’s collection he replied: 
“No; I wanted it for myself, but now nobody knows 
where it is.” But somebody did know where it was, 
and the banker was taken down stairs and shown the 
pieces of the biga in the two boxes in which it had 
been sent from Paris. 

In addition to these few lines that sum up the at times 
contradictory information dispersed among the dozens of 
period documents about the chariot that I have consulted, it 
is worth citing a short text from the New York Tribune dated 
February 18, 1904. The anonymous article is entitled “Chariot 
Was Made Here. Merely Mass of Bronze Fragments When 
Bought in France.” It is a kind of interview given by Cesnola, 
written in narrative form: 

The controversy in the Roman Chamber of Deputies 
over the antique Grecian biga in the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art has brought out many misstatements, 
says General di Cesnola, Director of the Museum.50 
The chariot, which he characterizes as the gem of 
the Museum, and the !nest thing of the kind ever 
likely to be preserved in any museum, would never 
have been preserved to the world if the Metropolitan 
Museum had not acquired it. It came, not from Italy, 
but from the Crédit Nationale [sic] in Paris, where 
it had been, a mass of bronze fragments, for nine 
months. With in!nite patience General di Cesnola 
and an assistant worked over the restoration; the 
result is an art treasure whose like no other museum 
has. “The Italian Chamber can do nothing,” said 
General di Cesnola yesterday. “I would never 
buy anything from Italy, for I know their laws."."."." 
This chariot was not bought by any merchant for 
the museum. It was bought by the trustees of this 
museum, on my recommendation, and paid for out 
of the Rogers fund. A friend writes me that there 
is in the Crédit Nationale [sic] a !ne collection of 
bronzes, and that I should send a man there to look 

at it. I say, if they want to send the bronzes here for 
me to see I will inspect them and pay a right price. 
They came —  four cases of bronze fragments. I spread 
them out. I saw panels —  part of carvings. I and my 
assistant made a plaster frame for the biga, and we 
!tted and measured until we had it all together all 
save one or two little fragments which were missing. 
Then we got a walnut frame, made just like the one 
in use 2,600 years ago, and on that we !tted the 
exquisite bronze work as it is in the museum now. 
For that, I told them, I would pay 235,000 francs, 
and 15,000 francs for some vases found in the same 
tomb, not quite $250,000 for all. After I got the prize 
the Louvre made inquiries, and the Berlin Museum 
wrote to Rome about it. This Barnabei who is making 
the inquiry in the Chamber —  I think, if I mistake not, 
it was in this term that the biga was sent out of Italy, 
yet he is making the inquiry while the poor inspector 
was punished.51 Yet the biga did not leave Italy as  
an art work —  it was a mass of bronze fragments."."."." 
I will have a !ne steel case made for the chariot, in 
place of the one where it is now. The people may not 
appreciate its beauty now, but as years go on and no 
one like it is ever found, they will learn to know its 
beauty and value.” 

I would like to acknowledge the prophetic quality of his 
words. 

E. The reconstruction of 1903 
Luigi Palma di Cesnola and his assistant pieced together the 
vehicle (Figures I.21, I.22) using the bronze elements that 
reached the Metropolitan Museum in 1903. The assistant 
was Charles Balliard, as reported by Richter.52

We know that Balliard (1841–  1916), of Swiss descent, 
had worked as a watchmaker, initially in Geneva and later 
at Tiffany’s in New York, where he began restoring works of 
art and musical instruments. In 1879 he became associated 
with The Metropolitan Museum of Art, where he started to 
restore Luigi Palma di Cesnola’s collection of Cypriot antiq-
uities before specializing as a mount-maker and Museum 
photographer.53 

No records survive specifying criteria for the interven-
tions on the revetments of the Monteleone chariot from 
restoration to mounting. With reference to the restoration —  
and pending the publication of a technical report on the 
new restoration —  Figure"I.23 shows that Chinese paper was 
used on the reverse of the bronze revetments to stabilize 
fractures and cracks.54 In the excerpt quoted above from the 
New York Tribune of February 18, 1904, Cesnola spoke of 
making a plaster support before producing a walnut frame. 
Figure"I.24 shows the substructure that supported the body 
of the chariot for exactly one hundred years. Regarding 
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I.21–I.22 The Monteleone chariot as recon-
structed in 1903, front and side views. 
Photographs taken in 1933
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 contemporary archaeological evidence for the reconstruc-
tion, Cesnola and Balliard had only the models depicted on 
ancient pottery and other archaic !gural works to go by.55 In 
1903, no other example of precisely this type of chariot had 
been correctly reconstructed after its discovery. They proba-
bly drew on the small biga depicted on the proper left panel 
of the very vehicle they were reconstructing (Figure"I.25). 
Besides, the three main panels of the Monteleone chariot 
had remained intact, and their original position must have 
been apparent even to those who were not versed in ancient 
vehicles. One clue suggests that Cesnola did research on 
the then-existing Etruscan chariots: he erroneously had the 
two lion heads (cats. 7 and 8) placed on the wheels because 
he had seen the biga from Rome/Via Appia Antica in the 
Museo Gregoriano Etrusco in the Vatican.56 There, two lion 
heads indeed function as axle !nials, but, unlike the lion 
heads from Monteleone, they were made of cast bronze 
and had holes for the lynchpins. Finally, it is worth remem-
bering that Cesnola was a trained military of!cer and cav-
alryman who had seen action in the Crimean War and the 
American Civil War, on the Union side. He would have had 

I.23 The Monteleone chariot during recent conservation, showing 
the Chinese paper used by Charles Balliard in 1903 to stabilize frac-
tures and cracks in the central panel. Photograph: Kendra Roth

I.24 The Monteleone char-
iot during recent conserva-
tion, showing the wooden 
substructure of the box 
made in 1903 as it appeared 
when the bronze panels 
were removed. Photograph: 
Frederick J. Sager 

I.25 Detail of Achilles’s chariot depicted on the left panel of the 
Monteleone chariot, after recent conservation
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ample direct experience of wheeled equipment and horse 
gear. Furthermore, his archaeological activities as American 
consul in Cyprus between 1865 and 1876 familiarized him 
with ancient representations of horse-drawn vehicles, most 
notably on the remarkable early !fth-century sarcophagus 
from Amathus.

In evaluating Balliard’s work, it must be said that he 
treated the revetments with considerable respect, even if he 
!xed them to their wooden substructure with a multitude 
of nails (Figures I.26, I.27), which, during the recent resto-
ration, prevented us from determining which old holes he 
had used. 

Of the many small fragments of ivory that came to New 
York with the bronzes (cats. 21 –  30), some “have been 
mounted upon a wooden rim shaped exactly like that which 
was once sited within the chariot body.”57 Nothing was 
known about the little fragments of the chariot and the grave 
goods that remained in Italy until 1924, when Antonio 
Minto published the list of the items that had come to the 
Museo Archeologico, Florence.58 

F. The Bollo drawings 
When Adolf Furtwängler published the Monteleone chariot 
in Brunn and Bruckmann’s Denkmäler griechischer und 
römischer Skulptur of 1905, the accompanying drawings 
showed the bronze panels and their decoration for the !rst 
time (see Figures V.3, V.25, V.32, V.54, V.58). 59 It must have 
taken a very long time to complete these actual-size (1:1) 
drawings at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, and they must 
have been executed between the time the revetments were 
unpacked and when they were mounted, during the !rst 
two weeks of November 1903. The name of the Museum’s 
draftsman, P[aul] Bollo, is written at the bottom of each of 
the !ve original folios.60 

His drawings are excellent: thousands of lines are faith-
fully reproduced, within the limits permitted by the state of 
conservation at the time. Among the few liberties Bollo took 
to speed up the work was to render the small right lion on 
the strip (illustrated as cat. 9) by reversing the left lion on the 
strip (shown as cat. 10). I mention this detail because I will 
show later that one of the two was made by the master 
craftsman of the chariot, while the other was a copy made 
by his chief collaborator. Bollo missed only a few elements, 
one of them being the pendant knot on the belt of the war-
rior on the front panel (Figure"V.5). I have added it to the 
drawing executed in 2009 –  10 by Dalia Lamura under my 
direction (Figure"III.3).61 

The following considerations underlie the new drawing. 
Based upon Bollo’s drawings, it gives a view of the chariot 
box with all of the revetments, including those not drawn by 
him, such as the two groups of kouroi and the boar pro-
tome. In order to make the overall view executed on a 
smaller scale legible, we decided to outline all the repoussé 

work and leave out almost all the detail, except where 
essential for a correct interpretation of the scenes. In so 
doing, we recti!ed errors in Bollo’s renderings and com-
pleted some !gures that the recent restoration had enabled 
us to interpret better, for example the object carried by the 
winged !gure"in the proper right side frieze (cat. 11). Our 
drawing deliberately left out all the signs of cracking shown 
by Bollo, the remains of the original nails, the small holes, 
and the frayed edges visible in 1903, particularly those in 
the side friezes (Figures V.54, V.58).

I.26 X-ray of the boar pro-
tome (cat."2) on the 
Monteleone chariot before 
the 1903 reconstruction was 
disassembled. X-ray: Kendra 
Roth

I.27 X-ray of a detail of the 
proper left panel (cat. 4a) on 
the Monteleone chariot 
before the 1903 reconstruc-
tion was disassembled. 
X-ray: Kendra Roth
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G. Reasons for disassembling the chariot in 2002 
Soon after the reconstructed chariot was displayed in 1903, 
doubts were expressed that it did not match the original 
vehicle, and they were periodically reiterated in the archae-
ological literature.62 The opportunity to assess the extent 
of the inaccuracy arose about twenty years ago, when the 
exhibition “Antichità dall’Umbria a New York” was being 
prepared, and I was invited to write the essay “The Mon-
teleone Chariot: From Discovery to Restoration” for the 
catalogue.63 On that occasion, thanks to the generous 
cooperation of the Depart ment of Greek and Roman Art, I 
was able to examine the chariot in detail.64 The reasons for 
a new reconstruction are detailed in that publication and 
can be brie#y summarized. 

The two side panels (cats. 3a and 4a) needed to be raised 
slightly in order to place the bosses (cats. 5 and 6) where the 

I.28 Detail of the Monteleone chariot as reconstructed in 1903. 
Photograph taken in 1990. The bronze boss and the kouros 
were not placed where the traces of them could still be seen. 
The nail holding the boss in place was a modern addition.

I.29 The Monteleone chariot after recent reconstruction,  
top view

traces of them could still be seen (Figure"I.28), at the edge 
of the front panel (cat. 1a). The lower friezes (cats. 11 and 
12) had to be moved back, and two smaller rectangular 
panels (cat. 15) had to be inserted behind the larger side 
panels (Figures" I.7, I.8). The sides of the U-shaped #oor 
frame had to be extended to form the two !nials at the sides 
of the rear running board, which must have been curved 
and not straight (Figures I.22, I.29). The lion heads (cats. 7 
and 8) did not belong to the wheels, where they were incor-
rectly mounted as axle !nials, but were originally posi-
tioned under the feet of the small kouroi (Figures"I.7, I.8), as 
indicated by traces on the lion heads (Figures V.44, V.47). 
Moreover, the deformed lion head belonged under the kou-
ros with boots; in ancient times the feet of this youth had 
been damaged, together with the underlying head, and the 
subsequent ancient restoration replaced the boots where 
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I.30 Detail of the Monteleone chariot as reconstructed in 1903. Photograph taken in 
1990. When the pole was attached the boar protome was not placed where the out-
line had been chased by the craftsman on the central panel (see Figures I.31, V.1). 

the feet had been. The traces of the two crouching rams 
(cats. 13, 14), which Balliard placed at the base of the main 
panel (Figure"I.30), were clearly visible at the front of the 
lower friezes (Figures V.52, V.56); it was also evident that 
their hindquarters were trimmed in antiquity to fit the 
underlying reliefs (Figures"V.60, V.61). The boar protome 
(cat. 2) was originally placed just below the deer’s curved 
back on the front panel, as the outline on the surface of the 
bronze con!rms (Figure"I.31). 

In 2002, the happy moment arrived when work on the 
Monteleone chariot could begin. This undertaking was part 
of the reinstallation of the galleries of Greek and Roman art 
that was completed in 2007.65 In 2001, I participated in the 
formulation of an of!cial agreement between The Metro-
politan Museum of Art and the Consiglio Nazionale delle 
Ricerche’s Istituto di Studi sulle Civiltà Italiche e del Medi-
terraneo Antico (ISCIMA), for the purpose of reexamining 
and restoring the chariot. Work began in March 2002 in the 
Sherman Fairchild Center for Objects Conservation. I served 
as overall coordinator. The principal specialists in the Con ser-
vation Department were Kendra Roth and Frederick"J. Sager, 
with the collaboration of Dorothy H. Abramitis. James H. 
Frantz, then Lawrence Becker were the successive depart-
ment heads. My curatorial colleague was Joan R. Mertens, 
with Dietrich von Bothmer and Carlos A. Picón as succes-
sive heads of the Department of Greek and Roman Art.

H. A century of studies 
News reports in the Italian and American press are dis-
cussed above (I.C, I.D) and in the pertinent endnotes. The 
history of the scholarship on the Monteleone chariot was 
skillfully and clearly presented by Marisa Bonamici in 1992. 
My consideration here will highlight only the most signi!-
cant contributions. The publication history of the chariot 
appears on page 121. It is unnecessary to retrace the studies 
on the typology of the chariot prior to the catalogue of the 
1997 exhibition “Carri da guerra e principi etruschi,” which 
explains why the vehicle is classi!ed as a parade chariot 
actually used by its owner in life.66 From the !rst notices in 
1903, however, all authors agree that, given the fragile 
bronze revetment, the chariot could have been utilized only 
for ceremonies and parades.67 Also at the outset —  as well as 
recently, with the discovery of other bronze-clad vehicles —  
some commentators speculated that it was a specially built 
funeral chariot or used for votive purposes.68 The shortcom-
ings of this view will be shown in Section III.D. 

Many hypotheses have been advanced concerning the 
iconography of the chariot, from generic scenes to depic-
tions of the myths of Herakles and Achilles.69 The 1964 
study by Roland Hampe and Erika Simon has proved funda-
mental to subsequent research. Hampe and Simon go 
beyond Ducati’s insights, arguing that the minor friezes 
were part of the overall program and establishing that, I.31  Detail showing the placement of the boar protome as recently restored
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among surviving works of ancient art, the chariot is the !rst 
to depict the life cycle of Achilles, a subject that remained 
popular until the end of the fourth century A.D.70 Debate 
continues over this identification. Most scholars have 
accepted it, thanks to the cogency of Hampe and Simon’s 
arguments, as well as further corroboration by Cristofani in 
1996. Nonetheless, reservations were soon expressed,71 and 
persisted, but were not based on new, thoroughgoing 
study.72 I believe that the conclusions presented here in 
Section III.B demonstrate that Hampe and Simon’s hypoth-
esis is incontrovertible, setting aside the intractable dif!-
culty of identifying the recumbent woman under Achilles’s 
biga on the proper left panel.73 

Debate on matters of style and iconography, which are 
closely linked to the cultural background of the craftsmen 
and the location of their workshops, started the moment 
the chariot was unearthed and continues to the present day. 
It must be kept in mind that this is a unique work, the pre-
decessor of all parade chariots from ancient Italy, hence it 
 cannot be classi!ed by comparing it with dissimilar con-
temporary artifacts. Moreover, most European authors who 
have written about the chariot in their publications —  none 
dedicated solely to the vehicle after those by Furtwängler 
and Ducati —  have not seen it close up. Furthermore, the 
excellent photographs !rst published by Tarchi in 1936 
were not available until 1933, and most of the comments 
were based on Furtwängler’s type of illustrations.74 Thus, it 

is not surprising that the chariot was downgraded to “pro-
vincial, non-Etruscan” by Pallottino in 1959 and Banti in 
1964, or to “Etruscan but provincial” by Torelli in 1976, 
1981(a), and 1985. After research by Ursula Höckmann in 
1982 resolved the debate about the Etruscan origin of the 
chariot,75 the craftsmanship of the Monteleone chariot was, 
in some quarters, still considered the same as that of the 
modest bronze revetments from Todi, better known as the 
Ferroni Laminae.76

A new period of research dawned in the 1990s after a 
critical reexamination of the old restoration included direct 
study of the object.77 Ninety years after Furtwängler’s publi-
cation —  the only one that can be considered scienti!c —  it 
is clear that both its method and approach are still valid. The 
insights presented by this great German scholar concerning 
the chariot’s style and iconography, as well as the technical 
skills of the master craftsman, have been reexamined, the 
pejorative Etruscan connotations of the decoration ques-
tioned, and the activity of East Greek craftsmen operating in 
Etruria at a time not much beyond the second quarter of the 
sixth century B.C. suggested. 78 This revival of a hypothesis 
assigning a foreign genesis to the chariot’s decoration, after 
the old approaches of Furtwängler (1905, 1913), Ducati 
(1909), Brendel (1978), and, more recently, Bonamici 
(1997), is still not convincing,79 perhaps because to date 
there has been no sure evidence. Our publication seeks to 
place the discussion on a solid, up-to-date foundation.
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I I .  T H E  M O N T E L E O N E  C H A R I OT  A N D  E T R U S CA N  PA R A D E  C H A R I OT S  O F  
T H E  S I X T H  C E N T U RY  B . C .

was executed separately on the Monteleone chariot, while 
on the Castro example it is made from the same sheet as the 
side panel (the sheet does not cover the whole panel but 
only the rails). Furthermore, in the Monteleone chariot the 
side friezes (cats."11, 12) were executed separately from the 
rear side panels (cat."15), while in the Castro chariot they 
are made of a single sheet (Figure"II.7). This clearly shows 
how to reconstruct other vehicles of the same type from 
ancient Italy that have been taken apart and dispersed after 
uncontrolled excavations (see Figures"II.8, II.9).

The typology of the side panels is also observed in one 
of the two parade chariots from Castel San Mariano, near 
Perugia (Figure"II.8c).7 The typology of the side friezes recurs 
in the Castel San Mariano chariot (Figure" II.9c) and in a 
group of bronze sheets in the Barsanti collection said to be 
from central Italy (Figure"II.9d).8 In both cases they are sep-
arately fashioned elements, as in the Monteleone chariot.

There is an approximately forty-year gap between the 
Monteleone vehicle —  the oldest in the group, datable to 
about 560 –  550"B.C. —  and the latest one, from Castro, 
which dates to about 520 B.C.9 The structural elements of 

A. Chariots from Italy as evidence of the type 
No Etruscan-Italic parade chariots in their original form  
had been discovered and documented by professional 
archaeologists before the Monteleone chariot came to  
The Metropolitan Museum of Art in disconnected pieces. 
The restoration of 1903 was based on the shape of the 
bronze sheets that originally covered the wood and leather 
substructure and gave rise to inaccuracies of reconstruction 
(see Sections I.E, I.G). 

In 1967 the Centre Belge de Recherches Étrusques et 
Italiques was the !rst to unearth scienti!cally an Etruscan 
parade chariot, at Castro near Vulci.1 It had the same struc-
ture, with its parts still connected and in a good state of 
preservation. The vehicle was found upright, propped up  
by the earth that had entered the tomb over the centuries 
and supported the substructure as it rotted (Figure" II.1). 
Thanks to the intervention of the Italian Istituto Centrale del 
Restauro, the body and wheels of the chariot were encased 
in plaster and extracted from the tomb in three pieces (see 
Figure" II.2). All that remained of the wooden body were 
!bers mixed with muddy soil. However, the wood of the 
wheels was preserved in the naves,2 in half of the wheel’s 
circumference with the spokes (originally nine), and in 
a short section of the pole where it exited the chassis. In 
the subsequent conservation process, soil deposits were 
removed from the body of the chariot, working from the 
inside to the underside of the bronze sheets.3 They were pro-
gressively detached from the plaster casing, consolidated, 
documented, and treated until they were mounted onto a 
wooden reconstruction of the vehicle in 1985 (Figure"II.3).4 
The plaster cast, which is kept in the museum together with 
the chariot complex,5 still shows the imprint of the bronze 
sheets and parts of the traction structure, that is, a U-shaped 
#oor frame longer than it is wide and balanced on the axle;6 
the axle beneath, which is square in section; and the part of 
the pole under the chassis, placed in a groove at the center 
of the curve and then slotted into the axle.

Although the bronze sheathing had not originally been 
designed to cover all of the body of the Castro chariot, as  
is the case with the Monteleone vehicle, the typology of  
the single parts is comparable: the nine-spoked wheels have 
cylindrical naves covered in bronze sheet (Figure"II.4), the 
lower part of the front panel presents a curved cut where  
the pole exits and the edge is bent under the curve of the 
chassis (Figure"II.5), and the U-shaped side panels are joined 
to the front panel by a band decorated with an embossed 
kouros in pro!le surmounted by a knob (Figure"II.6). The 
two chariots are different in that the band with the kouros 

II.1 The Etruscan parade chariot unearthed in Castro, Italy, in 1967. 
Photograph: Emiliozzi 1997, pl."XX,"1
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II.2 The plaster cast used to encase the body of the Castro chariot 
so that it could be extracted from the tomb. Photo graph: Elisabetta 
Bianchi for Emiliozzi 1997, pl."XX, 3

II.3 The Castro chariot as reconstructed in 1985. Museo Nazionale Etrusco, Viterbo. Photograph: 
Marcello Bellisario

this type of chariot, however, do not change; indeed, they 
remain consistent. The varying execution of the bronze 
sheets, sometimes in separate parts and sometimes in a 
single sheet, are merely different technical features regard-
ing the revetment and have no impact on the substructure, 
just as the limited differences in size do not affect the type. 

Two points must be emphasized regarding the recon-
struction of the Castro chariot (Figure" II.3) and its new 
graphic reconstruction (Figure" II.10) and the 1:1 model 
made in 1997 for the Castel San Mariano chariot’s substruc-
ture (Figure"II.11). First, the rear !nials of the Castro chari-
ot’s #oor frame are missing in Figure"II.3, probably because 
the rotted remains of the wood were overlooked during the 
excavation of the tomb and the recovery of the chariot. At 
that time studies of Etruscan-Italic chariots were in their 
early stages, and no one imagined that such !nials existed. 
It was understood only later that rear !nials must have been 
present on both the Castro chariot and the Monteleone 
chariot, where they were covered in ivory. Compare the so-
called war chariots, on which the rear  !nials were covered 
in rawhide or metal.10 Second, we reconstructed a #oor-
ing of wooden planks for the Castel San Mariano chariot, 
as previously suggested for the Monteleone chariot, even 
if the excavation provided no  evidence for such #ooring 

either on it or on the Castro  chariot.11 The reconstruction 
was based on a comparison with the structure of the war 
chariots. 

B. Typological differences between the Monteleone chariot 
and war chariots of the seventh to sixth century B.C. 
Until now, two structurally homogeneous types of chariot, 
with the box balanced on the axle —  the most common  
type in Italy —  have been identi!ed in the reconstruction 
of Etruscan-Italic vehicles found in tombs dating from the 
second half of the eighth to the sixth century"B.C. The box 
is long and narrow, and if it was occupied by two persons 
they did not stand beside each other, but rather the chari-
oteer stood in front with his passenger behind him, with the 
axle between them.12 A variant I shall call A is a later ver-
sion of an earlier vehicle like the one unearthed in Tomb 15 
at Castel di Decima, near Rome (720 –  710"B.C.).13 Another 
variant of this type, which I shall call B, occurs from the 
time of the vehicle from the Barberini Tomb at Praeneste 
(675 –  650"B.C.), also in the ancient region of Latium Vetus.14 
Variant A is more common and is distinguished by its 
inverted U-shaped side rails. Variant"B has been found less 
frequently, and its reconstruction is progressing slowly.15 Its 
most characteristic feature is its ear-loop side rails.16 
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II.4 Detail of the hub of the 
Castro chariot in Figure"II.3. 
The wood was originally 
coated with bronze. Photo-
graph: Marcello Bellisario

II.5 Detail of the bronze 
decoration in front of the 
central panel on the Castro 
chariot in Figure"II.3. Photo-
graph: Marcello Bellisario

II.6 Bronze decoration on the left panel on the Castro 
chariot in Figure"II.3. Photo graph: Marcello Bellisario

II.7 Bronze decoration on the rear panel and the shock-absorbing system on the Castro chariot in 
Figure"II.3. Photo graph: Marcello Bellisario 

For both variants, fast-moving vehicles, the so-called war 
chariot type, and slow-moving ones designed to advance at 
the pace of a walking person, that is, the parade chariot 
type, have been identi!ed. Structural differences underlie 
the different types of use.

The sidings. “Siding” is a technical term used by scholars 
of archaeological vehicles to describe the supporting struc-

ture and any materials attached thereto to create the car of 
a vehicle. Discovered in 1972, the war chariot from Tomb 
15 at Castel di Decima (Figure"II.12) is one of the oldest 
ever found in Italy and the oldest that can be graphically 
reconstructed.17 The railings run around the entire front and 
sides of the chassis; the front rail extends to the line of the 
axle and is followed by the inverted-U-shaped side rails 
that run from the axle to the rear footboard. The diagram 
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II.8 Bronze decoration on the side panels of the parade chariots from a)"Monte-
leone, (b)"Castro, and (c)"Castel San Mariano (chariot"I). Drawings: Dalia Lamura 
under the direction of Adriana Emiliozzi 

II.9  Bronze decoration on the rear side panels and shock-absorbing systems 
of the parade chariots from (a)"Monteleone, (b)"Castro, and (c)"Castel San 
Mariano (chariot"I) and (d)"the chariot remains from the Barsanti collection. 
Drawings: Dalia Lamura under the direction of Adriana Emiliozzi
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shows the simple design of the rails: A forked branch is set 
in the  center of the curve of the #oor frame, and its two 
extensions are bent at the sides and positioned to form two 
symmetrical curves. A second forked branch is positioned 
at the sides, vertical to the axle, and its extensions form a 
 forward-facing elbow bend. The diagram illustrates the pas-
senger area, which is created by stretching leather over the 
lower and central parts of the space beneath the railings; the 
space left between the curved branches creates a handhold 
for mounting the vehicle. Straps fan down from the tops  
of the curves to keep the leather covering taut. Proof that 
this system was used is provided by cases where the cov-
ering is kept taut by metal frames, and the leather straps, 
which  otherwise have no function, are replaced by small 
metal rods. Examples of version A are the war chariot from 
the Tomba dei Carri tumulus in Populonia (Figure"II.13) and 
the Capua vehicle (parade chariot?), while the war chariot 
from the Barberini Tomb at Praeneste represents version B.18 

The shape of the front rail of Etruscan and Italic war 
chariots of the seventh century"B.C. varies depending on 
the shape of the #oor frame, as shown by the ones that have 
been reconstructed to date. Examples are the chariot from 
the Tomb of the Bronze Chariot at Vulci (Figure"II.14), with 
a U-shaped #oor frame and a straight front rail that is higher 
than the side rails; the one from Populonia (Figure"II.13), 
with a nearly rectangular #oor frame and an almost straight 
front rail; and the chariot from a tomb at Narce, with a 
slightly rounded #oor frame and front rail.19

The tops of the railings in war chariots are never covered 
in leather because the railings acted as handholds for the 
standing passenger. Conversely, in parade chariots, designed 
to move at a walking pace, the railings are not functional 
parts of the chariot bodies and do not serve as handrails. To 
keep his balance, all the charioteer needed to do was hold 
the reins and lean his body against the front panel; the sec-
ond passenger kept his balance by holding onto the chari-
oteer’s shoulder, as can be observed in the many images of 
chariots in processions.20 The side rails can thus be com-
pletely enclosed in leather, even if they are covered with an 
additional metal sheathing, as observed on the Monteleone 
chariot and on chariots I and II from Castel San Mariano (to 
which I will return repeatedly throughout this article).

Whether covered only in leather or decorated with addi-
tional elements, the front rail is shaped like an inverted U 
and rises consistently to a height of about 3 11⁄2 –  321⁄4 in. 
(80 –  82"cm) above the front curve of the U-shaped #oor 
frame. The side rails narrow toward the front rail and rise 
to about two-thirds of its height. In version A, a small rec-
tangular panel is sometimes inserted, as if to !ll the space 
the rails previously occupied behind the axle. This non-
functional addition is covered in a bronze revetment in  
the most sumptuous chariots.21 (In the excavated vehicles 

II.10 Updated diagram of the Castro chariot (Figures"II.1 –  II.3). Drawing: Dalia Lamura under the 
direction of Adriana Emiliozzi 
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reconstructed so far this panel corresponds to the rear side 
panels on the Monteleone chariot [cat. 15]). The differ-
ence can be appreciated by looking at the boxes of the two 
types of vehicles as if their component parts were shown 
#attened: in the war chariot type the box has !ve panels, 
while in the sixth-century parade chariot type it has three 
(with or without the two side additions). Also, the wheels 
seem smaller in the parade chariot, and the length of the 
chassis is proportionate to the wheels’ diameter. We can-
not be sure whether there was a general redesign of parade  
chariots, given that in the sixth century"B.C. the same 
 features appear in Etruscan and Latin representations of 
 racing chariots.22 This innovation may have resulted from 
technology introduced by wheelwrights at the beginning  
of the sixth century"B.C. to satisfy the demands of a new 
elite (see Section II.C).23 

A proposal I recently advanced for the reconstruction of 
the Dutuit chariot from Capua, which is datable to about 
580"B.C., suggests that that vehicle represents an advanced 
phase of “gestation” of the sixth-century"B.C. parade chariot 
type with U-shaped sides, of which the Monteleone chariot 
seems to have become the standard.24 

The shock-absorbing system. In Etruscan-Italic war chariots 
the #oor frame is always !xed directly onto the axle and 
draft pole, as in the examples I have noted from the ancient 
Mediterranean area, whether actual vehicles, models, or 
representations.25 The reconstruction of Etruscan chariots 
from Populonia and Vulci (Figures"II.13, II.14) shows that the 
three parts are joined in such a way as to create a rigid trac-
tion structure and that the vehicle could only be mounted 
thanks to a #oor of woven leather strips that absorb shocks 
when the vehicle is in motion.26 The reconstruction is based 
on a fragment of the #oor frame of the Vulci chariot, which 
shows the holes for the ancient woven leather  #ooring.27 

By contrast, a complex system placed between the #oor 
frame and the axle to act as a shock absorber is recon-
structed in the Etruscan parade chariots. The system consists 
of two facing inverted-trapezoid-shaped pieces of wood 
presenting curved and rectangular cuts and joined by two 
cylindrical crossbars parallel to the axle (see Figure II.15). 
The system sits under the #oor frame, and the trapezoidal 
pieces !t onto the axle by means of two pegs provided with 
tenons. The two crossbars slot into the pole. As illustrated in 
the diagram, two narrow curved cuts in the pole receive the 

II.11 Substructure of parade chariot I from Castel San Mariano as reconstructed for the 
exhibition “Carri da guerra e principi etruschi” (Emiliozzi 1997, p."208, !g."1). Photo graph: 
Elisabetta Bianchi

II.12 The war chariot from Castel di Decima as graphically reconstructed for 
Emiliozzi 1997, p. 96, !g. 1. Drawing: Gabriella Corsi under the direction of 
Adriana Emiliozzi
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crossbars. The recovery of this type of system —  never found 
in excavations because wood decays —  is based on exami-
nation of the external bronze sheets covering the chariots 
from Castro, Castel San Mariano, and the Barsanti collec-
tion, as well as the Monteleone chariot. The remains of a 
parade chariot discovered recently in a sanctuary at Orvieto 
and dating to the end of the sixth century"B.C. present sim-
ilarly shaped bronze sheets.28 Moreover, a fragment from 
the chariot found in Tomb XI of Eretum at Sabina Tiberina 
may belong to an element with the same function and con-
sequently may represent the most ancient occurrence dis-
covered to date in Italy (620 –  600"B.C.).29 

This system seems to have been used to absorb shocks 
and must have been introduced when there was a rigid 
#oor —  in all likelihood made of wooden slats —  instead of 
a woven leather #oor. The vehicle could move but it could 
not go fast, as demonstrated by the fact that the wheels of 
three chariots equipped with such shock-absorbing systems 
are completely or partially covered in bronze sheathing.30 
Therefore, these vehicles were built only for ceremonial use. 

The iconographic sources show several examples of 
chariots with shock absorbers. They occur on Etruscan-Italic 

terracotta plaques representing vehicles in processions, on 
the bronze sheet covering chariot II from Castel San 
Mariano,31 and on the left panel of the Monteleone chariot 
(cat."4a). The latter belongs to the type with ear-loop rails 
that I"called variant B. In some cases the vehicles depicted 
are drawn by winged, and thus divine, horses. 

Almost all Etruscan-Italic war chariots were designed for 
either three- or four-horse teams. The system for adding a 
third or fourth horse consists of metal rings or pegs that 
extend from the top of the front rails and leather loops that 
hang from these and through which the traces of the outrig-
gers pass.32 The traces were then tied to the chariot car.33 
None of the parade chariots unearthed from excavations 
and reconstructed so far seems to be equipped with loops 
for traces. (I suspend judgment on the extremely fragmen-
tary Dutuit chariot.) Among the illustrations of three- and 
four-horse chariots dating to the sixth century"B.C., only 
one, the frieze of an architectural terracotta from Caere, 
shows a chariot with holes in the car through which the 
traces of the outriggers pass, but that vehicle is of a type that 
has not been identi!ed from the remains of actual chariots 
from ancient Italy.34 The slow pace of the parade chariot, 

II.13 The war chariot from the Tomba dei Carri tumulus in Populonia as 
reconstructed in 1997 for the wall labels in the exhibition “Carri da guerra e 
principi etruschi” (not published in the catalogue [Emiliozzi 1997]). Drawing: 
Gabriella Corsi under the direction of Adriana Emiliozzi

II.14 The war chariot from Vulci as reconstructed for the exhibition “Carri da 
guerra e principi etruschi” (Emiliozzi 1997, p. 130, !g. 16). Drawing: Gabriella 
Corsi under the direction of Adriana Emiliozzi
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and the fact that a man walked alongside the horses, as 
shown in some illustrations,35 may have rendered outriggers 
attached to the car of the chariot unnecessary. This issue lies 
outside the bounds of the present study, however. 

C. Iconographic sources for the use and cultural context 
of sixth-century parade chariots
A sixth-century"B.C. chariot with a tripartite body could 
move at a fast pace, as shown by illustrations of races. Thus, 
a wheelwright had to know what use a chariot would be put 
to in order to know which shock-absorbing system to install: 
the traditional woven-leather #ooring appropriate for a fast 
chariot, or a platform, which might sometimes be rigid, suit-
able for a parade chariot. 

The custom of burying vehicles with their deceased own-
ers to show their rank was common in the Italian peninsula 
during the Orientalizing period. Except in Picenum, it 
became rare in the Archaic period. However, many Archaic 
monuments depict scenes highlighting the use of chariots —  
actual in life and ideal in the afterlife. The terracotta friezes 
of the temples and princely buildings (regiae) of Etruscan 
and Latin cities are the richest source of visual informa-
tion.36 These architectural elements (far more than funerary 
paintings and reliefs, vase paintings, or friezes impressed on 
bucchero and impasto clay, carved in ivory, or embossed 
on"metal objects)37 provide documentation of princely life 

II.15 Reconstruction of the 
shock-absorbing system  
in the substructure between 
the chassis and the axle of 
the Monteleone chariot. 
Drawings: Dalia Lamura 
under the direction of 
Adriana Emiliozzi

that is iconographically consistent and chronologically con-
tinuous. Because they are also less in#uenced by foreign 
iconographic conventions, they allow the function (real or 
idealized) of the Etruscan-Italic chariot to be traced from the 
!rst decades of the sixth century"B.C. to its end. Discoveries 
made since the publication in 1940 of Arvid Andrén’s work 
on architectural terracottas have inspired a number of icon-
ographic, stylistic, and interpretive studies on topics ranging 
from the function of the !gurative content in relation to the 
designated use (civil or sacred) of the buildings to the ways 
in which wealth and power are symbolized.38 The topic has 
been so extensively explored that the risk of subjective 
interpretation is slight. 

Illustrations of bigas, trigas, and quadrigas (two-, three-, 
and four-horse chariots) appear on terracotta friezes from 
580"B.C. on,39 but chariots with cars resembling that of the 
Monteleone chariot appear only around 530 –  520"B.C.  
The friezes date to the same period as the Castro chariot 
(520"B.C.), which in turn presents the same morphology 
depicted on the so-called Veii-Rome-Velletri plaques, which 
represent converging nuptial processions (see Figure"II.16).40 
In the procession arriving from the left, the bridegroom 
stands on a triga behind the charioteer, and the bride does 
the same in the procession coming from the opposite direc-
tion.41 The car of the bride’s chariot resembles the car of the 
Castro chariot down to the palmette, undoubtedly of metal, 
that embellishes the leather covering of its front panel. The 
bride’s chariot has rear side panels, which, by contrast, are 
missing from the bridegroom’s vehicle, a parade chariot with 
ear-loop side rails resembling those mounted on the proper 
left panel of the Monteleone chariot (cat. 4a). The shock 
absorbers do not seem to be depicted in the chariots on 
these terracotta plaques, undoubtedly because the smaller 
friezes did not allow for great detail. The parade chariots on 
the terracotta friezes have wheels with six spokes,42 whereas 
the wheels on the Castro and Monteleone chariots, which 
have the same type of body, have nine. The yokes on the 
chariots depicted on the plaques, though undecorated, are 
identical in shape to the yoke on the Monteleone chariot, so 
the leather collars and the method of attachment must have 
been identical as well. 

Each of the plaques depicts two chariots, one drawn by 
wingless horses and the other by horses with wings. 
According to Mario Torelli, the bridal couple in the !rst 
chariot (a triga) is “terrestrial,” while the pair in the second 
(a biga) is “divine.”43 External evidence indicates that a 
woman was buried with the Castro chariot, which may have 
been her bridal chariot. That fact, and the vehicle’s sumptu-
ous decoration, point to her exceptional status (see Section 
II.A). The Monteleone chariot was built for a man, and his 
gender and high aristocratic rank are clearly conveyed by the 
scenes depicted on it. Given the similar typology of the 
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Castro and Monteleone vehicles, the so-called Veii-Rome-
Velletri plaques are certainly appropriate for analyzing their 
intended use. The chronological gap —  at least two decades 
and perhaps twice that long (see Section III.G) —  is not a 
problem. The use of chariots for nuptial ceremonies (albeit 
mythical ones) has been documented much earlier in the 
Etruscan world, for example in vase painting dating to the 
last decades of the seventh (two amphorae from the Agnesi-
Piacentini Tomb at Trevignano Romano) and the beginning 
of the sixth century"B.C. (a hydria of the Polledrara Class 
from the Isis Tomb at Vulci of ca. 580"B.C.).44 

The earliest terracotta plaques, of 570 –  560"B.C., depict 
scenes that disclose the even more important use to which 
the person who commissioned the Monteleone chariot put 
it during his lifetime, as a triumphus, which in the archaic 
sense of the term was a ritual celebrating a victorious return 
from war. Again, Torelli provides a reading of three series 
of terracotta scenes that supports this assertion: one series 
from Tuscania and Acquarossa (570 –  560"B.C.), another 
from Acquarossa (560 –  550"B.C.), and a third from Cisterna, 
near Latina (Capri!co), and Sant’Omobono, Rome (520 and 
510"B.C.).45 These friezes, too, depict processions converg-
ing toward the center, but in a political-military display. 
Torelli analyzes the different groups of friezes, starting with 
the ones from Cisterna and Sant’Omobono. The procession 
coming from the right includes a triga mounted by a warrior, 
followed by a biga driven by a woman and people walking 
in front of or alongside the chariots. The procession arriving 
from the left is led by a triga drawn by winged horses and 
driven by a goddess, with a warrior mounting the chariot. 
It is followed by a biga drawn by two wingless horses and 
driven by a warrior, with people of various ranks walking 
in front or alongside. Both processions advance slowly, as 
shown by the position of the horses’ legs. The vehicles are 
not the same type, nor do they resemble the Monteleone 

chariot.46 I fully agree with Torelli’s opinion that the scene on 
the right depicts the departure for battle (profectio) of a war-
rior of princely rank (regulus). The narrative implies his future 
victory, because he will celebrate a triumphus and achieve 
apotheosis (the left frieze) on his return (reditus). The inter-
pretation of these friezes is supported by com paring them 
with those from Tuscania and Acquarossa of 570 –  560"B.C., 
where there are no winged horses in similar processions, 
and with those from Acquarossa of 560 –  550"B.C., where 
scenes of Herakles !ghting the Nemean lion and !ghting 
the Cretan bull #ank the profectio and reditus triumphalis of 
the local regulus to highlight the inseparable link between 
heroic deeds and immortality.47 

The symbolism of power explicit or implicit in these 
friezes is fully conveyed in the Monteleone chariot, albeit 
through a different heroic paradigm. The profectio is sym-
bolized by the chariot itself at the very moment the prin-
ceps mounts it (that the chariot is no longer used to reach 
the battle!eld is not important). The event is ampli!ed by 
a  prologue evoking, in the frieze on the proper right side,  
the paideia (training and education of children) and, in the 
groups with kouroi (see my interpretation of these in Sec tion 
III.B), the kalokagathia (physical beauty and moral valor) 
worthy of a legitimate claimant to the throne, essential pre-
requisites for the ensuing investiture based on political and 
military right and represented by a sort of arming ritual that 
dominates the central panel. The military aspect intimated 
in the terracotta friezes is clearly depicted on the chariot 
(proper right panel) to justify the apotheosis of the future 
rex"(proper left panel). The apotheosis is not preceded by 
a reditus triumphalis scene because the ceremony is cel-
ebrated in the chariot itself.

Achilles never represents a heroic ideal on terracotta 
friezes of Etruscan and Latin regiae, but there are references 
to Herakles in friezes dating to after the middle of the sixth 

II.16 A wedding procession 
depicted on terracotta friezes 
from Velletri, 530 –  520"B.C. 
Drawings: Fortunati 1993, 
!gs."5,"6
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century"B.C. It seems that the stories of Achilles (and 
Theseus) represent a paradigm of legitimate aspiration to 
royal investiture for these central Italic princelings, while 
the stories of Herakles show the tyrant’s attainment of per-
sonal power, as with Peisistratus in Athens.48 If this is so, two 
distinct groups of Etruscan-Italic parade chariots with !gural 
scenes should be identi!ed on the basis of the type of scene 
depicted: The !rst group includes the vehicle from Todi, 
which is decorated with the stories of both Achilles and 
Theseus, and the Monteleone chariot, which depicts stories 
of Achilles.49 The second group comprises the two chariots 
from Castel San Mariano near Perugia. One of the Castel 
San Mariano chariots shows the Amazonomachy of Herakles 
on the single large bronze panel enveloping the car;50 the 
other displays the introduction of Herakles into Olympus on 
one of the side panels, in a depiction unrelated to the main 
scene on the central panel, which some suggest is con-
nected with the Achilles saga “the genealogical antecedent 
of the ‘nuptial rape’ of Thetis by Peleus.”51 If, in fact, there 
was a distinction between the roles played by such heroes 
in the Archaic ideology of power, then this symbolic mean-
ing has also to be acknowledged in parade chariots, which, 
like the terracotta friezes, manifested the owner’s eminent 
position within the family, or society, or both. It seems strange 
to !nd the model of hero as tyrant at Castel San Mariano, as 
this isolated tomb containing chariots (perhaps a total of 
four spread over two generations) and other splendid 
bronzes belonged to an aristocratic family.52 For half a cen-
tury, from about 560 to 510"B.C., this clan controlled —  from 
an aristocratic residence, not a city —  the trade routes and 
commerce between the Valle del Chiana and Chiusi before 
a process of consolidation (synoikismos) led to the creation 
of the nearby city of Perugia.53 In my opinion, the symbolic 
signi!cance of the bronze panels of the Castel San Mariano 
chariots, more than the modest works from Todi, was fully 
appreciated only by the persons who commissioned the 
chariots in the signi!cant Etruscan centers.54 The principes 
who owned them did not identify themselves with Herakles 
rather than Theseus or Achilles; all three heroes satis!ed 
these princes’ desire to assimilate their life histories to that 
of a Greek hero, according to the aristocratic model in 
vogue at the time in the outlying centers, where power and 
prestige were expressed by the accumulation of wealth.55 

 While chariots’ iconography underlines their use in 
sixth-century society, the custom of burying them with the 
deceased died out in the metropoleis of central Tyrrhenian 
Italy.56 This development, which was obviously linked to 
changes in funerary customs, does not mean that the two-
wheeled vehicle —  chariot or cart —  was no longer used as 
a means of transportation in daily life by high-ranking per-
sons.57 The sixth-century parade chariots from the Via Appia 
Antica (three miles outside Rome), Castro (twelve miles 
from Vulci), Castel San Mariano (six miles from Perugia), 
and Todi, and surely also the Barsanti chariot said to be 
from central Italy, all come from strategically situated places 
in areas outside of (or preceding the formation of) major 
urban centers, or from districts such as Valnerina, where 
the Monteleone chariot comes from (see Section I.C), that 
had never been urbanized before the Romans. In these very 
areas the custom of burying the deceased owners with other 
kinds of vehicles continued, whether the vehicles were com-
parable to war chariots, that is, able to travel at a fast pace, 
or to carts used for various purposes, including ceremonies. 
Examples are the !nds from Annifo at Foligno and Gubbio 
in the province of Perugia in east central Umbria,58 Tomb 36 
of the Eretum necropolis in Sabina Tiberina,59 Pitigliano in 
southern Tuscany, and San Giovenale in southern Etruria.60 
The custom of burying fast chariots and carts continued 
elsewhere, but in areas that were not urbanized until the 
Roman conquest, such as Piceno, Lucania, and Daunia.61 
The recent discovery at Orvieto of the bronze revetment of a 
parade chariot inside a sanctuary, not in a funerary context, 
is noteworthy and con!rms that in a sixth-century Etruscan 
metropolis such vehicles were no longer buried in tombs, 
although they were still being built and used by the living.62 

I must emphasize that none of the sixth-century parade 
chariots found in Italy, whether contemporary with the 
Monteleone vehicle or later, with or without scenes express-
ing aristocratic prestige, possesses as complex and coherent 
a !gural program as the one created by the Master of the 
Monteleone Chariot. The cultural background of this crafts-
man will be elucidated in Section III. The identity of the 
person who commissioned the chariot will be discussed 
separately in Section III, because there is reason to believe 
that he was not the person who was buried in the tomb with 
the vehicle.
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II I .  THE CONSTRUCTION AND  DECORATION OF  THE  MONTELEONE CHARIOT AND ITS 
L I FE  BEFORE  IT  WAS  BURIED

superposed elements: axle, draft pole, shock-absorbing sys-
tem, and #oor frame. If the proposed cuts were not present 
in the draft pole and the #oor frame, the accumulated thick-
ness would be much greater than the height of the bronze 
sheets covering the wooden structure. 

The front curve of the U-shaped #oor frame is wide 
enough to permit the assumption that a single branch was 
heat-bent with steam, but it is also possible that the branch 
was partially shaped as it grew. It was also squared from a 
diameter of just over 2 inches (5"cm), perhaps before it was 
heat-bent, to obtain a section of 2"x 2 inches (5"x 5"cm): the 
!rst measurement is determined by the edges of side friezes 
(cats."11 and 12), the second by the ivory casing (cat."29a) 
applied to the rear finials. Into these rear finials were 

A. The ancient framework 
All of the results of studies carried out on ancient vehicles 
agree that the different parts of the wooden framework were 
attached without pins or metal nails, but simply using joints, 
secured by rawhide straps as required. The Monteleone 
chariot was no exception, and if a pin was needed it was 
also made of wood. Indeed, neither pins nor nails were 
found among its metal remains, apart from those belong-
ing to the iron tire and those, of bronze, used to attach 
the revetment. Comparison with the Castro chariot (see 
Figures"II.3, II.10) con!rms that the absence of metal pins 
and nails is not because !nds were dispersed in an uncon-
trolled excavation, but because they were not part of the 
original  substructure. 

The reconstruction (Figure" III.1) shows the individual 
parts of the framework of the Monteleone chariot and how 
they were made and assembled.1 The axle consists of a 
 single piece of wood cut from a tree trunk measuring more 
than 4"inches (10"cm) in diameter. It was whittled down to 
less than 13⁄4"inches (4.5"cm) in diameter for the arms that 
received the naves of the revolving wheels. The central sec-
tion, which supported the body, was squared to a height of 
about 4 inches (10"cm) per side. The squared section was 
suggested by the remains of the Castro chariot, while the 
height of the square’s sides was determined in relation to the 
diameter of the nave arms: the bronze nave cap (diameter 
3 1⁄2" in. [8.9 cm]) had to revolve around a surface of the 
same size, or slightly larger, as I hypothesize. The length of 
the entire axle is about 58 3⁄4 to 59 1⁄2"inches (149 –  151"cm), 
or the sum of the length of the two naves (161⁄8"in."x"2 = 
32 1⁄4"in. [82"cm]), the width ofthe chassis (22 1⁄2 –  23 1⁄4"in. 
[57 –  59"cm]), and the length of the two end sections of the 
axle arms that held the lynchpins that prevented the wheels 
from slipping off (about 2"in."x"2"= 4"in. [10"cm]).2 X-rays of 
the proper left wheel (see Figure"V.75) do not show the 
number of segments in the felloe, so I have hypothesized 
the lowest odd number that could contain the nine spokes, 
that is, three per segment. (The wheels’ construction is 
described under cats."19 and 20.) The odd number of spokes 
is not unusual; the wheels of the Castro chariot, for exam-
ple, also have nine spokes (see Figure"II.10). 

The draft pole crossed the center of the axle and ran 
under the entire #oor frame. The joint between the two parts 
must have been strengthened by rawhide straps.3 This type 
of joint, known as a dado joint (shown in Figures"II.15 and 
III.1), has a cut in the pole but not in the axle, to avoid 
weakening the axle. The presence of this and other cuts is 
inferred from calculations of the thickness of the following 

III.1 The individual parts  
of the framework of the 
Monteleone chariot. Draw-
ing: Dalia Lamura under  
the direction of Adriana 
Emiliozzi
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inserted the tenons of a curved board that !nished the back 
of the #oor frame and served as a running board for mount-
ing the chariot. Wooden pegs pierced both the !nials and 
the inner tenons. As I have said, I am not sure if the #ooring 
was made of woven strips or wooden slats, but I am inclined 
to favor the second possibility (see Figures"II.15, III.1 and 
Sections II.A, II.B).

Each of the two inverted-trapezoidal elements in the 
chariot’s shock-absorbing system (see Figures" II.15, III.1, 
and Section II.B) was 14 5⁄8"in. (37"cm) long and 2"in. (5"cm) 
high. The rectangular opening on each of the side friezes 
(cats."11 and 12, and see Figures"II.9a, III.3), which was also 
re-created in the wooden substructure, indicates that the 
element was joined to both the axle and the chassis by a 
parallelepipedal peg (2 1⁄4"x 2"x 1"in. [5.5"x 5"x 2.5"cm]) pro-
vided with tenons.4 In each end of the inverted trapezoid 
was a curved cut that ran into the #oor frame and formed a 
semicircle; this semicircle accommodated the heads of the 
pair of crossbars positioned between the #oor frame and the 
draft pole, which in turn had semicircular indentations to hold 
the two crossbars. There is no evidence showing whether 
these joints were lashed together with rawhide straps. 

The sidings of the chariot’s body were made from an 
inverted-U-shaped wooden front rail and two similarly 
shaped side rails. Leather was stretched over three sides and 
enclosed (partially or totally) the chariot’s car. Leather must 
also have been present in chariots like the Monteleone and 
Castel San Mariano vehicles that were completely covered 
by embossed bronze sheets. It served the dual purpose of 
protecting the work of the master craftsman and ensuring that 
the occupants of the chariot did not come into contact with 
the metal. The dismantling of the old reconstruction of the 
Monteleone chariot allowed me to observe the back of the 
bronze revetments and understand the shape of the original 
wooden substructure. The railing was made from only two 
forked branches, stripped of bark, appropriately bent, and 
mounted as follows (see Figure"III.1): The trunk of each fork 
was squared to about 14 5⁄8 inches high, 3 inches wide, and 
1 5⁄8 inches thick (37 x 7.5 x 4 cm),5 leaving a tenon under-
neath that measured at least 1 5⁄8"x  7⁄8"in. (4"x 2"cm). Each 
tenon was inserted into a specially prepared hole where the 
curve of the #oor frame ends and was secured under the 
#oor frame by a wedge. One of the branches of each fork 
had been heat-bent to form an inverted U from where it 
forked, and its end was inserted into the chassis behind the 
axle; the other branch was used to make half of the front rail. 
The two parts of the front rail were joined by whittling their 
diameters to half their original width, superimposing them, 
and lashing them together with rawhide straps. After they 
were bent the rails were !led into an oval section. 

Because of the extremely fragmented state of the metal 
in the rear side panels (cat."15) there is no direct information 

about their wooden substructure. Comparison with the 
Castro chariot suggests that a small rectangle of wood !tted 
into the #oor frame had a batten intended to be attached to 
the corresponding side rail. This hypothesis is supported by 
the illustrations of parade chariots on terracotta friezes on 
Etruscan and Latin buildings (see Section II.C and 
Figure"II.16). A chariot depicted on a black-!gure Etruscan 
hydria in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, has rear side 
panels made from a further extension of the forks forming 
the rails.6 

The traction system of the Monteleone chariot is per-
fectly consistent with that of Etruscan-Italic chariots of the 
!rst millennium"B.C., as seen in clay and metal models, 
illustrations, and some actual pieces.7 There were two horses 
under a neck-yoke that was connected to the vehicle by 
means of a central draft pole. Depictions of neck-yoked 
chariots usually show a draft pole rising in a gentle curve. 
The pole of the Monteleone chariot, however, seems to be 
unique, not because it was totally revetted but because of 
its pro!le (including the part under the chassis), which is 
made up of two obtuse angles. The current reconstruction 
of the section projecting beyond the chassis follows the line 
of the bronze revetment: it consists of only two pieces and 
reveals the shape of the lost wood.8 The pole so articulated 
is clearly made from a solid double-forked branch, one of 
whose extensions was cut off at the fork (the part with the 
largest diameter under the chassis) and the other toward  
the end (the part with the smallest diameter). The reasons for 
this solution are less clear, unless it is related to the particular 
system of straps and wedges under the boar protome (cat."2). 

My sketch of the system (Figure"III.2) is based on this rea-
soning: First, the pole on chariot"I from Castel San Mariano 
is also covered by a boar protome. Second, that chariot had 
a heavy bronze revetment on the front panel that was made 
separately from the side panels. Third, the thin bronze nails 
used to attach the front panel of the Monteleone chariot 
were not suf!cient to stabilize a similar bronze sheet (see 
cats."1a, 1b), and undoubtedly a supporting system was con-
cealed under the boar protome. Fourth, the boar’s head, with 
its crest, may have been more suitable for covering the sup-
porting system than the head of a lion (or other feline to be 
connected with the deer depicted in the scene).9 And !fth, 
the front panel of the Monteleone chariot shows the cutout 
at the center of the base (cat."1a). Something comparable 
may have existed in the fragmentary chariot"I from Castel 
San Mariano but not in the Castro chariot, where nothing is 
placed over the pole where it projects from under the chas-
sis. In the Castro example the bronze revetment of the front 
panel is only partial and hence light, and at its base there is 
only the faint arc of a circle above the pole (Figure"II.5). In 
such a case, the junction of the pole and the front curve of 
the chassis could have been secured by simpler devices. 
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III.2 The system of straps that might have existed in the substructure 
under the boar protome of the Monteleone chariot. Drawing: Dalia 
Lamura under the direction of Adriana Emiliozzi

The boar protome on the Monteleone chariot thus con-
cealed a system for securing the pole to the chassis and 
stabilizing the bronze front panel. The system may have 
resembled the one shown in Figure" III.2 and described 
below. A piece of a branch was cut into a cone the length 
of the boar protome, and into this was slotted a tenon that 
was #at on the bottom and corrugated on top. The cone was 
hollowed out lengthwise and placed on top of the pole 
where it projected from the chassis. The pole and the cone-
shaped element were lashed together with rawhide thongs 
tied at the top. A short, very narrow wooden cylinder was 
placed over the knots, and the thongs were tied once more 
and the ends cut off. The tenon rested on the #oor frame, 
and the base of the bronze front panel —  previously cut to 
accommodate it —  sat on the tenon. Two of the #oor slats lay 
on the pole; the tenon, the slats, and the pole were lashed 
together with rawhide thongs knotted on the underside. The 
cone, wooden cylinder, and knots all !t snugly inside the 
boar’s head, while the broad base of the conical element and 
its corrugated tenon kept the heavy bronze front panel steady. 

We do not have direct comparisons for the lost wooden 
parts of the neck-yoke, as no complete ancient examples 
have been found. Nevertheless, a full-scale (331⁄8"in. or 84"cm 
in length) late Classical bronze model from Chianciano and 
a close replica (two-thirds lifesize) in the clay group with 
winged horses from Tarquinia from the same period both 
con!rm that the yoke of the Monteleone chariot consisted 
of a wooden crossbar with two curved extensions that 
rested on the necks of a pair of horses.10 The thickness at the 
end of the two extensions equaled that of the superimposed 
embossed sheets that were attached to the wood by long, 
thin bronze nails; holes had to be made in the wooden ends 
(as in the bronze sheets, cat."18) for the harness. The thick-
ness of the wood in the extensions cannot be determined, 
as it also included extra padding around the horses’ necks. 

B. The iconography of the decoration of the  
Monteleone chariot
Before focusing in detail on the decorative program of the 
chariot, we must consider the requirements the person  
who commissioned it would have communicated directly 
to the chariot maker and the bronzeworker. First, the cus-
tomer must have requested that the chariot maker build a 
parade chariot provided with the features described in 
Section III.A, in particular the shock absorbers. The wealthy 
customer also wanted the chariot revetted in bronze embel-
lished with a bespoke !gural decoration; in other words, it 
was custom-made to represent him in his eminent role in 
society. I believe the chariot maker !rst found a metalworker 
capable of sheathing the pole and wheels in bronze —  already 
an exceptional accomplishment —  but not skilled enough to 
design and execute the decoration on the chariot car. A 
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master bronzeworker then came into the picture, an artist 
who might never have decorated a vehicle before but who 
was an expert in repoussé and tracing and a master of !g-
ural scenes and their language.

The vehicle was therefore created by several workers: 
The chariot maker built the entire wooden framework and 
made sure the chariot functioned properly. He then deliv-
ered the chariot box (the #oor frame plus railings) to the 
master bronzeworker, gave him the measurements, and had 
him make a cover for the system of lashings and supports 
where the pole exits the chariot #oor frame at the base of 
the front panel (see Figure III.2). The other parts of the char-
iot remained at the chariot builder’s, and he himself was 

responsible for sheathing the wheels and pole in bronze.11 
The master bronzeworker and his staff undertook the mam-
moth task of executing the revetment of the box, including 
the ivory inlays. Another person executed the small side 
friezes and the revetment of the neck-yoke (and perhaps the 
two little rams). Finally, everything was returned to the char-
iot maker, who attached the leather around the railings, 
mounted the bronze panels and the other revetments, and 
supplied the !nishing touches. 

Most scholars agree with Roland Hampe and Erika Simon 
that the scenes in the “triptych” (the front and two side 
 panels) and the proper right frieze depict the continuous 
tale of a single hero.12 Hampe and Simon followed Pericle 

III.3 The box of the Monte-
leone chariot with all of the 
revetments. The drawing 
outlines only the repoussé 
work and leaves out the 
traced detail except where  
it is essential for a correct 
interpretation of the scenes. 
Drawing: Dalia Lamura 
under the direction of  
Adriana Emiliozzi
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Ducati, who in 1909 championed the idea of narrative unity 
and, going beyond Adolf Furtwängler’s proposal, identi!ed 
the hero as Achilles. Not everyone concurs.13 The task of 
verifying the narrative unity and the identity of the hero is 
closely connected with an examination of the story the art-
ist carefully elaborated for his patron. 

It would have been clear to the artist presented with the 
task of composing the three panels that the most important 
moment in the narrative of the hero had to be depicted on 
the central panel (see Figures"III.3–  III.5). For the person who 
devised the iconography, that moment was when the war-
rior, identi!ed as such by his greaves, received his armor. 
The side panels had to show a sequence of scenes culminat-

ing in the protagonist’s apotheosis, earned by his heroic 
deeds in battle. In the main panel the creator of the decora-
tive program isolated the presentation of the armor from the 
wild outdoor setting. The artist played with different heights 
of relief to convey three levels of meaning: the principal 
group in the center is executed in high relief, the back-
ground events are depicted in low relief, and the greatest 
projection highlights the elements in the foreground, in this 
case at the base of the pole. The !nal result presents three 
distinct but contemporary actions (Figure" III.6): in the 
 middle ground, the armor being presented in the center  
of the !eld; in the background, two birds of prey plummet-
ing toward a deer lying on its back; and in the foreground, 
the boar who has attacked the deer and tossed it into  
the air.14

The scene on the central panel is organized around a 
vertical axis (arms and boar at the center, !gures at the sides) 
and two intersecting horizontals (birds of prey at the top and 
deer at the bottom), creating a perfect symmetry. There are no 
additional !lling ornaments. The scenes on the side panels 
are similarly laid out. The artist drew two parallel horizontal 
lines and positioned the bodies of the !gures between them 
(see Figure"III.7). He aligned the heads of the standing !gures 
in the proper right panel (to the left when one is facing the 
chariot), where the warrior is engaged in a heroic duel in 
which he vanquishes an adversary of equal status to avenge 
the death of a heroic companion in arms, with the head of 
the charioteer in the panel on the proper left. The combat-
ants’ feet could not be aligned with the driver’s because he 
is standing on the chariot, so they are instead aligned with 
the vehicle’s wheels. (The artist could not reduce the overall 
height of the driver because he is not merely a charioteer but 
the highborn peer of the two combatants on the opposite 
panel, so his legs are cut off at the ankles, but the chariot 
conceals the discrepancy.) The designer placed a more or 
less recumbent human !gure on the ground on each side 
panel. On the proper right the !gure of a dead or dying war-
rior behind the antagonists’ legs is rendered in progressively 
lower relief. On the proper left the recumbent woman is on 
the same plane as the near horse, and the far horse and the 
far wheel of the chariot appear in the background. 

The wooden framework of this type of chariot required a 
shock-absorbing mechanism connecting the #oor frame to 
the axle (see Section II.B). The connection was sometimes 
covered by a bronze revetment that followed its pro!le. It 
therefore became necessary for the master to integrate the 
side friezes into the overall design as well. The question then 
arises whether the scenes depicted on them pertain to the 
theme of the three principal panels and, if so, whether they 
were part of the original iconographic program. Further-
more, did the same artist design the friezes?

Before attempting to answer these questions, let us look 
at how the program joined the three panels, on the one 
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hand, and the front panel and the chariot’s curved chassis, 
on the other. On each side the joint between the panels 
consists of four elements executed individually and com-
bined to create a single unit (see Figures" III.3, III.4): a 
naked youth (cats."3c, 4c), a disk over his head (cats."5, 6), 
a lion protome under his feet (cats."7, 8), and a strip attach-
ing the central panel to the chassis and terminating in a 
small crouching lion alongside the lion protome (cats."9, 
10). I"  believe the design must have included a mirror 
image —  a second crouching lion —  on the other side of the 

lion protome (see Figure"III.8). The second crouching lion 
must have been placed on the side frieze panels where 
there is a plain surface. I suggest that this second lion  
was executed in ivory and then glued onto the bronze 
sheet. During the life of the chariot, the ivory lion was 
replaced with a bronze ram, which must originally have 
been placed elsewhere on the chariot (see cats."13, 14, 
and Section III.D). 

Although they were executed by another craftsman, the 
side friezes seem therefore to have been integral to the !g-

III.4 Montage of photographs 
showing all the revetments  
on the box of the Monteleone 
chariot
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ural design from its inception. The representation on the 
proper right frieze (cat."11) shows a centaur, a winged 
 !gure, and a youth with one arm around a recumbent pan-
ther. The front part of the centaur is human and wears a 
garment like those in Greek depictions of Chiron or Pholos, 
which differentiates him from common centaurs.15 Further-
more, he sits on a stool and looks as though he is watching 
the youth who has caught the panther. The composition 
 suggests that the artist strove to capture the moment when 
the winged !gure #ew into the center of the scene.

The winged !gure’s ankle bracelet and especially the 
object that hangs from her right shoulder identify her and 
thus explain the episode. This object, not previously 
remarked, is Iris’s writing tablet.16 It may also support 
Hampe and Simon’s hypothesis that the master artist of the 
Monteleone chariot chose the moment when at Zeus’s com-
mand the divine messenger goes to Mount Pelion to termi-
nate Chiron’s education of the young Achilles, announcing 
that it is time to set off for the war against Troy.17 This detail 
may be the key to the entire iconographic program and thus 
to the identi!cation of the protagonist. Achilles’s childhood, 
relegated to the minor frieze, is the prologue to the drama 
that will unfold in three acts on the main panels: the hero 
receiving his new armor, forged by Hephaistos, from his 
mother, Thetis; the hero vanquishing Memnon over the body 
of Antilochos; and, !nally, the hero gaining apotheosis. As 
Mauro Cristofani has brilliantly noted, the program thus 
 satis!ed the wishes of the person who commissioned the 
chariot by comparing the patron to the hero par excellence 
while highlighting the values of a paideia marked by physi-
cal training.18

Given this context, what is the symbolic signi!cance of 
the animals depicted in the !gural decoration, where they 
appear both on their own and interacting? At present twelve 
predators can be seen. Lions appear eight times (there may 
originally have been ten; see Figure" III.8b), attacking in 
only two cases. Birds of prey are depicted four times, twice 
attacking. Panthers appear three times, never in a posture 
of attack and once defeated. There is one attacking boar. 
There are four defeated animals: a fawn attacked by a boar 
and birds of prey, a deer and a bull attacked by a lion, and 
a hare bagged by the centaur. There are three rams that are 
neither predators nor prey; indeed, the protome of one of 
them crowns the protagonist’s helmet. 

It is widely held that the attacking lions here symbolize 
the victorious hero in combat, and I agree. The possible 
signi!cance of the other lions occurring on different parts of 
the vehicle has not been studied in suf!cient detail, how-
ever.19 The feline heads at the ends of the neck-yoke that 

III.5  Boar protome  
that sheathed the system 
of straps attaching the 
draft pole to the #oor 
frame at the front of the 
Monteleone chariot (see 
cat. 2a, Figures III.2–III.4)
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dominated the team of horses might suggest identifying the 
hero’s physical strength with a lion’s. Most interesting by far, 
however, are the groups of felines associated with the kouros 
on each side of the chariot body. The naked youth seems to 
dominate the lion, since he stands on its head. Moreover, 
according to my reconstruction (Figure"III.8b) this lion was 
#anked by two other full, recumbent lions. Since in ancient 
Greece the kouros represented a youth no longer adolescent 
but not yet mature, I suggest that the person who devised 
the program intended to create a link between Achilles’s 
initiation rites on Mount Pelion during his adolescence and 

III.6 Diagrams of the central 
panel of the Monteleone 
chariot, showing (a)"the boar 
protome in the foreground 
and the deer and birds of 
prey in low relief in the 
background and (b)"the main 
scene in high relief in the 
middle ground. Drawings: 
Dalia Lamura under the 
direction of Adriana Emiliozzi

III.7 Alignment of the heads 
and feet of the !gures on the 
side panels of the Monte leone 
chariot. In order to depict the 
three !gures the same height, 
the artist shortened the legs 
of the charioteer and replaced 
them with a chariot wheel. 
Drawing: Dalia Lamura under 
the direction of Adriana 
Emiliozzi

his mastery of the art of warfare at Troy. Thus the iconogra-
phy stresses not only the paideia connoted by the defeated 
lion but also the kalokagathia of both characters (the owner 
of the chariot and Achilles), embodying the Greek ideal of 
human perfection.20 

If this interpretation rings true, the two groups of lions 
with kouroi are part of the !gural program of the Monteleone 
chariot, just as the frieze of equestrian races is integral to the 
so-called Upper Building at Poggio Civitate (Murlo).21 
Indeed, aristocratic youths engaged in contests to prove 
their valor during initiation rites for ephebes have been con-

a b
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vincingly identi!ed in this frieze.22 According to Bruno 
D’Agostino, “This concept was well known in ancient 
Greece: if we could be sure it existed in Etruria, our knowl-
edge of archaic society would be greatly enriched.”23 
I"believe the Monteleone chariot is another piece of the 
puzzle, which, together with the clues furnished by the clay 
friezes, may encourage further research in this direction. 

Scholarly literature has repeatedly stated that deer and 
fawns represent cowardice in battle, as is clearly shown in 
the Iliad.24 In the case of the chariot, while I reiterate that the 
deer has no connection with the panther just above it in 
Achilles’s shield, but relates only to the boar and the two 
birds of prey (Figure"III.6a), I agree with Steven Lowenstam 
that “Achilles will enter battle with his new armor, act 
intrepidly like an eagle, and frighten the Trojans, who will 
#ee like deer.”25 But the Achaean hero also rushes furiously 
forward, just as the boar hurls itself in the same direction as 
the chariot that carries its illustrious owner. 

As for the two birds of prey, their signi!cance as divine 
omens of good or bad fortune (good if they #y from the  
right of a !gure, bad if from the left) seems ancillary.26 On 
the front panel they form a group only with the deer and the 
boar, and I agree with Lowenstam that the single bird 
depicted on the proper right panel is not flying in any 
 speci!c direction.27 

The ram head on the front panel is totally in keeping with 
the helmet’s function, suggesting as it does that the warrior’s 
head is not only protected but perhaps also involved in bat-
tering his adversary. We can compare the helmets of 
Chalcidian type, which are either shaped like rams’ heads 
or have rams’ heads on the cheekpieces.28 The bronze hel-
met discovered at Metapontum in 1942 (Figure"III.9) is the 
most striking example of the second type. The silver crest 
supported by a ram protome that for many years raised 
doubts about the helmet’s authenticity has been removed, 
as have the restored horns.29 

The pair of recumbent rams (cats."13, 14) deserve greater 
attention. After the chariot was disassembled, examination 
showed that they had been placed in their current location 
during an ancient repair to the chariot that occurred before 
it was buried in the tomb (see III.D). The rams were origi-
nally placed on the #oor frame in the space between the 
rear side panels (cat."15) and the ivory covering the rear 
!nials (cat."29a –  c). In this location, the animals resembled 
the cast-bronze hook-shaped !nials of the Orientalizing 
Etruscan-Italic war chariots. The !nials served a precise 
structural function. Among those of animal shape, two have 
the forequarters of a lion and one the protome of a horse, 
and all of the heads face outward.30 On the Monteleone 
chariot, the two small rams —  which had no structural pur-
pose but were merely ornamental —  are the only elements 
linking, albeit loosely, the sixth-century parade chariot to 
the ancient war chariot. Such elements in the decorative 

III.8 Proper left kouros on the Monteleone chariot, showing (a)"the old repair, with a ram in the place 
of the original animal, and (b)"a possible reconstruction of the original group, with a second lion. 
Drawing: Dalia Lamura under the direction of Adriana Emiliozzi

III.9 Helmet. Greek, 525 –  
500"B.C. Bronze with ivory 
and bronze restoration, 
19 3⁄8"x 12 3⁄4"x 6 3⁄4"in. (49.2"x 
32.4"x 17.1"cm). Saint Louis 
Art Museum, Museum 
Purchase (282:1949)

program !lled every possible space in order to enhance the 
symbolic meaning of the varied bestiary. 

The question of the identity —  and therefore the signi!-
cance —  of the woman under Achilles’s chariot on the proper 
left panel remains unresolved. The most sensible proposal 
in my opinion was advanced by Furtwängler, who identi-

ba
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!ed the female !gure as Earth, whence the chariot springs 
into the sky.31 Hampe and Simon’s objection that such a 
personi!cation was impossible when the chariot was built 
(they date it to 550 –  540"B.C.) is a major obstacle, unless the 
master craftsman who designed the Monteleone chariot is 
to be considered a forerunner. Identi!cation of the woman 
as Polyxena, the Trojan princess who was sacri!ced at the 
tomb of Achilles, has so far not found general  acceptance.32 

By representing the paideia, kalokagathia, arete, and 
apotheosis of Achilles, the master craftsman and his cus-
tomer created the most eloquent heroic paradigm of the 
Archaic age discovered so far in areas of Italy not under 
Greek rule. 

The inspiration for the epic subjects. Since I agree with 
Hampe and Simon’s interpretation of the narrative content 
of the scenes and their reference to the saga of Achilles, I 
refer to their studies on the sources of inspiration underlying 
the iconography of the Monteleone chariot. In the interest 
of completeness, however, I shall outline their conclusions, 
pointing out any differences of opinion. The Monteleone 
chariot depicts episodes of the story of Achilles that are not 
in the Homeric poems on the Trojan War but instead are 
in the epic cycle, episodes that were handed down orally 
and used by artists in various appropriate contexts. Only 
the delivery of arms on the front panel appears in the Iliad. 
Hampe and Simon demonstrate that Thetis is presenting 
Achilles with his new armor, specially forged for him by 
Hephaistos. It replaces the armor that Achilles provided 
to Patroklos and that, except for the spear, Hector stripped 
from Patroklos after he killed him. Note that Achilles is 
not presented with a spear, because he still possessed the 
one made by Chiron for his father, Peleus.33 The combat in 
which Achilles kills Memnon by trans!xing him with the 
spear is the climax of the Aithiopis, which ends with the 
death of Achilles and with his mother, Thetis, carrying his 
ashes to the island of Leuke, at the mouth of the Danube. 
That epic, however, does not speak of the hero’s apotheosis. 

In order to identify Achilles with the immortal horses 
Xanthos and Balios depicted in the scene on the proper left 
panel, Hampe and Simon drew on a passage of Alkaios that 
hints at the heroic kingship of Achilles, as well as on the 
conclusion of the Ilioupersis by Arktinos of Miletos and also 
the Cypria. They suggest that, following a little-known vari-
ant, the hero is returning to the isle of Leuke, the realm of 
the afterlife of heroes, after leaving it to savor the blood of 
Polyxena, who was sacri!ced to him by the Greeks after the 
conquest of Troy.34 The fact that the presumed Polyxena, 
recumbent under the winged horses, is depicted as alive, 
and thus before her sacri!ce, has sparked animated and 
unresolved debate among scholars. Thus, the identi!cation 
of the woman remains uncertain.35 

The scene on the proper right side frieze depicting the 
centaur Chiron tutoring the boy Achilles on Mount Pelion is 
inspired by the Cypria. Although some still question Hampe 
and Simon’s interpretation of the scene,36 I agree with their 
analysis, on the basis of the additional evidence I have 
advanced in this section.

It is evident from this review that the person who de-
signed the decorative program was acquainted with the 
Homeric and Cyclic poems through various sources of oral 
transmission, so that different versions of the stories at times 
intertwine and overlap. The artists and craftsmen who spe-
cialized in executing such images would choose individual 
episodes of a story according to their particular background 
and training, the function of the object they were deco-
rating, and the probable taste of their customers or a spe-
ci!c request by the person who commissioned it.37 Though 
it was imported from Athens and made by Greek artists, 
the famous François Vase, which Beazley has hypothesized 
was commissioned for an aristocratic wedding, makes an 
interesting comparison.38 Regarding the two male !gures 
seated on a throne sculpted into the Tomb of the Statues 
(680 –  670 B.C.) in Ceri, near Cerveteri in Etruria, Francesca 
Serra Ridgway wrote of “customers who surely knew very 
well what they wanted and, through relationships with their 
peers in other countries, knew where to !nd the specialists 
who were capable of producing it.”39

In the case of the chariot, the person who commissioned 
it probably decided the iconographic program. He may 
even have presented the artist —  whom he would also have 
chosen —  with his speci!cations in some form. The patron 
was certainly well versed in the Greek epics and knew that 
“in the Etruscan world, Achilles seems to have taken on a 
function of ideal reference in the de!nition of the values 
be!tting aristocratic society.”40 The scenes depicted on the 
chariot conveyed the message that he had been tutored dur-
ing his childhood just as the hero had been taught by Chiron, 
that in his youth he had attained physical perfection and 
moral integrity, and that in his adulthood he was a warrior and 
had participated in military actions that achieved supremacy 
for his own group, over which he was already either invested 
with supreme power or expected to be through legitimate 
succession. The further implication was that divine honors 
due to the rex awaited him in the afterlife (see Section II.C). 

In all likelihood the myths surrounding Achilles and the 
representations circulating at the time did not include a jour-
ney down to the underworld on a chariot drawn by winged 
horses, and all scholars have encountered dif! culties in 
interpreting the proper left panel correctly using available 
literary and visual sources. The scenes on this panel must 
have resulted from a joint decision by the  purchaser and 
the artist: the decoration seems to be a mixture of scenes 
of triumphi as depicted in contemporary friezes on Latin 
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and Etruscan public buildings, notably royal residences and 
temples (see II.C), and the little-known myth of the return of 
Achilles to the island of Leuke in the afterlife. 

Even if he controlled a group of minor settlements (see"I.C), 
the chieftain of an ancient community like Monteleone di 
Spoleto could not have commissioned this chariot. Although 
I cannot demonstrate that this leader lacked the cultural 
background, the wealth, and a network of roads that would 
have allowed him to seek an exceptional artist, it is certain 
that in his village there were no political or social structures 
that would justify the iconography and its message. The per-
son who commissioned the vehicle must have been a prince 
or the king of a proper city, where there was a social raison 
d’être for the parade chariot and its decoration. I believe 
that the lord of Monteleone was the second owner of the 
vehicle. Features on the chariot itself underlie my hypothe-
sis (see III.D). Other technical aspects must engage our 
attention before we can come to a  conclusion.

The chromatic effects. “All three scenes of the biga are framed 
by a border consisting of three bands diminishing toward 
the interior and inlaid with ivory,” Adolfo Morini reported in 
1904 after having gathered information on the !nd directly 
from those who unearthed it or their trusted friends. Along 
the length of the pole, he continued, “ran other ivory inlays, 
of which I had occasion to see a piece shown to me by the 
farmer Vannozzi.”41 The memory of the existence of this 
account, recorded during the !rst frenzied publications fol-
lowing the discovery, was soon lost. Proof of the use of ivory 
for the chariot’s decoration remains in the cavities in the 
repoussé work, where it is clear that eyes and mouths were 
meant to be inserted.42 I believe, however, that some of the 
ivory fragments that reached the Metropolitan Museum in 
1903 (see cats."21 –  30) belong to the pole (cats."23a, b), the 
central panel (cats."21a, b and perhaps 21c, d), the side 
panels (cat."28), and the rear finials of the floor frame 
(cat."29a –  c) —  in other words, to areas other than the eyes, 
mouths, and teeth of faces and heads. Based on the evi-
dence of our research, we can visualize the sequence of the 
ivory decoration, starting at the tip of the pole.

The eagle head had inlays in its eyes, ivory in the sclera 
and what may have been another material in the iris. An 
ivory strip ran underneath the pole. The boar protome had 
inlaid eyes, and its tusks, which were executed separately 
and then added, were made of ivory with another material 
at the tips and bases. All of the eyes in the central panel 
were inlaid using ivory for the sclera and another material 
for the iris and pupil, as we can see from the inlay in the 
right eye of the panther in the Museo Archeologico, Florence 
(Figure"I.13). The mouth of the gorgoneion on the central 
panel was inlaid with ivory; on the fragment that remains 
(cat."22) there are no traces of the pigment that must have 

been used, at least for the tongue, which was perhaps 
painted red.43 Nor can we con!rm the presence of precious 
metal on the teeth, in particular on the canines, an adjunct 
I suggest was used to complete the boar’s tusks (cat."2d).

The rumors that spread the day after the discovery of the 
chariot maintained that the three main panels were edged 
with ivory strips, but we found only one fragment of ivory 
edging (cat."28), from one of the two side panels. On the 
other hand, we were pleasantly surprised to !nd two frag-
ments (cats."21a, b) that provide clear evidence that ivory 
covered the bronze surface of the front panel from which 
the relief projects. The ivory covering may have been 
attached to the lower half of the panel, starting just below 
the hands holding the shield (Figure"III.10). The technique 
may have been to cut a very thin layer of leather around the 
!gures in high relief and glue a mosaic of single ivory strips 
onto it prior to gluing the leather to the bronze.44 The shal-
lower relief work in the upper half of the panel may have 
ruled out this technique, and paint may have been utilized 
to create the same light background for the repoussé work.45 
If this hypothesis is correct, the same solution of painting 
the background was used to enhance the scenes in low 
relief on the side panels. (Evidence for this procedure appears 
in the execution of the goad that Achilles holds: had the 
hanging thongs not been highlighted with paint —  in this case 
in a color that contrasted with the light background —  the 
use of tracing alone would have left them almost invisible.)

The bronze bosses (cats."5 and 6) that hide the junction 
between the front and side panels were inlaid with either 
ivory or some other material. Moreover, I propose that the 

III.10 Diagram showing the 
ivory covering that was origi-
nally attached to the central 
panel of the Monteleone 
chariot. The technique may 
have involved cutting a very 
thin layer of leather following 
the outlines of the !gures  
in relief, gluing a mosaic of 
single ivory strips onto the 
leather, and then gluing  
the leather to the bronze. 
Draw ing: Dalia Lamura under 
the direction of Adriana 
Emiliozzi
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outside wheel of Achilles’s chariot was fashioned of ivory or 
a precious metal.46 

The chromatic effects in the three main panels thus 
served to highlight the embossed !gures left the color of the 
gleaming bronze against a light background,47 to enliven 
the !gures in relief by providing them with eyes and mouths 
inlaid with various materials, and to contain the three 
scenes within ivory frames. 

A different chromatic effect was sought for the rear side 
panels (cat."15) and the !nials of the #oor frame. On the 
little rear side panels the lost ivory !gures stood out against 
the bare bronze,48 and against the ivory-covered wood 
!nials and the inlaid frames of the side panels the bronze 
rams would have been highly visible. A solution appropriate 
to both the chariot box and the pole with its adjuncts seems 
to have been used for the friezes below the side panels. 
I"refer to the pairs of small ivory lions I suggest #anked the 
two kouroi (Figure"III.8b) and also to the roundels, which 
I"suggest were ivory, placed at the outer edges of the friezes 
so as to conceal the front crossbars of the shock-absorbing 
system (one of the roundels, !lled with dots, is reconstructed 
in Figure"II.9a).49 

I believe that this re!ned combination of bronze and 
ivory clearly shows the master craftsman’s intention to cre-
ate the chromatic effect of a chryselephantine monument 
on the less precious bronze surface.

C. Observations for an inquiry into the master craftsman 
and his collaborators 
The decoration of the individual panels must have begun 
with drawings prepared by the master craftsman on some 
kind of perishable material, exactly what we cannot know. 
Nor can we know whether the drawings were executed on 
the same scale as the !nished product, although certain 
clues —  such as the lopsided !t of the scene in the proper 
right panel (cat."3a) —  indicate that they were smaller.50 The 
preparation of the bronze revetments and all other steps 
preceding the execution of the repoussé work are not 
addressed in the present study, nor are the tools used in the 
preparatory phases. My examination begins with observa-
tions on the different levels of quality that can be detected 
in the repoussé work. It proceeds to the complex tracing 
work, revealing that the execution was shared by the master 
craftsman and at least two collaborators. A comparison of 
the toolmarks produced by the master craftsman with those 
on other important Archaic bronzes opens up the possibility 
of analyzing his artistic training. 

The quality of the repoussé work on the front panel 
(cat."1a) is superb, executed with a very steady hand and 
without any errors in the placement of the scene within the 
available !eld. The height of the relief is perfectly graded, as 
required for the different planes. Both the high and low 

reliefs rise evenly and cleanly from the background. All the 
cavities for the inlays are prepared with extreme precision, 
as if they were to remain visible after they had been !lled"in. 
Given the evidence, I do not hesitate to attribute all this 
work to the master craftsman. 

The same cannot be said for the work on the proper right 
panel (cat."3a), where the outlines of the hoplite shield and 
the spear shafts —  the edges of which are not parallel —  are 
rendered with an uncertain hand. The worker misunder-
stood the master’s preparatory drawing, so that the Boeotian 
shield is embossed on an oval, which is itself embossed. 
The victorious warrior’s right hand is depicted in reverse, 
and the worker forgot to render the combatants’ necks. The 
space required for the hoplite shield was not calculated 
when the scene was transferred to the bronze; consequently 
the victor’s right arm is short. Also, the body of the fallen 
warrior is out of proportion, the torso being too small. These 
shortcomings, which drew attention from the !rst scholarly 
publications of the chariot,51 led to its being dismissed as 
“Etruscan,” in other words, “barbaric,” rather than Greek. 
The poor workmanship in this panel can really only be 
attributed to a workshop collaborator, as is con!rmed by 
the execution of the traced decoration. 

The same assistant must have completed the proper left 
panel (cat."4a), to judge by the fact that the right hand of the 
recumbent woman under the horses’ hooves is represented 
as her left. Note also the irregular outlines of the chariot 
wheel. Nevertheless, the quality of the workmanship in the 
very low relief that renders the wheel in the background 
must be emphasized. The other wheel was executed sepa-
rately and secured by placing its hub into the small, spe-
cially made hole. The position of the horse in the foreground 
is natural.52 

The collaboration between the master craftsman and his 
assistant is evident in the pair of kouroi (cats."3c and 4c), the 
lion heads under their feet (cats."7 and 8), and the reclining 
lions (cats."9 and 10). The master craftsman executed the 
pieces on the proper left side of the chariot, and these 
served as models. The copies on the opposite side by his 
assistant are inferior in the repoussé work and the inner 
detail. The boar protome (cat."2a) is of the same quality as 
the central panel.53 The repoussé and tracing on the eagle 
head on the end of the pole and the lion heads on the arms 
of the yoke (cats."17, 18) are different. On the eagle head 
the repoussé work is mediocre, compared, for example, 
with the eyebrow and the preparation of the eye cavity. On 
the lion heads the repoussé work articulates the eye areas 
(the eyes were not inlaid) but not the other parts. Comparing 
the muzzles of these lions with those of the panther on the 
front panel and with the lion heads under the feet of the 
kouroi rules out the possibility of the yoke’s having been 
fashioned by the same person.
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III.11 Detail of the tool-
marks on the helmet crest 
on the central panel of the 
Monteleone chariot. The 
photographs in Figures"III.11, 
III.13, and III.15 –  III.40 were 
all taken with a microscope 
by Kendra Roth.

III.12 Toolmarks in the 
detail in Figure"III.11. 
Drawing: Dalia Lamura 
under the direction of 
Adriana Emiliozzi

III.13 Detail of the tool-
marks on the feathers of  
the bird on the right on  
the central panel of the 
Monteleone chariot

III.14 Toolmarks in the 
detail in Figure"III.13. 
Drawing: Dalia Lamura 
under the direction of 
Adriana Emiliozzi

 Examination of the tracing allows us to af!rm that the 
yoke was executed by at least two  people helping the mas-
ter craftsman. The traced lines were executed by repeatedly 
hammering a tracing tool held at an oblique angle (see the 
technical observations under cat."1a). A screwdriver-type 
tracer point was used, and the triangular shape of the tool-
mark results from the angle at which the tool was held 
against the metal surface. It is deeper at the wide end of the 
triangle and shallower at the tip: the more acute the angle, 
the shorter the triangle. The tool did not leave separate 
strokes; they are superimposed and create an imbricated 
sequence: the denser the superimposed strokes, the less evi-
dent their  triangular shape. The feathers of the birds’ plum-
age were rendered not with a single mark produced by a 
curved sharp-edged tracer but with a sequence of strokes 
produced by a straight-edged tracer. 

The master used this technique and this type of tool for 
most of the central panel, some areas of the proper right and 

left panels, the lion heads, and small areas of the boar pro-
tome and the eagle head on the pole (Figures"III.11 –  19).54 
The freshness of the master’s work is evident, though signs 
of fatigue are also visible (Figures"III.20 –  III.25). It is not easy 
to establish whether the poor quality of the tracing in other 
areas of the same panels (Figures"III.26–  III.28) is to be attrib-
uted to the master’s fatigue or to the lesser skill of his col-
laborator. The hand of the collaborator can be identi!ed in 
the less accomplished tracing work on the proper right 
panel (Figure"III.29), and I believe the same craftsman did 
the repoussé work. His style can be detected elsewhere, as in 
the two side panels, the kouroi (Figures"III.30 –III.  33), and 
possibly most of the eagle head on the pole. It is quite 
instructive to compare the execution of curved lines, as in 
the palmettes and the imbricated feathers. The master crafts-
man started from the center of a curve and worked clock-
wise and counterclockwise toward the ends, which always 
terminate with the tip of the triangular toolmark (see 
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III.15 III.16 III.17 

Figures" III.13–  III.15), whereas the collaborator generally 
hammered the tool in a single direction (Figure"III.28). 

A totally different working method is observed in the 
side friezes (cats."11, 12). The repoussé work is !nished 
with chasing and a tracing tool with a different point, and 
it appears thicker and shorter (see Figures"III.34 –  III.37). The 
rectangular rather than triangular shape of the strokes mak-
ing the lines suggests that the tool was held less obliquely, 
at times almost vertically. This is certainly the work of a  
third craftsman, whose technical skills differ from those  
of the master and his other assistant. The repoussé work of 
the crouching rams (cats."13, 14) is also attributable to this 
craftsman. 

It is dif!cult to ascribe the elements of the yoke (Figures 
III.38–  III.40), but intervention by the master must be ruled 
out. The warts are !lled with concentric rings of dots instead 
of the scattered dots observed elsewhere. Here also the inci-
sions are executed with tracing, punching, and chasing, but 
the tools were used in a slipshod fashion, especially the 
tracing tool, which was dragged across the bronze before 
being hammered. This feature, also evident in the feathers 
of the eagle head, is extremely awkward. The current lions 

may have replaced a previous pair of arms on the yoke, 
perhaps when a second team of horses replaced the !rst 
during the chariot’s long use prior to being buried (see 
cats."2a, 16, and III.D). If this was the case, the eagle head 
must have been retouched for reasons now unknown.

In order to distinguish the workshop tradition of the mas-
ter of the Monteleone chariot, I investigated the tracing 
techniques on bronze objects found in Italy, both locally 
made and imported and both contemporary with and earlier 
than the chariot. My !ndings revealed two different tradi-
tions. The !rst method uses a tracing tool with a hull-shaped 
point. The tool is held almost vertically and tapped continu-
ously, producing lines consisting of a succession of strokes 
that are wider in the center and pointed at the ends and that 
occasionally overlap at the apexes (Figure"III.41). A skillful 
craftsman can execute the individual strokes so that the 
lines appear continuous and regular. Specially pointed tools 
were also used for the small circles, semicircles, and cres-
cents articulating the spots in the fur of some of the mam-
mals, the plumage of the birds, and the scales of the hybrid 
!gures that populate Archaic art. The curved points of these 
tracing tools are not sharp, but slightly dentate. 

III.18 III.19 

Details of the toolmarks on the Monteleone 
chariot: III.15 On the woman’s chiton on the cen-
tral panel. III.16 On the shield on the proper right 
panel. III.17 –  III.18 On the spots and the eyebrow 
of the panther on the central panel. III.19 On the 
feathers of the eagle on the draft pole
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III.20 III.21 III.22 

Details of the toolmarks on the Monteleone chariot: III.26 On the border of the shield on the central panel. III.27 On the sleeve of the woman on the central panel.  
III.28 On the feathers of the bird on the proper right panel 

III.26 III.27 III.28 

Details of the toolmarks on the Monteleone chariot: III.20 On the hair of the charioteer on the proper left panel. III.21 On the braid of the gorgoneion on the central panel.  
III.22 On the breast of the woman on the central panel. III.23 On the helmet crest on the proper right panel. III.24 On the eyebrow of the lion head under the feet of the 
proper left kouros. III.25 On the eye of the lion head under the feet of the proper left kouros 

III.23 III.24 III.25 
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III.29 

Details of the toolmarks on the Monteleone chariot:  
III.29 On the spots of the panther on the proper right 
panel.  III.30 On the hair of the fallen warrior on the 
proper right panel.  III.31 On the hair of the woman  
on the proper left panel.  III.32 On the hair of the 
proper left kouros.  III.33 On the leg of the bird on the 
left on the central panel

III.30 III.31 

III.32 III.33 

that I was able to examine in the Museo Nazionale 
dell’Umbria in Perugia.57 Furthermore, the same technique 
was used on the cart in Tomb"XI of the Eretum necropolis in 
Sabina Tiberina, which dates to the last quarter of the sev-
enth century"B.C.58 Other scholars have observed this tech-
nique on contemporary and later Etruscan and Italic 
bronzes.59 None of the few studies of Archaic Etruscan-Italic 
tools has compared them with tools from other areas. Nor 
have I investigated them systematically. Nonetheless, every 
example of traced line work securely identi!able by me and 
others as Etruscan-Italic indicates a hull-shaped point. The 
point used on the Monteleone chariot is de!nitely different.

The second method, the method used on the Monteleone 
chariot, has so far not been adequately studied.60 It appears 
on some bronze vessels thought to come from a Rhodian 
workshop. Among those from Italy, I call attention to a 
phiale from the Saline at Tarquinia, now in the Louvre.61 The 
phiale seems to show the same toolmarks and procedure  
for fashioning curved lines, such as the fronds of the pal-
mettes. The master craftsmen of the Monteleone chariot and 
of the phiale from the Saline both started working from the 
center of a curve, then continued outward in a clockwise 

The second method uses a pointed tracing tool like a 
screwdriver that makes the marks observed in the tracing on 
the Monteleone chariot. The tool is held obliquely and the 
single strokes create a triangular pattern. Each stroke is 
deeper at the base and shallower at the tip, which is cov-
ered by the next stroke, thereby forming an imbricated line 
(Figures"III.12, III.14, III.42). The !nal result is an uninter-
rupted traced line made of deliberately visible strokes, the 
more precise the work the more distinguishable the strokes. 
Here, the craftsman’s skill lies not in the evenness of the 
traced lines but in the dazzling effects of re#ected light. 
Thus even the smallest curves, which could have been fash-
ioned more easily and rapidly with a curved punching tool, 
are meticulously traced with the same straight pointed tool 
as all the other lines. 

The !rst technique appears on the large bronze front 
panel and eagle head of the chariot from the Via Appia 
Antica, which is chronologically closest to the Monteleone 
chariot.55 It was also used on the panels of the slightly older 
Castel San Mariano cart,56 as well as the panels of the more 
recent chariots I and II, the sphyrelata (wooden statues cov-
ered in bronze), and other bronzes from the same complex 
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III.35 III.36 

III.37 

III.34 

III.38 

Details of the toolmarks on the proper 
right frieze of the Monteleone chariot: 
III.34 –  III.35 On the hair and head of the 
young man. III.36 –  III.37 On the winged 
being

Details of the toolmarks on the lions 
on the yoke of the Monteleone chariot: 
III.38 On a forehead. III.39 On an eye-
brow. III.40 On the warts 

III.39 

III.40 

and counterclockwise manner to the ends, which always 
terminate in the tips of the triangular toolmarks (see 
Figures"III.14, III.42).

The tracing technique used on another phiale, the so-
called Tyszkiewicz patera from Sovana, near Vulci, is 
revealing.62 Alain Pasquier compares this phiale with the 
phiale from the Saline, pointing out its superior artistic 
quality but not the differences in the traced lines. He clas-
si!es both phialai as Etruscan, from different workshops. 
According to him, the Tyszkiewicz patera can be dated to 
630 –  620"B.C. Thanks to Pasquier’s photographic enlarge-
ments (one of which was the basis for Figure"III.41),63 I real-
ized that the tools utilized for the two phialai were different 
and that the lines on the Tyszkiewicz patera follow the !rst 
method described above, which was not used on the phiale 
of the Saline at Tarquinia and the Monteleone chariot. I 
believe the question is one of workshops following differ-
ent traditions, Etruscan or East Greek. These observations 
could be tested on other examples to see whether the 
Tarquinian bronze, like the technique, was imported or 
made in Etruria by a skilled immigrant bronzeworker who 
founded a school.64 
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I formulated these comparisons while studying some 
bronzes found in Italy, but the tracing technique that deliber-
ately highlights lines consisting of imbricated wedges occurs 
on an East Greek gold artifact from Scythia, the Kelermes 
rhyton of the end of the seventh century"B.C.65 There are per-
spectives that I have not been able to pursue here, leaving 
them to other investigators, particularly  conservators.

D. Ancient repairs, wear, and alterations: Evidence  
and meaning 
There is evidence that the Monteleone chariot was dam-
aged in an accident and that modi!cations were deliber-
ately made to the vehicle during its subsequent use in 
antiquity. According to a note in the Metropolitan Museum’s 
archives, the chariot was lying on its right side when it was 
unearthed, although we have not found confirmation 
among the documents in the Italian state archive.The asser-
tion, if true, would explain some additional damage on the 

embossed decorations on the right side.66 This was in fact 
the side showing damage and repairs carried out prior to the 
chariot’s burial in the tomb. 

The main evidence for ancient repairs is provided by the 
pair of boots that replaced the bare feet of the proper right 
kouros (cat."3c). The force that ripped the youth’s feet off up 
to the ankles seems to have struck the revetment from 
below, as shown by the dents under the chin of the lion 
head attached beneath the kouros’s feet (cat."7). Given the 
placement of the kouros, the lion head, the reclining lion 
(cat."9), and the nailed boss (cat."5) on the axle, it seems 
plausible that at some time the right axle arm snapped, 
causing the lion head to hit the ground and take with it the 
part of the revetment with the feet of the kouros. The impact 
affected every part that jutted out prominently, that is, the 
face of the youth below the nailed boss, the head and hind-
quarters of the recumbent lion, the right ear of the boar 
protome (cat."2c), and perhaps also the roundel of the 
proper right frieze (cat."11), even if it did not project. When 
the accident ocurred the crouching rams (cats."13 and 14) 
must still have been on the rear !nials of the chassis. Indeed, 
the head of the ram currently on the proper left frieze 
(cat."14) shows signs of repair that can only be explained by 
the fact that the rams were not initially on the frieze.67

The damage to the chariot tells nothing about its subse-
quent existence prior to its burial in the tomb. Such damage 
could even have occurred shortly after the chariot was built. 
Other varied evidence of its long use before burial is pro-
vided by the deterioration of and repairs to various elements 
and also by changes to and the repositioning of structural 
and ornamental elements. During the restoration of the ears 
of the boar protome, Conservator Kendra Roth concluded 
that the right ear is an ancient replacement that was also 
repaired in antiquity (see cat."2c). In the early repairs, which 
I suggest mended the damage from the accident, the right ear 
was completely redone and held in place by a riveted strap. 
Later, the strap needed repairing, and intervention is visible 
in the lower rivet on the reverse. Furthermore, I reiterate 
my proposal that originally two ivory lions #anked each of 
the lion heads beneath the feet of the kouroi (Figure"III.8b). 
After they deteriorated due to wear —  or were lost —  the two 
animals were replaced with the rams taken from the rear 
!nials of the chassis.

The ram originally on the proper right (now proper left, 
cat."14) had its original base and tail removed in antiquity 
and was repositioned in place of the lost ivory lion at the 
front end of the proper left frieze. Because the ram was 
larger and overlapped the tail of the lion embossed on the 
frieze, a notch was made in its hindquarters to !t it onto the 
relief. The same modi!cation was made to the ram on the 
opposite side, which overlapped the head of the panther on 
the proper right frieze (see Figure"III.3). 

III.41 Toolmarks on the inner 
decoration on the bronze 
phiale from Sovana known 
as the Tyszkiewicz patera. 
Villa"Kérylos, Beaulieu-sur-
Mer, France. Drawing (after 
Pasquier 2000, !g."5): Dalia 
Lamura under the direction 
of Adriana Emiliozzi 

III.42 Toolmarks on the 
fronds of the palmettes on  
the bronze phiale from the 
Saline at Tarquinia. Musée  
du Louvre, Paris (Br"4351). 
Drawing: Dalia Lamura under 
the direction of Adriana 
Emiliozzi 
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It appears that the tusks of the boar protome at the base 
of the pole were also replaced, given that the current tusks 
(cat."2d) are disproportionately large for the animal’s head. 
If, as I maintain, the protome was made by the master crafts-
man, it seems unlikely that he failed to check the !nished 
work of the artisan who crafted the ivory. (And quite apart 
from any consideration of the aesthetic character of the 
chariot, the tusks are hippopotamus ivory, not elephant ivory, 
which was what was used for many of the chariot’s original 
inlays.) The tusks may have been replaced when the revet-
ment of the protome was removed (and the underside cut) 
in connection with a change of draft horses: the new horses 
may have been taller and thus required changes to the angle 
of the pole (see cat."16). The substitution of horses would 
have depended on factors we cannot identify, and the possi-
bility cannot be ruled out that the chariot outlived the horses. 

So when and why was the chariot completely refur-
bished? The simplest answer to both questions would be 
when it was placed in the tomb for the burial ceremony. 
None the less, the possibility exists that the person who com-
missioned the chariot was not the person buried in the tomb 
with it (see"III.F). I believe that this exceptional parade char-
iot was initially owned by the person who commissioned it, 
who used it for a long time in a major urban center, and that 
it later became the property of a powerful village chieftain 
in the upper Sabina who controlled the trade routes through 
the Apennine valleys. The change of ownership may have 
occasioned a refurbishing of the  chariot. 

E. Observations on iconography and style 
The most cohesive and well-documented examinations of 
the iconographic, stylistic, and antiquarian aspects of the 
!gures on the chariot were provided by Ursula Höckmann 
and Marisa Bonamici in 1982 and 1997, respectively.68 
Their research has been fundamental to my synthesis of pre-
vious investigations and the modi!cations I introduce here. 

The iconography of the front panel is based on an Ionian 
prototype that has an antecedent in the amphora from Delos 
in the Archaeological Museum in Mykonos. The vase, some-
times thought to be of Melian or Cycladic origin, is dated 
before the end of the seventh century"B.C.69 The scenes on 
the amphora and the chariot share the same model. Charles 
Dugas compared the symmetrical composition of the char-
iot’s !gures with the paintings on a clay plate found at 
Delos.70 In his opinion, the potter’s source was probably 
high-quality Ionian bronze works, something like a pair of 
Cretan shields, or, even better, the Monteleone chariot.71 
The similarity between the chariot’s front panel and this 
exceptional clay plate further supports the hypothesis that 
our artist working in the !rst half of sixth century"B.C. was 
of Ionian extraction. Another Melian amphora, said to show 
Apollo, provides a prototype for a series of representations 

of two warriors !ghting over the body of a third that includes 
the scene with Achilles and Memnon dueling over 
Antilochus’s body on the proper right panel of the chariot.72 
The scene on the chariot seems somewhat static compared 
to the well-known Euphorbus plate from Rhodes, which is 
datable to about 600"B.C. and shows Menelaus and Hector 
!ghting over the fallen Euphorbus.73 It is dif!cult to say 
whether the competence of the craftsman or the shape of 
the bronze panel is responsible. The same scene depicted 
later on one of the Loeb tripods is slightly more dynamic 
because the trapezoidal shape of the picture !eld allowed 
the artist to show the movement of the legs.74 

No counterpart is known for the composition of the 
entire scene depicting Achilles on the chariot, but the team 
of horses and the woman have parallels on the slightly later 
silver sheet (from a chariot?) overlaid with electrum from 
Castel San Mariano.75 The strikingly Ionian features of the 
sheet suggest the same iconographic source for the two 
works, perhaps a more complex scene from which indi-
vidual elements were derived and recombined. Many years 
before the recent restoration, I had noticed the similarity 
between the group of the boar charging a deer on the front 
of the chariot and the famous pair of gold revetments from 
Delphi published by Pierre Amandry.76 The revetments 
include the motifs of a lion carrying on its back a kid(?), a 
young deer (or doe, because it has no antlers, as on the 
Monteleone chariot), and a stag (with antlers). The scenes 
are in low relief and show the prey upside down on the wild 
animal’s back as if lying along its body. Sometimes the 
prey’s legs stick up in the air —  as on our chariot —  and 
sometimes its hind legs hang down, as in the case of the 
kid(?), but the lion is always turning its head to sink its fangs 
into the prey’s throat.77 The rendering on the chariot shows 
what must be the natural position of the prey with respect 
to the predator (see Figures III.3, III.6), whether a charging 
boar or an attacking lion. There is no sense of perspective in 
the gold revetments from Delphi or other East Greek works 
or in four examples of similar motifs from Etruria, all datable 
after 550"B.C., in which the predator is not always a lion.78 
The motif does not appear on mainland Greece during the 
sixth century"B.C., with one isolated exception.79 It does, 
however, occur sporadically six or seven centuries earlier in 
Egypt.80 It may have been Egypt —  where the predator is 
always a lion —  that furnished the archetype, but the long 
gap in time makes such a statement tenuous, because the 
motif appears only in about the mid-seventh century"B.C. 
on East Greek pottery.81

On the Monteleone chariot the motif of a predator with 
its prey on its back no longer appears by itself but forms a 
group with two birds of prey. Is it because the master crafts-
man knew that a boar charges, but does not devour, its 
prey? Or is it because he adopted a composition (to date not 
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attested from excavations) developed in the Greek –  Eastern 
Mediterranean sphere where the motif had reemerged a 
century earlier? Substantiation of the latter hypothesis is 
found in the face of the panther on Achilles’s shield on the 
front panel, in particular in the relief articulation of the 
whiskers and the two swellings under the eyes. (The boar 
and the panther on the proper right panel have only one 
swelling under each eye.) Here, too, the closest parallels for 
both features are found on representations of lions from the 
Near East, !rst of the late second millennium82 and then of 
the Achaemenid period, for instance on a rhyton in the 
Metropolitan Museum (54.3.3). The swellings under the 
eyes do not appear in Etruscan art (apart from on our char-
iot), while in the Greek world they occur in Rhodes, Corinth, 
and areas of southern Italy that had close ties with Corinth.83 
The warts on the foreheads of all the felines on the chariot 
tell a similar story. The detail came into vogue in Etruria in 
the seventh and sixth centuries"B.C. (especially at Tarquinia), 
and Llewellyn Brown has questioned whether the features 
came from Greece or the Near East.84 

A woman wearing her cloak over her head, like Thetis on 
the front panel of the Monteleone chariot, has been taken 
to represent “the mother.” The iconography appears on the 
Caeretan hydriae, produced in Etruria about 530 –  510"B.C. 
by a group of Ionian artists.85 The motif of a cloak over a 
woman’s head can be found in Etruria from as early as the 
end of the seventh century"B.C.,86 but not worn as it is on 
the chariot as well as the alabaster-like gypsum statuette 
from the Isis Tomb at Vulci and the Vix krater, with the drap-
ery over the forearm, following Ionian conventions.87

The gorgoneion is depicted twice on the chariot, once on 
Achilles’s shield on the front panel (cat."1a) and again on the 
hero’s shield on the proper right panel (cat."3a). All the 
details on the shield on the side panel have been completely 
!nished in the bronze, so that one can guess how the gor-
goneion on the front must have looked when it still had the 
ivory inlays for its eyes and teeth. The difference in the qual-
ity of execution re#ects the varying abilities of the two 
craftsmen, the master and his principal assistant. The head 
of the gorgoneion on the side panel, executed by the assis-
tant, lacks the !nely traced beard of the one on the main 
panel, a simpli!cation perhaps necessitated by its different 
position within the oval shape of the Boeotian shield.

Unfortunately, the fact that the gorgoneion on the side 
panel was !nished in bronze, and therefore looks com-
plete, has caused scholars to take it as the representative 
gorgoneion on the chariot. Ingrid Krauskopf maintains that 
the gorgoneion on the side panel shows the almost stan-
dard Etruscan type of the last quarter of the sixth century.88  
The shape of the head is basically oval, the open mouth 
occupies the full width of the face and shows the fangs, the 
protruding tongue coincides with the shape of the chin so 

that it does not extend beyond the outlines of the face, the 
wrinkles on the base of the nose widen out toward the tip, 
and the hair is parted in the center, falling in wavy locks  
that reveal the ears, which are attached very high. But as 
Krauskopf has pointed out, like many Etruscan gorgoneia of 
the period this one seems to be missing a beard. This gorgo-
neion shares features with some terracotta plaques from the 
columen, or gable post, perhaps from a mutulus, or part of 
a Doric cornice, and from ante!xes of the so-called Upper 
Building of Poggio Civitate (Murlo) that are earlier (580 –  
575"B.C.) and with a type of ante!x from Vulci from which 
those of Murlo may be derived.89 The hair parted in the 
middle of the forehead —  rather rare —  is the same, although 
the eyes are still large and the mouth less so. Here, too, the 
beard is  lacking.

The terracotta workers from Murlo and Vulci must have 
simpli!ed a bearded model, which also served for the gor-
goneion on the main panel of the Monteleone chariot. On 
the face of the gorgoneion on the cart from Castel San 
Mariano of 580 –  570 or 560"B.C.(?) the section of the fore-
head that would have shown the top of the hair is missing, 
but the locks #owing down behind the ears strongly suggest 
a central part.90 Artistic quality aside, such a gorgoneion is 
based on the same model as the one the master of the char-
iot adopted for the bearded gorgoneion. No evidence exists 
in or outside Etruria to indicate the origin of this model, 
though all of its aspects point toward an Ionian setting.91 

There is a connection between the panther heads on the 
central and proper right panels analogous to the one 
observed between the gorgon heads on the same panels. 
The panther face on the side panel was fashioned by the 
main collaborator and simpli!es the model executed by the 
master craftsman on the shield in the central panel. The ico-
nography of the copy recalls the two panther heads on the 
ends of the overfold of the gorgon’s garment on the short 
side of the Castel San Mariano chariot; the only signi!cant 
difference is the absence on the cart of the swellings below 
the eyes. This feature is totally foreign to Etruscan art but 
occurs on the Monteleone chariot and, as I have said, in 
Rhodes, Corinth, and southern Italy.

The head of the panther in the proper right frieze (cat."11) 
relates to a different iconography represented by a series of 
terracotta plaques from the so-called Upper Building of 
Poggio Civitate (Murlo).92 In both examples the face is 
round, the ears have the same wavy leaf shape with outer 
and inner ridges forming an inverted V, and the forehead has 
a central vertical groove. The eyes are markedly oblique, 
and the arc of the eyebrows is identical. The felines on the 
Poggio Civitate plaques do not have the characteristic warts 
of those on the Monteleone chariot, however. While the 
composition of this frieze is unique, the individual elements 
occur in Ionian gold work, as Marisa Bonamici has noted. 
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She points to the Kelermes rhyton, whose iconography 
shows the hero !ghting a lion and holding its body in his 
arms and the centaur carrying his prey slung on a branch 
after the hunt.93 The closest iconographic match to the latter 
is the seated centaur on a Pontic vase by the Tityos Painter.94 

The subject of the frieze on the proper left side of the 
chariot has a long history and was very popular throughout 
the Mediterranean world. To quote Chrysoula Kardara’s 
description of a jug from Rhodes of the early second half of 
the seventh century"B.C.: “A lion is drawn attacking a bull, 
an oriental theme known to the Mycenaeans, from whom it 
was transferred to the Levant in the late second millen-
nium"B.C.”95 Following the preferred East Greek iconography, 
the bull stands upright on its four legs before succumbing. 
The image of the bull kneeling on its front legs found in 
Etruria seems to belong to the Attic tradition, as it is depicted 
on imported pottery, the most famous example being the 
François Vase (ca. 570"B.C.) found at Chiusi.96 The iconog-
raphy of such local works as the Pontic vases made at Vulci 
in the second half of the sixth century"B.C. and examined 
by Maria Antonietta Rizzo seems to follow this tradition.97

Since 1996 I have focused on the motif of the kouros 
standing on a lion protome between two confronted images 
of a recumbent animal. The group was made to hide the 
joints of the three panels of the chariot, with the addition of 
a boss above the kouros.98 Here I suggest that the two recum-
bent animals must originally have been lions (see Fig-
ure"III.8) and that the animal on the right was later replaced 
by a crouching ram. The composition of those groups may 
be compared with that of the !gural handles of bronze 
hydriae and oinochoai attributed mainly to Laconia (pro-
duced between 575 and 525"B.C.) and Corinth (produced 
between 540 and the early !fth century"B.C.).99 These han-
dles show a naked youth (a kouroslike !gure) with two 
crouching rams and, below them, an inverted palmette. The 
youth’s arms are bent upward, and his hands hold the tails 
of two symmetrically placed lions that are !xed to the rim of 
the vase. There are examples of this type where the naked 
youth stands on a gorgon head and not on the more com-
mon palmette,100 just as the kouroi of our chariot stand on 
lion heads. In the Corinthian group, the most complete of 
the !ve known handles with gorgoneia belongs to the hydria 
from an Illyrian tomb with rich bronzes and other precious 
grave goods in Novi Pazar, which Stibbe dated about 540 –  
520"B.C.101 The Laconian series seems to have been made 
almost solely for export, traveling as far a!eld as the Car-
pathian basin in eastern Hungary, although some examples 
have been found in Laconia, demonstrating their prove-
nance.102 Our bronzeworker may have been inspired by the 
same sources followed by the Laconian handles and later 
imitated by the Corinthian ones.103 The artist who adapted 
the models to !t the chariot and satisfy the requirements of 

his patron replaced the gorgoneion and the rams at the feet 
of the kouroi with lions (Figure"III.8). He did not totally elim-
inate the rams, however, which are often depicted on Laco-
nian handles from mainland Greece and Magna Graecia,104 
but placed them on the rear !nials of the chassis. 

The in#uence of Peloponnesian art can be seen in the 
iconography of Achilles’s helmet on the central panel.  
The ram protome matches the famous helmet from Meta-
pontum (Figure"III.9), even if it is later than the chariot.105 In 
the debate over where this helmet was made, Marisa Bon-
amici proposes an East Greek origin, basing her suggestions 
on the decorative border and ram protome on the shield 
found with it in the same tomb.106 

Other features of the scenes on the chariot have East 
Greek parallels. The !gure of Thetis is very like the gypsum 
statuette from the Isis Tomb at Vulci (575 –  550"B.C.), which 
today is associated with Rhodes.107 The hair of Achilles and 
of the woman under the horses in the proper left panel 
resembles that of some small kouroi from Naukratis and on 
terracotta vases from Rhodes.108 Though different in style, 
these vases also favor subjects like boar heads, eagle heads 
(see Figure"III.43), and recumbent rams.109 The human faces 
have been likened to those on bronze sheets from Olympia 
considered Samian. These works also provide parallels to 
the garments worn by Thetis and the woman on the proper 
left panel, as well as to the male !gures’ unpleated chito-
niskoi, or short tunics.110 The faces of the kouroi have been 
compared to those of the female sphyrelata from Castel San 
Mariano and the male faces on the infundibulum (funnel 
with sieve) from Capua, both of which are clearly of Ionian 
stamp.111 

In her study of archaic Greek kouroi Gisela Richter 
claimed that the naked youths on the Monteleone chariot, 
which she believed were Etruscan, showed a lack of ana-
tomical development compared with the contemporary 
East Greek examples.112 However, she also agreed with the 
majority of scholars, who date the chariot about 540"B.C. 
(not before 550 –  540"B.C.) because of the two Little Master 
Attic lip-cups among the grave goods in the tomb (Fig-
ure"III.44). As I shall show presently, the chariot must be 
dated earlier for reasons other than of iconography and 
style. The anatomical features that Richter rightly deemed 
archaizing if dated to 540 are therefore perfectly appro-
priate for the kouros in East Greek art of about 555"B.C., 
which she described thus: “The head is large in proportion; 
the ears are #at; the lower boundary of the thorax forms 
an angle far below the pectorals; there is no protrusion at 
the #anks; the vasti are not differentiated.” These features 
appear on an Ionian kouros in Stockholm, certainly a little 
older than our chariot, that Richter considered Greek, as 
against others who identify it as Etruscan.113 Even if it shows 
more #owing surfaces —  perhaps because it was cast, not 
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hammered —  it resembles the kouroi on the chariot in the 
position of the arms and legs. Regarding the chronology of 
the chariot’s youths, the positions of the arms, hands, and 
legs are not as developed as they are on another group of 
small Ionian statues from Samos dated between 550 and 
540"B.C., where the arms are slightly bent, the hand makes 
a !st, and the right leg is slightly forward.114 A fragmentary 
but magni!cent cast-bronze statue found near Vulci and 
attributed to East Greek craftsmen by Antonella Romualdi 
has been compared to the Samian statuettes. She dated it 
550 –  540"B.C. and suggested it was imported, rather than 
made locally by an immigrant artist.115 

The chariot’s reliefs include elements that, notably in 
their embellishment and stylization, underlie my conclu-
sions as to the artistic background of the master of the 
Monteleone chariot and his collaborators. I have gathered 
these elements over many years of study and seek here to 
marshal them appropriately.

The large eight-pointed star with circumscribed pal-
mettes in the lower part of Thetis’s chiton (Figures"V.3, V.4) 
resembles the one in the center of the phiale from the Saline 

at Tarquinia that I singled out for its tracing technique and 
that is considered an export from Rhodes.116 The chiton 
also incorporates an Ionian star-shaped pattern within the 
meander. The motif occurs, furthermore, at Sardis around 
560 –  550"B.C. and on the Monteleone chariot it represents 
a link between those prototypes and later Etruscan imita-
tions.117 The stylization of the spotted fur of the deer and 
the panther’s forehead has been compared with the gold 
revetments from Delphi mentioned above.118 By contrast, 
the group of the boar protome, the deer, and the two birds 
of prey on the front of the chariot (see Figures"III.3–III.6) was 
invented by the master of the Monteleone chariot.

F. The identities of the chariot master and his patron 
For decades, the prevailing view of the Monteleone chariot 
was that it was made by Etruscan craftsmen in#uenced by 
East Greek art. I have shown here that the Monteleone char-
iot is an Etruscan-Italic chariot (see Section II) and described 
how it was made by a wheelwright and a bronzeworker, in 
tandem and in the same city, but each within his own work-
shop (see III.B). Scholars have tried to identify the city and 
most agree that it was Etruscan, opting for Orvieto (Volsinii) 
or Vulci, or simply Vulci.119 

Recent literature has reduced the number of hypoth-
eses concerning the cultural background of the master of 
the Monteleone chariot to three possibilities: he was an 
Etruscan under Ionian stylistic in#uence, he was an Eastern 
Greek who worked in Etruria and adapted to local require-
ments, or he belonged to a group of Etruscan and East Greek 
bronzeworkers who were active for a time in a single shop 
and in#uenced each other.120 Iconographic, stylistic, and 
artistic arguments have been advanced to support each of 
these three hypotheses, but only recently have the techni-
cal aspects also been considered —  cautiously for the tracing 
and !rmly for the repoussé work.121 I should like to focus on 
those technical aspects, which have revealed the presence 
of more than one worker in the execution of the project. The 
tracing technique characteristic of the master craftsman and 
his main collaborator (see III.C) can be found in older Ionian 
products imported into Etruria, but it does not seem to have 
been used by other Etruscan bronzeworkers either before 
or after; in fact, later use of tracing remained anchored in 
the indigenous tradition. It is a question not merely of using 
the tracing tool in a different way but also of a different 
conception of how the !nal result should look. The artists 
of the Monteleone chariot produced a wedge-shaped line to 
re#ect light, while the purely Etruscan bronzeworkers tried 
to conceal the gaps between the single strokes in executing 
single lines.

The repoussé work con!rms that our master craftsman 
was innovative in using high relief, as Ursula Höckmann 
has pointed out.122 His mastery can also be seen in the skill-
ful rendering of foreground and background effects. This 

III.44 Little Master lip-cups. 
Greek, Attic; left: ca. 550 –  
525"B.C., right: ca."565 –  
550"B.C. Terracotta; left: 
H."3 1⁄8"in. (7.8"cm), right: 
H."6 5⁄8"in. (16.8"cm). The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
Rogers Fund, 1903 (03.24.32, 
03.24.31)

III.43 Aryballos in the form  
of an eagle head. Greek, 
Rhodian, ca."late 7th –  early 
6th century B.C. Terracotta, 
L."4 3⁄8"in. (11.1"cm). The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
Purchase, Anonymous Gift,  
in memory of Sleiman and 
Souad Aboutaam, 2006 
(2006.267)
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skill is not matched on the certainly Etruscan high-relief 
panels of chariots from Castel San Mariano, nor in the 
lower-relief yet very plastic effects of the Loeb tripods from 
San Valentino di Marsciano. According to Höckmann, the 
high-relief technique did not appear in mainland Greece 
but reached Ionian bronzeworkers from the Near East 
before being directly, or indirectly, transmitted to the 
Etruscans by immigrant artists. Also according to her, bronze 
high relief gradually disappeared in Etruscan art as Ionian 
in#uence waned.

We can dispose, once and for all, of the notion that a 
good craftsman (rather than an artist) misinterpreted the 
iconographic sources for the Monteleone chariot. The weak-
nesses were those of the master’s collaborators.123 One of 
them may be considered the pupil, while the person respon-
sible for the side friezes seems to have been an Etruscan 
collaborator. On the friezes the panther held by Achilles 
does not have swellings under its eyes, and its whole face 
differs from the ones on the main panels. Moreover, the 
panther looks more like a statue than a living animal. Iris’s 
wings do not seem to be part of her body. Unlike all the 
other male heads on the chariot, the centaur Chiron has 
curls on his forehead. All the faces have very receding fore-
heads, long pointed noses, and indented chins forming tri-
angular profiles. Furthermore, the animal fur was not 
rendered in the manner of the East Greek gold sheets from 
Delphi,124 but, apart from the bellies, was executed with 
tiny punched dots, so that the creatures appear to be hair-
less and look painted. Finally, the low relief, though of good 
quality, is #at, with a pictorial rather than plastic appear-
ance that is exaggerated by the outline. 

In his study of the Tyszkiewicz phiale Pasquier claims 
that there is an iconographical link between the phiale and 
related pieces on the one hand and the frieze at the base of 
the bronze female bust in the Isis Tomb at Vulci on the 
other.125 I agree with him. In my opinion, the Etruscan work-
shop that produced the bronze phialai derived from the 
type found in the Saline at Tarquinia was not located inland, 
as Chiusi is —  and as Pasquier postulates —  but was instead 
on the coast at Vulci, where the Isis Tomb bust was found.126 
I propose that imports from East Greece were followed by 
the arrival of an artist (from Rhodes?) and his pupil who had 
been invited especially to work in Vulci.127 Rather than setting 
up his own workshop, the artist worked on the premises of 
the local bronzeworker, who, in addition to the bust from 
the Isis Tomb, may have decorated the chariot from Via 
Appia Antica, which also shared the wheelwright who 
worked on the Monteleone chariot.128 The workshops of  
the Vulci wheelwright and the bronzeworker who made  
the two chariots may have been active for at least three to 
four decades, that is, until, thanks to their skills, they were 
also able to produce the parade chariots from Castel San 
Mariano (chariot I) and Castro. Vulci evidently specialized 

in chariots until the following century, if the quadriga dis-
covered there in 1845 (and then lost) and another from Via 
Appia Antica (parts of which still remain) are to be attrib-
uted to a workshop in that city.129 

Studies of the Archaic bronzes from Castel San Mariano, 
near Perugia, have led most scholars to attribute the cart 
from there, the oldest vehicle in the complex, to Chiusi.130 
Some date it to about 560, others to 580 –  570"B.C.131 The 
earlier date matches that of the terracottas from Vulci 
recently rediscovered by Anna Maria Sgubini Moretti and 
Laura Ricciardi among material from old excavations in an 
important building near the north gate.132 (There is no 
known documentation indicating the building’s function.) 
Besides the gorgon-headed ante!xes mentioned previously, 
the terracottas include a plaque fragment, perhaps belong-
ing to a procession scene, that helps to classify the structure 
of Etruscan and Latin princely buildings and temples that 
are the cultural context of our type of chariot. Thanks to this 
evidence Vulci has been identi!ed as the center that intro-
duced models that were then adopted in inland settlements 
as far away as Poggio Civitate (Murlo). It may be that the 
Castel San Mariano cart, too, came from the same Vulci 
workshop, which progressed from low-relief repoussé work 
to high-relief repoussé after the master of the Monteleone 
chariot arrived and became established.133 

I would like to advance the hypothesis that during the 
second quarter of the sixth century"B.C. the building in Vulci 
was part of an urban plan —  and also a political one, by way 
of its iconography —  created by a noble family whose scion, 
the !rst owner of the Monteleone chariot, inherited power. 
We will never know how the vehicle passed into the hands 
of the chieftain buried on the Colle del Capitano, but it is 
certain that the custom of burying a chariot with its dead 
owner was no longer practiced in Vulci or other Etruscan 
and Latin Tyrrhenian cities during the sixth century. I pro-
pose that the chariot was a gift made to the chieftan after 
it had long been used by the !rst owner and perhaps after 
his death. It was not buried with the original owner due 
to changes in funerary rituals in the larger urban centers 
(see"II.C).134 The heirs of the !rst owner in Vulci may have 
used it to obtain in#uence along the trade routes crossing 
the Apennines. If it is true that a third of Attic Little Master 
lip-cups come from Vulci,135 the chariot may have become 
the property of the lord of Monteleone at about the same 
time as the two lip-cups found in his tomb (see Figure III.44).

G. Dating the Monteleone chariot 
Beginning with the !rst scholarly publications, including 
my own, the dating of the chariot was anchored to that 
of the Little Master lip-cups. That the cups belonged with 
the grave goods is unquestioned in the unpublished docu-
ments from the time of their discovery. The cups represent 
an  independently datable element among the materials 
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that reached the Metropolitan Museum with the chariot, 
and therefore their dating to about 550 –  540"B.C. can be 
considered the terminus post quem of the burial of the 
last owner of the chariot.136 The cups, however, do not 
date the vehicle, which carries many unmistakable signs 
of a long life prior to burial. Our typological examination 
showed that its structure points to the end of a gestation 
process of the sixth-century parade chariot, of which the 
Monteleone example is the standard (see II.B). It follows  
a less developed vehicle, such as the chariot from Capua 
 datable to about 580"B.C., and it predates the canonical type 

represented by chariot"I from Castel San Mariano of 530 –  
520"B.C. and the one from Castro of 520"B.C. Moreover, the 
shape of the side panels of Achilles’s vehicle on the proper 
left panel of the Monteleone chariot greatly resembles that 
of the Via Appia Antica chariot, which can be placed no 
later than the second quarter of the sixth  century"B.C. The 
East Greek iconographic parallels cannot date beyond the 
mid-sixth century either and must predate the so-called 
Etruscan-Ionian style of the second half of the century. All 
considerations therefore point to a date of between 560 and 
550"B.C. for the construction of the Monteleone chariot.137 
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I V.  T H E  R E C E N T  R E C O N S T R U C T I O N  O F 
T H E  M O N T E L E O N E  C H A R I OT

A. The substructure of the newly reconstructed chariot 
The material used for the new substructure is not wood, 
which the Metropolitan Museum’s conservators deemed 
detrimental to the bronze revetments. The substructure was 
made of solid plastic, in places with an internal metal sup-
port. For reference during the reconstruction, I made a 1:1 
model of easily worked synthetic material. 

Resemblance to the original vehicle. Even though some of 
the evidence required for an exact replica of the original 
chariot was lost during the illegal excavation, the revet-
ments’ excellent state of conservation enabled me to iden-
tify the shape of each of their lost supports and to compare 
their shape with chariots of the same typology (see 
Section"II). After !ve years of intensive work to replace the 
1903 substructure, the new one, completed in 2007 
(Figures"IV.1, IV.2), closely resembles the original except for 
the following details:  

1. The front of the #oor frame is less curved than it would 
have been originally. As the wooden frame of the central 
bronze panel deteriorated in the tomb, the undiminished 
tensile strength of the bronze caused the panel to #atten, a 
condition that could not be reversed (see cat."1a). As a 
result, the distance between the two arms of the #oor frame 
is greater than it would have been on the original substruc-
ture (compare Figures I.29, IV.1, and IV.2 with Figures I.5 
and III.1).

2. The shape of the chariot’s footboard was reconstructed 
from calculations based on existing evidence in earlier 
counterparts, such as the Populonia chariot (see Figure"II.13), 
the footboard of which is covered with bronze sheathing.1 

3. Because of the uncertainty about whether the original 
#oor was made of woven leather strips or wooden slats, the 
#oor was reconstructed as a thin, smooth piece placed on 
top of the #oor frame (see Figure"I.3). I believe it is more 
probable that the #oor was made of wooden slats (see 
Figures"II.15, III.1).

4. Because the length of the piece of axle projecting from 
the hub to hold the lynchpin could not be determined from 
internal evidence or by comparison with similar vehicles, 
I"chose a measurement of 1 5⁄8"in. (4"cm) for convenience. 
The metal linchpins have been left out of the reconstruction 
(see Figure"II.15) so as not to suggest an inaccurate shape for 
the missing originals. 

5. The full length of the wooden tenon run-
ning from under the boar protome onto the chas-
sis and lashed to the underlying slats and pole (see 
Figure" III.2) has been only partially re-created, as there 
was no information to determine its original length. 

IV.1–IV.2 The new 
substructure for the 
Monteleone chariot: 
under construction 
(top) and completed 
(bottom). Photographs: 
Frederick J. Sager
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6. The head of the eagle at the tip of the pole may have 
been secured by an iron band, traces of which are still 
attached (see cat."17). In the absence of proof it was not 
reproduced. 

7. The piece joining the two bronze elements of the yoke 
is purely hypothetical, given that an actual reconstruction 
would have been arbitrary even if it had been feasible using 
comparable vehicles from more recent periods.2 The posi-
tion of the yoke is also hypothetical: the crossbar would 
have been closer to the end of the pole, but the reconstruc-
tion called for a more convenient position with a com-
pletely reversible system of attachment.  

Other adjuncts and materials. All the parts of the chariot 
originally made of leather—most particularly the covering 
of the rails that encased the body of the car and at the same 
time served as a backing for the bronze revetments—have 
been omitted. All the lashings, straps, and other elements 
that connected the individual parts of the chariot have been 
left out as well. They would have been made of rawhide and 
other organic materials such as !bers. Their omission was 
based primarily on aesthetics. Leaving the backs of the three 
bronze panels of the car exposed allows visitors to see both 
sides of the splendid repoussé work, and specialists and 
conservators can now inspect all surfaces. Most of the few 
fragments of ivory inlays for which a location on the chariot 
seemed identi!able were omitted because the small white 
spots would have distracted from the repoussé and tracing 
work. The tusks on the boar protome were repositioned 
because they are integral parts of the animal’s anatomy, and 
the inlays on the rear !nials are part of the substructure, not 

the bronze embellishment. All the decisions concerning 
details of the chariot’s display were taken in 2004 after 
repeated consultation with everyone responsible for, and 
participating in, the project, under the guidance of then 
Museum director Philippe de Montebello. 

B. Measurements of the chariot as reconstructed 
Apart from slight differences of a few centimeters more or 
less due to missing evidence, the measurements of the 
reconstructed chariot match those of the original vehicle. 

Overall
Total height 50"in. (127"cm) 
Total length 120"in. (305"cm) 
Total width 56 1⁄4" in. (143"cm), perhaps plus  3⁄4–1 5⁄8" in. 
(2–4"cm) 

Gauge (distance between the wheels)
36 5⁄8"in. (93"cm) 

Body
Height 33 1⁄2"in. (85"cm) (with the strip partly overlapping 
the base) 
Length 35 3⁄8"in. (90"cm) 
Width of body on axle 19 3⁄4"in. (50"cm)

Draft pole
Total length 86 3⁄4" in. (220.5"cm), perhaps plus  3⁄8– 3⁄4" in. 
(1–2"cm)
Distance from end of pole to body of chariot (projection 
onto the ground) 86"in. (218.5"cm)
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V.  CATA L O G U E  O F  T H E  P I E C E S  O F  T H E  M O N T E L E O N E  C H A R I OT

In this catalogue each piece of the disassembled chariot has 
its own entry. The exceptions are the side panels with their 
respective kouroi, because they were not separated during 
the recent restoration. The state of conservation described 
in the condition sections refers to the condition after the 
recent restoration. The description of each piece is detailed 
because the objects had not been described since they were 
published by Furtwängler in 1905 and 1913 and Richter in 
1915 (no."40). When not otherwise speci!ed, the object is 
made from bronze sheets.

Central panel
1a. Central panel (Figures V.1 – V.9)
H."32 1⁄2" in. (82.5"cm); perimeter at base 28" in. (71"cm); 
H."of relief: helmet 1 3⁄8"in. (3.5"cm), shield 2"in. (5"cm), head 
of woman 11⁄8" in. (3"cm), head of man 1 1⁄4" in. (3.2"cm); 
thickness of sheet .1"cm 
Description. Curved at the top and straight at the bottom, 
the panel revetted the front of the chariot car. The top of the 
panel is articulated with convex and concave moldings that 
continue along the sides. The !gures in high relief are !n-
ished with tracing. A woman clad in a chiton and cloak 
hands a shield and helmet to a warrior facing her. The latter 
wears greaves and takes hold of the two pieces of armor 
occupying the center of the scene. No cuirass is depicted. 
A dying deer below the shield is positioned so that its arched 
back follows the contours of the boar protome that marks 
the point where the pole projects in front of the car of the 
chariot. Two birds of prey swooping down !ll the space on 
either side of the warrior’s helmet crest. 

The woman stands on the ground, one foot behind the 
other; she faces right, the helmet in her left hand, the shield 
in the long, extended !ngers of her right. A fringe of spiral 
curls, embossed and !nished with tracing, escapes from the 
cloak covering her head. Her long garment does not cover 
her bare feet. Her !ngernails and toenails are well de!ned 
by incisions, as are her !nger joints. Her eyelashes and eye-
brows are !nished with faint tracing. Her eye was originally 
inlaid with another material inserted into a specially made 
cavity. The woman’s only jewel is a chain necklace adorned 
with lotus-bud and palmette pendants. Her long-sleeved, 
clinging chiton #ares at the bottom and is decorated with 
traced ornaments as follows: a checkerboard and hourglass 
pattern between dotted double lines at the collar, an hour-
glass pattern along the gathered seam of the sleeve and 
around the cuff, and a large rosette with lotus buds and 
palmettes surrounding a small central disk on her promi-
nent breast. At the lower edge of her garment is a chain of 

pendant lotus #owers and buds between double-outlined 
rows of dots; a row of double-outlined diagonal bars runs 
around the hem. A band outlined by rows of dots and pat-
terned with squares inside a cross meander, one hatched 
and the other void, runs down the chiton’s side seam; the 
four squares are !lled with different patterns: concentric 
squares, a checkerboard, a quatrefoil with tongues in the 
interstices, and an eight-pointed star with palmettes. At the 
sides of the band, in the spaces not occupied by the cloak, 
there are two large patterns; the one at the front has a 
stopped meander, the one at the back an eight-pointed star 
with encircled palmettes. The clinging cloak is draped over 
the woman’s forearm, its corner held down by a triple drop-
shaped weight. The background of the cloak is studded with 
dot rosettes. The vertical borders are decorated with a dot-
ted meander with checkerboard squares, while the lower 
border has a single checkerboard square at the beginning of 
a complicated meander !lled with dots. The lining of the 
cloak visible in the part draped over the woman’s arm has a 
hatched meander border. 

The warrior receiving the armor is depicted in pro!le 
facing the woman, his right foot in front of his left. His out-
stretched hands mirror those of the woman: he grasps the 
shield with his left hand and the nosepiece of the helmet 
with his right. His long hair is !nished with serried traced 
lines and consists of four full locks that seem to originate at 
the center of his forehead, pass behind his ear, and hang 
down to his shoulder, where each lock ends in a large spiral 
curl. His eyelashes, eyebrows, moustache, and pointed 
beard are !nished with !ne incisions. His eye was originally 
inlaid with another material inserted within a specially 
made cavity. His !ngernails and toenails are well de!ned, 
as are his !nger joints. The warrior’s short chiton is belted at 
the waist, and the background is studded with the same dot 
rosettes as the woman’s cloak; the knot of the belt falls on 
the right. The collar trim looks like fabric interlaced with a 
ribbon. Two hatched strips arranged in a herringbone pat-
tern run along the sleeve seam; a band of alternating verti-
cal and horizontal hourglasses runs along the seam and 
hem of the sleeve; on the left sleeve the hourglasses are 
!lled with dots, while on the right one they are all vertical 
and void. An ornate herringbone border divided by rows of 
dots and ending in a pendant palmette runs down the side 
of the chiton. The hem has a stopped and dotted meander 
border. The greaves are decorated with an inverted palmette 
on the knee and edged with a row of dotted rectangles.

The Boeotian-type shield is richly embellished. A run-
ning spiral pattern along the edge is followed by a tongue 
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V.1 Central panel of the 
Monteleone chariot after the 
2002 restoration. Credit line 
for all the parts of the chariot 
illustrated in this section: The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
Rogers Fund, 1903 (03.23.1). 
All new photographs of the 
chariot pieces were taken by 
Peter Zeray, Photograph 
Studio, MMA.
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circular dotted protuberances indicate the warts; the very 
pronounced double swellings under the eyes and the whis-
kers on either side of the nose are created by a pattern of 
long, petal-shaped forms in relief !nished with tiny punched 
dots. The eyelashes and eyebrows are !nished with tracing. 
The eyes were originally completed with ivory inlays that, 
in turn, were inlaid with other materials to differentiate the 
irises and the pupils.1

The Corinthian helmet faces right and is surmounted 
by a ram’s head supporting a crest. The lower edge and 
cheekpieces show the same pattern as the one incised on 
the borders of the warrior’s greaves. A palmette is traced in  
the rear corner of the eye opening; there is a lotus #ower 
where the neck guard meets the cheekpiece. The anatomy 
of the ram’s head is executed in detailed relief; its eyelashes 
and eyebrow are !nished with tracing, as is the nose area, 
with its !ne, dotted pattern. The #eece of the ram’s long 
neck has imbricated, pendant curly locks executed in relief. 

V.3 Central panel. Drawing by Paul Bollo, 1903 V.2 Central panel, back

pattern. Each half of the shield carries one device: a gor-
goneion in the upper part and the face of a panther in the 
lower. The Gorgon’s hair is parted in the middle, and three 
locks are arranged behind the ears. These #ow down the 
sides of the head to where the woman’s and the warrior’s 
hands hold the shield, hence the locks are not the same 
length on the two sides. The very ends of the single locks are 
caught in rings and terminate in a knot. The chin and cheeks 
are framed by a beard with #amelike incisions. The eye-
lashes and eyebrows are !nished with tracing. Two groups of 
three incised lines on the nose represent wrinkles; the eyes 
and mouth were originally completed with ivory inlays that 
were themselves inlaid with other materials. The panther in 
the lower part of the shield is shown full face. It is very 
stylized and its nose abuts the edge of the shield. The fur 
on the forehead is parted into two clumps containing a ser-
ried pattern of large, irregularly #attened oblong rings !lled 
with tiny punched dots bordered by double traced lines; two 
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A fanlike crest rises from the animal’s head, and its long 
tail falls behind the woman’s hand; the horsehair is repre-
sented by serried traced lines. The crest holder is decorated 
with three concentric bands, the outer one having a stopped 
meander !lled with dots, the central one vertical bars, and 
the inner one diminishing triangles. 

The birds of prey are not accurate representations of 
eagles, as they do not have hooked beaks. Their stylized 
bodies and plumage make it dif!cult to identify them spe-
ci!cally. The bodies are shown in pro!le, while the tails are 
displayed frontally, fashioned with “petals” converging at 

the bases, where horizontal strips separate the plumage 
from the scaly bodies. The long wing feathers have double-
outlined cusps. The legs bent against the bodies present 
lines of traced bars representing feathers until halfway 
down; the shins are bare, apart from feather collars around 
the ankles. The hooked, closed talons are executed in pro-
!le with two simple lines in relief. Double-outlined rows of 
dots separate the heads from the bodies. The softest head 
feathers are represented by tiny punched dots that contrast 
markedly with the solid beaks executed only in relief. The 
bird of prey on the right has both wings displayed to !ll the 

V.4 Central panel, right pro!le V.5 Central panel, left pro!le
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spaces between the helmet and the warrior’s head; the bird 
on the left presents only one wing, as if both wings were 
perfectly superimposed. 

The deer has no antlers and thus is a fawn or a doe. Its 
upturned body is depicted in pro!le facing right, its legs are 
slightly crossed, and its head is drooping; its belly is par-
tially hidden by the shield. The spots on the coat are exe-
cuted conventionally, in the same manner as the panther’s 
head. The same punched dots are used for the underbelly 
and muzzle, as well as for the calluses on the hind legs. The 
tail is covered in serried, unbroken lines. The eyes have nei-
ther irises nor pupils, whereas the eyelashes and eyebrows 
are !nished with tracing. 
Condition. The panel is basically complete and #exible 
despite the narrow cracks that were present in 1903 and 
consolidated on the reverse by Charles Balliard (see 
Figure"I.23). Some losses of metal that were clearly visible 
at the time that Paul Bollo made his drawing (Figure"V.3) 

were restored during the recent conservation work: two in 
the warrior’s hair, one in his left arm, and one in his right 
thigh, plus another rather large one at the lower section of 
the shield and a small one at the hem of the woman’s  chiton. 
A fragment that in 1903 had already been placed behind 
the woman’s right heel was repositioned there, while the 
replacement Balliard applied on top of the border was 
removed. The missing part of the woman’s left foot is in the 
Museo Archeologico, Florence (see Figure"I.15). Hence it 
was decided not to !ll in either that part or the surrounding 
area. The cutout made in antiquity to slot the pole into place 
(see below) should not be mistaken for metal loss. 

The outer surface of the panel shows areas of plain metal 
and others covered with brown tarnish; there are patches 
of considerable green corrosion. The interior surface shows 
mottled dull black corrosion with spots of green corrosion. 
There is an accumulation of iron corrosion at the bottom 
center edge, near the area where the pole was attached. 

V.6 Central panel, detail of the woman’s breast

V.7 Central panel, detail of the warrior’s body
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Evidence of modern solder repairs remains on the interior 
surface. 
Technical observations. The curved border of the panel is 
modeled to !t the now-lost wooden rail to which it was 
originally attached with nine nails placed at regular inter-
vals. The edging (cat."1b) runs from the top of the curve to 
almost halfway down the side. The edge is #at and irregu-
lar in the lower half where the front panel is joined to the 
bronze side panels; there are some holes for nails, either 
reused or made ex novo in modern times. An opening was 
cut in the bottom center of the panel in antiquity for what 
was certainly a wooden element, now lost (see the observa-
tions on the boar protome [cat."2a] and Section III.A). 

The reliefs were produced in the repoussé technique 
from the inside. The most important forms, such as the !g-
ures, shield, and helmet, are in the highest relief, while sec-
ondary elements, such as the deer and the birds of prey, are 
in lower relief. In the devices on the shield, the bronze sheet 
is worked so thin that a negative image of the decoration 
traced on the obverse is visible on the reverse. 

The incised lines were executed by repeatedly hammer-
ing a tracing tool held at an oblique angle (Figures III.11, 
III.12). The triangular shape of the toolmark is a result of the 
angle at which the tracer was held against the metal surface. 
It is deeper at the wide end of the triangle and shallower 
at the tip. Thus, the more acute the angle, the shorter the 
triangle. The tool did not leave separate strokes; instead, 

V.8 Central panel, detail 
of the Boeotian shield

V.9 Central panel, detail 
of the helmet
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they are superimposed, creating an imbricated sequence: 
the more strokes are superimposed, the less evident their tri-
angular shape (Figures III.14, III.13). The scales of the birds’ 
plumage were rendered not by a single hammer stroke on 
a curved point, but by serried strokes of a straight-pointed 
tracer. The length of the triangles can be measured at the 
end of the lines (and in accidental strokes): they are gener-
ally .6 mm long, but .4 mm long in the eyelashes and eye-
brows of the human and animal faces, and in the warrior’s 
moustache. In rare cases the tracing creates a row of single 
marks rather than a line, as in the plumage on the legs of the 
birds of prey (observed by microscopic examination of the 
left bird’s feather; see Figure"III.33).Exceptionally, the tool’s 
point produced small lines that barely assumed the triangu-
lar shape and increased in length to 3 mm. Round-ended 
tools made punched dots of various sizes: .8 mm dots in the 
lower border of the woman’s chiton; .5 mm dots (observed 
by microscopic examination of the rows of dots in the wom-
an’s sleeve, but used as a rule in the rows of the same type of 
dots, as shown by Figures III.22, III.27); .5 – .3 mm dots (the 
dot rosettes, executed using a number of different tools, and 
all the !elds of dots, produced by repeatedly hammering a 
single tool with different amounts of force). 

It is not easy to judge if the inconsistency among the 
hundreds of lines produced by thousands of strokes are a 
result of a single engraver’s fatigue or of the different degrees 
of skill among assistants. The same goes for understandable 
moments of distraction, such as the lack of dots in the hour-
glasses along the border of the warrior’s right sleeve, on 
which, as previously mentioned, the hourglasses are all 
horizontal, unlike those decorating the left sleeve. 
Inlay. One of the ivory fragments that came to the Metro-
politan Museum with the bronze panels of the chariot 
seems to belong to the gorgoneion’s teeth (cat."22). The gor-
goneion’s tongue is in the Museo Archeologico, Florence, 
as is the panther’s right eye, which no longer contains the 
material formerly inserted into the iris and pupil (see Figures 
I.13, I.14). According to reports made at the time of the 
clandestine excavation, there seem to have been ivory 
inlays along the edge of the panel; two of the fragments that 
arrived in New York !t the #at bronze surface at the sides of 
the shield (cats. 21a, 21b). The absence of rivet holes indi-
cates that the inserts were slotted in and glued, though no 
traces of the adhesive have survived. 
Shape. The curvature of the panel echoes that of the upper 
half of the shield that Thetis is holding. The curvature of the 
panel at its base is of the same width and depth as the cur-
vature at the top.2 
Composition of the !gures. The !gures are placed perfectly 
symmetrically: the two human !gures mirror each other on 
either side of a vertical axis marked by the shield with the 
helmet at the top and the three-dimensional boar head at V.10 Edging of the central panel

the bottom. The birds of prey and the deer are positioned, 
respectively, above and below two horizontal lines that 
intersect the vertical axis. The monotony that could have 
resulted from such a rigid schema was avoided by making 
the tails and wings of the birds of prey, the woman’s back 
and chiton, and the warrior’s shoulder, curls, buttock, and 
leg overlap the border. Careful examination reveals details 
that were applied to create symmetry and harmony: the art-
ist cropped the length of the single segments of the locks 
framing the Gorgon’s head to prevent the woman’s hand, 
which is placed a little higher on the shield than the man’s, 
from partially covering the monster’s hair.

1b. Edging of central panel (Figure"V.10) 
Perimeter 48 1⁄2"in. (123"cm), W."5⁄8"in. (1.6"cm) 
Description. The inverted-U-shaped band that runs around 
the curved part of the panel forms an obtuse angle in sec-
tion. The holes at regular intervals on top of the edging were 
for nails that secured the panel to the lost wooden railings. 
A notch made by the bronzeworker to mark the midpoint, 
perhaps before bending the band, is visible at the top of the 
curve. 
Condition. Almost all the edging is made from fragments 
pieced together, with a section missing near the top of the 
curve. None of the ten original nails survive; the current 
ones were inserted during the 1903 restoration. The edging 
is primarily covered with brown tarnish and areas of metal-
lic surface with scattered areas of heavy green corrosion.
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Boar protome
2a. Boar protome (Figures V.11 – V.14)
H."61⁄8"in. (15.5"cm), at the nose 1 3⁄4"in. (4.5"cm); L."10 1⁄4"in. 
(26"cm), at the top 9 1⁄4"in. (23.5"cm); W."5 1⁄2"in. (14"cm), at 
the nose 2 3⁄8"in. (6"cm) 
Description. The boar protome sheathed the system attach-
ing the pole to the #oor frame in front of the car (Figure"III.2). 
It represents the forequarters of the beast, with the head 

V.11 Boar protome V.12 Detail of the boar protome, right pro!le

V.13 Detail of the boar 
 protome, outer side

V.14 Detail of the boar 
 protome, inner side

placed between the raised and bent forelegs. Its ears and 
tusks were worked separately. The fur is not rendered, nor 
are the bristles of the crest, which shows only transverse 
stripes whose function is not known. The eye areas and eye-
brow arches are executed in relief and !nished with traced 
lines. The eyeball was inlaid with another material. Two 
elongated, petal-shaped forms executed in relief and cov-
ered with !ne dots create raised swellings under each eye. 
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chisel cuts. For a discussion of the meaning of such evi-
dence, see Technical Observations in the description of the 
pole (cat."16). 
Repoussé and tracing. The tools and the way they were used 
are the same as those adopted for the front panel. 
Inlay. As previously mentioned, the eye cavities were made 
to contain inlays of another material; ivory fragment 25 
seems to !t the left eye cavity. 
Commentary. The boar protome with its forelegs was 
designed by the artist as an integral part of the scene 
depicted on the front panel. The animal is shown running 
forward in the same direction as the chariot. The intention 
is to show the deer upside down slung over the boar’s back 
(Figures III.3, III.6a), a subject depicted on other categories 
of artifacts (see Sections III.B, III.E, note 76). A boar pro-
tome, albeit not part of a !gured panel, occurs in a similar 
position on Chariot I from Castel San Mariano near Perugia, 
which is later than the Monteleone chariot (see Sections 
II.A, III.B), and on a different type of car depicted on certain 
Etruscan terracotta plaques, which are also later (530 – 510 
B.C.).4 In our case, the artist decided not to depict the ani-
mal’s lower jaw: indeed, there is no visible point of fracture 
suggesting that it was detached from the rest of the protome, 
nor are there any traces of attachment on the underlying 
thin layer sheathing the pole. 

2b. Left ear of boar protome (Figures"V.15, V.16) 
L."without modern pin 3 1⁄2"in. (8.9"cm), W."2"in. (5.1"cm), 
thickness .13"cm 
Description. A heart-shaped, smoothly cut piece of bronze 
sheet. The base was crumpled to make the ear canal and 
scalloped so it could be inserted into the slot made in the 

V.15 Left ear of the boar  
protome, front

V.16 Left ear of the boar  
protome, back

V.17 Right ear of the boar  
protome, front

V.18 Right ear of the boar 
protome, back

The lip areas above the tusk sockets are also executed in 
relief. The nostrils are not indicated, and the lower jaw does 
not seem to have been envisaged by the bronzeworker. Two 
large, irregular holes were made in the bronze sheet for the 
ears (cats. 2b, 2c); the ivory tusks (cat."2d) were slotted into 
two smaller holes and attached to the bronze pole sheath-
ing by a lost connecting piece. 
Condition. Some cracks and tears in the bronze sheet are 
concentrated mainly on the upper part of the head, where 
recent conservation repaired a marked loss of metal on the 
crest. There is a slight dent above the right eye. Part of the 
bend in the crest dates back to the moment in antiquity 
when it was assembled, as the same deformation can be 
seen in the outline traced on the front panel. The holes for 
the nails that attached the protome to the pole were reused 
when the chariot was assembled in 1903. 

The outer surface is primarily covered with brown tar-
nish and a thin layer of black corrosion; there are patches of 
heavy green corrosion. The interior surface shows mottled 
dull black corrosion with spots of the same green corrosion. 
There is an accumulation of iron corrosion inside the proper 
right cheek, and a corresponding “spongy” metallic spot on 
other side. There is a tan accretion inside the left cheek. 
There are no ancient solder joins. 
Technical observations. The sheet is cut at the back so that 
it tightly abuts the panel below the deer’s back. The oblique 
cut was deliberate, to accommodate the angle of the pole. 
The recent restoration demonstrated that the pole was 
attached at three different angles in antiquity.3 That the low-
est position dates to the time when the chariot was made is 
shown by the hammered rim of the sheet. The two later 
points of attachment can be located thanks to the additional 
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boar’s head for that purpose. Ancient deep scratches are 
visible above the canal. A long modern pin dating to the 
1903 restoration is attached to the back. 
Condition. No signi!cant losses of metal or cracks. The surface 
is covered with brown tarnish and thin black corrosion. There 
are spots of massive green corrosion and accretions of soil.

2c. Right ear of boar protome (Figures V.17, V.18) 
L."without modern pin 4"in. (10.2"cm), W."2 1⁄4"in. (5.8"cm), 
thickness  3⁄8"in. (.8"cm) 
Description. This ear is different from the left one: the  auricle 
is a #atter mirror image and is inserted by a bronze strap 
attached to the back by two rivets. In the 1903 reconstruc-
tion, a pin was also added to this ear.
Condition. The heart-shaped bronze sheet is intact. Not all 
of the riveted strap has survived because it was cut in mod-
ern times to attach the pin. The surface is covered with 
brown tarnish and a thin layer of black corrosion. There are 
spots of massive green corrosion and accretions of soil. 
There are corrosion and loose burial accretions under the 
strap; the rivets are covered with green corrosion. 
Technical observations. This ear is an ancient replacement 
that was also repaired in antiquity. It is cut from a thinner 
sheet than the proper left ear. The riveted strap is of old 
metal, attached in antiquity; the lower rivet has remains of 

V.19 Proper right tusk of the boar protome V.20 Proper left tusk of the boar protome

V.21 Base of the proper right tusk 
of the boar protome

V.22 Base of the proper left tusk of 
the boar protome

an earlier repair, visible on the back. Microscopic examina-
tion revealed that the cut edges —   except those at the base 
of the riveted strap —  are not recent and display a uniform 
layer of corrosion and accretion. 
Commentary. The available evidence indicates that this ear 
was replaced in antiquity after an accident, when the chariot 
fell onto its right side (see Section III.D).

2d. Tusks of boar protome (Figures V.19 – V.22) 
Hippopotamus ivory
Proper right element: H."3$"in. (9.5"cm), with ancient iron 
support 3 7⁄8 in. (9.9"cm); Diam. due to rupture 1 1⁄2" in. 
(3.7" cm), at base 1" in. (2.3" cm); proper left element: 
H." 35⁄8  in. (9.3" cm), with ancient iron support 33⁄4" in. 
(9.6"cm); Diam. 1 1⁄4"in. (3.1"cm), at base 1 in. (2.6"cm)
Description. The pieces are carved in a generally conical 
shape, with a wider base. They are at least partly hollow and 
curve slightly. Both the base and the apex have scalloped 
edges, with the cut at the apex made deliberately for the 
attachment of a different material. Inside each base there is 
a notched iron disk secured by a dowel 1$"in. (4.5"cm) 
long. Four iron pins visible on the iron disks attached the 
tusks to wooden supports, traces of which remain. 
Condition. Much of the ivory is missing from both pieces, 
which are recomposed; one of the two has also split along 
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its length; the ivory color of the other has turned green 
through contact with the bronze.
Technical observations. According to a technical report 
provided by Anibal Rodriguez, the morphology of these 
tusks does not resemble that of the upper canines of either 
a domestic or wild pig (which are somewhat triangular in 
section), and the shape of their base is not natural for any 
animal tusk. Examination of the pieces suggests that they 
are modi!ed hippopotamus incisors. As noted previously, 
the tips of the tusks were made of another material and 
applied as decoration. A separate element —  a wooden 
core —  must also have been present under the base. Its pur-
pose was to secure the tusks to the boar’s upper jaw, and 
the jaw to the underlying pole; iron disks applied to the 
tusks and the small rectangular cuts on the revetment of 
the pole (see cat."16) are the only signs of the lost attach-
ment system.

Proper right panel and related kouros 
3a. Proper right panel (Figures V.23 – V.25)
H."18 1⁄2"in. (47"cm), W."14 5⁄8"in. (37"cm), maximum H."of 
relief (at gorgoneion on shield) 1"in. (2.5"cm); thickness of 
#at bronze sheet .1"cm 
Description. The right panel of the chariot is covered with a 
bronze sheet that is curved at the top and straight below. 
The convex border was shaped to !t the lost wooden rail to 
which it was nailed and secured with edging (cat."3b). 
Within the border the !gures are framed by a concave band 
and a ribbed molding. At the base two smooth horizontal 
moldings frame a concave band that was originally inlaid 
with a ribbed ivory strip. The !gures in high relief are !n-
ished with incisions. 

Two warriors clad in armor engage in a duel and a fallen 
warrior lies behind their feet. The warrior on the right has 
just thrust his spear into his opponent’s chest, while the left-
hand warrior’s spearpoint appears to bend against his oppo-
nent’s helmet. A bird of prey in #ight grazes the loser’s spear 
with its talons and beak. 

The bodies of the warriors are mirror images: each raises 
an arm and holds a spear and stands with almost straight 
legs placed one behind the other; the victor’s right hand is 
shown as the left, displaying the back of his !st. Their faces 
are in perfect pro!le and the absence of relief makes virtu-
ally no provision for their necks. The pointed beards, eye-
lashes, eyebrows, and irises are articulated with tracing. The 
drawing made in 1903 does not show the warriors’ mous-
taches (hidden by corrosion), which are represented by 
punched dots, rather than by small bars, as on the front and 
left panels. The knuckles of the hands holding the spears are 
evident, while the toenails do not seem to be depicted. The 
Corinthian helmets of both warriors are low-crested, but 
otherwise almost identical to the one on the front panel. A 
double row of dots is traced along the edge of each helmet, 

a traced palmette occurs at the corner of the eye opening, 
and there is a lotus #ower where the neck guard joins the 
cheekpiece. The warrior on the right holds a Boeotian shield 
like the one depicted on the front of the chariot, but it is 
represented most unusually: The shield itself is embossed 
over an oval in relief. The devices are the same, albeit 
reversed, with the gorgoneion in the lower half and the pan-
ther’s head in the upper half. The panther’s spotted fur is 
executed as in the central panel, but in a less ordered man-
ner. Its eyes slant sharply, and there is only one swelling 
!lled with dots below each eye. The panther has a long 
snout and the nose has no nostrils. Double converging lines 
depict the whiskers, while the soft tissue they issue from is 
shown by rows of dots. The gorgoneion resembles the one 
on the front panel more than the panther resembles its 
counterpart, even if its face is wider; its teeth, fangs, and 
protruding tongue are embossed. The beard is missing. The 
eyelashes and eyebrows in both faces are !nished with trac-
ing, and the irises are executed with a circle. A dotted guil-
loche running around the perimeter of the shield is 
interrupted by the Gorgon’s protruding chin. 

The two opponents wear identical greaves, each deco-
rated with a double row of dots. All the armor of the left-
hand warrior is visible. He wears a corselet on top of his 
short chiton, both elaborately embellished. Dot rosettes 
cover the garment, as on the !gures of the front panel. A 
band of dotted meander hooks ornaments the hem. The bor-
der of the sleeve is made up of a band of double-outlined 
hourglasses. The side seam is depicted by a herringbone 
pattern and #anked on either side by a checkerboard pat-
tern ending with a pendant lotus #ower. The thickness of the 
corselet padding is shown in relief and the corselet’s surface 
is lavishly decorated with tracing. A band of pendant and 
elongated tongues, each surrounded by two lines, runs 
under the collar and is followed by a series of lines to half-
way down the chest. Next are !ve horizontal bands: the !rst 
has lozenges outlined with a double line and with punched 
dots ending in a spiral at the pectorals of an anatomically 
contoured cuirass; the second has a running spiral with dots 
in the spaces; the third has dotted meander hooks; the 
fourth, at the waist, is highlighted by a narrow dotted band 
and has triangles outlined with two lines and with punched 
dots; the !fth, on the lower border, has a band of vertical 
tongues. This warrior holds a round shield with a complex 
decoration on the inner side —  where there is not one han-
dle (antilab "e) but two opposite each other. Starting from the 
outer rim and going inward are four concentric bands with 
the following decorations: upturned triangles !lled with 
diminishing triangles; a dotted stopped meander; upright 
triangles !lled with diminishing triangles; and a running spi-
ral. Only a part of the central circle is visible and it is not 
decorated. Five or six bands that fan out hang from the disk-
like handle attachments. 
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V.23 Proper right panel and related kouros, front
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V.24 Proper right panel and related kouros, back V.25 Proper right panel. Drawing by Paul Bollo, 1903

The body of the fallen and dying warrior (the eye in pro-
!le is half closed) lies behind the overlapping legs of the 
standing warriors; his upper body and head face the ground, 
while his pelvis and legs —  the latter parallel with knees 
pointing upward —  are depicted in a supine position. His 
arms are not represented. His long hair is !nished with ser-
ried traced lines, and his thick locks pass behind the ear and 
fall from forehead to chest; a !llet encircles the base of the 
skull. Rows of traced vertical strokes depict his beard, which 
extends from temples to chin. His eyelashes and eyebrows 
are executed in the same manner as the other !gures’. His 
only armor is the pair of greaves, still in position on his legs. 
He wears a short chiton covered with dot rosettes and with 
a horizontal hourglass pattern at the hem. The bird of prey 
#ying between the warriors’ heads is the same as the one on 
the front panel. It is depicted in left pro!le with the two 
wings overlapping; its beak is half open as if it were about 
to seize the horizontal spear shaft its talons brush against. 
Condition. The bronze panel is almost complete, except for 
slight metal losses at the edge of the base, which were 
repaired in the recent restoration. The original nails that 
attached it to the side rails of the vehicle have not survived. 

The rear left edge was cut in recent times (perhaps in 1902),5 
from the base up to a height of 6 1⁄8"in. (15.5"cm): it may have 
been ragged and thus squared off. The surface is largely 
metallic with thin brown tarnish; there are areas of green cor-
rosion associated with some black tarnish and blistering. There 
is green corrosion, primarily at the rear end of the panel. 
Technical observations. Modern trimming of the left edge 
suggests that the bronze sheet originally extended to cover 
all, or part, of the small rectangular panel that ends at the 
side of the body and is now reconstructed in wood (cat."15). 
There are two pairs of small ancient holes on that area of the 
border that may have been used to assemble the various 
parts. This hypothesis is supported by the presence of similar 
holes in the left panel. 
Repoussé and tracing. The same tools and procedures used 
for the front panel were adopted for the side panel, but the 
quality of the work suggests that two artists were involved, 
the master and an assistant. 
Inlay. A small fragment (cat."28) is all that remains of the 
ribbed carved ivory strip that was originally embedded in 
the channel at the base of this panel and of the left panel. 
Tiny ancient holes along the channel were made to attach 
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some material, either behind or above the bronze sheet. If 
behind, it may have been to secure even more !rmly the 
layer of leather wrapped tightly around the rail and covered 
by the bronze sheet (see Sections II.A, II.B). If above, the 
small holes may have been used to attach the ivory inlays 
that were mentioned in 1902, just after the clandestine 
excavation of the tomb. 

3b. Edging of proper right panel (Figure V.26)
Original perimeter 27 1⁄2"in. (70"cm) 
Description. As observed in the central panel of the chariot, 
the inverted-U-shaped band running around the upper part 
of the panel was bent to form an obtuse angle. The edging 
was nailed along the top at regular intervals to better secure 
the panel to the wooden railings, now lost. 
Condition. Fragments of about four-!fths of the original 
perimeter remain. Almost all of the ancient holes were 
reused in 1903 to hold mostly modern nails; only four of the 
original nails remain and are currently stored to ensure bet-
ter conservation. The surface is largely metallic with thin 
brown tarnish; there are areas of green corrosion associated 
with some black tarnish and blistering.
Commentary. The trimming of the left margin of the side 
panel at the time of the !rst restoration has already been 
mentioned. A fragment of edging that had been misapplied 
to the cut area at that time (see cat."15) prevented a full 
understanding of the chariot’s typology until recently.6 

3c. Kouros attached to proper right panel (Figures V.27, 
V.28)
H."from top of bronze sheet to boots 11 1⁄8"in. (28.2"cm), 
H."from head to boots 10$"in. (27.2"cm); W."at shoulders 
3"in. (7.5"cm), maximum H."of relief (at face) 1 5⁄8"in. (4"cm)
Description. The !gure in high relief masked the join be-
tween the front and right side panels. It is made from a 
rectangular sheet of bronze that was later cut along almost 
the entire perimeter, except for a smooth trapezoidal #ap at 
the nape of the neck that served for attachment. The ankles 
were broken in antiquity (Figure"V.28), and a pair of boots, 
instead of feet, applied to them. 

The standing youth is naked and his arms extend down 
close to the sides of his body, to which his hands are 

attached, with the four !ngers joined and the thumb set 
apart. The right hand is longer than the left. Clavicles and 
nipples are evident on the chest. The subcostal arch forms 
an angle far below the pectorals; the navel is fashioned with 
a carefully hammered circular indentation. The genitals are 
rendered less accurately than those of his counterpart 
(cat."4c). The head is large and the pro!le of the face is 
pointed; the latter protrudes much more than the body, 
which is rendered in relatively low relief. His long hair is 
parted into eight locks, passes behind his ears, and #ows 
onto his shoulders and pectorals, where it ends in a large 
spiral curl at each side. The hair is !nished with serried, 
wavy traced lines. His features seem to have been altered 
after an accident in antiquity (see Section III.D). In particu-
lar, the upper lip is deformed; originally it should have 
resembled the lip of the twin kouros on the opposite side of 
the chariot. The irises are incised within the large, protrud-
ing eyeballs. The eyelashes and eyebrows are !nished with 
tracing. The !gure has high, prominent cheekbones. The 
ears are level with the eyes, the auricles being depicted 
schematically and #attened against the temples; conversely, 
the little #ap known as the tragus is very accentuated. 
Condition. The bronze sheet has been visibly dented at the 
mouth, left cheek, and temple area and presents radiating 
cracks. Corrosion has caused small losses of metal on the 
right shoulder, under and between the clavicles, on the right 
thigh, and above the left knee. The feet are missing up to the 
ankle joint, where the tear in the bronze sheet is concealed 
by the added boots. The surface is largely metallic with thin 
brown tarnish, areas of green corrosion associated with 
some black tarnish, and blistering. The tear on the missing 
feet presents the same type of corrosion. 
Technical observations. See cat."4c. 
Alloy analysis of bronze (percent by weight). Fe .09, Co .01, 
Ni .02, Cu 89.1, Zn nd, As .04, Ag .01, Sn 10.6, Sb .02, Pb .1. 

3d. Boots applied to kouros attached to proper right 
panel (Figure"V.29) 
H."1 1⁄2"in. (3.8"cm), W."at top 1 1⁄2"in. (3.9"cm) 
Description. The right and left boots are formed in high relief 
from a single sheet with a section of plain metal between 
them; there is a nail hole in the center at the top. The upper 

V.26 Edging of the proper right panel
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V.27 Proper right kouros, front V.28 Proper right kouros, back

V.29 Proper right kouros, boots 

margin is cut into three semicircles that have been incised 
to represent the front tongue and the sides of high boots. The 
laces have also been executed with tracing: they start at the 
foot and then are laced over each other repeatedly in front 
of the ankle before being tied twice around the tops of the 
boots, where they end in a large knot in the center. 
Condition. Most of the two big toes have been lost, and the 
soles did not exist, at least in the preserved piece of the two 
parts (see Sections I.F, III.D). The bronze sheet is folded out-
ward in the lower area of the right boot. There are still traces 
of ancient solder where the lower border was joined to the 
lion head (see below). The exterior surface is largely metal-
lic with patches of green corrosion; the interior surface pres-
ents massive corrosion. 
Technical observations. The outer side edges of the boots 
were probably squared off by bending and cutting along  
the edge with a chisel. The upper edges of the boots are 
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V.30 Proper left panel and related kouros, front 
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un!nished except for abrasive polishing. The point of the 
tool used for the tracing is like the one utilized to execute 
the kouros, but in the case of the boots it was applied 
unskillfully and made uneven lines. 
Alloy analysis of the bronze (percent by weight). Fe .13,  
Co nd, Ni .01, Cu 89.0, Zn nd, As .05, Ag .03, Sn 10.6,  
Sb .01, Pb .12. 

Proper left panel and related kouros 
4a. Proper left panel (Figures V.30 – V.32)
H."18$" in. (47.5"cm), W."14$" in. (37.5"cm), maximum 
H."of relief (at horse’s thigh) 1 1⁄8"in. (2.8"cm), thickness of #at 
bronze sheet .1"cm 
Description. This panel differs in size from the panel revet-
ting the right side by some 5 millimeters. It is worked like 
the other one and has the same function. It also has the 
small holes for applying ivory inlays. An unarmed man 
standing in a chariot urges the team of two horses to take 
#ight toward the left. A recumbent woman lying under, or 
perhaps behind, the forelegs of the rearing horses seems to 
be urging them on rather than protecting herself from their 
hooves.

V.31 Proper left panel and related kouros, back V.32 Proper left panel. Drawing by Paul Bollo, 1903

The charioteer, in strict pro!le, resembles the warrior in 
the central panel and wears the same short chiton !lled in 
with dot rosettes. The garment is less ornate, as the collar, 
sleeves, and hem have strips of dots and small oblique 
strokes framed by lines; the ornamental band running down 
his side contains vertical and horizontal dotted hourglasses 
between two lines and ends with a pendant palmette. The 
charioteer’s hair is like that of the kouros, with a band 
around the locks at the level of the ears. The knuckles and 
nails of the hands holding the reins are traced with care. He 
uses a goad, from which hangs a cord, to urge on the horses: 
the handle is rendered in low relief, while the cord was 
executed with only a tracing tool.

The chariot driven by the !gure is similar in structure to 
the vehicle I am describing here, but the car belongs to the 
“ear-loop” type, which takes its name from the characteris-
tic shape of its side rails (see Section II.B). The proper right 
wheel is executed in very low relief, while the left one, now 
missing, was worked separately and inserted together with 
its nave in a very carefully made hole in the bronze sheet. 
A traced decoration of running spirals decorates the #oor 
frame, a tongue pattern appears under the edge of the rail, 
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and there is a large sixteen-petal rosette within the curva-
ture of the side panel. The chariot pole, which is not visible, 
is understood to be hidden by the bodies of the horses. 

The two animals overlap so that the body of the one 
behind appears from the hind legs to the neck; the heads are 
more differentiated, as is the motion of their forelegs. Only 
the left wing of each horse can be seen, implying that the 
right one is exactly underneath, and the spacing of the two 
wings creates a harmonious effect. These large wings have 
curled tips and are the most evident part of the repoussé 
work on the panel: the short feathers are traced with scales 
between double outlines, the long ones embossed and !n-
ished with traced central ribs. The manes are cropped and 
de!ned by a band of vertical lines. The long tails, which reach 
the ground, are !lled in with wavy vertical lines; !ttingly, 
only the tip of the tail of the horse in the background can be 
seen behind the car of the chariot. The barrel of the horse in 
the foreground has been highlighted by shading with tiny 
punched dots. The harness includes bits, headstalls, and reins. 

The recumbent woman faces backward; her chest is exe-
cuted in a three-quarter front view and the rest of her body 
in a right pro!le view. She props herself up on the ground 
on her right forearm, with the hand represented as if it were 
the left one. Her left arm points upward with the palm 
 facing up, as if she were urging the horses on. As in the case 
of the warrior depicted on the front panel, a mass of hair 
issues from the top of her skull, and the very long locks tied 
by a ribbon at the level of her ears spill down onto her 
breast, where they curl up at the ends. She wears a long-
sleeved chiton that is belted at the waist and falls to her feet 
but does not cover them. Her feet are bare and executed 
rather perfunctorily, and the contour of her back foot is not 
well defined. Her garment is filled with the usual dot 
rosettes, and the collar and cuffs present the same bands of 
oblique lines and dots observed in the man’s short chiton; a 
band with dotted checkerboards and hourglasses between 
two lines runs around the hem; the same pattern marks the 
side seam where it ends in a lotus #ower. 

The eyelashes, eyebrows, and irises of both the human 
!gures and the animals are !nished with tracing; the man’s 
moustache is rendered with small vertical strokes. 
Condition. A tear in the top left corner of the bronze sheet 
was repaired in 1903 and consolidated in the recent resto-

ration, along with other widespread cracks. The surface is 
largely metallic with thin brown tarnish, areas of green cor-
rosion associated with some black tarnish, and blistering. 
The green corrosion is primarily at the rear ends of both left 
and right panels.
Technical observations. See description of proper right 
panel (cat."3a). 

4b. Edging of proper left panel (Figure V.33)
Original perimeter 27 1⁄8 "in. (69"cm)
Description. Same form and function as 3b.
Condition. Most of the perimeter is fragmentary. Old and 
modern nails were inserted into the original holes during 
the 1903 restoration; the surviving seven original nails and 
four original nail heads are stored separately to ensure bet-
ter conservation. The tarnish and corrosion on the metal is 
similar to those observed in cat."3b. 
Commentary. As previously observed in cat."3b, a fragment 
of edging belonging to another part of the box was incor-
rectly inserted during the 1903 restoration; the fragment 
was removed during the recent restoration.

4c. Kouros attached to proper left panel  
(Figures V.34 – V.36)
H."from top of sheet to feet 10  7⁄8"in. (27.7"cm), from head to 
feet 10 3⁄8"in. (26.5"cm); W."at shoulders 2$"in. (7"cm); H."of 
relief on face 1 5⁄8"in. (4"cm), on feet 1 1⁄8 "in. (3"cm)
Description. The naked youth is almost identical to his 
counterpart, cat."3c, except for minor details due to the fact 
that both were handmade individually. This !gure has a 
lower forehead, the coils of his curls are more accentuated, 
his subcostal angle higher, his collarbones and groin creases 
more evident, his genitals more prominent, his thumbs 
closer to his !ngers, and his calves not so far apart. 
Condition. The !gure is complete except for the tip of the 
left toe and small losses of metal due to corrosion in the 
right shoulder, right thigh, left knee, the bottom edges of 
both calves, and between them. The surface is largely metal-
lic with thin brown tarnish, areas of green corrosion associ-
ated with some black tarnish, and blistering. The modern 
solder (1903) joining the back of the kouros to the panel 
was not removed during the recent restoration. 

V.33 Edging of the proper left panel 
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Technical observations for both kouroi (cats. 3c and 4c). As 
previously mentioned, after the repoussé work and tracing 
were completed, the two bronze sheets were cut —  possibly 
with a chisel—along the outline of the figures, except 
around the tops of their heads. There, the part of the sheet 
that was not cut out was used to hold the two kouroi with 
the bosses (cats. 5 and 6). Their feet rested directly on the 
two lion protomes (cats. 7 and 8), secured by nails. We 
know for certain that each !gure is now in its original posi-
tion, replaced during the recent restoration, as the imprints 
are still visible.
Repoussé and tracing. The two kouroi were worked with the 
same tools and techniques as the three principal panels. 
Nevertheless, the lines in the hair are rather irregular, and 
not parallel, as in the central panel; instead, they resemble the 
locks of the fallen warrior on the left side panel. The kouros 

on the proper left side is more skillfully executed: in all 
likelihood it was the work of the master craftsman and pro-
vided a model for the second kouros, which may have been 
fashioned by another bronzeworker. In any case, the differ-
ences in size and anatomy between the !gures derive from 
the fact that they were made by hand and not from a mold. 

5. Right nailed boss (Figures V.37 – V.40)
Boss: H."of relief  1⁄2"in. (1.2"cm), Diam. 2 1⁄2"in. (6.2"cm); 
nail: H."as preserved 11⁄4"in. (3.3"cm), Diam. of head  3⁄8"in. 
(.9"cm)
Description. The round bronze sheet was executed in 
repoussé, creating three concentric circles, the central one 
being much larger than the other two. It is not merely orna-
mental, but was used to hold the trapezoidal bronze sheet 
extending from the kouros’s head. The nail in the center 

V.34 Proper left kouros, front V.35 Proper left kouros, back V.36 Proper left kouros, right pro!le
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secured the boss to the underlying wooden structure 
between the front and side panels; the head is spherical and 
its shaft quadrangular in section. There are two slightly con-
cave cuts in the edge of the outermost ring of the boss where 
it overlaps the convex edge of the panels. 
Condition. The relief is dented in many places, with cracks 
and losses of metal in many areas. The obverse surface is 
mostly metallic, with super!cial brown tarnish and a thin 
layer of black corrosion; there are scattered spots of green 
corrosion associated with losses. Corrosion and soil accre-
tions appear on the reverse, with possible solder-related 
corrosion present at the outermost ring. The modern nails 
with large heads inserted during the 1903 reconstruction 
(see Figure"I.28) were removed from both bosses during the 
most recent restoration and replaced with the original nails 
(Figure"V.40), which Charles Balliard had inserted into the 
edge of the central panel. 
Technical observations. The boss is executed in repoussé 
and is not !nished with tracing. The dent in the boss may 
date to an accident that occurred in antiquity, when the 
chariot toppled over onto its right side (see the comments 
on the kouros [cat."3c] and Section III.D). For this and other 
observations, see cat."6. 

6. Left nailed boss (Figures V.41, V.42)
Boss: H."of relief  1⁄2"in. (1.3"cm), Diam. 2 1⁄2"in. (6.2"cm); 
nail: H."as preserved 1 3⁄8"in. (3.5"cm), Diam. of head  3⁄8"in. 
(.9"cm) 
Description. Same shape as cat."5. 
Condition. The element is in good condition. The cracking 
associated with the central hole is a result of deformation, 
as if a nail that was larger in diameter than the hole was 
inserted. The cut in the outermost ring of the bronze sheet 
was not caused by fracturing, but dates to antiquity: it may 

have been made when the boss was applied at the level of 
the kouros’s head —  indeed, the cut matches his locks. 

The surface is mostly metallic with super!cial brown tar-
nish and a thin layer of black corrosion; the holes present 
on the surface and the loss along the outer edge correspond 

V.37 Right nailed boss, front V.38 Right nailed boss, back

V.39 Right nailed boss, top view

V.40 Nail related to the right nailed boss

V.41 Left nailed boss, front 

V.42 Left nailed boss, top view
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to areas of green corrosion. There is solder visible under the 
corrosion on the reverse of the outermost #at surfaces, as 
well as on the obverse surface of the outermost ring. The 
corrosion in the central well may relate to an earlier inlay or 
other material that held moisture in that area. 
Technical observations. In the 1903 restoration the two 
nailed bosses were erroneously switched (proper right !  
proper left). They were returned to their original positions 
in the most recent restoration, and, indeed, the cut !tting 
the youth’s hair revealed that cat."6 matches the head of 
the kouros on the right. Consequently, it was observed that 
the other boss —  the dented one (cat."5) —  belongs to the 
right side, where all the highest relief work on the sheet 
was damaged when the chariot fell over onto its right side 
(see Section III.D). Moreover, it was seen that the craftsman 
had to widen the cut on the upper corner of the side panel 
(cat."4a) when it was !rst assembled in order to nail the left 
boss to the wooden structure. The nails are of different sizes, 
suggesting that one of the two was replaced when the right 
boss (cat."5) was repaired in antiquity after the chariot top-
pled over. Finally, the bone roundel housed in the Museo 
Archeologico, Florence (see Figure"I.12), !lled the center of 
one of the two bosses; however, I cannot establish whether 
both bosses had central bone inlays when the chariot was 
built, or whether the roundel was applied to the right boss 
only after it was damaged when the vehicle fell over. 
Repoussé and tracing. The boss is executed in repoussé 
work and is not !nished with tracing. 
Inlay. The traces of superimposed material in the central 
 hollow of this boss may indicate the presence of an ivory 
inlay (see Section III.B). 

7. Right lion head (Figures V.43 – V.45)
H."of relief (deformed by #attening) 2"in. (5"cm); Diam. of 

base: exterior 21⁄8 – 2 3⁄8" in. (5.5 – 6"cm), interior 1$ – 2" in. 
(4.5 – 5"cm)
Description. The head is executed in very high relief. The 
bronze sheet #ares out to form a #at border at the base that 
was specially created to attach the piece with nails; of the 
eleven holes present today only two preserve their original 
edges, while the others were either reused or created 
ex#novo in the 1903 reconstruction. A small indentation in 
the metal was made on top of the lion’s head, between its 
right eye and ear, to indicate the position of the kouros’s 
feet. The head is not framed by a mane. Two oblong protu-
berances represent stylized ears, while two small circles 
de!ned with tracing and studded with dots convey the idea 
of the warts. The wide, embossed, almond-shaped eyes, 
with the irises represented by traced circles, are set under 
eyebrows that depart from the nose; there are no pupils. The 
eyelashes and eyebrows are !nished with tracing. The top 
of the nose is depicted by four vertical double !llets in 
relief, each with a row of hammered dots; the tip of the nose 
and the nostrils are indicated in relief. Three rows of 
embossed, elongated, and curved petal-shaped whiskers, 
each !nished with a line of hammered dots, issue from 
between the nostrils. The mouth is closed and the chin is 
summarily rendered. 
Condition. The piece is damaged, with conspicuous dents as 
well as losses and cracks due to pitting corrosion, mostly at 
the right eye and brow, and on the muzzle. Major losses are 
also present in an area close to the left eye. The surface is 
largely metallic, with thin brown and thicker black tarnish; 
there is massive green corrosion associated with blistering, 
especially under the chin and on the brow and outer sides. 
There is solder/solder-related corrosion corresponding to 
the placement of the kouros’s feet on the top of the head. 
Technical observations. See cat."8. 

V.43 Right lion head, front V.44 Right lion head, top view V.45 Right lion head, bottom view
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8. Left lion head (Figures V.46 – V.48) 
H." of relief 2 1⁄4" in. (5.5" cm); Diam. of base: exterior 
2 1⁄8 – 2 1⁄4"in. (5.5 – 5.6"cm), interior 1$ – 2"in. (4.5 – 5"cm)
Description. Same shape as cat."7. 
Condition. The head is complete. There are small losses due 
to pitting corrosion, mostly centered on the top right side of 
the brow and on the muzzle. The surface is largely metallic, 
with thin brown and thicker black tarnish; there is massive 
green corrosion associated with blistering, especially on 
the left side of the face, under the chin, and on the brow. 
There is solder/solder-related corrosion corresponding to 
the placement of the kouros’s feet on top of the head; there 
is solder on the edge of the #ange below the left ear. 
Technical observations. The lion heads (cats. 7 and 8) were 
mounted as axle !nials in the 1903 restoration (see Sections 
I.D, I.E). In the recent restoration, they were placed in their 
original position under the feet of the kouroi, where traces 
of their original location were still clearly visible. This lion 
head certainly belongs under the proper left kouros (cat."4c) 
because one of the two ancient nail holes on the lion’s 
#ange perfectly matches up with a hole in the corner of the 
left frieze. 
Repoussé and tracing. The types of tools and methods used 
for working both heads are the same as for the three main 
panels. The bronze sheet of the proper right head is slightly 
thinner than the other; in all likelihood this is due to the fact 
that the amount of bronze prepared for the two heads was 
not accurately weighed.

9. Right strip with recumbent lion (Figures V.49, V.50)
L."11 7⁄8"in. (30"cm), W."1 5⁄8 –3⁄4"in. (4 – 2"cm), H."of relief  3⁄4"in. 
(1.8"cm) 
Description. The curved strip was created to !nish the base 
of the front panel and attach it to the #oor frame. The bottom 

edge of the strip and its counterpart (cat."10) were therefore 
bent at a 90-degree angle. This strip has four convex ribs 
that decrease in size from the center out. The left end has 
been hammered out to create a small recumbent lion in 
high relief facing left. The lion is not applied but of a piece 
with the strip. There are four small original holes for the 
nails used to mount the strip; the other nine date to the 1903 
restoration.

The lion is well rendered and its muzzle resembles those 
of the lion heads (cats. 7 and 8). Executed in relief and trac-
ing, the mane forms a crown that frames the forehead. The 
mane then #ows over the lion’s back in #ame-shaped locks 
along both sides of a traced central line. 
Condition. The piece retains its original shape, except for 
dents on the lion’s head and back. There are small losses 
and cracking along the edge of the strip. Part of the surface 
is metallic, with super!cial brown tarnish and thin layers of 
black corrosion on the lion; the other part is covered with 
green corrosion. 
Technical observations. The undecorated end of the strip 
was attached to the wood by two small nails. A short section 
of it was covered by the boar protome, as indicated by two 
rows of three small indentations on the metal. The deco-
rated end —  which was attached below by two small nails —  
is concave, to accommodate the lion head (cat."7) when the 
various elements were assembled. 

This strip is crucial for our reconstruction on paper of the 
U-shaped curve of the chassis of the chariot (Figures II.15, 
III.1). It is slightly more open than the reconstruction made 
on the chariot itself. The modern frame for the object needed 
to respect the deformed central panel that had closed 
slightly once the original wood decayed. 
Repoussé and tracing. The types of tools used are the same 
as for the three main panels. 

V.47 Left lion head, top view V.48 Left lion head, pro!leV.46 Left lion head, front 
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10. Left strip with recumbent lion (Figure"V.51)
L."11 7⁄8"in. (30"cm), W."1 5⁄8 – 3⁄4"in. (4 – 2"cm), H."of relief $"in. 
(1.9"cm) 
Description. The piece is a mirror image of cat."9, and serves 
the same purpose. Its lower edge was also initially bent to a 
90-degree angle, and then #attened in antiquity. At least 
seven of the nine nail holes are original. 
Condition. There are losses along the outer edges; the one 
on the lower edge is evident and was !lled in with a possibly 
foreign but ancient fragment of bronze sheet in the 1903 
and recent restorations. The surface is mostly metallic, with 

super!cial brown tarnish and a thin layer of black corrosion; 
there are scattered areas of green corrosion. Spot losses due 
to massive green corrosion are evident on the lion. 
Technical observations. Here, too, the undecorated end 
of the strip was attached to the wood by two small nails 
and a short section of it was covered by the boar protome. 
Two rows of three small indentations and one of the three 
incisions on the metal reveal where they were covered. 
The decorated end —  attached by two small nails —  is also  
concave-cut, to accommodate the lion head (cat."8) when 
the elements were assembled.

V.49 Right strip with recumbent lion

V.50 Detail of recumbent 
lion on right strip

V.51 Left strip with recumbent lion
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V.52 Frieze on proper right side, front 

V.53 Frieze on proper right side, back

V.54 Frieze on proper right side. Drawing by Paul Bollo, 1903

V.55 Frieze on proper right side with the related superimposed ram and the part of the sheet that was inserted in 1903 to complete the lower left corner and removed  
during the recent restoration
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11. Frieze on proper right side (Figures V.52 – V.55)
H."3 7⁄8 – 4" in. (10 – 10.2"cm), L."as reconstructed 19$" in. 
(50"cm), H."of rectangular cutout 1%"in. (3.2"cm), Diam. of 
roundel 1 7⁄8"in. (4.8"cm), Diam. of semicircular cut 2"in. 
(5"cm), thickness of bronze sheet .7"cm 
Description. The bronze sheet is of roughly trapezoidal 
shape and nailed along the edges. Its function was to cover 
the wooden connection between the chariot chassis and 
the axle —  the shock-absorber system. Thus, its short ends 
were articulated as follows: on the left side, there is a short 
vertical border above a concave roundel and then an arc-
shaped cut. On the right, a diagonal cut from right to left 
occurs above a semicircular one (to accommodate a roun-
del?) and another arc-shaped cut. On the lower edge, there 
is a rec tangular opening, now part of a larger gap. A border 
!nished with tracing runs around the upper edge and the 
left vertical edge, while the lower one is now lost. The sheet 
is decorated with !gures in low relief and !nished with 
 tracing and chasing.

The decoration of the frieze faces right, in the direction 
the chariot moves. At the left, a bearded centaur with a 
human torso and equine hindquarters rests his forequar-
ters on a low, voluted stool (see Figure"V.54) and holds 
a branch carrying a hare suspended by its four legs. Then 
comes a winged !gure walking toward a youth who holds 
a panther around its neck and belly. In order to !t the 
restricted space, the heads of the !gures are on one level 
and the !gures assume appropriate poses. The centaur’s 
hind legs are drawn up under him. The forelegs are part 
of the larger loss already documented in the drawing of 
1903. The winged !gure and the youth are represented in 
the Knielauf fashion —  the archaic convention for convey-
ing rapid movement —  in contrast to the panther, which 
crouches motionless on its hindquarters. The feline follows 
a traditional convention with a frontal face and raised front 
paw; its left paw is not depicted. 

All the !gures with human bodies wear abbreviated, 
plain, short-sleeved chitons and have the same pointed pro-
!les. The youth’s and the centaur’s long hair ends in spiral 
curls. The surviving wing of the central !gure —  displayed 
behind the body in a rather inorganic manner —  has a broad 
band of feathers and scales ending in two rows of long 
feathers. All the !gures are outlined with chasing and their 
anatomical details are executed with tracing. 
Condition. In the central area of the frieze there are major 
losses at the head, wing, and leg of the central !gure; the 
centaur’s forelegs; and part of his body. A drawing of the 
centaur made in 1903 (Figure"V.54) illustrates a fragment  
of the body, and thus it is included in our description. 
Cracks and minor losses are present in other areas. The left 
roundel became detached from the rest of the bronze sheet 
in  antiquity. 

The surface is primarily metallic, with areas of compact 
brown tarnish and black corrosion. There is green corrosion 
corresponding to the areas of loss. Solder/solder-related cor-
rosion (on the outline of the overlapping ram) on the front 
end overlaps the panther’s head and extends to the farthest 
tip on an undecorated area; this is also visible on the reverse 
within the recess of the outer edge. The reverse surface is 
predominantly green corrosion, supporting the idea that it 
touched another surface, such as wood, resulting in pro-
longed contact with moisture in these areas. 
Technical observations. All the nail holes seem ancient, as 
indicated by observation under the microscope. Thus, the 
nail holes surrounding the tear in the sheet around the roun-
del are signs of an ancient intervention to repair the damage 
caused when the chariot fell over onto its right side. The part 
of the sheet that was inserted in 1903 to complete the lower 
left corner (Figure"V.55) was removed during the recent res-
toration, since comparison with other vehicles (see Sections 
II.A and II.B and the results of technical analysis revealed it 
was not part of the original revetment. The crouching ram 
(cat."13) was mounted with solder on the upper right corner 
in antiquity; this addition does not date back to the time the 
chariot was built, but rather seems to date to a later period 
of the vehicle’s life as described in Section III.D. 
Repoussé and tracing. The frieze was !rst executed in low 
relief from the inside, and then the sheet was reversed and 
the !gures outlined by chasing on the front. The !gures were 
!nished with tracing, using the same technique adopted for 
all the other bronze panels, though the tracing tool here 
may have had a thicker, shorter point. The rectangular, 
rather than triangular, shape of the imbricated toolmarks 
creating the lines suggests that the tool was held vertically 
instead of obliquely. 
Alloy analyses of the bronze (percent by weight). Frieze:  
Fe .08, Co nd, Ni .02, Cu 89.2, Zn nd, As .05, Ag nd, Sn 10.6, 
Sb nd, Pb nd; roundel: Fe .09, Co nd, Ni .02, Cu 88.5, 
Zn"nd, As .04, Ag nd, Sn 10.3, Sb .02, Pb nd; 1903 addition 
to lower corner: Fe .11, Co .01, Ni .02, Cu 88.3, Zn nd, 
As".05, Ag nd, Sn 11.6, Sb .02, Pb nd. 

12. Frieze on proper left side (Figures V.56 – V.58) 
H."3 7⁄8 – 4"in. (10 – 10.2"cm), L."19 7⁄8"in. (50.3"cm), rectangu-
lar cutout 1 x 2 1⁄8"in. (2.4 x 5.5"cm), Diam. of roundel 1$"in. 
(4.6"cm), thickness of bronze sheet .7 cm 
Description. This frieze is of the same shape as and the mir-
ror image of the proper right frieze and serves the same 
purpose. The decoration in low relief depicts two symmetri-
cal facing lions, the left one felling a bull, the right one 
attacking a stag. 

The lion on the left sinks its teeth into the bull’s back as 
it seizes its body with its front paws; the lion’s hindquarters 
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rest against the curve of the bronze sheet and its left foreleg 
is placed on the ground, while the other is raised. The bull’s 
left foreleg has buckled to the ground and its head has sunk 
below the feline’s body. Behind the bull is the stag with 
large antlers, its body to the left and its head turned back. 
The second lion attacks it and sinks its teeth into its back. 
The heads and bodies are depicted in pro!le and the raised 
lions’ tails form esses. Their manes are traced in a #ame pat-
tern outlined with two lines. The mane of the lion on the 
right is fuller but covers only the head and neck, while the 
mane of the left lion is #atter and runs along the feline’s 

back. Both animals’ bellies are punched with tiny dots, as 
are the soft parts of the bull’s muzzle. 
Condition. The frieze is complete, although it is made up of 
three joined pieces with slight losses. The parts of the lower 
edge shown in the drawing made in 1903 (Figure"V.58), 
together with some of the original nail, are missing. The 
surface is primarily compact brown tarnish with large zones 
of green corrosion and some small metallic areas. The losses 
correspond to the areas embrittled by corrosion. The reverse 
surface is primarily green corrosion, supporting the idea 
that —  in this case, too —  it touched another surface, such as 

V.56 Frieze on proper left side, front 

V.57 Frieze on proper left side, back

V.58 Frieze on proper left side. Drawing by Paul Bollo, 1903
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wood, resulting in prolonged contact with moisture in these 
areas. The outline of the ram that was attached at the left 
end of the revetment results from the solder/solder-related 
corrosion on the surface.
Technical observations. All the nail holes running along the 
edges seem ancient. As concerns the recumbent ram, it also 
is ancient and was attached with solder. As indicated for 
cat."11, the placement of this element does not seem to date 
from the original fabrication of the chariot but to a later 
phase, for which see cat."13 and Section III.D. 
Repoussé, tracing, and chasing. The same tools and proce-
dures were used on cats. 11 and 12.
Alloy analysis of the bronze (percent by weight). Frieze: 
Fe" .08, Co nd, Ni .01, Cu 89.2, Zn nd, As .05, Ag nd, 
Sn"10.7, Sb .01, Pb nd; 1903 addition to lower corner: 
Fe" .12, Co .01, Ni .01, Cu 88.3, Zn nd, As .05, Ag nd, 
Sn"11.5, Sb .02, Pb nd.

13. Right recumbent ram (Figures V.59, V.60)
H."1%"in. (3.2"cm), L."3 3⁄8"in. (8.5"cm), W."1 3⁄8"in. (3.5"cm) 
Description. The recumbent ram is embossed in high relief. 
It originally rested on a base that was then cut off in antiq-
uity, together with the tail; its head is turned outward and 
faces right. Six small original nail holes run along the surviv-
ing part of the base. 
Condition. The surface is primarily black corrosion mixed 
with brown tarnish overall, except for the back of the body, 
with a massive layer of green corrosion and some blistering 
and loss; there is olive green corrosion on the back of the 
body. The interior surface displays green and black incrusta-
tions. There is solder along the underside of the #ange; it 
also appears on the bottom edge of the #ange at the neck, 
as well as on the exterior beside the cut on the rump. 
Technical observations. The thickness of the bronze sheet is 
the same as that of the three main panels. The ancient cut 
at the base was made to !t the !gure to the smooth surface 
of the frieze (cat."11): in particular, the notch in the area 
where the tail once was slightly cuts into the panther’s head 
on the frieze. For the hypothesis that this ram and its coun-
terpart (cat."14) originally occupied a different position on 
the chariot, see Section III.D. 
Repoussé and tracing. The ram is executed in repoussé and 
is not !nished with tracing. 

14. Left recumbent ram (Figure"V.61)
H."1 1⁄8"in. (2.8"cm), L."3 1⁄2"in. (9"cm), W."1 %"in. (3.3"cm) 
Description. This ram resembles cat."13, but its head is 
turned to the left. The ancient base is cut in the same man-
ner and still has !ve nail holes.
Condition. The surface is primarily black corrosion mixed 
with brown tarnish overall except for the back of the body, 
with a massive layer of green corrosion and some blistering 

and loss; there is thick black corrosion on the head, with the 
disturbed surface showing bare metal; olive green corrosion 
occurs on the surface, at the rear left leg. The interior surface 
is encrusted with green, black, and red corrosion. There is 
solder along the edge of the right side of the body, as well as 
on the back of the head, with the odd patch on the  surface. 
Technical observations. In addition to the features reported 
for cat."13, the ram has three tiny holes at the top of the 

V.59 Right recumbent ram

V.60 Right recumbent ram, back

V.61 Left recumbent ram
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slightly dented left horn. These were made in antiquity so 
that the bronze sheet could be pulled out with a small 
rounded tool to restore the lost volume of the dented relief. 
The notch in the area of the cut-off tail overlaps the lion’s 
tail on the frieze (cat."12) and obliterates its tip. 

15. Fragments of two rear side panels (Figure"V.62)
Bronze and ivory (lost) 
Reconstructed panels: H."4 7⁄8" in. (12.5" cm), L."5 $" in. 
(14.7"cm) ±  3⁄8"in. (1"cm), thickness of wood  3⁄8"in. (.9"cm); 
edging of longer side: L."as preserved 55⁄8" in. (14.4"cm), 
W."3⁄8"in. (.9"cm); edging of shorter side: L."as preserved 
4 5⁄8" in. (11.6"cm), W." 3⁄8" in. (.9"cm); fragment of sheet 
(recomposed): 4 5⁄8 x 2 1⁄8"in. (11.7 x 5.5"cm)
These two panels were not included in the reconstruction of 
the chariot in 1903. Their original position had not been 
understood, and some of their bronze remains were used to 
repair losses in other sections of the chariot. Of the #at sheet 
bronze that originally made up the rear side panels only two 
pieces were identi!ed with relative certainty after the char-
iot was disassembled in 2002. Despite the evident differ-
ences, two segments from their edgings had been mounted 
onto the side panels (cats. 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b; see Section I.G). 

The certainty that these segments of edgings belong to the 
chariot is supported by a third matching segment in Italy 
that was recovered after the tomb was reopened in 1907 
(Figure"I.16). As no available evidence indicates how the 
few surviving fragments should be allocated between the 
two rear side panels, in the recent reconstruction it was 
decided to attach all of them to the proper left panel. 
Description. This is a #at sheet without tracing. Three small 
nail holes (one of which was reused in 1903) can be seen at 

regular intervals along the ancient edge; farther from the 
edge are two pairs of larger holes (1⁄8"in. [.35"cm]), one of 
which was reused in 1903. The other holes, which are scat-
tered over the sheet, are all modern (1903 restoration). The 
original sheet joined one of the two panels (cat."3a or 4a) on 
one side and lined up with a frieze (cat."11 or 12) at the base 
(nothing is known about its pro!le). The two free sides were 
!nished with edging worked in two parts, joined at the 
angle where they met, and nailed to the wooden support at 
regular intervals. 
Condition. One of the segments of the edging, which pre-
serves a !nished end, is almost intact, while both ends of 
the other are incomplete. The sheet-metal fragment has been 
recomposed from two pieces that were cut in 1903 and 
placed at two different points under the revetment of the 
right side of the chariot. The sheet is uniformly covered with 
brown and black corrosion layers and also with patchy 
areas of massive green corrosion. Some areas of metallic 
surface also remain. A solder line is visible along the origi-
nal edge. 
Technical observations. The solder is certainly ancient, 
because the function the fragment served in 1903 did not 
require soldering. I believe that the two pairs of  1⁄8" in. 
(.35"cm) holes served to secure some other decoration of a 
different material. For example, similar holes are found in 
Etruscan ivory inlays that were meant to be attached to a 
support by pins, also made of ivory.7

16. Draft pole (Figures V.63, V.64)
L."without head of bird of prey at front end 81$" in. 
(207.5"cm), circumference of bronze sheet 10% – 7 7⁄8" in. 
(26 – 20"cm); Diam. of wooden reconstruction 31⁄2 – 2$"in. 
(9 – 7"cm) 
Description. Two sheets of different lengths (61 5⁄8"in. and 
20 1⁄8"in. [156.5"cm and 51"cm]) sheathed the lost wooden 
pole and were attached to it by a row of nails running along 
the edges on the underside. These edges do not !t together, 
nor do they overlap, as had been thought in the reconstruc-
tion of 1903. That the space, approximately $"in. (2"cm) 
wide, left between the edges was !lled with an ivory strip is 
con!rmed by eyewitnesses, who saw the remains of the 
chariot at the time of the excavation. The shape of the 
pole —  bent at an angle in the forward third —  called for two 
pieces of metal. The section of the pole is not exactly circu-
lar, but slightly horizontally oval, and the diameter dimin-
ishes from the boar protome to the !nial. The wide end of 
the bronze sheathing begins just below the #oor frame at 
the front of the chariot. The top part of the sheathing at the 
wide end is cut to accommodate the various lashings cov-
ered by the boar protome. The cut even includes rectangular 
openings for the tusks. The numerous nail holes running 
along the edges of the cut, originally used to attach the pro-
tome placed on top, were reused in the 1903 restoration. 

V.62 Bronze fragments as 
reconstructed on the left rear 
side panel
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V.63 Bronze sheathing of the draft pole, top view. The fragment at the bottom was attached to the chariot. The two above covered the front end of the pole.

V.64 Bronze sheathing of the draft pole (see Figure"V.63), bottom view
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Condition. The longer sheet is broken into two pieces. 
The numerous cracks and metal losses were !lled in dur-
ing the recent restoration. For unknown reasons, a corner 
of the sheet of the shorter piece was removed in ancient 
times from near the join attaching it to the longer piece. 
The sheet is primarily yellow metal with transitions to thin 
brown tarnish and black corrosion. Scattered areas of mas-
sive green corrosion are also evident overall. A pattern of 
diagonal banding along the front end of the pole shows 
signi!cantly less green corrosion and indicates a wrapping 
that protected the metallic surface. There is an accumula-
tion of iron corrosion at the bottom center edge, near the 
area where the pole is attached. 
Technical observations. The area where the pole and the 
boar protome joined was carefully examined during the 
recent restoration. The placement and correspondence of 
all the nail holes on the sheathing and the protome were 
recorded, revealing that in antiquity there were three differ-
ent positions for the boar on the pole (see also cat."2a). In 
the earliest position, the protome was all the way back, its 
rear edge #ush with the edge of the sheet of the pole. The 
edge of the sheet of the pole is hammered and wavy, not 
cut. The second position is with the boar farther forward and 
covering a later, chisel-cut opening in the pole under the 
boar’s snout. The back of the boar protome was cut with a 
chisel to establish a different angle for the pole. The third 
position for the boar —  the !nal one before the chariot was 
buried —  is a slight modi!cation of the second. The same 
nail holes were used on the proper right side of the pole, but 
on the proper left side the protome was set a little lower 
down on the pole, creating a new set of nail holes. A further 

modi!cation to the boar protome was observed. Its crest 
was cut to create a slightly concave pro!le so it could !t 
over the deer on the front panel, suggesting that in the !rst 
position the boar protome slightly overlapped the deer. The 
angle of the pole in the !rst position was less acute than in 
the other two positions —  that is, the pole was lower —  and, 
in the !rst instance, perhaps no horses were yoked to it; 
they would have had to be very small. Thus, the chariot was 
used with the pole in the two later positions, possibly with 
two pairs of horses taking turns drawing it. The last pair may 
have measured between 44 1⁄8"in. and 45 %"in. (112"cm and 
115"cm) at the withers. Traces of diagonal bands around the 
shorter piece of the pole revetment were left by the straps, 
perhaps of rawhide, that lashed the yoke to the pole. 
Inlay. The fragments in cat."23a (Figure"V.76), which are 
provided with holes for bronze nails, may belong to the 
ivory segments attached to the underside of the pole’s revet-
ment. Traces left on the bronze indicate how the strip was 
attached. On one edge the ivory was placed between the 
bronze sheet and the wooden pole (or between the sheet 
and the leather layer covering the wood) and attached by 
nails. On the other edge, where only the sheet was attached 
with nails, the segments of the ivory overlapped freely to 
prevent them from breaking under stress. If this reconstruc-
tion is correct, the entire ivory strip was probably about 
1 5⁄8"in. (4"cm) wide, and only 1 1⁄8"in. (3"cm) of it was visible. 

17. Eagle head (Figures V.65– V.67)
L."5 1⁄8"in. (13"cm), Diam. 21⁄2 – 23⁄4"in. (6.5 – 7"cm) 
Description. The embossed !nial decorating the front end of 
the pole is made from a single piece of bronze. Nail holes, 

V.65 Eagle head from the end 
of the pole, right pro!le
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V.66 Eagle head from the end of the pole, top view V.67 Eagle head from the end of the pole, bottom view

some of which were reused during the 1903 restoration, run 
along its edge. There is a triangular cut dating to antiquity 
below the bird of prey’s throat; its function is not clear. The 
traced feathers on the head are rendered by #amelike forms 
outlined with two lines. A row of dots between lines delimits 
an area from the forehead to the base of the beak that is 
covered with smaller dots. The eyes were specially made to 
receive an inlay of a different material, and the eyelashes and 
eyebrows are executed in relief and !nished with tracing. 
The beak is slightly hooked and embossed, without tracing. 
Condition. The left eye and the top of the beak show crack-
ing and losses. The exterior surface is partially metallic with 
a thin !lm of brown tarnish and areas of compact black or 
green corrosion. There are iron-rich deposits inside and 
along the outer edge. 
Technical observations. Surviving traces suggest that an iron 
ring, now lost, originally joined the eagle head to the pole 
sheathing. 

Repoussé and tracing. The tools and methods used are the 
same as those adopted for the three main panels (cats. 1a, 
3a, 4a). 
Inlay. The specially made cavities for the eyeballs were exe-
cuted using the same procedure as described in the central 
panel (cat."1a) and in the boar protome (cat."2a). Hence, the 
method and the material inserted must have been the same. 

18. Yoke (Figures V.68 – V.71)
Each element: perimeter of arch 17$"in. (45"cm), chord of 
circle 12 5⁄8"in. (32"cm), maximum W."3 1⁄2"in. (9"cm)
Description. The two sheets covered the curved ends of a 
neck yoke and are mirror images. The end of each sheet is 
fashioned into a lion’s head and has one hole at the mouth 
and another above the head, through which the harness was 
attached. The opposite end of each sheet is cut into an arc 
of a circle to !t onto the horizontal part of the lost yoke, 
which would have been made only of wood and other 
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V.68 Lion head from the proper left end of the yoke, front 

V.69 Lion head from the proper left end of the yoke, top view

V.70 Lion head from the proper right end of the yoke, front 

V.71 Lion head from the proper right end of 
the yoke, bottom view
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V.72 Proper right wheel

V.73 Bronze revetments from the arms and stock, proper right wheel

organic material; its original appearance can no longer be 
reconstructed. Behind the lion head, each bronze sheet was 
articulated with three ribs, the central one being wider than 
the others. The edges were bent in at a right angle so they 
could be nailed to the lost support; some of the bronze nails 
are still in place.

The lion heads are elongated and stylized. The oblong 
and slightly folded ears have some volume, but are only 
somewhat articulated. The mane with #amelike tufts issues 
from a band executed in relief with large hammered dots 
separated by rows of dots between lines. Rows of dots, with 
and without framing lines, divide the lion’s forehead, !ll the 
warts, depict a fold on the nose, and highlight the relief of 
the whiskers and the cavities of the nostrils; scattered dots 
cover the nose. In the eyes both irises and pupils are ren-
dered by double concentric incised lines. The eyelashes and 
eyebrows are !nished with tracing.
Condition. One of the two elements is intact, while the nose 
and left eye of the other lion are #attened and show three 
areas of metal loss (in the left eye and ear and in the hole 
beneath the muzzle) plus diffuse cracks. The exterior sur-
faces of the heads are partially metallic with a thin !lm of 
brown tarnish and areas of compact black or green corro-
sion; there is some blistering on the muzzles; the attaching 
elements are largely covered with more massive green cor-
rosion; the interior surfaces are mottled metallic, black, and 
dark and light green. 
Technical observations. As elsewhere, the reliefs were pro-
duced in the repoussé technique from the inside. The sur-
face !nishing was completed with tracing, punching, and 
chasing. 

19 – 20. Proper right and proper left wheels  
(Figures V.72 – V.75)
Bronze, iron, and wood 
Each wheel: Diam. without iron tire 24 1⁄2"in. (62"cm); felloes: 
H."2  1⁄2" in. (6.5" cm); spokes: L."7 1⁄8" in. (18" cm); nave: 
L."16 1⁄8"in. (41"cm), Diam. of stock 4 7⁄8"in. (12.5"cm), Diam. 
of neck 3 3⁄8"in. (8.5"cm); iron tire: W."1"in. (2.5"cm) 
Description. The wooden part of each wheel is composed  
of a double felloe, nine spokes, and a revolving nave, and 
is completely sheathed with a bronze sheet and !tted with 
an iron tire. X-rays (see Figure"V.75) show that the outer 
layer of the felloe is made from segments of planks (an inde-
terminable number of segments), while the inner layer is 
made from a single bent board.8 The iron tire is nailed, with 
the nails spaced about 4 3⁄8"in. (11"cm) apart. The heads of 
the nails were probably countersunk into the surface of the 
tire, sitting #ush with the surface. The tire is probably formed 
from a single band of iron that was hot-worked into a circle; 
an X-ray of the proper left wheel clearly shows the junction 
of the ends of the band, with nails securing each end. The 
spokes are inserted into the inner layer and do not come in 
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contact with the outer one. The nave is obviously made 
from a single piece of wood and fashioned into three con-
secutive cylinders. The spokes are inserted into the central 
cylinder, that is, the nave stock, and the inner nave neck 
(L."6"in. [15"cm]), which #anks the nave stock, is slightly 
longer than the outer one (L."5 3⁄8"in. [13.5"cm]). 

The bronze sheathing (%" in. or .7"cm thick) on each 
wheel is assembled as follows: Two rings of bronze sheet 
cover both sides of the felloes. On the outer part they are 
nailed along the edges, just below the iron tire, while on 
the inner part the edges are wrapped around the bases of 
the spokes and barely overlap in the spaces between spokes 
where they are nailed. Each spoke is covered with a sheet 
that is nailed along the two edges that do not overlap; the 
nails occur inside the wheel. A short section of the sheet on 
each spoke is inserted into the sheathing of the felloe and 
nave, but does not cause friction. Each nave is revetted by 
the two halves of two tubular bronze sheets (Figure"V.73) 
molded around the nave and wrapped around the bases 
of the spokes, where they are nailed between the spokes. 
Each nave head has a bronze nave cap, whose ribbed ring 
overlaps the nave head by  1⁄2"in. (1.2"cm) on the outer edge 
and  3⁄8"in. (.8"cm) on the inner. The opening through which 
the axle arm passed has a diameter of 1$"in. (4.5"cm). All 
of the small nails utilized to attach the bronze sheets to the 
wood are also of bronze. The lynchpins did not come to 
New York with the chariot. 
Condition. Most of proper right wheel (cat."19) appears to 
be intact and nearly all of the wooden core remains. The 
sheathing presents minor losses, hairline cracks, and partial 
warping, in particular where the wood has expanded and 
applied pressure from within. The remaining parts of the 
iron tire cover about half the perimeter and X-rays reveal the 
remains of nine(?) nails. The proper left wheel (cat."20) 
appears to have been reassembled in modern times from 
individual parts, as the bronze sheathing does not !t as 
snugly as it does on the proper right wheel. The bronze 
sheathing is intact, except for small losses. Three-quarters of 
the wood remains; modern wood was used, perhaps in 
1903, to replace the hub and many of the spokes. The 
remains of the preserved iron tire cover about three-quarters 
of the perimeter and X-rays reveal the remains of twelve(?) 
nails. 

The bronze surface of both wheels is covered with  
thick burial accretions, with scattered areas of metallic, 
brown, and green corrosion. The outer edge has remains  
of the iron tire that now appears as red-brown corrosion 
(iron oxides). The nave is partially metallic, with a thin  
!lm of brown tarnish and areas of compact black or green 
corrosion. 

V.74 Proper left wheel

V.75 X-ray of the felloe of the proper left wheel. X-ray by Kendra Roth
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Fragments of inlay 
21a. Fragment of inlay from central panel (Figures V.76, 
V.77)
Elephant ivory9 
L."3%"in. (8"cm), W."1  3⁄8"in. (3.6"cm), thickness at ancient 
edge .23"cm
Description. This is a thin strip that is slightly convex along 
its length. The preserved edges form a right angle, are cut 
obliquely, and have crisscross incisions running over the 
surface of the cut. An indentation the size of a !ngertip is 
visible near the longest preserved edge, about 1%"in. (3"cm) 
from the corner. 
Condition. An edge 3%"in. (8"cm) long and forming a right 
angle with the !rst, another edge, 1⁄8"in. (.3"cm) long, have 
been preserved. The outer surface is well preserved, whereas 
the inner one is eroded.
Technical observations. A comparison with the fragments 
described below indicates that crisscross incisions resem-
bling those running along the edge were almost certainly 

present over the entire inner surface. They served in the attach-
ment of the strip with an adhesive, increasing the bonding 
surface. 
Commentary. See cat."21d.

21b. Fragment of inlay from central panel (Figures V.76, 
V.78)
Elephant ivory 
L."2$" in. (7"cm), W."$" in. (2"cm), thickness at ancient 
edge  .23"cm
Description. This thin strip resembles the previous one and 
preserves the same type of ancient edge for a length of 
2 5⁄8"in. (6.6"cm). Crisscross incisions occur on the underside 
and also along the obliquely cut edge, near which the same 
indentation appears as on the previous fragment.
Condition. The fragment has been recomposed from two 
pieces. 
Technical observations. See cat."21a. 
Commentary. See cat."21d.

V.76 Fragments of ivory inlay 
(cats. 21a – d; 23a,"b; 24a,"b) 

23a

23b

21b

21a

21c

21d

24a

24b
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V.77 Location of ivory fragment"21a (Figure"V.76) on the central 
panel, to the left of the Boeotian shield

21c. Fragment of inlay (from central panel?) (Figure"V.76)
Ivory
L."1%"in. (3.2"cm), W."1"in. (2.5"cm), thickness at ancient 
edge .2"cm 
Description. This thin strip resembles the two preceding 
ones; its ancient edge is preserved for a length of $" in. 
(1.8"cm). Crisscross incisions are present on the underside 
and along the obliquely cut edge. 
Condition. The strip is in three pieces, the central one being 
larger than the other two. 
Technical observations. See cats. 21a, 21b. The state of the 
fragment did not allow identi!cation of the animal order the 
ivory belongs to.
Commentary. See cat."21d.

21d. Fragment of inlay (from central panel?) (Figure"V.76)
Ivory 
L."35⁄8"in. (9.3"cm), W."$"in. (1.8"cm), thickness  .18"cm 
Description. This thin strip resembles the preceding ones, 
having the same type of edge, albeit cut more obliquely.
Condition. The fragment is made up of two pieces. The 
underside is eroded. 
Technical observations. See cats. 21a – 21c. The state of the 
fragment did not allow identi!cation of the animal order  
the ivory belongs to. 
Commentary. In its convexity, ancient edges, and indenta-
tion near the edge, the thin strip (cat."21a) !ts snugly into the 

space between the woman’s right hand and the shield on 
the central panel. In particular, the indentation lines up with 
the horizontal cutout of the Boeotian shield (Figure"V.77), as 
if the artist wanted to level the surfaces of the ivory inlays, 
which must have !lled the shield’s lateral cutouts. This 
seems to be con!rmed by the fact that strip 21b !ts the 
opening on the opposite side of the shield (Figure V.78). If 
our analysis is correct, then thin strips 21c and 21d, which 
are rather similar in appearance, probably also come from 
the lower area of the central panel (see Section III.B).

22. Three fragments of inlays from central panel (Figures 
V.79 – V.81) 
Ivory
Largest fragment: L."1 in. (2.6"cm), W."5⁄8"in. (1.7"cm), thick-
ness  .23"cm
Description. These are strips with small rectangular projec-
tions below and with a hole at the center of each. The 
reverse of the largest strip is covered with crisscross inci-
sions. A green ring caused by contact with bronze can be 
seen around each hole and on the sides of the three projec-
tions, on both the obverse and reverse. The diameter of the 
shaft of a tiny cylindrical bronze pin (Figures V.79, V.80) seems 
to !t the holes perfectly. The two smaller ivory fragments are 
the outer halves of two other perforated projections. 
Condition. The outer edges of the projections are well pre-
served and do not present the crisscross incisions observed 

V.78 Location of ivory fragment"21b (Figure"V.76) on the central 
panel, to the right of the Boeotian shield
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on the previous examples; the other ancient edges are 
 missing. 
Technical observations. The surface around the small holes 
on the obverse of the largest strip shows encrustation-like 
accretions. For the crisscross incisions on the reverse, see 
cat."21a. According to Anibal Rodriguez, an examination of 
the largest fragment suggests it is made from hippopotamus, 
rather than elephant, ivory.10 
Commentary. The fragments seem to belong to the inlays 
articulating the mouth of the gorgoneion on the shield of 
the central panel; the ivory tongue located in Italy was cer-
tainly also part of the mouth (see Figure" I.14). An ideal 
reconstruction of the whole can be found in the gorgo-
neion on the proper right panel. The curve of the largest of 
the dentate strips seems to !t the lower jaw: it must have 
terminated at the side of the tongue and supported the 
actual teeth, which were attached by tiny bronze pins and, 
in all likelihood, were modeled separately in a material I 
cannot identify. The fracture line on the tongue indicates 
it was part of the same layer of ivory as the dentate frag-
ments; the whole layer must have run around the entire 
perimeter of the mouth, with perforated dentils underlying 
the teeth of the upper jaw and the two pairs of tusks that 
are usual in gorgoneia; I do not know if the tusks were 
contained within the mouth as in the side panel or if they 
stuck out.11 The presence of a small hole for a bronze pin in 
the tongue, on which nothing was superimposed, suggests 
that the entire ivory composition was “sewn” onto a thin 
support (perhaps of leather) that was glued to the ivory and 
then to the bronze. 

23a. Fragment of pole decoration (Figure"V.76)
Elephant ivory 
L."9  in. (23"cm), W."1 3⁄8"in. (3.5"cm), thickness .19"cm
Description. The strip is slightly convex along its length. 
There are !ve holes, each .22"cm in diameter, at regular 
intervals of 1 1⁄8"in. (2.9"cm) along the ancient edge. There 
may have been two more holes at the ends, which are bro-
ken. A green stain caused by contact with bronze runs along 
the line of holes, but not around or between them.

Condition. The fragment has been recomposed from six 
pieces. The obverse is well preserved, while the reverse is 
corroded. 
Technical observations. A comparison between the holes in 
this strip and those of strip 22 reveals that the absence of 
stains caused by metal rules out the use of bronze or iron 
pins to af!x the ivory, implying that an organic adhesive was 
used.
Commentary. Accounts of the discovery of the chariot men-
tion an ivory decoration along the pole, but do not specify 
where.12 I believe the remains of these fragments (and per-
haps cat."23b) can be identi!ed as belonging to the pole’s 
decoration because of their slightly convex shape —  the 
stain suggesting they were originally covered with bronze 

V.79 Fragments of ivory inlay, front V.80 Fragments of ivory inlay, back

V.81 Location of ivory fragment 22 (Figures"V.79, V.80) on the cen-
tral panel, in the mouth of the gorgoneion
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V.82 Fragments of ivory inlays from an eye (cat."25) and perhaps 
from an eye (cat. 26)

for much of their length —  and the sequence of holes for 
nonmetallic pins. The diameter of the holes is the same as 
observed along one of the edges of the bronze sheathing of 
the pole; the interval between them differs slightly (by a few 
millimeters) and hence they are not perfectly superimposed. 

The hypothesis I would like to advance runs as follows: 
It is clear that the ivory was worked in numerous strips to 
match the length of the pole. The perforated edges of the 
strips were positioned under the proper right edge of the 
bronze that revetted the pole and “sewn” with leather 
threads; about  3⁄8"in. (1"cm) of the width of the ivory strip 
was covered by bronze. The opposite edge of the bronze 
sheathing, about $"in. (2"cm) away, was nailed to the wood 
of the pole. The edge of the ivory opposite the holes over-
lapped the nailed bronze edge without being attached to it, 
so as to prevent stress, as revealed by the stain about  3⁄8"in. 
(1"cm) wide left on the bronze (Figure"V.64). Once it was 
assembled, the visible surface of the ivory measured about 
1%"in. (3"cm) wide; hence, the single ivory strips were about 
1 5⁄8"in. (4"cm) wide.

23b. Fragment of decoration (from the pole?) 
(Figure"V.76)
Elephant ivory 
L."6 5⁄8"in. (16.7"cm), W."11⁄8"in. (3"cm), original thickness not 
preserved
Description. The strip resembles the preceding one, but 
without the ancient edge. Here, too, there is a green stain 
caused by contact with bronze along the line that may have 
contained the perforated edge. 
Condition. The fragment has been recomposed from two 
pieces. The obverse is well preserved, while the reverse is 
eroded. 
Technical observations. See cat."23a. 
Commentary. See cat 23a.

24a. Fragment of decoration (Figure"V.76)
Elephant ivory 
L."3"in. (7.5"cm), W."1 in. (2.6"cm), thickness  .2"cm
Description. The strip has two preserved ancient edges: the 
longer one has a sharp oblique edge toward the inside with 
crisscross incisions; the other edge is scalloped. Along the 
!rst edge are two holes for attachment; they measure  1⁄8"in. 
(.2"cm) in diameter and have always been open. A tiny hole 
on the shorter edge is surrounded by a green stain caused 
by contact with a small bronze nail or bronze wire. The 
whole reverse is crisscrossed by incisions. 
Condition. The fragment is slightly concave lengthwise 
toward the obverse, perhaps due to desiccation over time. 
Both sides are well preserved. 
Technical observations. The larger holes share the same 
typology as the ones in cat."23a, whereas the smaller one 

resembles the description in cat."22. For the crisscross lines 
on the underside, see cat."22. The piece was not examined 
to determine to which animal order the ivory belongs. 
Commentary. See cat."24b.

24b. Fragment of decoration (Figure"V.76) 
Ivory
L. $"in. (2"cm), W."1"in. (2.5"cm), thickness  .2"cm 
Description. Part of the strip is identical to the preceding 
one, in that only a short piece of scalloped edge containing 
a similar tiny hole survives.
Condition. The reverse is eroded. 
Commentary. It is not known whether fragments 24a and 24b 
were part of a single strip or were two identical strips mirror 
reversed. They originally !t on the #at surfaces of a part of the 
chariot, or of the horses’ harness, that cannot be identi!ed. 

25. Fragment of inlay of an eye (Figure"V.82)
Ivory 
L."1 in. (2.6"cm), W." 5⁄8"in. (1.7"cm), thickness .44"cm 
Description. The lens-shaped piece preserves about half of 
its original edge, which is cut slightly obliquely toward the 
outside. There are traces of crisscross incisions on the 
reverse. 
Condition. Two slivers have been superimposed to recom-
pose the fragment. The reverse is quite eroded. 
Technical observations. The crisscross lines on the cut of the 
edge of cat."21a are missing on cat."25 as on cat."22. On 
cat."25, however, the incisions are present on the reverse. 
The uneroded area of the reverse is reddish brown in color 
as a result of contact with iron or another, perhaps organic, 
material. High magni!cation revealed small, shining areas 
where ancient adhesive may have been applied.13 The piece 
was not examined to determine to which animal order the 
ivory belongs. 
Commentary. The curvature and length of the fragment can 
only !t the left eye of the boar protome, but with the follow-
ing reservations: The thickness of the inlay is about twice 
that of the cavity prepared in the bronze, and it cannot be 
established whether this is a result of a natural expansion 
of the ivory due to the particular conditions of contact with 
chemical and microbiological agents within the tomb. In 
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V.83 Fragment of ivory inlay

V.84 Fragment of ivory inlay from one of the side panels

width, the surface of the fragment represents about half 
that of the eyeball and it does not have a cavity for the iris, 
unlike the panther’s right eye on the central panel, which 
also has a hole for the pupil (see Figure"I.13). Given the 
smaller size of the inlay, it is likely that the iris in the boar’s 
eyes was painted.

26. Fragment of inlay (from an eye?) (Figure"V.82)
Ivory 
L."5⁄8"in. (1.5"cm), W."%"in. (.5 cm), thickness  .42"cm
Description. The piece is of lenticular shape. The outer edges 
are not preserved, only the inside one from the  middle of a 
hole that was probably located in the center of the object. 
There are the familiar crisscross incisions on the underside. 
Condition. The whole fragment is stained brown as if from 
contact with iron or another, perhaps organic, material. 
Technical observations. For the crisscrossed lines see 
cat."21a. The piece was not examined to determine to which 
animal order the ivory belongs. 
Commentary. The thickness and the appearance of the stain 
resulting from contact with another material indicate that, 
like the preceding piece, this one comes from an eye, per-
haps the right eye of the boar protome. If so, there must 
have been a pin of a different material that served the dual 
purpose of representing the pupil and attaching the inlay to 
an organic support placed between the ivory and bronze. 
See cat."22 for a discussion of this method of applying inlays 
into prepared bronze cavities. 

27. Fragment of inlay (Figure"V.83)
Possibly elephant ivory
L. 7⁄8 in. (2.2"cm), W. 1⁄2 in. (1.3 cm), average thickness %"in. 
(.64"cm) 
Description. The ringlike fragment has an ancient central 
hole measuring  1⁄2"in. (1.14 cm) across. Contact with bronze 
has turned the whole piece green. No crisscross incisions 
have been observed on the upper or lower side. 
Condition. About one-third of the ancient hole is missing, 
but its internal edge is well preserved. None of the ancient 
outer edge has been preserved around the perimeter of the 
fragment. Soil accretions adhere to one of the surfaces. 
Technical observations. The absence of crisscross incisions 
clearly shows that the method of application used for this 
piece differed from the one adopted for the other ivories 
examined so far. 
Commentary. Previously I attributed the fragment to the eye 
inserted in the helmet of the central panel because its note-
worthy thickness matches the height of the relief at that 
point.14 I still hold this opinion, but further study of the 
chariot has led me to believe that the presence of the eye in 
the helmet was not part of the artist’s original project (see 
Section III).

28. Fragment of inlay from a side panel (Figures V.84, V.85)
Ivory 
L."3⁄8"in. (1.1"cm), W."3⁄8"in. (1"cm) 
Description. The strip has four carved grooves running the 
length of the surface and spaced so as to form !ve horizon-
tal ribs, the central one being the widest and the side ones 
progressively narrower. Unlike cats. 21, 22, and 24 – 26, 
there are no crisscross incisions on the reverse. 
Condition. The original execution can be recognized on 
both sides, even if some chipping is present. The two edges 
are also well preserved within the small fragment.
Technical observations. The narrow grooves are deep and 
rectangular in section. The dimensions of the fragment and 
the treatment of the surface make clear that the original !llet 

V.85 Possible location of 
ivory fragment 28 (Figure 
V.84), which was originally 
inlaid at the base of one of 
the two side panels
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was inlaid in the small concave band at the base of one of 
the two side panels (see description of cat. 3a). Thus, it must 
have been 10 7⁄8"in. (27.5"cm) long and could have been 
made in separate pieces; I cannot suggest how it was 
attached to the bronze. No speci!c examination was per-
formed on the surviving fragment to determine to which 
animal order the ivory belongs. 

29a. Fragment of decoration from the !oor frame (Figures 
V.86, V.87)
Elephant ivory
L."2 5⁄8" in. (6.6"cm), W."1 7⁄8" in. (4.7"cm); reconstructed 
W."2"in. (5"cm); original thickness  5⁄8"in. (1.5"cm) or more 
Description. A decorative adjunct of one of the two rear 
!nials of the chariot’s #oor frame, the piece can be recon-
structed as roughly trapezoidal, with one of its short sides 
cut obliquely toward the top as an arc of a circle. A bronze 
pin (now lost) inserted through a  .29"cm hole in the corner 
of the upper side was used to attach the piece to the wood: 
indeed, the pin left a conspicuous green stain around the 
hole. The underside presents extensive losses: it is crossed 
by two parallel horizontal grooves, the depth of which 
can no longer be reconstructed. By contrast, on the better-
preserved side it is possible to determine the width, which 
tapers from  3⁄8"in. (.9"cm) on the outside to %"in. (.6"cm) on 
the inside, whereas the other groove measures  3⁄8"in. (.9"cm) 
along its entire length. Their function must have been to 
hold the strips of ivory inlay in the wood. 
Condition. The deterioration of the ivory is very advanced 
and has caused the various layers within the thickness of the 
piece to #ake. There are signi!cant losses on the underside 

and less severe ones on the top. What is visible today results 
from research and the recomposition of joining pieces. 
Technical observations. Given the loss of the original sur-
face of the underside, I do not know if it presented the criss-
cross lines observed in most of the ivories that have been 
examined. However, given that the piece had to be mounted 
on the wood with a sturdy bronze pin and was also slotted 
into two grooves, I believe that adhesive was not used (see 
technical observations for cat."21a), and hence that no criss-
cross incisions were made. 
Commentary. See cat."29b.

29b. Fragment of decoration from the !oor frame 
(Figure"V.88)
Elephant ivory 
L."2 1⁄2" in. (6.5"cm), W."1 1⁄2" in. (3.7"cm); reconstructed 
W."2"in. (5"cm); original thickness  5⁄8"in. (1.5"cm) or more 
Description. The shape of the fragment indicates that the 
element was a mirror image of the preceding one (cat."29a): 
the hole used for attaching it does not appear in the remain-
ing part, and must therefore have been in the missing part. 
Condition. The deterioration of the ivory destroyed more 
than half of the piece; what exists today is the result of a 
patient search for, and joining of, matching edges. 
Commentary. During the reconstruction of the chariot we 
opted to position elements 29a and 29b on the upper side 
of each rear !nial of the #oor frame, but each !nial may have 
been decorated on at least the three visible sides. The frag-
ments I present under cat."29c may belong to cats. 29a and 
29b, but frankly I believe they are too many, as none can be 
joined, despite numerous attempts to !nd matching edges. 

V.86 Fragment of ivory decoration from 
the #oor frame (cat."29a), top view

V.87 Fragment of ivory decoration from the 
#oor frame (cat."29a), bottom view

V.88 Fragment of ivory decoration from 
the #oor frame (cat. 29b), bottom view
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V.89 Fragments of ivory 
decoration from the #oor 
frame (cat."29c)

V.90 Fragment of an ivory handle or grip(?)

V.91 Detail of the base of the fragment in Figure"V.90 

29c. Seventy fragments of decoration from the !oor 
frame (Figure"V.89)15

Elephant ivory 
I do not consider it worthwhile to identify the dimensions of 
each of the numerous fragments, some of them very small. 
They all result from the disintegration of pieces either iden-
tical or similar to cats. 29a and 29b after deterioration of the 
ivory caused the layers to #ake apart. 

30. Fragment of a handle or grip(?) (Figures V.90, V.91)
Hippopotamus ivory 
L."as preserved 3%"in. (8.3"cm), Diam. 1"in. (2.5"cm) 
Description. This hollow cylinder shows decorative scallop-
ing at one end. The cavity, which has a subquadrate section, 
tapers internally from the scalloped end, where its diameter 
is  5⁄8"in. (1.5"cm). There is a large, rust-colored stain around 
the cavity caused by contact with iron. 
Condition. The fragment is recomposed from three pieces 
and incomplete at one end; a crack  1⁄8 to %"in. (.4 to .6"cm) 
wide runs along its length. 
Commentary. The rust-colored stain indicates that an iron 
element was inserted inside the cavity and that the ivory 
may have been the handle or grip. In my opinion, it is the 
handle of a goad used to urge the horses, like the one held 
by the charioteer on the left panel (cat."4a). It may have 
belonged to the owner of the chariot and been placed in the 
tomb along with the harness, of which a pair of horse bits 
and a buckle have come down to us (see page 19, no. [7]). 
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A P P E N D I X :  T R A N S C R I P T I O N  O F  S I G N I F I CA N T  A R C H I VA L  D O C U M E N T S

The transcribed documents that follow belong to a !le in the Archivio 
Centrale dello Stato in Rome (location 1902–1907, Serie M.P.I.,  
AA.BB.AA., III vers. 2a serie, busta 50, fasc. 111, s.f.2) opened in 1902 
immediately following the clandestine excavation of the Tomb of the 
Monteleone Chariot, when the Italian government authorities sought to 
track down the !nds to prevent their export.

Document 1. Rome, June 6, 1902: letter from Giulio Emanuele Rizzo, 
director of the Museo Nazionale Romano, to the minister of public 
instruction in Rome. Subject: Of!cial visit to Perugia and Norcia.

."."."Non mi dilungherò qui sul luogo e su altre circostanze 
della scoperta, perché nulla avrei da aggiungere alle notizie 
fornite dal tenente, nei suoi rapporti. Si sa che il contadino 
Vannozzi trovò gli oggetti in un fondo rustico di sua proprietà, 
sito a 30 Km da Norcia, alla sinistra del !ume Corno, tra 
Monteleone e Cascia, in un luogo denominato “Colle del 
Capitano.” È anche soverchio ripetere qui le deposizioni del 
Vannozzi stesso e di altri contadini, che videro gli oggetti. 
Premevami piuttosto, avere su di essi notizie meno imprecise 
dall’unica persona capace, fra quanti li videro, di averne rico-
nosciuto ed apprezzato, in certa qual guisa, le forme e le 
ornamentazioni, come quella che deve, non foss’altro, aver 
l’occhio adusato alle linee. È questa persona il Sig. Angeletti, 
professore di disegno nelle scuole tecniche di Norcia, il quale 
fu da me lungamente e minuziosamente interrogato. 

Egli vide, per invito del Petrangeli, tutti gli oggetti scoperti; 
e avendo potuto esaminarli con agio, ne ricorda le forme 
 talmente, da accompagnare la sua descrizione con contorni e 
schizzi. Le mie numerose domande, che miravano ad avere 
elementi suf!cienti per un probabile giudizio sulla tecnica, 
sull’età e sul pregio, e le risposte dell’Angeletti, spoglie di 
 termini scienti!camente precisi, ma perciò, anzi, più sincere 
ed attendibili, mi permettono di riferire sull’entità della 
scoperta, in modo assai probabile. L’oggetto principale e vera-
mente insigne, è il rivestimento quasi completo in lamina di 
bronzo dorato, pertinente ad una biga. Il lavoro è a sbalzo (au 
repoussé), ripreso a bulino; la doratura è conservata in alcune 
parti. Sulle guance del carro era rappresentata da un lato una 
monomachia, dall’altra una biga tirata da cavalli alati e guidata 
da un auriga in lunga veste [sic!]. Sulla fronte sotto l’antyx, un 
grande scudo adorno da mascheroni e !ancheggiato da due 
!gure stanti, virile l’una, muliebre l’altra. Questi tre riquadri, 
contenenti le rappresentanze principali, erano contornati da 
una gola rovescia fortemente sbalzata; e intorno intorno cor-
reva un ricco fregio di tigri, di leoni, di pantere e di altre belve 
affrontate e combattenti. All’estremità posteriore della biga, le 
pareti frontali terminavano in mascheroni di leone. I riquadri 
delle guance di circa m. 0.45 di altezza per 30"di larghezza, 
erano assai bene conservati, il rivestimento centrale frammen-
tato in più pezzi, ricomponibili. Conservato era pure il timone, 
sorgente da una grande protome di cinghiale e !niente a testa 
d’aquila. Delle ruote, di circa 45 cent. di diam., una era molto 
ben conservata, l’altra meno."."."."

Fan parte inoltre dell’importante scoperta una ventina 
circa di vasi di bronzo, fra cui l’Angeletti ricorda benissimo 
due grandi lebeti, di circa m. 0.60 di diametro, reggentesi  
su tre pieducci a zampe leonine, sormontate da palmette, e 

con mascheroni sui due lati; e di questi vasi l’Angeletti, alieno 
da ogni conoscenza archeologica, segnava sul mio taccuino  
i contorni, in modo da farmi riconoscere con precisione 
 l’oggetto, ch’egli, naturalmente, non sapeva chiamare e classi-
!care. Così anche delle parti principali della biga; così di due 
vasi !ttili, che servono assai bene a lumeggiare la scoperta. 
Essi sono una pyxis di bucchero e una kylix (o skyphos?) greca 
a !gure nere. Tra i bronzi vi erano anche cinque aste a 
sezione quadrangolare, di un centimetro circa di lato e lunghe 
circa m.1.20, con piccolo foro all’estremità inferiore, e !nienti 
quasi a punta sottile. La doratura era ben conservata. Un altro 
oggetto, anch’esso notevolissimo era un tripode di ferro di 
forma, come m’asseriva l’Angeletti, assai strana; e dallo 
schizzo che egli me ne tracciò, non esito a riconoscervi il 
 tripode classico dell’arte etrusca o greco-ionica. Né mi 
 soffermo su altre cose meno interessanti, della cui esistenza 
mi informò lo stesso prof. Angeletti."."."."

È impossibile non aggiustar fede alle informazioni 
dell’Ange letti, anche perché egli, non archeologo, non 
avrebbe avuto mezzi e capacità per crear di sua testa, con 
frode cosciente, tipi di oggetti e notizie che rispondono a  
fatti archeologici conosciuti. D’altra parte è notevole che le 
descrizioni del Vannozzi, del Regoli e del Petrangeli, che sono 
meno precise nella espressione, perché fatte da uomini rudi, 
non discordano punto da quella dell’Angeletti, né quanto al 
numero né quanto alle forme degli oggetti scoperti."."."."

Document 2. Perugia, July 16, 1902: letter from the administration of 
the Regional Of!ce for the Preservation of the Monuments of the 
Marches and Umbria to the Prefect of Umbria. Subject: The discovery 
of ancient objects in the territory of Monteleone di Spoleo —  partly sold 
at Norcia.

In seguito alla consegna fatta personalmente al Prof. Lupattelli  
degli oggetti pervenuti a cotesta Regia Prefettura a mezzo del 
Sig."Comandante la Sezione dei R.R. Carabinieri di Norcia, e 
dal medesimo ritirati da Vannozzi Isidoro e Rotondi Luigi di 
Monteleone di Spoleto, mi pregio rimetterle l’elenco descrit-
tivo degli oggetti stessi conforme all’ordinativo dell’E.V. Ill.ma.
Bronzi
1. Asta quadrangolare in bronzo dorato, a foggia di spiedo, della 
lunghezza di un metro, acuminata all’estremità inferiore, con 
piccolo foro nell’estremità superiore, che si potrebbe  supporre 
destinato ad applicarla a qualche congegno per darle un rego-
lare movimento rotatorio, come si usa con gli attuali girarrosti;
2. Piccoli frammenti in bronzo, quattordici di lamina per rivesti-
mento; una !bulina mancante di ardiglione; un chiodetto con 
capocchia terminato a taglio ed altri due a punta; un elegantis-
simo animaletto (grifo) adoperato forse come piccolo gancio, 
avente all›uopo un apertura circolare alla estremità;
3. Frammento di lamina decorativa ad impronta a tortiglione 
ed in tre linee, forse parte di un ombone di scudo;
4. Due piccoli oggetti di forma ovoidale, uno dei quali inca-
vato (asse maggiore mm: 37; asse minore mm: 33 — spessore 
mm: 8), con tre fori in ciascuno;
Ferro
5. Un pezzo di ferro ricurvo, della lunghezza di m. 0.23 — e in 
sezione della misura di mm. 25 x mm. 10, parte di un cerchio 
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di ruota, con due forazzi dove incassare i raggi, uno dei quali 
chiuso dal frammento di raggio rimastovi;
6. Due !bule quadrangolari;
7. Un piccolo puntale;
8. Mezza borgognetta del sec. XVII
Terracotta
9. Sette piccoli frammenti !ttili di olle e di urceoli, alcuni in 
argilla nerastra impura, lavorati a mano
Osso
10. Vari frammenti di lamine ossee, forse rivestimento di 
 piccole ciste, cinque dei quali decorati a linee e a dentelli.
Non si è tenuto conto di un pezzo di metallo in forma di 
 piccolo pomo e di altro pezzo a forma di uncino, come quelli 
che non hanno alcun carattere di antichità, essendo oggetti 
del tutto moderni. 

Document 3. Perugia, November 3, 1902: account of Professor 
Ferdinando Del Prato, head of the Royal Technical Institute in Perugia, 
to an unspeci!ed recipient, but probably the minister of public instruc-
tion in Rome.

."."."Nell’anno 1901 certo Vannozzi, piccolo proprietario di 
Cascia, scopriva per puro caso a Monteleone, nella località 
detta Colle del Capitano, un elmo di bronzo ed una statua di 
bronzo dorato, !gurante un guerriero. L’elmo, secondo ciò  
che dice il Vannozzi, fu comperato per poche lire da certo 
Petrangeli, negoziante di Norcia; e la statuetta di bronzo (alta 
circa 35 centimetri) dopo aver servito di trastullo ai !glioletti 
di Vannozzi, venne da costui ceduta in cambio di un coltello, 
datogli da un coltellinaio girovago. Nel Marzo del corrente 
anno 1902 il detto Vannozzi nella stessa località denominata 
Colle del Capitano scopriva un grande vano sotterraneo, 
pieno in parte di sabbia, entro la quale trovò una biga di 
bronzo dorato, un grande vaso di bronzo !gurato, molti piatti 
di bronzo (alcuni dei quali contenevano avanzi di ossa di pic-
coli animali), molti piccoli vasi !ttili, quattro grossi lancioni 
quadrangolari di durissimo bronzo dorato, ed una grande 
 catinella di bronzo."."."."

Valendomi delle attestazioni e delle descrizioni di coloro 
che hanno veduto ed esaminato la biga, ho procurato di farne 
il disegno, il quale potrà peccare in qualche particolare di 
secondaria importanza, ma nel suo completo riproduce fedel-
mente l’importantissimo oggetto (Figure A.1). La biga, per i 
suoi caratteri generali, per le modalità degli ornamenti, per la 
specie e qualità degli oggetti che con essa erano sepolti, 
appare etrusca e non romana. Il corpo della biga è costituito 
da una grossa lastra di bronzo fortemente dorato. Nella parte 
superiore corre una specie di larga fascia ornata di piccoli 
medaglioni, raf!guranti animali, ed ottenuti col processo detto 
a sbalzo, ri!nendo poi col bulino la faccia anteriore. Di tali 
medaglioni pochi solamente sono in buono stato, mentre gli 
altri sono così logori da non essere più riconoscibili. Sembra 
che questa condizione sia provenuta dal fatto che alcuni erano 
stati coperti dalla sabbia asciutta, mentre altri erano rimasti 
scoperti e perciò esposti all’azione deleteria dell’umidità e 
degli agenti esteriori. La parte anteriore della biga reca un 
grande medaglione, contenente teste di leone, sorretto da un 
guerriero e da una donna e sormontato da una specie di 

stemma. Il grande medaglione è conservatissimo: le !gure del 
guerriero e della donna sono ad alto rilievo di circa 5 centi-
metri. I lati posteriori della biga sono parimenti ornati di 
medaglioni. In uno campeggiano due guerrieri che incrociano 
le spade; ma sulla spada di un guerriero evvi un uccellino, il 
quale raf!gura l’anima del morto. Nell’altro medaglione è rap-
presentato un guerriero sopra una biga, tirata da due pegasi. 
Notevole è pure il timone della biga, costituito da un robusto 
cartoccio di bronzo dorato, entro il quale stava il timone di 
legno. All’innesto del timone con la biga c’è una grossa testa 
di cignale, ed alla punta del timone una bella testa di aquila. 
Le ruote, i fusi, il mozzo sono parimenti di bronzo dorato. 
Mancano l’assale delle ruote ed il fondo della biga che mani-
festamente erano di legno e non hanno potuto resistere 
 all’azione deleteria del tempo."."."."

Document 4. Rome, February 8, 1904: letter from Angiolo Pasqui from 
the Of!ce for the Excavations of the Ara Pacis Augustae in Rome to the 
minister of public instruction. Subject: Monteleone di Spoleto, excava-
tions at the Colle del Capitano.

La lettera ministeriale 22 giugno e gli accordi che io dovevo 
prendere in ordine a questa lettera colla Direzione degli Scavi 
di Roma e Provincia richiesero una mia gita a Monteleone di 
Spoleto, dove si dicevano avvenute le scoperte di un carro di 
bronzo e di una considerevole quantità di vasi pure di bronzo. 
Lo scopo di questa mia ispezione era quello di constatare il 
punto preciso delle  scoperte, di rilevare l’importanza archeo-
logica, dato che la località fosse adatta per uno scavo regolare 
e pro!cuo."."."."Io forse ebbi la notizia più completa dei ritro-
vamenti, perché mi recai sul luogo delle scoperte, e venuto in 
familiarità col proprietario Isidoro Vannozzi, visitai lo scavo 
tuttora aperto, raccolsi la narrazione dei ritrovamenti, i più 

A.1  Idealized reconstruc-
tion of the chariot drawn 
by Ferdinando Del Prato in 
1902 (see Appendix, docu-
ment 3)
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minuti dettagli sulla disposizione degli oggetti, e potei in!ne 
stabilire che erano state aperte due grandi tombe, una a fossa, 
semplicemente ricolma di terra, con due cadaveri disposti a 
piè delle pareti lunghe, e tra essi un gran deposito di vasi di 
bronzo, altra più grande e quasi quadrata, ripiena di sassi che 
sembravano accomodati in modo da formare una volta, e in 
conseguenza un tumulo un poco emergente sul livello del 
terreno. Vidi parte del rivestimento delle pareti tuttora a posto, 
e pensai che la tomba non fosse stata del tutto esplorata.

In questa tomba si trovò un solo cadavere disteso sopra un 
rozzo strato di lastre, e il carro disfatto e altri grandi vasi di 
bronzo. Queste due tombe dicesi che fossero state scoperte 
pei lavori di fondazione di un casale rustico.

La mia ispezione non poteva essere limitata a queste sem-
plici costatazioni. Due tombe in quel luogo deserto, a più che 
900"m. sul livello del mare, in mezzo ad un giogo di monte 
non potevano trovarsi isolate: dovevano avere relazione con 
qualche centro abitato, e, stabilito questo, dovevano dare 
 indizio di un vero sepolcreto. Non fu dif!cile scoprire in pros-
simità delle dette tombe il luogo, ovvero la città, a cui poteva 
riferirsi il sepolcreto. Questa è rappresentata da un gigantesco 
rialzo che trovasi isolato ed a picco del !ume Corno, propria-
mente in continuità del giogo, ove furono scoperte le tombe.

Riconobbi lassù molte opere di difesa, che costituivano 
varie cinte e piantavano tutte sopra tagli arti!ciali della rupe: 
riconobbi il punto maggiormente forti!cato, l’arx, le abitazioni 
attorno al pomerio, e la sede di un tempio, di cui si vedono 
emergere dal terreno le rozze pareti. Il luogo è detto Castel-
vecchio e Monteleone Vecchio, ed è ancora viva la tradizione 
nei Monteleonesi, che la loro sede primitiva fosse quella.

E la tradizione questa volta corrisponde al fatto vero, cioè  
non solo siamo di fronte ad una località abitata in epoca anti-
chissima, ma è ancora riconoscibile in tutta la sua estensione il 
sepolcreto, della cui importanza testimoniarono le scoperte 
delle due ricche tombe.

Tutto il giogo del monte, che si muove dal piede del rialzo 
ove ebbe sede la città, rappresenta il sepolcreto. Emergono 
nella parte più depressa alcune elevazioni parziali di terreno 

che accennano a presenze di tombe uguali nella struttura a 
quella, dove fu trovato il carro. Per tutta la costa saliente del 
giogo l’occhio esperimentato negli scavi intravede la disposi-
zione delle tombe e ad intervalli nel terreno rimosso a causa 
dei lavori agricoli riconosce i frammenti di stoviglie che 
 debbono provenire da tombe rovistate. Dal modo come si è 
manifestata la scoperta di questa località antica e del suo 
sepolcreto arguisco l’importanza di uno scavo regolare e !n 
d’ora approvo l’intendimento del R. Governo di non lasciare a 
privati campo di speculazione dannosa. Sarebbe quindi, a mio 
parere, di somma importanza archeologica una esplorazione 
regolare, avuto anche riguardo alla ricchissima regione, dove 
scavi sistematici non sono stati mai fatti, ma dove di tempo in 
tempo si scoprono cimeli di singolare valore."."."."

Document 5. Rome, June 4, 1904: account of Royal Inspector Guido 
Scifoni to the director of the Of!ce of Excavations and Discoveries of 
Antiquities in Rome. Subject: Inspection made by the undersigned in 
the territory of Monteleone di Spoleto.

Terminata la missione ordinatami da V.E. Ill.ma con lettera 16 
Maggio n.s. N° 459, riferisco quanto appresso."."."."Vannozzi 
Isidoro, alquanto tempo dopo che ebbe rinvenuta la pregiata 
suppellettile, nella tomba suddetta, e alla quale egli non 
avrebbe saputo attribuire importanza, trasportò in Norcia, 
alcune parti del rivestimento in bronzo a lamina, appartenenti 
alla biga, facendo capo dal di lui amico Paci!ci Marco. 
Questi, sapendo che Petrangeli Benedetto, ferraio, erasi dato 
al commercio di cose antiche, lo indirizzò a lui. Il Petrangeli".".". 
avuti quei frammenti se li trattenne e subito li portò in Roma 
per farli esaminare dall’antiquario Vitalini ["."."."omissis"."."."]. 
Intanto, la famiglia Petrangeli inviava a Monteleone il sensale 
Regoli il quale conchiuse l’acquisto del tutto per £ 900.".".".

Il giorno che tornai al Colle del Capitano mi fermai al 
casale del Vannozzi e chiedendo da bere e permesso di ripo-
sarmi cominciai a interrogare la moglie ed i !gli circa il trova-
mento da loro fatto; ma nessun particolare nuovo raccolsi 
tranne quello che la suppellettile rimase per molto tempo, 
oggetto di trastullo dei suoi !glioli.".".".
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Tillet-Haulot 2005, pp."118 –  19. 

 48. The price seemed high to Mariemont in Belgium; see Van den 
Eynde 1970, p."156 and n. 85; Verbanck-Piérard 2002, p."322 and  
n. 60. For suspicions about authenticity I refer to a letter from the 
Italian ambassador in Paris to the Italian minister of public instruc-
tion of January 28, 1903 (in the archive cited in the Appendix), 
from which we learn that the London !rm of Pitt & Scott, which 
was interested in acquiring it, wanted the ambassador, who was 
still ignorant of the discovery, to verify that the objects were genu-
ine and their exportation legal. 

 49. Most speci!cally La Ferla 2007. In reality it was Vitalini himself 
who informed Cesnola that the bronzes were about to arrive in 
Paris (MMA inventory notes).

 50. Cesnola is referring to the parliamentary questions posed by Felice 
Barnabei, who had become a deputy in Parliament (see Barnabei 
and Delpino 1991, pp."30 –  31, on his career). The texts of these 
questions were published in Corona [2000], pp."60 –  69.

 51. See Barnabei in Corona [2000], p."62.
 52. Richter 1915, p."29.
 53. The sources of this information are the brief obituary published in 

the MMAB 11, no."8 (August 1916), p."181, and Merrillees 2010, 
pp."112 – 117, 123.

 54. The restoration was undertaken by Kendra Roth and included 
studies of the method of manufacture, the identification of 
the materials used, and its physical history, with the results of  
the tests, the XRD data, and more. My thanks to her for graciously 
allowing me to publish the photographs she took. 

 55. An entry for currus existed in the Dictionnaire des antiquités 
grecques et romaines, by Charles Daremberg and Edmond Saglio 
(Paris, 1887), vol."1, pp."1633 –  43, and a list of chariots discovered in 
Etruscan-Italic regions through 1903, as well as representations of 
Etruscan chariots, is accurately described in Nachod 1909, pp."43 –  71. 

 56. Emiliozzi 1991, pp."110, 116; Colonna 1996a, pp."346ff. (which 
refers to four horse bits associated with the !nd, although in reality 
they are four cheekpieces for two bits); Camerin and Emiliozzi 
1997, no."36; Camerin 1997, !g."1; Buranelli 1997, !g."2; Emiliozzi 
1997a, !gs. 6, 7; Buranelli and Sannibale 1998, !gs. 179, 184, 186. 

 57. Scienti!c American 1903, pp."385 –  86. The fragments mounted in 
this way were the only ones to receive an inventory number and 
to be included in Richter’s catalogue (1915, p."28).

 58. Minto 1924b, pp."147ff.; and see also page"19. They are occasion-
ally cited in the later literature (Martelli Cristofani 1977, p."27n54; 
Emiliozzi 1991, pp."103, 113; Leach 1991, p."414; Bonamici 1997, 
p."180). The small group that was seized from the Vannozzis by the 
carabinieri in 1902 (see above, page 17, note 29, and Appendix, 
document 2) and that eventually went to the museum in Perugia 
could not be located until very recently, when they were recog-
nized in storage by Mafalda Cipollone, who graciously informed 
me that they had been found and then allowed me to see them, 
with the kind permission of the Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeo-
logici dell’Umbria.

 59. Furtwängler 1905; this text relates to plates 586, 587. The same 
information was later published separately (Furtwängler 1913).

 60. Von Bothmer and Noble (1961, p."17n47) noted his quali!cations. I 
found the drawings in the archives during my 2000 visit to New York. 

 61. The architect Dalia Lamura worked with me through a collabora-
tive agreement with the Institute for the Study of Italic Civilizations 
and the Ancient Mediterranean (ISCIMA) of the National Research 
Council (CNR).
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 62. This began with Furtwängler 1905, p."5. 
 63. Emiliozzi 1991. I am grateful to Larissa Bonfante and Francesco 

Roncalli, curators of the exhibition and editors of the catalogue, for 
having offered me the opportunity. The content was repeated in 
Emiliozzi 1997d.

 64. Carlos A. Picón graciously allowed me access, and Joan R. Mertens 
provided valuable assistance. Permission was given to the curators 
of the exhibition and editors of the catalogue by Director Philippe 
de Montebello. 

 65. De Montebello 2007.
 66. Emiliozzi 1997a, 1997d, 1997e, 1997f, and afterward Emiliozzi 2006.
 67. The anonymous author of the article in Scienti!c American 1903 

(p."386) noted, “Such is the delicacy of its workmanship that the 
vehicle could hardly have been used as a war chariot. Perhaps it 
was an ex voto, or a ceremonial chariot used by its noble owner 
on rare occasions.”

 68. Scienti!c American 1903, p."386; Brendel 1978, p."151; Boitani 
1985b, p."220, and Colonna 1996b, p."177, for the Castro Chariot; 
Maggiani 2003, p."165. 

 69. For generic iconography see Furtwängler 1905 and 1913, Richter 
1915, and later Leach 1991; for Herakles, see Barnabei 1904; and 
for Achilles, see Ducati 1909.

 70. Simon 1966.
 71. Camporeale 1964, pp. 445 – 48; Brommer 1965; Banti 1966; Jucker 

1966; Schefold 1967, p. 321.
 72. For example, Brendel 1978, pp. 145ff.; Leach 1991; and Mehren 

2002, p. 47.
 73. Lowenstam 2008, p. 134. 
 74. This series of black and white photographs was made on January 

24, 1933. There were no color photographs until those made in 
1990 for my research and included, in part, in Emiliozzi 1997d.

 75. See Haynes 1958 and then Brown 1960, Jucker 1967, Schefold 
1967, Zazoff 1968, and Hus 1975, all cited in the Publication 
History of the Chariot on page 121.

 76. See Torelli 1981a and 1985. It is astonishing to read that “objects 
found in Orvieto, like the disk with a Gorgon at the Museo Faina, 
or which come from within the sphere of Orvietan in#uence, like 
the chariot fronts from Todi and Monteleone di Spoleto or the 
sheets from Bomarzo, represent a taste in which the underlying 
Ionic tradition is expressed in forms that are sometimes provincial 
and sometimes uncertain, pointing to the limits of the local culture 
and suggestions of the metal working skills of the coastal cities 
translated into simpli!ed forms that are rounded and unarticulated, 
and on which the often casual surface decoration calls on a mem-
ory of more ancient and inorganic examples” (Torelli 1985, p."108). 

 77. Emiliozzi 1991, 1996a, and 1997d.
 78. For information on Furtwängler, see Flashar 2003. For a reexami-

nation, see Bonamici 1997.
 79. Höckmann (2005) reaf!rms its Etruscan manufacture, although 

with respect to her 1982 publication she adds the debt owed to east-
ern Greece both in terms of style and the high relief technique. In this 
context, she suggests that Etruscan and eastern Greek artists worked 
together temporarily in Etruria and thus in#uenced each other. 

N OT E S  TO  S E C T I O N  I I  ( PAG E S  2 9 – 3 8 )

 1. Colonna 1970; Woytowitsch 1978, p."40, no."36, pl."4; Boitani 
1985a, 1985b, 1986, and 1987; Höckmann 1982, pp."120 –  21; 
Boitani and Aureli 1988, pp."127 –  28; Emiliozzi 1991, pp."107 –  9, 
115 –  16; Boitani 1997. For the tomb (found plundered) and the 
remains of its rich treasure, see Sgubini Moretti and De Lucia Brolli 
2003, pp."380 –  83, !gs."27 –  39 (with bibliography and an up-to-
date archaeological assessment, especially on the princely com-
plex of the Tomb of the Bronzes). These two authors have 
suggested that the high-ranking person buried there may have 

been a woman. According to some, the site of present-day Castro 
may cor respond to ancient Statonia, which is recorded in ancient 
sources (discussed in Bonamici 1990), although Stanco (1994) dis-
agrees. A summary of historical and archaeological information 
about this ancient Etruscan center is offered in Bonamici 1990 
(with bibliography, including the literature on the chariot and the 
pair of horses buried there).

 2. Tests done on a sample taken from one of the two hubs showed 
traces of oak (Boitani and Aureli 1988, p."127).

 3. Boitani 1987, !gs."3, 7 –  14; Boitani and Aureli 1988, pls. LIIIa,b, LIVc.
 4. The chariot was reconstructed for the exhibitions held at the 

Museo Archeologico Nazionale in Florence and the Palazzo dei 
Priori in Viterbo in 1985 and 1986 (see Boitani 1985a and 1986). 
One wheel was excluded from the reconstruction, although its 
parts —  a wooden hub with its bronze revetment (Figure"II.4) and 
the wooden remains of its spokes and rim with an iron band —  
were and continued to be displayed in a separate case. 

 5. The cast was exhibited at the Museo Nazionale Etrusco di Villa 
Giulia in Rome together with the chariot before it was transferred 
to the Museo Archeologico Nazionale in Viterbo in March 2005.

 6. The box measures 80 by 47 centimeters. Its length, reconstructed 
at 68 centimeters, should be at least 5 centimeters longer with the 
addition of the rear !nials of the wooden frame, the impressions of 
which were not seen during its recovery (see Section II.A). 

 7. For the separate sheets of revetment, see Feruglio 1997. For a cor-
rect reconstruction, see Emiliozzi 1997f. For the vast bibliography 
on the burial complex from which the chariots come, see Bruni 
2002, pp."21 –  23.

 8. Emiliozzi 1997a, p."102, fig."7; Camerin and Emiliozzi 1997, 
no."253. On the Roman antiquarian Alfredo Barsanti, see Pollak 
1994, pp."141 –  42. The sheets are now in Rome at the Museo 
Nazionale Etrusco di Villa Giulia (17375 –  77, 17379). 

 9. There is agreement about a date of about 520 B.C.; see Höckmann 
1982, pp."120ff.; Martelli Cristofani 1988, p."23; Colonna 1997, 
p."20; and Boitani 1997. The chronology of the tomb in which the 
chariot was found is based on the objects found in it (for a bibliog-
raphy, see note 1 above), which include the imported lydion 
(Martelli Cristofani 1978, p."183, no."13).

 10. Emiliozzi 1997a, pp."100 –  101, !g."3; Emiliozzi 1997b, p."147, 
pl."IV.1, !g."13. The term “war chariot” here denotes a fast chariot 
used both for long journeys over roads and for quick maneuvers in 
events like hunting tournaments. War chariots were used in a 
military context only to transport high-ranking warriors to and 
from the battle!eld, since the terrain of the Italian peninsula did 
not permit a chariot to be used as a mobile platform during battle. 
The same was true in Greece, where chariots were never used in 
battle (see Crouwel 1981, pp."119 –  45, and 1992, pp."53 –  65), but 
not in Egypt and the ancient Near East (see Littauer 1972; Crouwel 
1981, pp."119 –  45; Spruytte 1993; and Littauer and Crouwel 1997 
for a summary).

 11. Emiliozzi 1997d, !g."4 (Monteleone), and 1997f, !g."1 (Castel San 
Mariano). The presence of identical #ooring in the graphic recon-
struction published in Boitani 1997 was my suggestion, and I offer 
it again in the updated diagram (Figure"II.10). 

 12. The chariots known from representations from mainland Greece 
from the seventh century B.C. on have a different traction system 
and are in fact vehicles with wider #ooring, intended to accom-
modate two passengers standing side by side. The different struc-
tures seem connected to different manners of harnessing the 
team —  a neck yoke and shoulder traction in the Etruscan-Italic 
chariots and a dorsal yoke and breast traction in the chariots from 
mainland Greece. For a summary of this argument, expanded to 
include the civilizations of the ancient Near East, see Spruytte 
1997 (with bibliography). 

 13. Emiliozzi 1996b; Camerin and Emiliozzi 1997, no."19; Emiliozzi 
1997a, p."96, !g."1.
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 14. Emiliozzi 1992, p."102, fig."21; Emiliozzi 1997a, p."97, fig."2; 
Camerin and Emiliozzi 1997, no."25 (with bibliography). The char-
iot has not yet been reconstructed either physically or graphically, 
although I have examined all the remains, and the type of rails 
used is clear.

 15. Thus far eight type A chariots other than the one from Monteleone 
have been reconstructed, either physically or graphically. Four 
were exhibited in the three venues of the exhibition “Carri da 
guerra e principi etruschi”; see Emiliozzi 1997, pp."139ff. (from 
Vulci), 155ff. (from Populonia), 203ff. (from Castro), and 207ff. 
(from Castel San Mariano). I reconstructed the example from 
Narce that is now on display at the Museo Nazionale Etrusco di 
Villa Giulia in Rome (Camerin and Emiliozzi 1997, no."203; an 
unlikely wheel that was not properly checked in the reconstruc-
tion is illustrated correctly in the explanatory panel I edited and 
published in De Lucia 1998, pp."34 –  35, !g."48). The other three 
are from Vetulonia (Cygielman and Pagnini 2006, pp."34 –  44, 
!gs."9, 10), Matelica (De Marinis and Palermo 2008), and Capua 
(the Dutuit chariot; see Emiliozzi 2006). Of type B chariots only 
the example from the Via Appia Antica in Rome has been physi-
cally reconstructed (Emiliozzi 1997, pp."191ff.). 

 16. The ear-loop side rails seem also to have been present during the 
Etruscan Orientalizing period, in the chariot from the Regolini 
Galassi Tomb at Cerveteri (Camerin and Emiliozzi 1997, no."103), 
which is now being studied so that it can be reconstructed both 
graphically and physically, and perhaps also in the one from the 
Bernardini Tomb at Praeneste (Emiliozzi 1992, p."102). For the 
Archaic period we need only cite the chariot from the Via Appia 
Antica outside Rome (see note 15 above) and the contemporary 
representation in relief with incision on the proper left side panel 
of the chariot from Monteleone di Spoleto (cat. 4, Figures V.30, 
V.32, and especially I.25). 

 17. Emiliozzi 1996b and 1997a, p."96, !g."1.
 18. For the war chariot from Populonia, see Emiliozzi 1997c, !gs."4, 5, 

pl."VI; for the Capua vehicle, see Camerin and Emiliozzi 1997, 
no."11 (with bibliography), and Emiliozzi 2006. Among the repre-
sentations, the stele from the Certosa of Bologna (Sprenger and 
Bartoloni 1977, !g."206) is eloquent of the persistence over time of 
the use of leather straps when the chariot box was composed only 
of wood and leather. 

 19. See note 15 above. For the Vulci chariot, see especially Emiliozzi 
1997b, !gs."13, 16, pl."III.

 20. For examples, see Winter 2009, nos."5.D.2.a,c, 5.D.3.a,c, and 
Figure"II.16. I have deliberately excluded from consideration here 
the racing chariots known from representations (see Bronson 
1965, Jannot 1984, and Decker 1991), although in these cases, 
too,"the side rails did not serve as handrails because the driver 
balanced himself by leaning his knees against the front panel. 

 21. On the chariot represented on the Etruscan hydria in the Museum 
of Fine Arts in Boston (01.8062; Fairbanks 1928, no."573), which has 
been associated with the style of the Micali Painter by Spivey (1987, 
p."31), this part is made of a bent branch. In other representations 
it either has the same form found on the excavated vehicles or is 
absent (although in those cases we cannot be sure if it was actually 
missing or if the artist omitted it to simplify the representation). 

 22. Representations of racing chariots do not appear in Italy until the 
beginning of the third quarter of the sixth century B.C. (see 
Bronson 1965 and Stary 1980). The closest comparisons with 
parade chariots can be found in terracotta friezes; see Winter 
2009, pp."353ff. (590 –  520 B.C.). 

 23. Clear syntheses of Etruscan and Roman social history from the 
sixth century B.C. are offered by Torelli 1981b, pp."139 –  81, 
Colonna 1985, and Menichetti 2000.

 24. Emiliozzi 2006. 
 25. For the Near East and Egypt, see Littauer and Crouwel 1979, 

pp."50ff., 62ff., 74ff., 101ff., 144ff.; 1985, especially pp."67ff.; and 

1997 (synthesis). For Cyprus, see Crouwel 1987. For Greece, see 
Spruytte 1978 (the results of his experiments with harness systems) 
and Crouwel 1992. Reconstructions to date of Etruscan-Italic chariots 
(see note 15 above) demonstrate that the same system was adopted.

 26. Emiliozzi 1997b and 1997c. The reconstructions do not reproduce 
the leather thongs that were certainly used to reinforce the mortise 
joints at the front of the #oor frame. 

 27. Emiliozzi 1997b, pl."V.1. The principle is the same in Egyptian cha-
riots; see Littauer and Crouwel 1985, especially p."67, no."3, 
pl."LXIX bottom (chariot from the Tomb of Yuia and Tuiu), and 
Spruytte 1983, pp."24 –  40 (the results of his experiments).

 28. These sheets have not been published. Stopponi Simonetta provi-
ded information about them and showed images of them during 
her presentation on April 9, 2010, on the tenth season of excava-
tions at Campo della Fiera at Orvieto.

 29. Emiliozzi 1997, p."296, no."9 (mistakenly counted among the 
bronze sheets from the chariot box). That it came from a chariot 
became clear to me after examining in 1998 and reexamining in 
2005 the remains of the two vehicles now in the Ny Carlsberg 
Glyptotek in Copenhagen.

 30. In addition to the Monteleone chariot, see the ones from the Via 
Appia Antica in Rome (Emiliozzi 1997e) and Castel San Mariano 
(Emiliozzi 1997f). 

 31. The shock-absorbing system is clearly visible in Crouwel 2010, !gs 
a – d (chariots on terracotta plaques), and Höckmann 1982, pl."30 
(left side of the image; the example from Castel San Mariano). This 
feature was not understood and thus not included in the drawing 
Höckmann published as !g."25 on p."43. 

 32. For examples of metal rings, see Emiliozzi 1997a, !gs."1 (see also 
Emiliozzi 1996b and Figure"II.12) and 4 (see also De Lucia 1998). 
The following !nds are similar to these: Camerin and Emiliozzi 
1997, nos."21, 28, 58, 130, 143, 146, 166, 189(?), 203, 208, 212, 255. 
For examples of pegs, see Emiliozzi 1997c, pp."165ff., !gs."4, 5, 
pl."VI (Populonia, Tumolo dei Carri; see Figure"II.13). The following 
bronze !nials have a function similar to these pegs: Camerin and 
Emiliozzi 1997, nos."24, 172, 198, 227, 238, 241, 242, 244, 245.

 33. This system is similar to that of the Greek four-horse teams that 
were the subject of Spruytte’s 1978 experiments. See also Crouwel 
1992, p."14, !g."1. In this !gure, once the traces pass through the 
leather hoops and enter the chariot car they are tied to the ends of 
the side rails. On p."44n181 Crouwel corrects the reconstruction 
proposed by Spruytte in 1983, ill. pp."62 –  63. 

 34. Colonna 1997, p."17, !g."2; Winter 2009, pp."288 –  92, no."4.D.8.g 
(where the traces are mistakenly interpreted as a second pole 
extending from the front of the chariot).

 35. Winter 2009, nos."5.D.1.e,f; 5.D.2.a –  d; 5.D.3.a –  d.
 36. For scenes that contain chariots, see Winter 2009. Etruscan cities: 

Acquarossa (nos."4.D.4.a –  d), Caere (nos."4.D.7.a, 4.D.8.g, 6.D.1.a), 
Castel d’Asso (no."4.D.4.b), Castellina del Marangone (nos."4.D.4.a,c), 
Orvieto (nos."5.D.1.b,f; 5.D.5.c), Poggio Buco (nos."4.D.5.a,b), 
Pyrgi (no."4.D.8.g), Rusellae (nos."4.D.4.a,c; 5.D.1.f; 5.D.4.a; 
5.D.5.c), Tarquinia (nos."4.D.4.a; 4.D.6.b,d; 4.D.8.b,c; 5.D.4.b; 
5.D.5.d,e), Tuscania (nos."4.D.4.a,c; 4.D.6.a,c; 4.D.6.d?), Veii 
(nos."4.D.1.a,b; 4.D.2.a,b; 4.D.2.c –  e; 5.A.1.a; 5.D.2.a,c), and Vulci 
(no."4.D.5.a). Latin cities: Capri!co, Cisterna (nos."5.D.1.b,e,f; 
5.D.3.b,d), Ficana (no."4.D.4.e), Palestrina (nos."5.A.3.b; 5.D.1.a), 
Roma (nos."5.A.1.f; 5.D.1.a,e,f; 5.D.2.a,c,d; 5.D.3.a,c), Satricum 
(no."6.D.1.a), and Velletri (nos."5.D.1.a; 5.D.2.a –  c; 5.D.3.a). 

 37. “Wagendarstellungen” in Woytowitsch 1978, pp."80 –  107, offers a 
list of representations of this material; it will soon be superseded 
by the forthcoming Chariots and Other Wheeled Vehicles in Italy 
before the Roman Empire, by Joost Crouwel. Objects with narra-
tive scenes, some of them mythological, dated between the late 
seventh and the !rst half of the sixth century B.C. include two 
amphorae from Trevignano (Colonna 1985, p."245, no."9.3, ills. 
p."247); an Etruscan-Corinthian oinochoe (Szilágyi 1992, p."122, 
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no."102, pl."XLIa,b); a krater by the Swallows Painter (Giuliano 
1963, !gs."2, 4, 11, 12); a hydria from the Isis Tomb at Vulci (Colonna 
1997, !g."5); painted ostrich eggs from the Isis Tomb at Vulci 
(Haynes 1977, pp."22ff., !gs."1, 2); Pontic vases (Lexicon Icono-
graphicum Mythologiae Classicae, vol."1 [Zürich and Munich, 
1981], s.v. Amphiaraos, nos."17 [Amphiaraos Painter] and 18 
[Tityos Painter]); the Caeretan hydriae (Hemelrijk 1984, nos."6, 8, 
28, 31); bucchero and impasto clay with roller-stamp decoration 
(Camporeale 1972, pp."68ff., 120 –  21, friezes XXI –  XXIII; Reusser 
1988, p."45, no."E.55; Pieraccini 2003, friezes E1, E2, J3, analysis 
on pp."195 –  96; Serra Ridgway 2010, frieze DA, commentary on 
pp."203 –  4); impasto clay omphalos from Murlo (Stary 1981, 
p."400, no."6, pl."21.3,4); carved ivories, the !rst Pania pyxis 
(Cristofani 1996; Lowenstam 2008, pp."136 –  38); embossed bronze 
sheets (Santoro 2005, !g."1); a band said to be from Canino and 
once incorrectly included on a female bust from the Isis Tomb at 
Vulci (Haynes 1991, pl."III).

 38. Andrén offered a coherent reconsideration in 1971. The exhibition 
“Case e palazzi d’Etruria” (see Stopponi 1985) was an important 
step forward in the scholarship."All of the subsequent literature is 
listed in Winter 2009. See, in particular, Cristofani 1975 and 1981a; 
Torelli 1983; Pairault-Massa 1986; Cristofani 1987; Chateigner 
1989; D’Agostino 1991 and 1999b; Bartoloni 1992; Pairault-Massa 
1992, pp."36 –  59; Torelli 1992; Bartoloni 1993; Torelli 1997, pp."87 –  
121 (a revision of Torelli 1992); and Torelli 2000b, pp."74 –  75.

 39. See Winter 2009, pp."223ff. 
 40. Ibid., pp."311 –  93.
 41. Torelli 1992, pp."252ff., and 1997, pp."97ff. 
 42. Winter 2009, ills. pp."362, 364, 367, 369. 
 43. See note 41 above.
 44. On the amphorae, see Colonna 1985, p."245, no."9.3, and Caruso 

and Pisu 2002, p."31, !g."18. On the hydria, see Menichetti 1994, 
pp."65 –  67, !gs."37, 38, and Colonna 1997, p."18, !g."5. The depar-
ting spouse could be Ariadne.

 45. Torelli 1992, pp."258ff., and 1997, pp."99ff. Torelli’s studies super-
sede the overly cautious interpretations by other scholars 
(Cristofani 1987, pp."106ff; D’Agostino 1991, pp."224 –  25) of the 
relationship between the triumphal friezes, a relationship noted, 
however, by Chateigner (1989, pp."124 –  27). See also Winter 2009, 
pp."262ff., nos."4.D.4.a,c (warrior and chariot scenes from Tuscania 
and Acquarossa; the same or similar scenes occur on the terra-
cotta plaques from Castellina del Marangone near Civitavecchia, 
Rusellae, and Tarquinia); pp."265ff., nos."4.D.4b,d (the Labors of 
Herakles and chariot scenes from Acquarossa; there are also 
 fragments of the scene in no." 4.D.4b, from Castel d’Asso); 
pp."358ff., 368 –  69, nos."5.D.1.e,f, p."365, nos."5.D.2.d (no ill.), 
5.D.3.b (scenes with warriors, women, and chariots from Cisterna 
and Sant’Omobono, Rome).

 46. That representations of chariots drawn by winged horses are a 
mainland Greek type may have some importance in the reading of 
a local frieze and could contribute to identifying the charioteer as 
a god.

 47. Torelli 1992, p."264. 
 48. The Etruscological literature (Colonna 1980, pp."308 –  9; Cristofani 

1981b, pp."194 –  95; Cristofani 1982, pp."43ff.; Torelli 1981b, 
pp."174ff., and 1983, p."488; Pairault-Massa 1992, pp."36ff., espe-
cially pp."46 –  47; Torelli 1997, pp."96 –  97; Colonna 1997, p."20; 
D’Agostino 1999c, p."150) agrees in general with John Boardman’s 
position (see especially Boardman 1972, 1978, 1984,  and 1989) 
on the connection between the Peisistratid tyrants and depictions 
of Herakles’s introduction on Mount Olympus in Attic pottery of 
the second half of the sixth century B.C. I think, however, that 
Bruun’s skepticism (1993, p."271) is justi!ed. Bruun noted that the 
debate on the “Greek” side has no equivalent on the “Etruscan/
Roman” side (at least at the time his article was published). 
Moreover, the problem of the reception of Herakles in the West is 

complex and has been the subject of successive critical studies 
(see, for example, La Genière 1999 and Briquel 1999). For a syn-
thesis of the argument on the Greek side, see Cavalier 1995. 
Martelli Cristofani’s position (1989, p."793) on Etruria appears to be 
quite astute: “In other terms, whether or not it goes beyond the 
politics of the place of origin, the theme was transmitted with 
heroic values that assume symbolic connotations that are tied to 
the political realm only if the context itself suggests it, as in the 
case of the architectural decorations or the votive anathemata of 
sanctuary items of the period.” According to Cerchiai (1999, 
p."139), the apotheosis of Herakles on chariot I from Castel San 
Mariano serves as a mythic paradigm for the celebration of the 
values of an artistocratic class, just as the apotheosis of Achilles 
does on the Monteleone chariot, and I agree. Indeed, it seems 
reasonable to evaluate these depictions in different ways depen-
ding on whether or not they come from urban centers (see 
Menichetti 1994, pp."76 –  117, and 2000, p."224). 

 49. The bronze remains of the Todi vehicle are the so-called Ferroni 
Laminae; see Minto 1922, pl."I.1,2; Krauskopf 1974, pp."11, 17; 
Cristofani 1978, p."104, !g."71; Torelli 1981a, p."56, !g."8 (where 
its provenance is given correctly as Todi rather than Chiusi); 
Höckmann 1982, p."109 (with further bibliography in n. 551); 
Martelli Cristofani 1983, p."29, 31 –  33, !gs."16 –  19 (with an exami-
nation of the context of its discovery); Roncalli 1988, p."401; 
Colonna 2000, pp."282 –  83; and Bellelli 2006, p."74n182. The frag-
mentary condition of the sheet has thus far not allowed us to draw 
any conclusions about the type of chariot it might be from.

 50. Hampe and Simon 1964, pp."11ff. (with ill.), pl."21; Cristofani 1978, 
p."104, !gs."73, 74; Höckmann 1982, pp."42ff., !g."25, pls. 30, 31; 
Martelli Cristofani 1983, pp."26, 33, !g."15.

 51. Colonna 1997, p."20. Colonna suggests that the pelt incised on 
the bronze sheet from the front panel of the Via Appia Antica 
chariot alludes to Herakles, hypothesizing that it might represent 
a lion skin. I believe, more realistically, that it represents a parapet 
covered not with leather alone but with a full pelt, including the 
#eece. Given that the fur points downward, it must have helped 
to waterproof the parapet and preserve it from the weather. A pelt 
stretched in the same way, that is, with the fur pointing downward, 
in the representation of a chariot on the Pontic amphora by the 
Amphiaraos Painter (Lexicon Icono graphi cum Mythologiae Clas-
sicae, vol."1 [Zürich and Munich, 1981], p."695, no."17) excludes 
the possi bility that this is the Herakles lion skin. What may be a 
lion skin appears on an ivory plaque from Montefortini Comeana 
(Francesco Nicosia in Emiliozzi 1997, p."62, no."4), which is a 
century older, however.

 52. See Bartoloni 2005 for the possibility that fragments of a sheet 
from a fourth vehicle (a cart) come from the complex at Castel 
San"Mariano.

 53. Feruglio 1993, Bruschetti 2002, Stopponi 2002, Berrichillo 2004. 
 54. Colonna (1985, p."242) is correct in saying that the splendid 

bronze-clad chariots of the sixth century B.C. were “destined to 
serve as ceremonial gifts in non-urban areas.” The Monteleone 
chariot changed owners after its long use primarily within one of 
the great Etruscan cities (see Section III.D). 

 55. See Feruglio 1993, pp."37 –  38.
 56. This change from the widespread funerary practices of the prece-

ding century can be seen especially in Etruria, given that in Rome 
and ancient Latium the phenomenon could be connected with 
new norms that prohibited conspicuous displays at funerals begin-
ning in about 580 B.C. (see Bartoloni, Nizzo, and Taloni 2009, 
with earlier bibliography). 

 57. That there are no chariots in tombs dating to the sixth century in 
urban centers has led to distorted cultural valuations, even in 
recent years; see, for example, Zaccagnino’s statement in his 
otherwise valuable article of 2006 (p."230): “Con l’affermarsi della 
società urbana in Etruria il carro, segno di potere regale, esce 
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dall’uso [sic!] e sopravvive per un certo tempo in aree periferiche 
e attardate, nelle quali si mantengono assetti sociali tradizionali” 
(With the rise of urban societies in Etruria the chariot, a symbol 
of" regal power, went out of use but survived for a time in  
peripheral and backward areas that followed more traditional 
social practices). 

 58. See Camerin and Emiliozzi 1997, no."90 (Annifo at Foligno), 
suppl."no."15 (Gubbio).

 59. I excavated this chariot, which was reduced to very small frag-
ments, between 2005 and 2006, and it is now being studied. For 
preliminary information, see Benelli and Santoro 2009, where the 
tomb is dated to the second half of the sixth century B.C. The 
vehicle has no decorated bronze revetment like that found in the 
older Tomb 11 (see Section III, note 58). 

 60. Camerin and Emiliozzi 1997, nos."119 (Pitigliano, 510 –  490 B.C.), 
127 (600 –  525 B.C.).

 61. Fifty-seven excavated vehicles from the Piceno area dating to the 
Orientalizing and Archaic periods are listed in Camerin and 
Emiliozzi 1997, nos."42 –  86, suppl."nos."2 –  14. For !nds published 
after 1997, and especially for the careful presentation of a chariot 
and cart dated to the seventh century and for a list of the literature 
(in n. 6) on three other Orientalizing vehicles from the same Picene 
center, see De Marinis and Palermo 2008. For Lucania, see ibid., 
nos."1 –  3, and for Daunia, nos."4 –  7.

 62. See note 28 above. The news of an Orvietan provenance for the 
pole !nial with a lion protome in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
now seems more signi!cant; see Höckmann 1982, pp."44n256, 
117; Camerin and Emiliozzi 1997, no."118.

N OT E S  TO  S E C T I O N  I I I  ( PAG E S  3 9 – 6 2 )

 1. The reconstruction published in Emiliozzi 1997, pp."184–  85, 
!gs."3, 4, was re!ned after the bronze sheathing was removed 
from the old mount on the chariot. 

 2. Exact measurements are not possible because the wood in all 
ancient Italian examples has disappeared.

 3. The system is visible in a later representation of a chariot on a 
Faliscan volute krater by the Aurora Painter (Woytowitsch 1978, 
no."239, pl."46; Crouwel 1992, pl."31.1).

 4. The existence of this peg was only revealed during the reconstruc-
tion of the Monteleone chariot, and it therefore is not mentioned 
or represented in my previous publications.

 5. The !rst measurement was made on the back of the area where 
the front and side panels join, and it corresponds to the width of 
the sheet that was used to make the kouros and that covered the 
seams on each side. The second measurement is calculated on the 
basis of the width of the #oor frame into which this trunk was 
inserted. The third measurement corresponds essentially to the 
height of a kouros plus the diameter of the nailed boss above 
its"head.

 6. See Section II, note 21.
 7. For the models and representations, see Woytowitsch 1978, 

pp."67ff. (“Wagenmodelle”) and 80ff. (“Wagendarstellungen”). 
Finds of sheets of revetment from leather collars have been con-
!rmed at the Barberini Tomb at Palestrina (675 –  650"B.C.; Museo 
Nazionale Etrusco di Villa Giulia, Rome, 13201 –  2; Camerin and 
Emiliozzi 1997, no."25); for three horses in Tomb 8 (LXI) at Contrade 
Morgi at Narce (675 –  650"B.C.; ibid., no."203; De Lucia 1998, with 
a graphic reconstruction by me); at Tomb 11 at Colle del Forno at 
Eretum (620 –  600"B.C.; Camerin and Emiliozzi 1997, p."296, 
no."10, !gs."20, 21; Emiliozzi in Emiliozzi, Moscati, and Santoro 
2007, p."152, !g."4, pl."VIII; another sheet similar to the one from 
Eretum but without provenance is now in the Ny Carlsberg 
Glyptotek, Copenhagen; see Johansen 1971, pls."XX – XXIII, XXVIII; 
and Martelli Cristofani 2005, pp. 123, 127, !g. 13); and at the Tomb 

of Warrior B at Sesto Calende (575 –  550"B.C.; Camerin and 
Emiliozzi 1997, no."241). Revetment for a yoke similar to that at 
Monteleone can be connected with chariot I from Castel San 
Mariano (Feruglio 1997, p."222, no."8, !g."13). It has recently been 
suggested that the sheets identi!ed as revetments for the yoke of 
the Castro chariot (see Camerin and Emiliozzi 1997, no."100) may 
come, instead, from a funerary bed (Sgubini Moretti and De Lucia 
Brolli 2003, p."380, !g."29).

 8. The earlier reconstruction included an oblique, straight pole that 
was convincing because of its simplicity and because it is similar 
to the lifesize model at Chianciano (see note 10 below). Following 
the observations made during the restoration (see cat."16), how-
ever, it would have been dif!cult to adapt the pole to the horses’ 
backs because its slant is determined by the position of the 
boar"protome, and if the pole had been straight the yoke would 
have been too high for the small animals used at that time (see 
Emiliozzi 2009). 

 9. A feline head (a lion’s?) is placed at the base of the pole of the 
(perhaps divine?) chariot represented on chariot II from Castel San 
Mariano (see Höckmann 1982, pp."42 –  43, !g."25, pl."30). 

 10. For the Chianciano model, see Spruytte 1983 pl."2.1; Littauer and 
Crouwel 1988, p."195, pl."V (with bibliography); and Bonamici 
2003, ills. pp."45, 54 (with bibliography). The yoke is 33 inches (84 
cm) long and is attached to the draft pole, which is about 75 inches 
(190 cm) long. This unusual model is extremely interesting because 
it is a faithful reproduction in bronze of the system used to attach 
the yoke and pole, and it allows one to imagine how they must 
have been connected on the Monteleone chariot, given the marks 
left on the draft pole (see cat."16). The Tarquinia group has been 
discussed at length in the literature, most recently in Bagnasco 
Gianni 2009; Emiliozzi 2009, especially p."147; and Bagnasco 
Gianni 2010, !g. 1. 

 11. I have suggested (see Section III.F) that this chariot maker was also 
responsible for the Via Appia Antica chariot, which has bronze-
clad wheels like those on the Monteleone chariot.

 12. Hampe and Simon 1964, pp."53 –  67.
 13. Furtwängler 1905, p."8; Ducati 1909. For the scholars who dis-

agree or at least have some doubts, see Brommer 1965, pp."280 –  
81 (objections about Polyxena and Frieze 11 with Chiron, Iris, and 
Achilles); Banti 1966 (Herakles and Pholos instead of Achilles and 
Chiron in Frieze 11); Brendel 1978, p."150 (the protagonist hero 
could be Achilles as easily as Aeneas); Schif#er 1976, p. 139 (Frieze 
11 cannot represent Achilles’s childhood because the winged !g-
ure is male and thus cannot be Iris, because the centaur can be 
better identi!ed as Pholos, and, more generally, because the frieze 
has no !xed narrative); Camporeale 1981 (leans toward Banti’s 
position); Höckmann 1982, p."118 (doubts about Polyxena); Leach 
1991, p."398 (raises doubts, but uncritically, that the three panels 
can be related to one another thematically); Bonamici 1997, p."185 
(perplexity over Polyxena); Mehren 2002, p."47 (doubts concern-
ing the identi!cation of Achilles and Memnon in the dueling 
scene); and Lowenstam 2008, p."134 (perplexity over Polyxena 
and Iris). 

 14. The connection between the birds of prey and the deer was under-
scored by Furtwängler (1905, p."10). Not suspecting the further 
connection with the boar, he explained incorrectly that it was 
already dead before being attacked by the birds. Furtwängler also 
observed that the scene takes place in a space behind the protago-
nists, given that the border of the shield overlaps the deer’s belly.

 15. Schif#er 1976, pp."30ff., 257ff. 
 16. A scene on an Attic lekythos painted in Six’s technique by the 

Diosphos Painter (ca. 490"B.C.) shows the goddess holding the 
same object before her, grasping the thongs from which it hangs 
in her left hand; see Haspels 1936, p."235, no."76, pls. 38,4, 37,3; 
and Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae, vol."5 (Zürich 
and Munich, 1990), p."745 (Iris I, no."16, ill.).
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 17. Doubts about the identi!cation of Iris were quickly voiced by 
Brommer in 1965, and they have periodically reemerged since 
then (see note 13 above). Lowenstam (2008, p."198n45) says that 
“the winged !gure in the lower panel is dif!cult to interpret, in part 
because it is only partially preserved. I doubt that it represents Iris 
preparing Achilles to go to Troy.”

 18. Cristofani (1996, pp."7 –  8) accepts Hampe and Simon’s (1964) 
interpretation of the entire !gural cycle of the chariot.

 19. Hampe and Simon (1964, p."56ff.) emphasize lions, and they insist 
especially on “eagles.”

 20. The kalokagathia consists of a canon for physical representations 
and one for the representation of behavior, and many examples of 
such images were created in the literature and visual culture of 
ancient Greece (see Bourriot 1996, Bonfante 1989, especially 
p."550, and Martinkova 2001). This proposed interpretation goes 
beyond Cristofani’s intuition (1996, pp."7 –  8), since he did not con-
sider the two groups of kouroi, stating that “the literary model, 
noted by Hesiod, is that narrated in the Kypria, but it hinges com-
pletely on the aspects of the  paideia destined to evaluate Achilles’s 
physical attributes and transcending his moral education.” Given 
these assumptions, I do not agree with Colonna’s suggestion 
(1996b, p."177, and 1997, p."20) that the kouroi on the Castro char-
iot represent the Dioscuri.

 21. Winter 2009, ill. p."152, pp."153ff. (dated 580 –  570"B.C.). 
 22. Pairault-Massa 1986, shared by D’Agostino 1991, pp."225 –  26, and 

1999a, p."6.
 23. D’Agostino 1991, pp."225 –  26.
 24. See, most recently, Lowenstam 2008, pp."132, 171. 
 25. Ibid., p."133. Lowenstam (p."197n32) agrees with my repositioning 

of the boar protome on the front panel of the chariot but does not 
concur with the idea that it forms a single unit with the deer and the 
birds of prey: “I do not believe that the boar should be constructed 
with the fawn, which is connected with the eagles. The artist further 
associated the fawn with the shield by ornamenting both the fawn 
and panther head of the Boeotian shield. The artisan who added 
the boar protome —  possibly the same artist —  juxtaposed the head 
of the boar with those of the gorgon and panther on the shield.” 

 26. In our case the omens would be good for Achilles and bad for 
Thetis on the front panel and good for Achilles and bad for Mem-
non on the right side panel. Following Hampe and" Simon  
(1964, pp."54– 58), this has been the most readily accepted inter-
pretation of the presence of the birds of prey in the scene on the 
Monteleone chariot.

 27. Lowenstam 2008, p."133.
 28. For helmets shaped like rams’ heads, see Calzecchi Onesti 1985 –  

86. On the symbolism, see Mitten 1977 and Grif!ths 1985. For the 
second type, with the cheekpieces, see Kunze 1967, pp."160ff., pls. 
88 –  95. For the provenance of the few known examples, which 
must have been made in an urban center in Magna Graecia, and 
the literature on them, see Montanaro 2007, p."123.

 29. Hampe and Simon 1964, p."55 and n."14; Höckmann 1982, p."118 
and n."624 (with bibliography). Höckmann compares the helmet 
of the Monteleone chariot to the one from Metapontum 
(Figure"III.9; it is not important that it is later) and af!rms that the 
chariot is the oldest example of its kind in Etruria for which the 
inspiration came from southern Italy. I have suggested that since 
the artist who made the chariot must have been of Greek extrac-
tion (see Section III.F), the inspiration for both helmets is directly 
Greek and, given Furtwängler’s (1905, p."10) comparison with the 
Ionic electrum !sh from Vettersfelde, it must be East Greek (see 
note 106 below). Moreover, Höckmann herself (1982, pp."118 –  19) 
talks about the in#uence of Magna Graecia on Etruscan metalwork 
(both in its style and in its tendency toward high relief), and about 
the East Greek in#uences on Magna Graecia metalwork, referring 
to Kunze 1967, pp."178 –  79. Lo Porto (1977 – 79) demonstrates that 
the silver crest mounted on the helmet in the old restorations actually 

belongs to a shield from the same tomb in Metapontum as the 
helmet. In addition, I am pleased to publish the following note sent 
to me on August 3, 2009, by Sidney Goldstein, then curator of 
ancient and Islamic art at the Saint Louis Art Museum:

There is correspondence in early January, 1950, between the 
Museum’s Director, Perry Rathbone and the Los Angeles dealer 
Adolph Loewi asking to contact the owner about any addi-
tional fragments which might help reconstruct the shape, espe-
cially the crest. The New York restorer Joseph Ternbach 
worked on the helmet, reconstructing the crest with plastic and 
modern silver sheet based on the preserved ancient fragments. 
An article in The Illustrated London News on August 5, 1950, 
illustrated the fully restored helmet. Dr. Thomas T. Hoopes, 
Museum Curator, related that the crest was attached to a 
holder that “."."."was supported by three lugs (of which traces 
remained on the helmet).” The crest is currently attached by a 
modern plate that also supports the horns (modern) of the pro-
tome. At some time in the early 1960’s, Professor Dietrich von 
Bothmer expressed doubts that the silver crest belonged to the 
helmet. On September 5, 1962, Professor Emil Kunze wrote to 
Hoopes agreeing with von Bothmer. In a reply, Hoopes noted 
his observations, con!rmed that the silver fragments were two-
sided and assured him that he was open to other interpreta-
tions of the crest unit. Ten years later, May 5th, 1972, Dr. Betty 
Grossman, Museum Program Coordinator, sent a memo to 
Emily Rauh, Museum Curator, noting that Dietrich von Bothmer 
said, “The silver which is restored as a crest represents a gal-
loping deer and is a shield device.” Less than a year after I 
joined the Museum, I visited the Metropolitan and met with 
Prof. von Bothmer to say hello and to inform him of my new 
position in Saint Louis. He suggested I rotate a photograph of 
the helmet 90% and would see that the silver element was the 
body of a running deer; not a crest ornament. He noted that 
Hoopes had rejected his idea more than thirty years ago. His 
suggestion seemed quite plausible. The crest was removed 
from the helmet in early 1985 before its reinstallation in the 
ancient galleries in 1987. The fact that the ancient silver ele-
ments on the reconstructed crest suggest that it was two-sided 
is still problematic. 

 30. For !nials in the shape of animals, see Emiliozzi 1992, !gs."5, 6, 9, 
10A, 22; Emiliozzi 1997a, p."100, !g."5; and Camerin and Emiliozzi 
1997, no."257. For nonfigural examples, see Emiliozzi 1992, 
!gs."10B,C, 13, and 1997c, p."163, !g."12, pls. VI, VII.2,3.

 31. Furtwängler 1905, p."11. 
 32. Hampe and Simon 1964, pp."60 –  61. For those who are skeptical, 

see note 13 above. 
 33. Hampe and Simon 1964, p."56 (Iliad 16.140ff., 19.387ff.). Argu-

ments in favor were put forth by Lowenstam in 2008 (p."132), with 
reference to his 1993 study of this speci!c subject matter in Greek art.

 34. Hampe and Simon 1964, pp."60ff.
 35. Lowenstam 2008, p."134, and see also note 13 above.
 36. See notes 13 and 17 above.
 37. See the lucid re#ections of Lowenstam (2008, pp."1ff., on the 

Greek world, and 124ff., on ancient Etruria).
 38. Beazley 1986, pp."25 –  34. For the basic literature on the vase, see 

also Beazley 1956, p."76, and 1971, pp."29 –  30; Cristofani 1981a; 
and Lowenstam 2008, pp."20 –  27. For doubts that it was a commis-
sion that came from somewhere in Etruria, see Stewart 1983, p."69, 
and Menichetti 1994, p."77. For a local example of a commis-
sioned object, see the Ricci hydria, attributed to a North Ionic 
painter transplanted to Etruria who was capable of using unusual 
mythological subjects to satisfy a speci!c form of patronage com-
ing from a Hellenized aristocracy; Martelli Cristofani (1981, 
pp."9ff.) calls him the Painter of Louvre E"739. On the relationship 
between patronage and the !gural program of parade chariots of 
the sixth century"B.C., see Cristofani 1989, pp."602 –  3.
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 39. Serra Ridgway 2001, p."352.
 40. Cerchiai 1999, p."134, referring to the subject of the duel between 

Achilles and Memnon represented on the Ricci hydria and the 
!gural program of the Monteleone chariot.

 41. Morini 1904, p."2.
 42. Furtwängler (1905) described the cavity intended for the inlays but 

without the ivory fragments now in the Metropolitan Museum, 
which Richter did not note until later (1915, p."28). The existence 
of the fragments that Angiolo Pasqui recovered in 1907 and that 
are now in Florence would be noted only much later (Minto 1924b, 
p."148) and were not the subject of serious consideration until 
1991 (Emiliozzi 1991; Leach 1991, p."414). 

 43. For gorgoneia inlaid with ivory, see Montanaro 2007, pp."458 – 59, 
nos."103.13 – 15, !g. 352 (from Ruvo di Puglia).

 44. Proof that this area was meant to be inlaid with ivory is provided 
by the outline that was traced intentionally on the front panel to 
mark the area reserved for the boar head (see Figures"I.30, V.1).

 45. Despite careful observations no traces of any paint have been 
found, although it is worth noting that almost as soon as they were 
discovered the three main panels were subjected to a harsh clean-
ing meant to uncover the presumed gilding of the surface. For the 
painting of bronze in antiquity, see Born 1990, pp."188ff. 

 46. A separately applied outer wheel appears in the reliefs on chariot 
II from Castel San Mariano, as Hampe and Simon (1964, pp."14, 
60n36, ill. p."11, pl."21) have already noted.

 47. Here I would like to amend my own assertion about a presumed 
arti!cial patina, which I made before laboratory tests were avail-
able and before consulting with specialists (Emiliozzi 1991, 
pp."110, 120).

 48. See the technical observations in cat."15 on the original presence 
of ivory decoration. I would like to suggest, however, that rather"than 
small, separately attached !gures —  as in the kriophoros from 
Castel San Mariano (Martelli Cristofani 1985, p."208, !g."5) —  there 
was only one !gural ivory plaque of the kind from Tarquinia (ibid., 
!gs."1 –  4) that is generally thought to come from small caskets.

 49. A comparison with diagrams of chariot rear side panels on which 
both roundels were made from the same bronze sheet (Figure II.9) 
demonstrates that a second roundel must have existed in each of 
our friezes. The state of conservation of the bronze sheet from the 
proper right side of the chariot (cat."11) allows us to af!rm that the 
lost roundel was not made from the same sheet but was added, 
and thus may have been made of ivory rather than metal.

 50. Even though the panel was executed with the help of an assistant, 
there is reason to think that the assistant respected the master’s 
drawing and would not have handled the space incorrectly if he 
had had a 1:1 scale model to work from.

 51. Until very recently these errors have led to a negative judgment of 
the chariot’s artistic quality; see Höckmann 1982, p."118, and 
Lowenstam 2008, pp."130ff.

 52. The notion that all four feet are off the ground comes from scholars 
who used the drawing of 1903 and early photographs, rather than 
direct examination. This point was made by Brendel (1978, p."149 
and n. 9).

 53. The ears, I think, were a collaboration, as this would have been too 
simple a task for the master. I cannot offer an attribution for the 
tusks (cat."2d) because in my opinion they are a substitution made 
while the chariot was still being used (see III.D). 

 54. Kendra Roth made the detailed photographs of the tracing on the 
chariot at my request using a microscope. I am grateful to her for 
permission to use them in this article. 

 55. Enlarged photographs of the incised marks on the eagle head can 
be found in Buranelli and Sannibale 1998, !g."18. 

 56. Höckmann 1982, pp."10 –  32, pls. 1 –  13 (the reconstruction as a 
wagon in !g."12 should instead be a cart); Bruni 2002, pp."27ff. 
(with updated bibliography), !gs."8, 9, 11 –  14. I do not agree with 
the reconstruction of the vehicle proposed by Bruni, except for the 

presence of two rather than four wheels. See also note 130 below 
for scholars’ suggestions regarding the location of the workshop 
(most think it was Clusine). For the various opinions on chronol-
ogy, see note 131 below.

 57. Höckmann 1982, pls. 4, 8, 9, 14.5, 31, 34.3, 34.4; Feruglio 1997, 
!gs."6 –  9, 11, 12.

 58. Now reconstructed in the Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek in Copenhagen 
(www.principisabini.it); see Emiliozzi in Emiliozzi, Moscati, and 
Santoro 2007, pp."150 –  54, !g."4, pls. VII, VIII. 

 59. For the Tyszkiewicz patera, see Pasquier 2000. For Etruscan mir-
rors, see Zimmer 1995 and 1996; Galeotti 1994; and Sannibale 
2000 (disagreeing with Galeotti 1994 in n."27). Formigli (1986, 
pp."127ff.) describes this procedure as it was used on a casket from 
Praeneste. For the use of this tool in the classical world, see 
Maryon 1949, pp. 115ff., and Steinberg 1968, pp. 12 – 13.

 60. Bonamici’s comparison with the prosternidion of Samos should be 
considered generic with regard to the use of the tracing tool (and 
not a burin), although it was not used in the same way. 

 61. Villard 1956, pp."23 –  28, 36 –  41, pl."IV; De Juliis 1968, pp."48 –  49; 
Martelli Cristofani 1978, pp."168 –  69; Camporeale 1984, pp."64ff., 
no."1, pp."121 –  22, pl."XXI.a; Gras 1987, p."143, pl."XII.1; Pairault-
Massa 1993, pp."131ff., !g."15.a –  c; Pasquier 2000, pp."373ff., 
!gs."18, 22 –  26; Rocco 1999, pp."81, 106n442; Torelli 2000a, p."571, 
no."84, with an excellent photograph on p."100. Hiller (1964, 
pp."32ff.) disagrees with Villard’s arguments in favor of a Rhodian 
provenance and suggests instead that the phiale was made in Etruria. 
De Juliis and Martelli Cristofani agree with Villard. Other authors 
abstain from judgment, while Pasquier expands on Hiller’s thesis. 

 62. Pasquier (2000) rediscovered the Tyszkiewicz patera in the collec-
tion at the Villa Kérylos in Beaulieu-sur-Mer, France, which was 
formerly the property of Théodore Reinach. 

 63. Ibid., !gs."5, 6b, 7. 
 64. The question of whether “Rhodian” oinochoai were imported or 

made locally is a major issue, especially after Shefton (2009) mod-
i!ed his own position (in Shefton 1979) regarding items he had !rst 
thought to be imported. Metallographic tests were performed on 
the Rhodian-style oinochoe that has been associated with the 
phiale from the Salines (Shefton 1979, no."A1). The results were 
used by Frey (1964, pp."19ff.) and Hiller (1964, pp."36 –  37) to con-
clude that both the oinochoe and the phiale are Etruscan.

 65. Maksimowa 1966.
 66. The note, made by Gisela M. A. Richter, is in the Greek and Roman 

Department !les at the MMA. It is possible, however,  that this was 
an inference of Cesnola and Balliard to explain the dents in the 
areas of highest relief on the right side of the chariot.

 67. This reasoning works either for the suggestion that a repair using 
small holes in the head was made after the ancient accident or for 
a scenario in which the damage happened in the tomb. However, 
the hypothesis that this repair was undertaken during the 1903 
restoration should in my opinion be discarded. 

 68. Höckmann 1982, pp." 119 –  21; Bonamici 1997, pp." 188 –  90 
(Bonamici’s kind response to my invitation to contribute an essay 
to the catalogue for the exhibition “Carri da guerra e principi etrus-
chi”). In 2005 Höckmann returned to the argument from the point 
of view of repoussé technique in Archaic Etruria. 

 69. Melian according to Schefold (1964, pp."42ff., pl."10), Cycladic 
according to Dugas (1935, p."19, pls. XII, XIII), both cited by 
Bonamici (1997, p."190), who wonders how this circumstance 
went almost unnoticed in the speci!c studies of Friis Johansen 
(1967, pp."104ff., !g."34), and Kemp-Lindemann (1975, pp."152ff., 
209ff.). See also Lowenstam 1993, pp."212 –  13, !g."10, for a refer-
ence to the scene as the second arming of Achilles.

 70. Dugas 1925 –  26, pp."30ff. 
 71. For references to the Cretan shields, see ibid., p."30 and n."1.
 72. Friis Johansen 1967, pp."104ff., !g."34; Kemp-Lindemann 1975, 

pp."152ff., 209ff.
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 73. Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae, vol."4 (Zürich and 
Munich, 1988), p."69, no. 1 (British Museum GR1860.4-4.1).

 74. Krauskopf 1974, pl."10 (tripod C1).
 75. Haynes 1958; Sprenger and Bartoloni 1977, pl."111; Brendel 1978, 

pp."159ff. and n."18, !g."106; Höckmann 1982, p."125, pl."37.1; 
Cristofani in Cristofani and Martelli 1983, p."302, no."198b, ill. p."194. 

 76. Emiliozzi 1991; Emiliozzi 1996a, pp."333 –  34, !g."1; Emiliozzi 
1997d. Amandry (1962, p."54, !g."2) cited the scene on the Mon-
teleone chariot among his comparisons, but because of the old 
restoration, which separated the boar from the scene on the front 
panel, he believed it was a misunderstood excerpt of the !gural 
scheme on the Delphi revetments. Lowenstam (2008, p."197n32) 
disagrees that there is a connection between the boar and the 
deer. 

 77. Amandry 1962, pp."48ff., !g."1, pls. 6 –  9. 
 78. For other East Greek works, see ibid., p."54, pls. 14.2, 15.4.  

The four Etrurian examples are a bronze sheet from Castel San 
Mariano (Brown 1960, p."83, pl."XXIXe; Amandry 1962, p."54n125; 
Höck mann 1982, p."79, pl."38.2); a bucchero vase in Chiusi 
(Amandry 1962, p."54n126; Batignani 1965, p."144, !g."1; Donati 
1968, p."338, no."106; Nardi 1997, p."454n29); a brazier from 
Cerveteri (Nardi 1997, pp."451ff., no."2, !g."3; Pieraccini 2003, 
pp."130 – 31, !g."82); and a black-!gure amphora of the La Tolfa 
Group (Gaultier 1987, p."210n7).

 79. Amandry 1962, p."54 and n. 128 (British Museum B.102, 23). 
 80. Ibid., pp."52 –  53 and nn. 117 –  22. 
 81. Ibid., p."54 (with bibliography in nn. 123 –  24), and see also Cook 

1999, p."80, no."6. 
 82. Akurgal 1949, pp."52 –  53, pls. 27a, 29, 33b, 35 (with further refer-

ences to Greece and Phrygia); Akurgal 1968, pp."43, 60 –  61, 
!gs."24 –  29, pl."37. 

 83. For Rhodes, see Schiering 1957, pl."15.1.3, cited by Höckmann 
1982, p."118 and n. 625; for Corinth and areas with ties to Corinth, 
see ibid. 

 84. Brown 1960, pp."103 –  4 and n. 3. 
 85. Bonaudo 2004, p."65. In hydria no."15 it is Maia. 
 86. The motif appears on the amphora of the Amsterdam Painter 

(ca."650 B.C.; Martelli Cristofani 1987, p."4, !gs."7, 10), a pair of 
amphorae from Trevignano Romano (630 –  600"B.C.; Colonna 
1985, p."245, no."9.3, ills. p."247); a tintinnabulum from Bologna 
(ca. 600"B.C.; Morigi Govi 1971), and a bronze statuette in the 
British Museum, London (ca."600"B.C.; Bonfante 1975 and 2003, 
pp."186 –  87, !g."95).

 87. For the Isis Tomb at Vulci, see Bonfante 1975 and 2003, pp."47 –  48, 
188 –  89, !g."99. Bonfante compares this mantle to the one Thetis 
wears on the front panel of the chariot and suggests that its form is 
less in#uenced by artistic conventions; in the rendering of the 
actual garment, the two front hems would have been applied 
separately. For the Vix krater, see Bonfante 1975 and 2003, 
pp."186 –  87, !g."97; and Rolley 2003, pp. 88 – 89, 116 – 17, pls. 5, 
106, 107.

 88. Krauskopf 1976, p."323, pl."XLII.4, and 1988, pp."341, 353 no."64. 
 89. For the columen and mutulus(?) plaques from Murlo, see Neils 

1976, pp."20ff., nos. 30, 29, pls. 10.3, 10.1; and Winter 2009, 
pp."192, 191, 193, nos. 3.D.9.A, 3.D.9.B, !gs."3.24, 3.25. For the 
ante!xes, see Neils 1976, pp."7 –  18, groups A –  E, and miscella-
neous, pls. 1 –  9; and Winter 2009, pp."172ff., no."3.C.2.A, !g."3.8, 
170, !g."3.3.4. For the ante!x from Vulci, see Sgubini Moretti 
2003, p."10, !g."2; Sgubini Moretti and Ricciardi 2004, no. 1.c.1, 
and 2006, p."103, figs."10.4, 10.6; and Winter 2009, p."159,  
roof 3.9. 

 90. Höckmann 1982, pls. 11, 12,1, enclosure 2. For the diverse opin-
ions on dating, see note 131 below.

 91. See Pairault-Massa 1993, especially pp."130 –  31, !gs."11, 12. 
 92. Phillips 1983, !gs."1 –  31; Winter 2009, pp."193 –  94, no."3.D.10, 

!gs."3.26 –  3.28, dated 580 –  575"B.C.

 93. Bonamici 1997, p."189. 
 94. Banti 1966, pp."372 –  73, no."3, !g."1/b, pl."LXXIII. 
 95. Kardara 1978, p."68, !g."6. 
 96. For the basic literature on the vase, see Beazley 1956, p."76, 

and 1971, pp."29 –  30; Cristofani 1981a; and Lowenstam 2008,  
pp."20 –  27. 

 97. See Rizzo 1983. Rizzo attributes too late a date to the Monteleone 
chariot. 

 98. Emiliozzi 1996b, pp."25 –  26, !g."3 (note, though, that here the 
draftsman incorrectly included the tail of the lion in the proper left 
frieze and because of this error the ram seems to have a long tail). 

 99. See Stibbe 2000. According to Stibbe (p."27 and n. 2), this type was 
the subject of early experimentation around 600"B.C. before 
becoming canonical. 

 100. Hill 1958, nos. 20, 21, pl. 50, !g. 9, pl. 51, !g. 6; Rolley 1982, 
pp."87ff., pls. XXXIX, XLIII, !gs."184, 185, 195 –  97 (from Novi Pazar).

 101. See note 100 above and Stibbe 2000, pp."48 –  49, no."18, !g."32; 
Vasić 2003, pp."130ff., !gs."89, 90. 

 102. On exportation, see Vasić 2003, pp."129ff., and Stibbe 2003, 
p."135. For the !nds in Laconia dating from the third quarter of the 
sixth century"B.C., see Rolley 1982, p."36, nos. 1 –  3 (with bibliog-
raphy); for their chronology, see also Stibbe 2000, pp."45 –  46, 
nos. 14, 17. 

 103. For the originality of the Laconian group, see Rolley 1982, p."37 
and n. 52. Johannowsky (1974, pp."17 –  20) proposes Samian 
mediation in the diffusion of Laconian products, and Bellelli 
(2006, p."93) af!rms that this proposal is valid.

 104. Stibbe 2000, pp."21ff., nos. 2 –  4, 8, 10, 11, with !gures, dating 
from 575 –  555 to 555 –  540"B.C. (later examples were omitted 
from this list).

 105. In the context of the second half of the sixth century"B.C., see 
Lo"Porto 1977 –  79 (with earlier bibliography) and Guzzo 1992, 
pp."36, 255 –  56, no."103. See also note 29 above.

 106. Bonamici 1997, p."190. Höckman (1982, p."118 with n. 624) main-
tains it was made in Magna Graecia; Guzzo (1992, pp."36, 255 –  
56, no."103) suggests manufacture either in the Peloponnese or 
locally in Metapontum. Because of the Ionian features, Furt wängler 
(1905, p."10, and 1913b, pp."16, 29, pl."1) had already compared 
the helmet to those of the electrum !sh-shaped shield emblem 
from Vettersfelde and the deer from Kul Oba.

 107. The comparison, already made in Bonfante 1975, pp."47 –  48, and 
Brendel 1978, p."151, is repeated in Bonamici 1997, p."189. Zevi 
(1969, p."48) suggests a Rhodian origin or at least roots, and 
Bonamici (1997, p."189) agrees. 

 108. For kouroi from Naukratis, see Höckmann 1982, p."119 and 
n."632, citing Richter 1970a, nos."28, 58, 82. For vases from 
Rhodes, see Höckmann 1982, p."119 and n."632, citing Higgins 
1959, pp."14ff., nos."1608 –  12, and also Bonamici 1997, p."189, 
citing Ducat 1966, p."51, pl."VII.4. 

 109. Ducat 1966, pp."113 –  14, type"A and type"B, pls."XV.6, XV.7 (eagle 
heads), p."149, nos. 1, 2, pl."XXII.6 (boar heads), p."100, II, type"A, 
nos."1, 2, pl."XIII.7 (recumbent rams). 

 110. See Bonamici 1997, p."189, referring to Yalouri 1972 and Brize 1985. 
 111. Brown (1960, pp."110 –  12) attributes the sphyrelaton and the 

infundibulum to a workshop in inner Etruria. Höckmann (1982, 
pp."62 –  64, under nos. 24, 25, sphyrelaton, !gs."43, 44, pl."34, and 
pp."119 –  20) discusses the similarities and differences between the 
heads of the kouroi, the sphyrelata, and the infundibulum and 
suggests that the last was a Greek work from Campania (a theory 
Canciani 1984 does not accept). Neither this worthy work nor any 
of the earlier or later literature has a photograph of the second 
female face, which is not the same as the !rst. For Johannowsky 
(1983, p." 72) the infundibulum is East Greek (although his  
chronology is excessively early). Bellelli (2006, pp."41ff., under 
no."1, infundibulum, pl."XII) again takes up an examination of the 
pieces (with the exception of the second sphyrelaton) and  
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suggests that they were all made by Etruscans but with south 
Ionic"in#uence; the workshop might have been in inner Etruria 
and the infundibulum might date to around 565 –  550"B.C. I would 
like to emphasize —  reinforcing Höckmann’s earlier impression —  
that the faces of the kouroi on the Monteleone chariot are clearly 
different from the other two in the treatment of the hair on 
their"foreheads (which are broader), the treatment of the upper 
lip, the distance between the eyes, and especially the handling 
of"the eyeball (which is large and protrudes beyond the eyelids). 
If there are similarities, they are with the face of the second 
sphyrelaton, which unfortunately is in too fragmentary a condi-
tion to judge. 

 112. Richter 1970a, p."93, !g."364. 
 113. Ibid., pp."56 –  57, no."26, !gs."123 –  25, and see also Mitten in 

Mitten and Doeringer 1968, p."51, no."33 (with further bibliogra-
phy). 

 114. See Mitten in Mitten and Doeringer 1968, p."52, no."34, which 
cites other very similar examples. 

 115. Romualdi 1998, pp."367 –  78, pls. CV –  CVII. 
 116. References in note 61 above. 
 117. For Sardis, see Winter 1993, pp."236 –  37 (dated 560 –  550"B.C. 

with later versions at Miletus and Gordion); and Winter 2009, 
p."398 (for later Etruscan examples that depend on them). 

 118. Bonamici 1997, p."189. 
 119. Orvieto: in a roundabout way Martelli Cristofani 1983, pp."27, 29. 

Orvieto or Vulci: Höckmann 1982, pp."118 –  20. Vulci: Emiliozzi 
1996a, p."337; Bonamici 1997, p."190. Bellelli (2006, pp."51 –  54) 
argues against Vulci. Riis (1998, pp."103 – 4) remains convinced 
that the old hypothesis about Chiusi is correct. 

 120. For the !rst hypothesis, see Höckmann 1982, pp."118 –  20 (who at 
the time believed it !ltered through Campania) and then the 
majority of scholars through Lowenstam 2008, pp."128 –  39. For 
the second, see Bonamici 1997, p."190. The third, attractive, 
hypothesis was advanced by Höckmann in 2005, in an illuminat-
ing discussion of the origins of high relief in the large Etruscan 
repoussé bronzes of the sixth century"B.C. 

 121. For the engravings, see Emiliozzi 1996a, pp."335ff., and 1997d, 
p."183 (at that time, before tests were done in the course of the 
recent restoration, I believed erroneously that the artist traced his 
lines beginning at the farthest point and working toward himself); 
followed by Bonamici 1997, p."189, where the comparison with 
the engraving technique used in the equine pectoral (prosternid-
ion) from Samos does not seem pertinent to me. For repoussé, see 
Höckmann 2005, pp."314ff., in which she updated her statements 
of 1982. 

 122. Höckmann 2005, pp."314 –  15, !gs."1 –  3.
 123. The lists of the “errors” in the execution of the reliefs is a recurrent 

motif in the literature (see, for instance, Hampe and Simon 1964, 
pp."53 –  67), and this preamble to any discussion of the chariot 
(Höckmann 1982, p."118; Lowenstam 2008, pp."130ff.) debases 
its artistic level. 

 124. Amandry 1962, p."46n72.
 125. Pasquier 2000, p."387. 
 126. Cristofani 1985b, pp."289 –  90, no."111, ills. p."217. 
 127. This suggestion was made by me (Emiliozzi 1996a) and Bonamici 

(1997). Bellelli (2006, pp."41 –  54) does not agree in his in-depth 
study of the famous infundibulum with the head of a bearded 
man from Capua, where he reviews the hypotheses offered in all 
the preceding literature on the group of laminated and repoussé 
bronzes from Castel di San Mariano and Monteleone di Spoleto. 
But Martelli Cristofani (1988, p."27) showed that Vulci was the 
primary location in Etruria for other types of manufacture and that 
in the second half of the sixth century"B.C. various kinds of skilled 
artisans from eastern Greece settled there, giving rise to a decora-
tive arts tradition that met the demand of aristocratic consumers 
and “contributed decisively to the formation of a local !gural cul-

ture.” I believe that the master of the Monteleone chariot must 
have arrived at the very beginning of this phenomenon.

 128. It is important to remember that the cast bronze eagle head !nial 
at the end of the pole was attributed to Chiusi by Haynes (1985, 
p."254, no."24, ill. p."154) and that most scholars share this opinion 
(see Colonna 1996a, p."347, n."51, !g."8; Buranelli 1997, p."202, 
!g."9; Buranelli and Sannibale 1998, pp."350 –  51, !gs."191, 182; 
and Bellelli 2006, p."74). Even if this piece was made in Chiusi, 
that does not mean that the entire chariot was made there, espe-
cially given the fact that similar accessories were interchangeable 
and could have circulated in the ancient marketplace beyond 
where the chariots themselves were made. I have already made 
this suggestion (in Emiliozzi 1992) for the cast bronze terminals on 
the chassis of the Orientalizing chariot from the Bernardini Tomb 
in Praeneste, and this eagle only strengthens that hypothesis. 
Haynes dated it to 600 –  550"B.C., but that was before the chariot 
itself had been examined during the most recent campaign to 
restore and reconstruct it (Emiliozzi 1997e), and Colonna’s rea-
sons for suggesting it was made in Chiusi permit an early dating. 
I would suggest that this piece was acquired somewhere else for 
a chariot made and decorated in Vulci just before the creation of 
the Monteleone chariot.

 129. Buranelli 1995, pp."105ff.; Colonna 1996a, p."348n54, and, for the 
fragments of a quadriga from Via Appia Antica, pp."349 –  50.

 130. Höckmann (1982, pp."107 –  11) suggests that it was made in Chiusi. 
She is followed by, among others, Martelli Cristofani 1984, p."182, 
Haynes 1985, p."114, Bruni 2002, pp."35ff., and indirectly also by 
Maggiani 2007, p."95. Riis (1998, pp."103 –  4) said that after read-
ing Höckmann’s 1982 book he was convinced that almost all the 
bronzes from Castel San Mariano are North Etruscan and either 
Perusine or perhaps more likely Clusine. The small cast bronze 
lion might be an exception (Höckmann 1982, p."82, no."37, 
pl."45.3,4). 

 131. Höckmann (1982, pp."40 –  42), followed by a majority of scholars, 
dates it to 560"B.C.; Bruni (2002, pp."36 –  39) dates it to 580 –  
575" B.C. Maggiani (2007) thinks it should be dated after  
580 –  570"B.C., that is, after the Paolozzi Sheets.

 132. See Sgubini Moretti 2003, p."10, !g."2; Sgubini Moretti and 
Ricciardi 2006, p."103, !gs."10.4 and 10.6; and Winter 2009, 
p."159, roof 3.9.

 133. My hypothesis is not different from Maggiani’s opinion (2007, 
p."95) that in the case of the oldest of the Paolozzi Sheets of 
Clusine manufacture, a group of workers came to Chiusi from 
southern Etruria, perhaps from Vulci, and in#uenced the artists 
who made the cart from Castel San Mariano. Nor does it contrast 
with Höckmann’s (2005) suggestion that the introduction of a 
high-relief technique by eastern Greek craftsmen occurred in a 
bronze workshop that was organized ad hoc and commissioned 
to create a large work that could not be accomplished by a single 
metalsmith. This hypothesis seems to !t the sequence of work on 
the sheets for our chariot (see Section III.C), except that that work 
is moved a decade or two back.

 134. On parade chariots as gifts, see Colonna 1985, p."242.
 135. Leach (1991, pp."185ff.) made a count based on Beazley 1956.
 136. For the (generally accepted) dating to about the mid-sixth century 

B.C., see Richter 1953, text to pls. XII.16a –  d, XII.17a –  b, XXXVIII.16, 
17; and Leach 1991, pp."185 –  86, nos. 3.20, 3.21. 

 137. Brendel (1978, p."452n17) dates the chariot reliefs to 560 –  550"B.C. 
because of the lack of drapery folds in the clothing. Maggiani 
(2007, p."92, n."594) accepts this date. 

N OT E S  TO  S E C T I O N  I V  ( PAG E S  6 3 – 6 4 )

 1. Emiliozzi 1997c.
 2. See Section"III, note 10.
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N OT E S  TO  S E C T I O N  V  ( PAG E S  6 5 –  1 0 5 )

 1. The evidence comes from the ivory inlay from the panther’s eye 
that is preserved in the Museo Archeologico in Florence (see 
Figure"I.13).

 2. This observation was made keeping in mind that the base of the 
panel is more curved than it was originally, the reason for which is 
explained in Section IV.A.

 3. I am indebted to Kendra Roth for this information. She and I exam-
ined this piece very carefully in order to establish the degree of 
slope in the !rst section of the pole.

 4. Brown 1973 – 74, pp."60ff.; Cristofani 1987, p."104, !g."18; Torelli 
1992, pp."258 – 86, !g."10.

 5. The rear of the panel seems to have been cut off even in the old 
photographs taken in 1902, before the chariot arrived in New York 
(see Figures"I.18 – I.20).

 6. Until Emiliozzi 1991; see Sections I.G and II.
 7. Martelli Cristofani 1979, p."78, discusses these types of holes in 

Etruscan ivory plaques.
 8. Without the assistance of X-rays, I was wrong in my earlier belief 

(Emiliozzi 1997d, p."78) that the felloe was made up of a single 
bent branch.

 9. In examining the ivory fragments presented in this catalogue I 
received valuable assistance from Anibal Rodriguez, Senior Museum 
Technician in the Division of Anthropology at the American 
Museum of Natural History in New York, and from his report to 
Joan R. Mertens dated February"11, 2005.

 10. See note 9 above.
 11. As they do, for example, on the gorgoneion on the probably 

Laconian handle datable to the early sixth century B.C. published in 
Mitten and Doeringer 1968, p."76, no."71, which except for the curly 
hair on the forehead is fairly close to the one on the shield here. 

 12. Morini 1904, p."7.
 13. We can exclude a modern adhesive because this fragment had not 

before now been included in the restorations of the chariot.
 14. Emiliozzi 1991.
 15. The very small splinters that came from the #aking of the fragments 

have been deliberately omitted from Figure"V.89.
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Pommels have been an essential component of swords 
and daggers since at least the third millennium B.C.1 
Though sometimes purely decorative, a pommel usu-

ally serves to keep the hand from sliding off the end of a 
weapon’s grip and acts as a counterweight to offset the 
blade, making a properly balanced sword or dagger feel 
light and maneuverable in the hand. As part of a weapon 
that was often worn or carried in a prominent position, the 
pommel was frequently decorated, sometimes in the round 
and very elaborately. Pommels can be made of gold, silver, 
bronze and other copper alloys, bone, ivory, horn, rock 
crystal, or iron. They can be wrought, chiseled, carved, or 
cast; embellished with a wide range of materials, including 
gold and silver, precious and semiprecious stones, and glass; 
and decorated in a variety of metalworking techniques such 
as gilding, inlay, damascening, chasing, chiseling, inset 
plaques, and enamels (both champlevé and cloisonné). 

The basic components of a typical European sword or 
dagger from the early Middle Ages onward consist of a 
blade with an integral tang (a narrow, unsharpened iron 
shank that extends from the base, or shoulders, of the blade 
and is made in one piece with it), a guard, a grip, and a 
pommel. The last three elements — guard, grip, and pom-
mel — are collectively referred to as the hilt. Each part of the 
hilt has a central opening through which the tang is inserted. 
Usually the tang is visible only when the sword or dagger is 
disassembled or its grip is missing. To !t the blade and hilt 
elements together, the guard is slid over the tang until it rests 
against the shoulders of the blade; the guard is followed by 
the grip, and !nally the pommel. In most cases the tip of the 
tang protrudes from a hole at the top of the pommel and is 
peened, or hammered "at, locking the components of the 
hilt and the blade solidly together. In this way the pommel 
not only balances but also unites the entire weapon.

It was not uncommon for a sword or dagger to be disas-
sembled and reassembled more than once during its work-
ing lifetime, either for repair or replacement of damaged or 
lost parts, or for alterations to keep up with changes in style 
or fashion. During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 
moreover, when antique edged weapons were actively 
acquired for both their aesthetic and their historical qualities, 
parts of swords and daggers were often mixed and matched 
by dealers, restorers, and private collectors. Conse quently, 

Sword and Dagger Pommels Associated with the Crusades  
Part I

D O N A L D  J .  L A  R O C C A
Curator, Arms and Armor, The Metropolitan Museum of Art

1. Detail of an illumination from the Morgan Picture Bible (fol. 33r), 
Old Testament miniatures, France, ca. 1250. The Pierpont Morgan 
Library, New York, Purchased by John Pierpont Morgan (1865 –1943) 
in 1916 (MS M.638). The miniature shows the armor and weapons 
typical of the period of the Crusades. Note particularly the variety of 
sword and dagger pommels. 
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2. Sword and dagger pom-
mels. Probably French, 
12th – 13th century. Copper 
alloy, enamel, and iron. The 
Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, Lent by Laird and 
Kathleen Landmann, 2007 
(top row: L.2007.86.2 –8; 
second row from top: 
L.2007.86.9 –15; third row 
from top: L.2007.86.16 –22;  
bottom row: L.2007.86.23 –26, 
L.2011.47). All photographs 
of the pommels in the 
group are by Juan Trujillo, 
Photograph Studio, MMA.

although many complete swords and daggers reside in pub-
lic and private collections today, very few retain all of their 
original elements. In addition, detached pommels were 
regularly collected as individual pieces in the context  
of larger arms and armor collections; the Metro politan 
Museum’s Department of Arms and Armor, for instance, 
includes more than 130 detached European sword and dag-
ger pommels ranging in date from the ninth to the nine-
teenth century. 

Included among these is a rare group of pommels that 
can be associated with the Crusades. The group is signi!-
cant because although tens of thousands of European 
knights and men at arms took part in the nine Crusades that 
occurred between 1095 and 1272 and lived for generations 
in the Holy Land, very few weapons and only small frag-
ments of armor survive today that can reasonably be con-
nected to the Crusades (see Figure#1).  

All the pommels under consideration here appear to be 
French and are attributable to the twelfth or thirteenth cen-

tury on the basis of their known histories, style, and decora-
tion. While some may be large enough for use as sword 
pommels, most appear more appropriate for mounting on 
daggers or knives. The nucleus of this study is a group of 
twenty-six pommels and one dagger, all but one of which 
are said to have been acquired by local dealers in and 
around Israel over a period of several years (Figures#2, 3, 
and see Figure 30). Most of these pieces have been on long-
term loan to the Metropolitan Museum from the collection 
of Laird and Kathleen Landmann since 2007.2 Three closely 
related pommels also exist in the permanent collection of 
the Arms and Armor Department of the Metropolitan 
Museum (see Figures 4 and 10; the third is MMA 
29.158.680). Working from this selection of pommels, 
which appears to be the largest of its kind, some initial 
observations can now be made regarding their types, deco-
ration, materials, and origins. 

The majority of these pommels take the form a disk with 
a deeply scalloped perimeter.3 They vary in size from about 
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7⁄8 to 1 7⁄8 inches (2.1 to 4.8 cm) in diameter, and 3⁄8 to 5⁄8 
inches (1 to 1.6 cm) in depth, and the number of scallops 
ranges from twelve (on the larger pommels) to eight (on the 
smaller examples). Many have decoration highlighted in 
champlevé enamel that features heraldic animals and insig-
nia and "oral and other motifs. They are thick walled, but 
hollow cast rather than solid. 

Also included in the group, but fewer in number, are 
pommels that are lozenge shaped, with a distinct medial 
ridge running from top to bottom; pierced pommels that are 
crownlike in shape; a crescent-shaped pommel; a pommel 
in the form of a cross "eury; and a dagger with a cross "eury 
pommel.4 In 2007 two of the pommels — a scalloped disk 
and a lozenge type — were examined using X-ray "uores-
cence spectroscopy (XRF).5 In 2011 the entire group was 
analyzed in greater detail by Pete Dandridge and Mark 
Wypyski, with interesting results (see Part II).

Standing apart from this group in terms of its shape,  
but extremely important as perhaps the best example of a 

thirteenth-century pommel bearing Crusader heraldry, is a 
sword pommel in the Metropolitan’s collection decorated in 
champlevé enamel with the coat of arms of Pierre de Dreux, 
called Mauclerc (1191 – 1250), duke of Brittany and Earl of 
Richmond (Figure#4). Dreux was captured, along with King 
Louis IX of France and several other high-ranking noble-
men, at the battle of al-Mansura in Egypt on February 8, 
1250, during the Seventh Crusade. Sometime after the 
 battle, he was ransomed and released, but he died during 
the return journey to France.6 Pierre de Dreux’s tomb ef!gy, 
now lost but well recorded in a seventeenth-century engrav-
ing (Figure#5), shows him in armor and equipped with a 
sword !tted with a pommel very similar, if not identical, to 
this one, including the heraldic decoration, which is ren-
dered more fully on the duke’s shield.7 The Museum’s pom-
mel is made of almost pure copper, with traces of gold and 
mercury indicating that it was gilt overall in the areas not 
covered by the enameling.8 Like most of the pommels in the 
group under study, this example was acquired in former 

3. Reverse sides of the 
sword and dagger pommels 
in Figure 2
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Crusader territory. According to its donor, Louis J. Cartier of 
Paris, it was purchased in the Damascus bazaar in the late 
1920s. Cartier gave the pommel to the Museum in 1938.

There are nineteen scalloped disk pommels in the Land-
mann group and one (see Figure#10) among the related 
works in the Museum’s permanent collection. On each of 
these the individual scallops bordering the perimeter are 
decorated with a small trefoil motif, while the center bears 
one of a variety of symbols, some of which are clearly heral-
dic. Only one of these heraldic symbols is tentatively iden-
ti!able at this time, however. The pommel it appears on 
(Figure#6) is decorated in champlevé enamel on one side 
with a Toulouse cross, which was the emblem of the counts 
of Toulouse, who ruled Tripoli, one of the major Crusader 
states, from 1109 to 1289.9 The coat of arms on the reverse 
consists of a shield with a blue chevron, six-pointed stars in 
the upper right and left corners, and a teardrop motif in the 
center of the lower portion, beneath the chevron. This pre-
sumably constitutes the arms of one of the counts, a mem-
ber of their family, or one of their retainers. 

Another of the Landmann scalloped pommels (Figure#7) 
bears a crowned lion passant-gardant with traces of blue, 
red, and white enamel. On the reverse is a shield charged 
with nested chevronels (chevronny) alternating in blue 
enamel and bare metal, with the borders further highlighted 
in red and blue enamel. Very similar crowned lions passant-
gardant are found on other pommels in the group, although 
each of these objects has a different emblem on the reverse. 
One Landmann pommel (Figure#8) has a shield with a !eld 
bendy, or a series of eight diagonal lines, or bendlets, on 
which there are traces of colored enamel. Another example 
with the same decoration front and back was until recently 
in the Rockefeller Archaeological Museum in Jerusalem (Fig-
ure#9).10 One of the three Metropolitan Museum pommels 
(Figure#10) shows a shield with a lion passant on a bend 
azure. Two more examples that were acquired in Beirut 
by Gustave Schlumberger (1844 – 1929), the noted French 
numismatist and historian of the Crusades, are in the Musée 
de Cluny, Paris.11 On one (Figure#11) the lion is nearly identi-
cal in its form and details to the lion in Figure#7. The reverse 
bears a triangular shield charged with a tree formed of three 
symmetrically arranged leafy branches. On the other Cluny 
pommel (Figure#12) the lion is leaner and more anatomical, 
its tail is more elaborate, and its crown shows three distinct 
tines. The reverse has a variation of the triple-towered castle 
design that decorates some of the Landmann pommels. The 
Musée de l’Armée, Paris, owns another lion passant-gardant 
pommel (Figure#13) that might be associated with the Cru-
sades.12 It is said to have been found in a tomb in Charente, 
in the Poitou region of western France. Charente was part 
of the duchy of Aquitaine, ruled in the twelfth century by 
Eleanor of Aquitaine (1122 – 1204), who accompanied her 

4. Sword pommel of Pierre de Dreux (obverse and reverse). French, ca.#1250. Copper, gold, enamel, 
and iron; Diam.#2 3⁄8#in. (6#cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Louis J. Cartier, 1938 (38.60)

5. Tomb of Pierre de Dreux (1191 – 1250), Church of Saint-Yved 
de#Braine. From a drawing executed between 1670 and 1715 by  
Louis Boudan for the antiquarian Roger de Gaignières. Bibliothèque 
Nationale de France, Paris, Cabinet des Estampes (Est., Rés. Pe 1, 
fol.#98)
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6. Pommel with a Toulouse cross (obverse), probably that of the Saint-Gilles 
family, which ruled as counts of Tripoli from 1102 to 1289, and a coat of arms 
(reverse). Probably French, 12th – 13th century. Copper alloy and enamel, 
Diam.#1 5⁄8#in. (4.1#cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Lent by Laird and 
Kathleen Landmann, 2007 (L.2007.86.7) 

7. Pommel with a crowned lion passant-gardant (obverse) and a chevronny design 
(reverse). Copper alloy, enamel, and iron; Diam.#1 7⁄8#in. (4.8#cm). Probably French, 
12th – 13th century. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Lent by Laird and Kathleen 
Landmann, 2007 (L.2007.86.8)

8. Pommel with a crowned lion passant-gardant (obverse) and a bendy design 
(reverse). Probably French, 12th – 13th century. Copper alloy and enamel, 
Diam.#1 1⁄2#in. (3.8#cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Lent by Laird and 
Kathleen Landmann, 2007 (L.2007.86.6)

10. Pommel with a crowned lion passant-gardant (obverse) and a lion passant on  
a bend azure (reverse). Probably French, 12th – 13th century. Copper alloy and 
enamel, Diam.#1 5⁄8#in. (4.1#cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Bashford Dean 
Memorial Collection, funds from various donors, 1929 (29.158.685)

11. Pommel with a crowned lion passant-gardant (obverse) and a tree within a 
shield (reverse). French, 13th century. Copper alloy and enamel, Diam.#1 5⁄8#in. 
(4.1#cm). Musée National du Moyen Âge –  Thermes et Hôtel de Cluny, Paris 
(CL.21584)

9. Pommel with a crowned lion passant (obverse) and a shield with a !eld bendy 
(reverse). Probably French, 12th–13th century. Formerly Rockefeller Archaeological 
Museum, Jerusalem. Present location unknown
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13. Pommel with a crowned lion passant-gardant (obverse) and an indistinct heraldic 
shield (reverse). French, 12th – 13th century. Copper alloy and enamel, Diam.#ca.#1 7⁄8#in. 
(4.8#cm). Musée de l’Armée, Paris (JPO 1374)

husband, Louis VII (1121 – 1180), to the Holy Land during 
the Second Crusade (1145 – 49). Their entourage included 
many noblemen from Eleanor’s own lands.13 

Two of the Crusader pommels in the Landmann group 
are adorned with a distinctive triple-towered castle or 
citadel.14 The obverse of the !rst (Figure#14) is very simi-
lar to the reverse of the Cluny example in Figure 12; it 
shows on its reverse a shield charged with a concentri-
cally coiled leafy vine or branch.  On the reverse of the 
other (Figure#15) is what appears to be a stylized tree with 
symmetrically spread branches. Two pommels of this type, 
with the triple-towered castle design, were illustrated and 
discussed in nineteenth-century publications. One bears 
on its reverse a shield charged bendy (as on Figure#8), 
the other, a grif!n passant. The !rst (now lost) was pur-
chased in about 1873 by the French archaeologist Charles 
Clermont-Ganneau (1846 – 1923) from a goldsmith in the 
bazaar in the Palestinian city of Nablus.15 The pommel with 
a grif!n (Figure#16) is in the Musée de Cluny and was also 
acquired by Gustave Schlumberger, who described it as 
“having been sent to him from Syria#.#.#.#, found in the sands 
near the sea, in the vicinity of Saïda, the former Sidon, 
Sagète, Sayette, or Sagette of the period of the Crusades.”16 
The leading expert of the day on coinage and seals of the 
Crusading era, Schlumberger pointed out that the triple-
towered castle emblem was perhaps the most commonly 
used insignia in the Holy Land and could be found on the 
coinage of Henry II of Cyprus, the counts of Tripoli and 
Ibelin, the lords of Baruth, Monfort, and Toron, the princes 
of Tyre, the counts of Arsur and Jaffa, and others.17 

In 1881 Clermont-Ganneau obtained another pommel of 
the scalloped disk type in Jerusalem. Its present where-
abouts are unknown, but an 1885 reproduction indicates 
that it was virtually identical in form and decoration to one 
of the Landmann pommels (Figure#17).18 The center of the 

obverse displays a motif that may represent a tree with 
spread branches, or perhaps a stylized image of a descend-
ing bird with spread wings, possibly emblematic of the Holy 
Spirit in the form of a dove, a familiar image in Christian art 
that is mentioned in various passages of the New Testament, 
including all four Gospels.19 The design on the reverse can 
also be interpreted as a stylized descending dove. A smaller 
pommel in the group (Figure#18) has the same images on its 
obverse and reverse.20

The last of the larger twelve-lobe scalloped pommels in 
the Landmann group (Figure#19) matches the others in form, 
scale, and design, but it is the sole example with the same 
decorative motif on both sides, in this case a heraldic shield 
charged with narrow vertical stripes (paly) alternately deco-
rated with blue enamel. This pommel is also different in 
that, unlike the others, it was reportedly found in Bristol, 
England, rather than the Holy Land.

Two of the small scalloped disk pommels (Figure#20) are 
decorated with a spread eagle looking left.21 Of the eight 
remaining small scalloped disk pommels, three bear indis-
tinct stylized animals (Figure#21), two (Figure#22) show a 
curled-leaf motif perhaps related to that on the reverse of 
the triple-towered castle pommel (Figure#14), and two have 
a version of the spread-branches motif (Figure#23).

Each of the scalloped disk pommels has a square or rect-
angular hole in the center of its bottom edge and a corre-
sponding but smaller round hole at the top to accommodate 
the tip of the tang. Portions of tang, impacted and rusted in 
place, remain in several of the pommels.22 In addition, three 
of them have another small, round hole one-third to one-
half of the way up from the bottom on one side, perhaps to 
anchor the end of a retaining chain or wrist cord.23

Three of the lozenge-shaped pommels in the Landmann 
group are notable for their unusual !gural ornament. Two 
(Figure#24) are incised with a simple but lively image of a 

12. Pommel with a crowned lion passant-gardant (obverse) and a triple-towered 
castle (reverse). French, 13th century. Copper alloy and enamel; Diam.#1 7⁄8#in. 
(4.8#cm). Musée National du Moyen Âge –  Thermes et Hôtel de Cluny, Paris 
(CL.21583)
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15. Pommel with a triple-towered castle (obverse) and a treelike motif (reverse). 
Probably French, 12th – 13th century. Copper alloy, enamel, and iron; Diam.#1 1⁄8#in. 
(2.9#cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Lent by Laird and Kathleen Landmann, 
2007 (L.2007.86.18)

grif!n passant and a crowned lion passant, respectively; 
and both have the same form of "eur-de-lis, with a knop and 
"ared foot as the base, incised on the reverse. On the third 
(Figure#25), a man and woman stand facing each other, 
each with one arm akimbo and the other bent at the elbow 
and raised; their pale, off-white skin and blue clothing are 
rendered in champlevé enamel. The reverse of this pommel 
bears a representation, almost certainly heraldic, of a curved 
hunting horn with a looped-and-tasseled suspension cord 
executed in red champlevé enamel. A fourth Landmann 
lozenge pommel is decorated with a simply incised cross 
pattée concave (L.2007.86.26; Figure 2, bottom row).

Three pommels in the group are of differing shapes. One 
(Figure#26) is essentially heart shaped with a short tab or 
post extending from the center top. It is decorated on both 
sides with a grif!n passant, possibly beneath a patriarchal 
cross, and has traces of enamel. Another, once forming a 
crescent but now missing one horn (Figure#27), has a tightly 
scrolling leafy vine on one side and an unreadable pattern 

14. Pommel with a triple-towered castle (obverse) and a shield charged with a 
curled vine motif (reverse). Copper alloy and enamel, Diam.#1 3⁄8#in. (3.5#cm). 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Lent by Laird and Kathleen Landmann, 2007 
(L.2007.86.23)

16. Pommel with a triple-towered castle (obverse) and a grif!n passant (reverse). 
French, 13th century. Copper alloy and enamel, Diam.#1 5⁄8#in. (4.1#cm). Musée 
National du Moyen Âge –  Thermes et Hôtel de Cluny, Paris (CL.21585)

17. Pommel with what might be a tree with spread branches or a descending 
dove (obverse and reverse). Copper alloy, enamel, and iron; Diam.#1 1⁄8#in. (3#cm). 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Lent by Laird and Kathleen Landmann, 2007 
(L.2007.86.13)

18. Pommel with what might be a tree with spread branches or a descending 
dove (obverse and reverse). Copper alloy and enamel, Diam.#7⁄8#in. (2.3#cm), 
D.#3⁄8#in. (1.1#cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Lent by Laird and Kathleen 
Landmann, 2007 (L.2007.86.14) 
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22. Two pommels with a curled-leaf motif perhaps related to that on the reverse of 
the triple-towered castle pommel (Figure#14). Probably French, 12th – 13th century. 
Copper alloy, enamel, and iron (right only); left: Diam. 7⁄8#in. (2.2#cm), D. 3⁄8#in. 
(1.1#cm), right: Diam.  3⁄4 in. (1.9#cm), D. 1⁄2#in. (1.3#cm). The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, Lent by Laird and Kathleen Landmann, 2007 (L.2007.86.17, 19) 

23. Two pommels with a spread-branches motif. Probably French, 12th – 13th  
century. Copper alloy, enamel, and iron (right only); left: Diam. 7⁄8#in. (2.2#cm),  
D. 3⁄8#in. (1.1#cm), right: Diam.  3⁄4 in. (1.9#cm), D.  3⁄8#in. (1.1#cm). The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, Lent by Laird and Kathleen Landmann, 2007 (L.2007.86.9, 10)

19. Pommel with a heraldic shield charged with 
narrow vertical stripes (paly) alternately decorated 
with blue enamel (obverse and reverse). Copper 
alloy and enamel; Diam. 1 3⁄8#in. (3.5#cm), D. 5⁄8#in. 
(1.4#cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Lent by 
Laird and Kathleen Landmann, 2011 (L.2011.47) 

20. Two pommels with a spread eagle looking left on the obverse. Probably French, 
12th – 13th century. Copper alloy, enamel, and iron (right only); left: Diam.#1#in. 
(2.5#cm), D.#3⁄8#in. (1.1#cm); right: Diam.#7⁄8#in. (2.3#cm), D.#3⁄8#in. (1#cm). The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Lent by Laird and Kathleen Landmann, 2007 
(L.2007.86.12, 21)

21. Three pommels with stylized animals. Probably French, 12th – 13th century. Copper alloy, enamel, and iron; left: Diam. 1  in. 
(2.5#cm), D. 3⁄8#in. (1.1#cm), center: Diam. 7⁄8#in. (2.2#cm), D. 3⁄8#in. (1.1#cm), right: Diam. 1  in. (2.5#cm), D. 1⁄2#in. (1.3#cm).  The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Lent by Laird and Kathleen Landmann, 2007 (L.2007.86.11, 15, 20)
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24. Two lozenge-shaped pommels. Probably French, 12th – 13th century. Copper alloy, enamel, and iron (right only); left, with a grif!n passant (obverse) and a "eur-de-lis 
(reverse): 2#x 1 1⁄4#in. (5.1#x 3.2#cm), right, with a lion passant (obverse) and a "eur-de-lis (reverse): 1 7⁄8#x 1 1⁄8#in. (4.8#x 2.9#cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Lent by  
Laird and Kathleen Landmann, 2007 (L.2007.86.2, 4) 

25. Lozenge-shaped pommel with a man and woman 
(obverse) and a curved hunting horn with a looped-and-
tasseled suspension cord (reverse). Probably French, 
12th – 13th century. Copper alloy, enamel, and iron; 2 1⁄8#x 
1 3⁄8#in. (5.4#x 3.5#cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
Lent by Laird and Kathleen Landmann, 2007 (L.2007.86.3)

26. Heart-shaped  
pommel with a grif!n 
passant (obverse and 
reverse). Probably French, 
12th – 13th century.  Copper 
alloy and enamel, 1 1⁄2#x 
1#in. (3.8#x 2.5#cm). The 
Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, Lent by Laird and 
Kathleen Landmann, 2007 
(L.2007.86.24)

27. Crescent-shaped pommel with a scrolling leafy vine 
(obverse) and a now-illegible pattern (reverse). Probably 
French, 12th – 13th century. Copper alloy and enamel;  
W. 1 3⁄8#in. (3.5#cm), D.#1⁄2#in. (1.3#cm). The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, Lent by Laird and Kathleen Landmann, 
2007 (L.2007.86.5)
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on the other.24 The last pommel is in the form of a pierced 
crownlike block (Figure#28).25 It displays a long-necked bird 
on one face and a shield decorated with diagonal lines 
(bendy sinister) on the other, and on each of the side edges 
a shield divided per saltire, or in an X#pattern. 

One of the detached pommels (Figure#29) and the pom-
mel on the only dagger in the group (Figure#30) are in the 
form of an open cross "eury. The detached pommel is deco-
rated on both sides with a simple starburst motif. The pom-
mel on the dagger is worn but appears to have a descending 
bird on both sides. Although now heavily corroded and 
missing its grip, the dagger retains its key elements —  pom-
mel, guard, and blade — and therefore gives a good impres-
sion of the way most of the pommels in the group would 
originally have been used.

Taken together, these pommels constitute the largest and 
most distinctive group of objects relating to European arms 
and armor that can be convincingly connected with the 
Crusades.26 The key elements of the group as identi!ed here 
include the Landmann pommels, the ex-Schlumberger 
pommels in the Musée de Cluny, the pommels formerly in 
the Ko"er-Truniger and Keir collections speci!cally identi-
!ed as acquired in Jerusalem, and the pommels once owned 
by Clermont-Ganneau. It is reasonable to accept that all 
these objects were made in France and taken to the Holy 
Land in the twelfth or thirteenth century during the course 
of the Crusades. Not only are these works rare and impor-
tant as the remains of Crusader arms, but the decoration of 
many of them offers potential insights into the early devel-
opment and use of heraldry. Given the stylistic similarity of 
most of the pommels, further identi!cation of their heraldic 
decoration with a particular individual or individuals may 
eventually allow them to be dated to a much narrower time 
span, if not to a speci!c Crusade.

28. Crown-shaped pommel with a long-necked bird (obverse), a shield bendy 
sinister (reverse), and shields divided per saltire (side edges). Probably French, 
12th – 13th century. Copper alloy, enamel, and iron; 1 1⁄8#x 1 x#1⁄2#in. (3#x 2.5#x 
1.3#cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Lent by Laird and Kathleen Land-
mann, 2007 (L.2007.86.25)

29. Pommel in the form of an open cross 
"eury decorated with a starburst motif 
(obverse). Probably French, 12th – 13th 
century. Copper alloy, enamel, and iron; 
1 1⁄8#x 1#x 1⁄2 in. (2.9#x 2.5#x 1.3 cm). The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Lent by 
Laird and Kathleen Landmann, 2007 
(L.2007.86.22) 

30. Dagger with a pommel 
in the form of a cross "eury 
decorated with a descending 
bird (obverse and reverse). 
Probably French, 12th –  13th 
century. Copper alloy and 
iron, L.#9 5⁄8#in. (24.4#cm). 
The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, Lent by Laird and 
Kathleen Landmann, 2011 
(L.2011.58)
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N OT E S

 1. See, for instance, Yadin 1963, vol.#1, pp.#140 – 45, and Harding 1989. 
 2. A similar group of twelve pommels were in the collection of E. and 

M. Ko"er-Truniger, Lucerne (Schnitzler, Bloch, and Ratton 1965, 
nos.#E66 – 76), and were later sold as part of the Keir collection 
(Sotheby’s, New York, November 20, 1997, lots 99 – 101). Seven of 
the pommels in the Ko"er-Truniger catalogue are listed as having 
been found in Jerusalem. Two of the pommels, plus a dagger with 
a pommel of the same type, also from the Ko"er-Truniger collec-
tion, were acquired by the Furusiyya Art Foundation (see Noël 
Adams in Scalini et#al. 2008, nos. 21, 22, 33).

 3. The form corresponds generally with pommel type Q in Oakeshott 
1964, p.#99, !g.#68.

 4. For related examples of the last three types, see Adams in Scalini 
et#al. 2008, nos.#21, 20, 22. The crescent-shaped pommels are 
reminiscent of Oakeshott’s type O (1964, p.#99, !g.#67).

 5. The tests were carried out on MMA L.2007.86.7 (Figure#6) and 
L.2007.86.3 (Figure#25) by Mark Wypyski, MMA Department of 
Scienti!c Research, in October 2007.

 6. For a concise discussion of this pommel, see Stuart W. Pyhrr in 
Cardini 2004, p.#175, no. 1, and Grancsay 1939, pp.#211 – 13. 

 7. See Guibert 1911 – 14, pl. I.277, and Adhémar 1974, p.#49, !g.#230.
 8. Based on analysis by Mark Wypyski (report of July 26, 2004). For 

further analysis, see Part II.
 9. On Raymond of Saint-Gilles, count of Toulouse (ca.#1041 – 1105), 

and his efforts to found the County of Tripoli in Lebanon, see 
Runciman 1952, especially pp.#56 – 61, and Boas 1999, pp.#2 – 4, 42. 

 10. The Rockefeller pommel is cited by Boas (1999, p.#174), but its 
present whereabouts are unknown.

 11. Blasco et#al. 2011, no.#18, pp.#22, 118; Schnitzler, Bloch, and 
Ratton 1965, nos. E72, E75. I am grateful to Michel Huynh of the 
Musée National du Moyen Âge, Paris, for providing images and 
information on the Cluny pommels. 

 12. Gay 1928, p.#254 (it was then in the Pauilhac collection, Paris). I 
am grateful to Jean-Paul Sage-Frenay of the Musée de l’Armée for 
information about this pommel’s reported provenance (personal 
communication, August 10, 2010).

 13. For Eleanor’s participation in the Crusade, see Owen 1996, espe-
cially pp.#21 – 28, 104 – 7.

 14. Examples elsewhere include three from the Ko"er-Truniger collec-
tion (Schnitzler, Bloch, and Ratton 1965, nos. E66, E68, E75) and 
a pommel mounted on a sword sold at Sotheby’s Olympia, 
London, December 5, 2002, lot 50. One of the pommels (E68) and 
the sword are now in the Furusiyya Art Foundation (Adams in 
Scalini et#al. 2008, nos. 12, 22). The pommel on the sword, how-
ever, is signi!cantly cruder in its execution than any of the other 
pommels in this study.

 15. In addition, Clermont-Ganneau (1896, pp.#321 – 23) cites the 
Schlumberger pommel with a grif!n and mentions seeing another 

with the same triple-tower and grif!n decoration in the collection 
of M. Gay in Paris. 

 16. “Séance du 6 Mars: Travaux,” Bulletin de la Société Nationale des 
Antiquaires de France, 1878, pp.#75 – 77: “M. Schlumberger donne 
les détails suivants au sujet d’un pommeau de dague du XIIIe 
 siècle, qui lui a été envoyé de Syrie et qui a été trouvé dans  
les sables, au bord de la mer, aux environs de Saïda, l’ancienne 
Sidon, la Sagète, Sayette ou Sagette de l’époque des croisades.”  
It has been suggested that the Cluny pommels may have been 
made in the Middle East, rather than imported from Europe (Blasco 
et#al. 2011, p. 118). This may be the case with the grif!n pommel 
(Figure 16), which differs slightly in quality, form, and style of 
 decoration. The other two Cluny pommels (Figures 11, 12), 
 however, match the rest of the group so closely that they were 
almost certainly also made in France in the twelfth or thirteenth 
century. 

 17. Blasco et al. 2011, p.#76. For examples on seals of the type known 
to Schlum berger, see Schlumberger and Blanchet 1914, pls.#V 
no.#25, XXI nos. 10, 17, 19, and XXVII no.#12; and Schlumberger, 
Chalandon, and Blanchet 1943, pls. VI nos. 2, 3, XV no.#1, XVII 
nos. 1 – 4, 7, 8, and XIX nos. 5 – 7. 

 18. Clermont-Ganneau [1885], p.#171, no.#22, ill.
 19. See, for example, Matthew 13:16, Mark 1:10, Luke 3:22, and John 

14:26.
 20. Another pommel of this type, with the tree or Holy Spirit motif, is 

found on a dagger formerly in the Ko"er-Truniger collection and 
now in the Furusiyya Art Foundation (R-423; Adams in Scalini 
et#al. 2008, no.#33).

 21. Another, with a triple-towered castle on its opposite side, is shown 
in the Keir collection sale catalogue (Sotheby’s, New York, 
November 20, 1997, p.#143, lot 101).

 22. MMA L.2007.86.3, 4, 8, 10, 13, 19– 22.
 23. MMA L.2007.86.8, 16, 23. But see also Part II for the suggestion 

that these holes were for a core pin or plug, part of the casting 
process when the pommels were made.

 24. The original form of this pommel may have been similar, if not 
identical, to Ko"er-Truniger pommel E71, now in the Furusiyya Art 
Foundation (R-621; Adams in Scalini et al. 2008, no.#22).

 25. Another pommel of this same form is MMA 29.158.680. A pommel 
in the Furusiyya Art Foundation (R-620; ibid., no.#21) appears to be 
a cut-down version of L.2007.86.25 (Figure#28). The truncated 
form of the Furusiyya example may be the result of casting "aws 
or modi!cations due to damage.

 26. The only exception would be arrowheads, which have been exca-
vated in great numbers at a few Crusader sites. For the best over-
view of extant European and purportedly European arms and 
armor connected with the Crusades, see Boas 1999, especially 
pp.#170 – 80. 
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Sword and Dagger Pommels Associated with the Crusades 
Part II: A Technical Study

P E T E  DA N D R I D G E
Conservator and Administrator, The Sherman Fairchild Center for Objects Conservation, The Metropolitan Museum of Art

M A R K  T.  W Y P Y S K I
Research Scientist, Department of Scientific Research, The Metropolitan Museum of Art

The upsurge in demand during the Middle Ages for 
ecclesiastical and secular metalwork initiated an 
intense period of creativity for goldsmiths and metal-

workers who were constantly adopting, evolving, and com-
mingling techniques and materials to ful!ll their clients’ 
variable desires. The group of lozenge- and scallop-shaped 
pommels in the collection of Laird and Kathleen Landmann 
and in the Arms and Armor Department at The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art are emblematic of this foment in that they 
exemplify the unique conjunction of two distinct technolo-
gies brought together to satisfy both decorative and func-
tional requirements: champlevé enamel and the casting of 
hollow objects in the round by the lost-wax technique.

At the beginning of the twelfth century, metalworkers  
in Lower Saxony and northern Germany integrated into 
their technical repertoire the ability to cast hollow, three-
dimensional objects in the round by the lost-wax process.1 
The technique had not been practiced in the West since 
antiquity, but it is possible that Early Christian, Byzantine, 
and Islamic objects served as models. The dif!culties inher-
ent in the technique limited its implementation during the 
medieval period to objects of signi!cant value such as 
aquamaniles. It was, however, the ideal mechanism for cre-
ating the more modest hollow forms of pommels, being 
 preservative of raw material and providing an efficient 
means of creating an object with suf!cient physical integrity 
to withstand regular usage. 

In simpli!ed terms, the lost-wax casting of a hollow 
object modeled in the round involves the initial shaping of 
a core, the application of an overlaying wax layer that rep-
resents the form of the intended casting, and the application 

of a claylike investment, or outer layer, that envelops the 
wax and is keyed to the core by a series of core pins. Both 
core and investment were traditionally comprised of inor-
ganic and organic components, with the particular mix 
depending on local supplies and traditions. The intent was 
to create a blend of materials that had suf!cient cohesive-
ness and plasticity to allow easy modeling, that would 
retain its shape during subsequent working and heating, 
and that would provide an adequate refractory for casting.2 
Core material is preserved in many of the pommels, and 
where visually accessible it has a heterogeneous appear-
ance consistent with the inclusion of powdered brick, sand, 
and inorganic materials (see Figure 31). The cores for both 
the lozenge-shaped pommels and the scalloped disks were 
modeled to mirror closely the intended !nal form of the 
casting. For the scalloped pommels, each lobe was articu-
lated and in some instances a taper introduced in the core’s 
depth along its vertical axis with the widest point abutting 
the grip. The degree of conformity is easily discerned in the 
X-radiographs (Figure 32), as is the occasional rounding of 
the shoulders of each lobe where they meet the central disc, 
thickening the casting in that area to ensure a suf!cient 
depth of metal for further working after casting. 

The similarity in the size and shape of the scalloped pom-
mels suggests that the cores were produced in a replication 
process. One possible approach might have entailed creat-
ing an exact model of the required core and introducing 
extensions at either end of the vertical axis that approxi-
mated the dimensions of the tang at its point of entry and 
exit and served as core prints securing the core within its 
investment. Next, a simple clay bivalve mold of the com-
pleted model, each valve including a nearly equal volume 
of the central form and the two extensions, would have been 
formed and !red. The two halves could then have been 
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!lled with core material, pressed together, and released to 
provide a copy of the original model and its core prints. 
Alternatively, a wooden strip similar in size and shape to the 
tang could have been set across the central cavity, to be 
embedded within the core material there while entirely !ll-
ing the space at either end of the mold reserved for the core 
print. (For the solidly cast pommels, integrating a wooden 
model of the tang during casting would have been the most 
functional means of creating a central path for the insertion 
of the tang after casting.) Or a ball of core material could 
have been formed around a wooden model of the tang and 
the whole pressed between two boards to "atten and to 
impart the desired taper. The lobed pro!le would have been 
cut in by a metal former much like a cookie cutter, with the 
ends of the wooden model extending beyond the perimeter 
of the core. The use of the last option might explain why on 
some of the pommels the taper is not evenly aligned on both 
sides of the central axis, as it would have been easy to tilt 
one of the boards slightly to one side during compression.

Once air dried, the core was overlaid with beeswax, 
which in the !nal phase of casting was melted out and 
replaced by molten metal. A minimum depth of wax was 
required to allow for the unrestricted "ow of the "uid metal 
into the evacuated space between the core and the invest-
ment and for the hardened metal to have suf!cient mechan-
ical strength to withstand !nishing and use. Dipping the 
core into molten wax would have been an ef!cient means 
of achieving an even coating.3 After the wax model had 
been re!ned, a series of core pins would have been inserted 
through the wax and into the core. A section of each pin 

31. Detail of a cross-section 
of the core of L.2007.86.23 
(see Figure#14). The detail 
of the core’s cross-section 
illustrates its heterogeneous, 
porous composition, with 
large grains of quartz and 
other materials bound in a 
clay matrix. The high inci-
dence of quartz would allow 
the channel for the tang to 
be readily cleared. The gray 
color of the core adjacent 
to the metal at the base of 
the image is indicative of 
the reducing atmosphere 
there, while the reddish color 
closer to the interior denotes 
an oxidizing environment. 
Photograph: Pete Dandridge

32. X-radiographs of, left: L.2007.86.7, center: L.2007.86.3, and right: L.2011.47 (see Figures#6, 25, 19). In these X-radiographs the thickest areas 
of metal appear the lightest. The greater depth of metal on the sides of these hollow pommels outlines the shapes of their conformal cores. In 
the pommel on the right, the !ns of metal extending from the hollows of each lobe into the center indicate that the shoulders on either side of 
the lobes were rounded off in the core, thickening those areas in the casting. In the lozenge-shaped pommel in the center, a triangular core 
plug is visible in the lower right side, and a similarly shaped plug is apparent in the pommel on the left at 4 o’clock. Photographs: Pete Dandridge
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extended beyond the wax and was enveloped in the invest-
ment, effectively securing the register of core and invest-
ment during the melting out of the wax and the pouring in 
of the metal. In the instance of the pommels, the core prints 
at either end of the prefabricated cores, either the clay mix-
ture or the wood, would have extended beyond the wax 
layer to be encapsulated within the investment, effectively 
anchoring core to investment and obviating the necessity of 
core pins. However, nearly half the pommels seem to have 
included a single core pin, evinced either by the presence 
of a core plug !lling the space previously occupied by the 
pin or by a circular hole absent either pin or plug.4 The 
extant plugs, usually discernible only in X-radiographs (see 
Figure 33), were carefully !nished on the exterior and are 
presently covered with an archaeological surface of corro-
sion products and burial accretions.

Before the wax was covered with its investment, a series 
of wax rods were attached to provide a gating system that 
would allow the wax to be melted out and the metal poured 
in. The simplicity of the pommel’s shape might have required 
only a single runner or central sprue with a wax model of a 
pouring basin at the top to receive the molten metal and 
direct it down into the areas previously occupied by the 
wax. A single riser at the base of the pommel would have 
provided an exit point for trapped air and the gases gener-
ated during the pour, as well as excess metal. 

The application of the investment was generally a multi-
step process. The consistency of the initial layer was !ner in 
order to pick up surface details articulated in the wax. When 

a sufficient thickness had been built up to provide an 
 adequate refractory to absorb the thermal shock of the hot 
metal, the core, wax, and investment were placed near  
an oven to cure and to melt out the wax. The interlocked 
core and investment were then transferred to a furnace for 
!ring and while still warm, removed from the kiln and 
 buried in well-tamped soil. The resistance provided by the 
soil offset the pressures generated by the gases and steam 
released as the molten metal "owed into the interior of the 
mold and prevented the investment from breaking open and 
spoiling the casting. When the metal cooled,the investment 
and the core prints were broken away, the excess metal in 
the runners and risers was cut off, the core pin(s) were 
replaced with core plug(s), and the surfaces were !nished 
and prepared for enameling. Microscopic examination of 
the pommels’ exposed metal surfaces within enamel cells 
and incised designs reveals no trace of as-cast texture; the 
surfaces show only the tool marks associated with chisels, 
gravers, and punches, indicating that the cells and designs 
were carved in after casting (see Figure 34).

Retaining the core during engraving would have pro-
vided additional resist for the metal skin, but prior to enam-
eling it would have been necessary to clear a channel for 
the insertion of the tang. The inclusion of a high proportion 
of sand would have resulted in a friable core that could be 
readily broken out. Similarly, a wooden stick that carbon-
ized during casting would have been easily cleared. To 
secure the pommel in place it would have been inserted 
over the tang, against the grip, and the top of the tang then 

33. X-radiograph (left) and detail of the exterior surface (right) of L.2007.86.8 (see Figure#7). The 
X-radiograph indicates the form of the core, the tapering shape of the retained section of tang, a  
rec tangular !ll adjacent to the lower right edge of the tang, and two core plugs, indicated by the arrow. 
The detail of the exterior surface of the pommel shows the peanutlike pro!le of the hammered-in plugs 
and a thin line of soft solder around their perimeter, indicated by the arrow. Photographs: Pete Dandridge

34. Detail of L.2007.86.10 (see Figure#23, right). 
The triangular cross-section of the V-shaped 
graver is apparent in the incised areas carved 
out to receive the enamel, as are the stepped 
jumps of the burin used to engrave the shallower, 
linear design elements toward the interior of the 
pommel. Photograph: Juan Trujillo, Photograph 
Studio, MMA
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hammered "at to secure pommel, grip, and guard to the 
sword or dagger. If the opening at the base of the pommel 
was oversize relative to the tang, it would have been neces-
sary to expand the metal of the pommel around the tang’s 
point of entry; the resultant horizontal strikes, supplemented 
on occasion by an additional metal insert, are visible on the 
sides of some of the pommels (see Figure 35). Several of the 
pommels also exhibit on their sides, often on lobes not asso-
ciated with the insertion of the tang, a series of vertical or 
horizontal marks parallel to one another that are more 
 suggestive of assembly marks (see Figure 36).

The predominant copper alloy used for casting in the 
Middle Ages both in Europe and in the Islamic world was 
latten, with zinc the primary alloying agent and tin and lead 
present at concentrations greater than 1 percent.5 For this 
study, the metal compositions of thirty pommels were ana-
lyzed (see Table 1). A review of the analyses shows that 
latten alloys do predominate; however, brass, leaded bronze 
and brass, copper, and alloys falling outside these charac-
terizations were utilized as well. The compositional varia-
tions suggest that the pommels were produced not within a 
single, codi!ed tradition but rather by multiple fabricators 
using their traditional alloys and integrating recycled mate-
rial as well. What almost all the alloys share is a color 
resembling gold and a relatively high concentration of lead, 
commonly added to enhance the metal’s casting properties 
and to ease its engraving.6 Two of the pommels were formed 
from unalloyed copper; microscopic examination of the 
surfaces of both revealed traces of gold and surface analysis 
of one (38.60) con!rmed the presence of gold and mercury, 
indicating that the surface was amalgam gilt.

Champlevé enameling, in which shallow depressions, or 
cells, in a metal substrate are !lled with powdered glass and 

35. Details of L.2011.47 and 
L.2007.86.8 (see Figures 
19,#7). Triangular wedges 
have been used to expand 
the metal of these two pom-
mels at the entry point of the 
tang, aiding their cohesion. 
An additional sheet of copper 
was also inserted between 
the tang and the pommel on 
L.2007.86.8. Photographs: 
Pete Dandridge

36. Pommels exhibiting what look to be assembly marks on their 
sides. a:#L.2011.47 (see Figure#19), b:#L.2007.86.15 (Figure#21, cen-
ter), c:#L.2007.86.11 (Figure#21, left), d:#L.2007.86.17 (Figure#22, 
left), e:#L.2007.86.23 (Figure#14), f:#L.2007.86.19 (Figure#22, right). 
Photographs a – d and f: Pete Dandridge; e: Juan Trujillo, Photo graph 
Studio, MMA f

e

d

c

b

a
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TA B L E  1 .  S E M - E D S  A NA LY S E S  O F  M E TA L  A L L OY S  ( W E I G H T  % )

  Fe Ni Cu Zn As Sn Sb Pb

L.2007.86.2 0.4 nd 74.8 11.3 0.3 3.2 nd 9.9
L.2007.86.3 0.4 nd 71.7 18.3 0.3 0.3 nd 8.9
L.2007.86.5 0.4 nd 75.0 10.9 0.4 2.9 nd 10.3
L.2007.86.6 0.3 nd 77.2 10.2 0.5 2.1 nd 9.6
L.2007.86.7 0.4 nd 82.2 14.7 0.7 0.5 0.2 1.2
L.2007.86.8 0.5 nd 81.6 15.4 0.6 0.4 nd 1.4
L.2007.86.9 0.8 nd 78.5 4.2 0.4 4.5 nd 11.5
L.2007.86.10 0.6 nd 78.3 3.5 0.6 8.0 nd 8.9
L.2007.86.11 0.5 nd 75.2 6.4 0.2 4.0 nd 13.7
L.2007.86.12 0.4 0.1 80.8 6.2 0.4 5.7 0.4 6.0
L.2007.86.13 0.2 nd 83.0 10.8 0.9 1.3 nd 3.7
L.2007.86.14 0.5 nd 79.2 4.3 0.4 7.8 nd 7.7
L.2007.86.15 0.3 nd 80.5 2.7 0.7 8.3 nd 7.4
L.2007.86.16 0.5 0.1 78.7 6.1 0.3 5.7 nd 8.4
L.2007.86.17 0.1 nd 85.8 0.7 0.4 5.4 nd 8.5
L.2007.86.18 0.8 nd 79.2 10.5 0.6 2.8 nd 6.0
L.2007.86.19 0.6 nd 79.9 6.0 0.5 3.6 nd 9.3
L.2007.86.20 0.8 nd 73.8 8.3 0.4 2.2 0.2 14.2
L.2007.86.21 0.3 nd 75.8 11.0 0.7 3.2 nd 8.9
L.2007.86.22 0.5 nd 73.7 10.8 0.2 0.2 1.1 13.4
L.2007.86.23 0.5 nd 74.4 6.6 0.5 3.3 0.3 14.3
L.2007.86.24 0.5 nd 79.8 9.8 0.5 2.0 0.4 6.9
L.2007.86.25 0.3 nd 65.8 17.4 0.3 nd nd 16.1
L.2007.86.26 0.3 nd 79.5 3.7 0.4 3.7 nd 12.4
L.2011.47 0.7 nd 75.6 8.5 0.6 2.2 nd 12.3
29.158.680 0.3 nd 80.3 2.4 0.3 10.7 0.7 5.2
29.158.685 0.6 nd 77.6 11.3 0.6 4.2 nd 5.6
42.50.134 0.2 nd 91.5 6.8 0.2 0.9 nd 0.3
42.50.136 nd nd 99.3 nd 0.4 nd 0.2 nd
38.60 nd nd 97.8 0.1 0.7 nd 0.4 0.9

nd = not detected

Microsamples of the metals were taken from below the corrosion layers and analyzed by energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry in the scanning 
electron microscope (SEM-EDS). Weight percentages of the elements detected were calculated according to well-characterized reference metals 
and standards. Elements sought here included iron (Fe), nickel (Ni), copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), arsenic (As), tin (Sn), antimony (Sb), and lead (Pb). 
Minimum detection limits for most elements are estimated at 0.1 percent by weight, with antimony and lead somewhat higher at 0.2 and 
0.3# percent respectively. Because of segregation of lead in copper alloys, the lead content in a leaded alloy may vary tremendously from spot to 
spot, and the analysis of a microsample from one area may not be entirely representative of the average composition of the piece as a whole. 
Partial mineralization of the metal from the sampled areas, and possible contamination of the metal microsamples with corrosion products, may 
also affect the apparent ratios of the elements. Surface analysis in the SEM was done of one additional piece (L.2007.86.4) that could not be safely 
sampled. This pommel appears to be formed of a leaded bronze alloy.

then !red in a kiln at high temperature to fuse the granules 
into a glassy state, was one of the decorative techniques 
that became more ubiquitous and re!ned during the Middle 
Ages. Because it is a subtractive process and requires a con-
sequent depth of metal, the substrate is usually comprised 
of copper or copper alloy, a more robust and less expensive 
choice than silver or gold. Historically, champlevé enamel 
was incorporated into !bulae, horse trappings, and other 
utilitarian objects created in western Europe, Britain, and 
Ireland during the Gallo-Roman, Celtic, and Anglo-Saxon 
periods, from roughly the third to the eleventh century.7 

Within these cultures, the substrates were solid castings 
and the cells generally transferred from the model. This 
approach to champlevé enameling seems to have disap-
peared or fallen out of favor with the introduction in the 
Romanesque period, at the beginning of the twelfth cen-
tury, of an entirely different methodology utilizing wrought 
copper or copper alloy as the substrate and with the cells 
carved in. The Meuse Valley, Cologne, and Limoges were 
the principal centers of enamel production and innovation 
at that time.8 In engraving their cells and designs, the metal-
workers who produced these pommels were following  
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contemporary practices, but their use of a cast substrate on 
a hollow, three-dimensional object appears to be a distinct 
variant.

Analyses of medieval Limoges and Mosan enamels on 
copper have revealed at least some of the types of enamels 
in use at the time.9 The overall composition of the vast 
majority of these enamels can be described as soda-lime-
silica, that is, a glass based on silicon, with sodium as the 
main "uxing agent, and also containing a signi!cant amount 
of calcium. The enamels from this period, with the excep-
tion of the reds, appear to fall into two types. Enamels used 
until about the end of the twelfth century contain relatively 
small amounts of magnesium and potassium oxides, gener-
ally less than 1 percent each, with relatively large amounts 
(about 2 percent or more) of aluminum oxide. These kinds 
of enamels are opaci!ed with compounds of antimony: cal-
cium antimonate white in the opaque white, blue, and tur-
quoise colors, and lead antimonate yellow in the opaque 
yellows and greens. As indicated in some medieval manu-
scripts, and supported by analytical studies, this type of 
enamel was probably made from recycled Roman glass 
mosaic tesserae, which would have supplied a ready source 
of different colored glasses.

Starting about the end of the twelfth century a different 
type of enamel began to be used. These enamels contain 
larger amounts of both magnesium and potassium, with 
smaller amounts of aluminum. Instead of antimony com-
pounds, the enamels are opaci!ed with white crystalline 
tin oxide or, in the case of some yellows and greens, with 
lead-tin yellow. Associated with the tin oxide opaci!er, and 
probably added with it, are signi!cant amounts of lead 
oxide, while only small amounts of lead, if any, are found in 
the calcium antimonate opaci!ed compositions. These later 
enamels appear to have been made from contemporary 
glass, rather than reused Roman material. Some Limoges 
objects dating from the late twelfth century to about the !rst 
quarter of the thirteenth century have both types of enam-
els, sometimes even mixed together in the same color. After 
about 1225 only the later type of enamels appear to have 
been used, possibly along with some reused Roman opaque 
yellows and greens.

The red enamels from medieval Limoges and the Meuse 
Valley do not really !t into either the early or the late type. 
Most of the reds contain relatively high levels of magnesium 
and potassium, as well as aluminum, and most also have 
small amounts of lead oxide. Unlike the other colors, which 
are opaci!ed with antimony or tin compounds, the reds are 
opaci!ed with reduced copper oxide. One Limoges red 
enamel and some Mosan red enamels were found to have 
potassium-based compositions quite different from the 
other soda-lime-silica – based enamels. These reds appear to 

have been made using contemporary European potash 
glass, best known from stained-glass windows.

Most of the pommels in the group at the Metropoli-
tan are decorated with red and blue enamels, and six 
contain white enamel.10 Samples of the enamels from 
twenty-five different pommels were analyzed to deter-
mine the overall compositions and identify the colorants 
and opacifying agents.11 All of the enamels have soda-
lime-silica compositions. The reds were all found to have 
relatively high levels of magnesium, aluminum, and potas-
sium, with varying but generally small amounts of lead,  
and they are colored and opaci!ed with reduced copper 
oxide. Most of the blue enamels have high-magnesium, 
high-potassium, low-aluminum compositions, with sig-
ni!cant amounts of lead, and are opaci!ed with tin oxide 
 crystals. Nine of the blues, however, have low levels of 
magnesium and potassium and a high level of aluminum 
and are opaci!ed with calcium antimonate.12 All of the blue 
enamels are colored with cobalt oxide. The six examples 
of white enamel all have high-magnesium, high-potassium 
compositions with lead and tin oxide. The single green 
enamel in the group is a translucent green glass, also with 
high magnesium and potassium but no opaci!er.

Based on studies of Limoges enamels, all of the enamels 
on the pommels appear to be consistent with a twelfth- to 
thirteenth-century date. The nine with blue enamel with low 
magnesium and potassium may date no later than the 
beginning of the thirteenth century, while the other pieces 
appear to date no earlier than the late twelfth century. One 
pommel (L.2007.86.3) has white enamel of the later type 
composition and blue enamel of the earlier type; again 
based on analyses of well-dated Limoges enamels, this 
would indicate that it dates somewhere from the late twelfth 
to the early thirteenth century. 

These pommels represent a unique melding of technolo-
gies !rmly rooted in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries that 
are chronologically aligned with their stylistic and historic 
dating. Where this distinctive approach originated is less 
clear. Metalworkers in both medieval Europe and the Islamic 
world had the capacity to cast hollow objects in the round by 
the lost-wax process, and in both cultures alloys similar to 
those found in the pommels were used. Champlevé enamel-
ing, however, was pervasive in western Europe, and the sim-
ilarity between the compositions of the enamels on the 
pommels and those found on objects fabricated in the Meuse 
Valley and Limoges in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries 
strongly suggests a European origin. It is also possible that 
craftsmen familiar with western practices were working in 
Palestine and supplying the Crusaders resident there. What is 
certainly true is that the pommels offer yet more proof of the 
inventiveness, skill, and creativity of medieval metal workers.
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N OT E S 

 1. For a discussion of the introduction of the casting of hollow objects 
in the round by the lost-wax process in medieval Europe and the 
techniques and materials utilized, see Dandridge 2006.

 2. See the twelfth-century treatise by Theophilus on painting, glass-
making, and metalwork (Theophilus 1979, p.# 132) and the 
 sixteenth-century treatise by Benvenuto Cellini on goldsmithing 
and sculpture (Cellini 1967, p.#113). 

 3. Depending on the shape of the core, sheet wax could be used as 
well. That process and the dipping of cores are documented in a 
DVD by Ubaldo Vitali and Pete Dandridge (2006). 

 4. L.2007.86.2 – 4, L.2007.86.6 – 8, L.2007.86.10, L.2007.86.16 – 18, 
L.2007.86.23, L.2011.47, 29.158.685, 42.50.134.

 5. Latten was used in the Middle Ages to describe copper alloys and 
has been used in contemporary descriptions of quaternary alloys 
of copper containing zinc, tin, and lead in concentrations greater 
than 1 percent; see Oddy, La Niece, and Stratford 1986, p.#6. For 
a selection of analyses of medieval copper alloys, see Werner 
1982; Brownsword and Pitt 1983; Craddock 1985; Newman 1991; 
Blades 1998; Heyworth 2002; and Brownsword 2004. For  analyses 
of Islamic metalwork, see Allan 1979, pp.#23 – 65, 141 – 52; Atil, 
Chase, and Jett 1985, pp.#35 – 39; Craddock, La Niece, and Hook 
1998; and Ponting 2003.

 6. The original surfaces of the pommels are generally obscured by 
corrosion and burial accretions associated with their archaeologi-
cal context, with the exception of 29.158.685 (Figure 10), which 
has a golden color indicative of the original patination.

 7. The sophist Philostratus is recorded in the third century A.D. as 
remarking, “These pigments, it is said, the barbarians living by 
Oceanus compound of red-hot bronze, and they combine, and 
grow hard, and preserve what is painted with them” (Philostratus 
1931, p.#109). See also Scull 1985, Craddock 1989, and Bayley and 
Butcher 2004, pp.#46 – 50.

 8. For a description of the techniques utilized in Mosan and Cologne 
enamels, see Stratford 1993. For a similar discussion of Limoges 
enamels, see Biron, Dandridge, and Wypyski 1996.

 9. See Biron, Dandridge, and Wypyski 1996 and also Freestone 1993.
 10. The pommels with white enamel are L.2007.86.3, L.2007.86.6, 

L.2007.86.8, L.2007.86.25, 29.158.685, and 38.60.
 11. SEM-EDS analysis was performed on micro"akes of the enamels 

removed from subsurface areas with little or no weathering, which 
can drastically alter the composition of the glass. The samples 
taken were too small to prepare for accurate quantitative analysis 
but could provide semiquantitative results suf!cient to character-
ize the compositions.

 12. The nine pommels are L.2007.86.3, L.2007.86.9, L.2007.86.10, 
L.2007.86.12, L.2007.86.14 – 17, and L.2007.86.19.
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Having been separated for several centuries, the con-
stituent parts of Ridolfo Ghirlandaio’s altarino, or 
portable altar, of about 1509 – 15 were reunited in 

Ottawa in 2005 at the exhibition dedicated to art in Renais-
sance Florence organized by David Franklin.1 Vasari related 
in his Vite (1568) that Ridolfo (1483 – 1561), son of 
Domenico Ghirlandaio, was regarded as a very able and 
talented painter.2 The central panel of Ridolfo’s composite 
work and its interior wings, hinged like shutters, are pre-
served in the Metropolitan Museum (Figure!1). The exterior 
panels, which were only visible when the wings were shut, 
are at Queen’s University, Kingston (Figure!2). Shortly before 
the exhibition, David McTavish established that the Kingston 
panels, which are executed in monochrome, originally 
formed part of the Metropolitan triptych.3 Opening the shut-
ters would have therefore made for a rich chromatic con-
trast, revealing small "gures —  !gure piccole, much admired 
by Vasari —  depicted within in a splash of bright color.4 

Objects such as Ridolfo’s small triptych —  described as 
“delizioso” by Luigi Grassi in 1967 —  were popular for pri-
vate devotion, particularly in monastic circles.5 The Metro-
poli tan altarino and its estranged exterior panels are notable 
for the many clues they provide as to the context that led to 
the work’s creation. For example, the youthful monk in the 
black habit portrayed in the central panel is not a Benedic-
tine, as is often assumed. He is a member of the Servite Order, 
which from its inception fostered a strong and very particu-
lar devotion to the Virgin. In the painting she kneels directly 
opposite him. Their juxtaposition is highly signi"cant, since 
many of the key dates in the early history of the Servites 
relate to the Virgin’s feast days in the Christian calendar.

The founders of the Servite Order were seven Florentine 
merchants of noble descent who initially formed a lay con-
fraternity, dedicating themselves to good works and to hon-
oring the Virgin. According to Cosimo Favilla, a Servite friar 

writing in the early sixteenth century, they called their 
brotherhood the Società della Vergine Annunziata. Indeed, 
the exterior panels show the Annunciation, with "gures in 
grisaille of the angel Gabriel, on the left, announcing 
Christ’s incarnation to the Virgin in the opposite panel. 
Servite scholars broadly accept 1233 as the year that saw 
the "rst steps toward the establishment of the order proper. 
Early tracts underscored that such was the founders’ devo-
tion to the Virgin that she frequently manifested herself to 
them. Michele Poccianti, a late sixteenth-century Servite 
historiographer, wrote that the Virgin appeared first on 
August 15, 1233, the feast of her Assumption.6 Following a 
second apparition eleven years later, on August 14, 1244, 
the eve of the same feast, the seven founders exchanged 
their "ne clothes for gray penitential robes, renounced their 
possessions, and decided to seek greater seclusion so as to 
serve her more single-mindedly. Thus on September 8, 
1244 —  the feast of the Virgin’s Nativity —  they withdrew to 
a modest house, a casupola, outside Florence’s medieval 
city walls. It stood at the corner between the Franciscan 
cemetery and the area known as Cafaggio del Vescovo, 
adjacent to a shrine erected in gratitude to the Virgin after 
Florence had successfully defended herself against the siege 
of Henry IV in 1080. It would later become the site of 
Santissima Annunziata, the Servite mother church.7

In the autumn of 1245, seeking even greater isolation 
from secular life, the founders left Florence for Monte 
Senario, where they established a retreat. There, living a  
life of great austerity, they constructed a small oratory and 
primitive log dwellings.8 On Good Friday, 1246, the Virgin 
appeared to them again, materializing above their altar, this 
time accompanied by Saint Peter Martyr and Saint Augustine. 
Augustine held an ancient book, evidently his Rule, which 
she instructed the founders to follow. She also announced 
the order’s name, which was inscribed on a scroll held by 
an angel beside her. Unusually, however, the Virgin was not 
carrying the infant Christ. Instead, on the day that marked 
her son’s cruci"xion, she was dressed entirely in black, the 
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color of mourning —  “l’abito nero di penitenza” —  and this 
was the color of the habit she conferred on them. She did 
so in order that the Servites might always be mindful of her 
desolation at the foot of the cross and her continued suffer-
ing as a result of her vedovanza (literally, widowhood) 
because, she said, her son was still on the cross.9 Thus the 
new order had its name, its habit, and its rule. Saint Peter 
Martyr, inquisi tor general of Italy, commended the Servites 
to the pope, and they obtained of"cial recognition in 1249. 

1. Ridolfo Ghirlandaio (Italian, 1483 – 1561). The Nativity with Saints, ca.!1509 – 15. Tempera and oil with gold on wood panels (triptych); central panel 14!x 9 in. (35.6!x 22.9 cm), 
each wing 14!x 4!in. (35.6!x 10.2!cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Friedsam Collection, Bequest of Michael Friedsam, 1931 (32.100.80)

The Servites descended from Monte Senario and returned to 
Cafaggio, and on March 25, 1250, the Feast of the Annuncia-
tion, laid the foundation stone of Santissima Annunziata, 
the church’s dedication re#ecting the name of their original 
lay confraternity. The date was especially auspicious. Not 
only did it mark the founding of Florence and the start of the 
Florentine new year, but in 1250 the Feast of the 
Annunciation also fell on Good Friday.10 Therefore Christ’s 
incarnation and his mother’s grief over his death —  the key 
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2. Ridolfo Ghirlandaio. The 
Annunciation, ca.!1509 – 15. 
Tempera and oil with gold 
on poplar panels, each panel 
12 1⁄4!x 4!in. (31!x 10!cm). 
Agnes Etherington Art 
Centre, Queen’s University, 
Kingston, Ontario (27-032) 

dimensions of Servite devotion —  were commemorated on 
the same day.

One of the order’s most remarkable achievements was its 
rapid growth. Its Florentine mother church became a major 
destination for pilgrims from all over Europe, largely on 
account of the thaumaturgic properties attributed to its 
miraculous fresco of the Annunciation, believed to have 
been completed by an angelic hand.11 By the late thirteenth 
century the order was already represented in France, Spain, 
and Germany, and by the fourteenth it had spread to 
Hungary, Bohemia, Austria, Poland, and Belgium, and mis-
sionaries were sent as far a"eld as Crete and India.

There is ample evidence to demonstrate that the diminu-
tive monk in Ridolfo Ghirlandaio’s triptych is Beato Filippo 
Benizi (1233 – 1285), a student of medicine and philosophy 
who ultimately withdrew from public life to become the 
guiding light and greatest representative of the Servite 
Order. He was nominated general on June 5, 1267, and was 
the first of his order to be canonized. Pietro da Todi’s 
Legenda de origine Ordinis fratrum Servorum, written in the 
early fourteenth century, underscores the signi"cance of the 
historical coincidence that Filippo Benizi was born in 
1233—  August 15, no less  , the very day that the Virgin "rst 
appeared to the then lay founders.12 The author also makes 
much of Benizi’s sanctity and his achievements. In his intro-
duction he presents him as the ultimate model for the monks 
of his order. The "rst chapter celebrates him as its most saintly 
member and its greatest representative, over and above his 
illustrious predecessors, so much so that he should be con-
sidered its true “founder.” The second chapter explains that 
when Christ set in motion the creation of an order in his 
mother’s honor, he also saw "t to cast Filippo as its lucerna, 
or lantern. Later Pietro da Todi tells how, soon after Benizi 
professed, his fellow monks, inspired by his virtues, suc-
ceeded in obtaining from the Curia the first privileges 
granted to the Servites: namely the right to erect dwellings, 
oratories, and bell towers and to create cemeteries at all 
their sites.13 Little wonder that this extraordinary individual 
was extensively celebrated in the sixteenth-century frescoes 
that adorn the Chiostrino dei voti of Santissima Annunziata.

The kneeling monk in the central panel of the triptych 
wears a serene facial expression. The bridge of his aquiline 
nose is slightly pronounced, his forehead is high, his ton-
sured head is gracefully domed, and his lips are "ne. His 
slender face is somewhat gaunt. The features are extremely 
similar, if not identical, to those of the full-face portrait of 
Filippo Benizi by Perugino in the Galleria Nazionale d’Arte 

Antica, Rome (Figure!3).14 In the past that painting had been 
misidenti"ed as representing Nicholas of Tolentino, but 
there can be no doubt that it pictures Benizi. His attri-
butes —  the lily, the Servite emblem, and the open book with 
the inscription from Psalms 115:7 (KJV 116:16): “SERVVS 
SVVS SVM EGO ET FILIVS ANCILLAE TVAE” (I am your 
servant and the son of your handmaid) —  are consistent with 
a devotional print of 1460 – 80 that shows him surrounded 
by vignettes illustrating some of the many miracles he per-
formed (Figure!4).15 The print portrays Benizi at a more 
advanced age than Ridolfo depicted him. So too does his 
so-called vero volto, a lifesize ef"gy of plaster and clay 
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3. Perugino (Pietro di Cristo-
foro Vannucci; Italian,  
active by 1469 – died 1523). 
Filippo Benizi. 1507. Oil on 
panel, 311⁄8 x 243⁄8 in. (79 x 
62 cm). Galleria Nazionale 
d’Arte Antica, Rome. Photo-
graph: Scala / Ministero per i 
Beni e le Attività culturali /  
Art Resource, New York

4. Saint Filippo Benizi,  
with twelve scenes from  
his life. Florence, ca.!1460 –  
80. Engraving, 10!x 7 1⁄8 in. 
(25.4!x 18 cm). British Museum, 
London (1879,0712.287). 
Photograph © The Trustees of 
the British Museum. This is 
one of only three surviving 
nineteenth-century restrikes 
taken from a worn plate (the 
other two are in Berlin and 
the MMA). The inscription in 
the ornamental scroll below 
reads: “BEATVS PHILIPVS  
DE FLORENTIA –  ORDINIS 
SERVORVM” (Blessed Philip 
from Florence –  Order of  
the Servites).

modeled after a cast of his face reputedly made for his 
 parents some twelve years before his death.16 Writing in 
1604, the Servite hagiographer Arcangelo Giani maintained 
that this bust must have been known to Andrea del Sarto, 
and that it served as his model for Benizi’s features in his 
frescoes in the Chiostrino dei voti.17 Comparison with 
Sarto’s frescoes suggests that Giani was correct. The patron 
of Ghirlandaio’s altarino, however, evidently wanted his 
painting to show a younger Benizi, and Ghirlandaio surely 
 modeled his likeness on Perugino’s portrait, which would 
have been immediately accessible since it was part of a 
large altar complex that had been installed in Santissima 
Annunziata in 1507.18

Ghirlandaio’s portrayal of Benizi, with his slim and slightly 
delicate frame, is entirely consistent with the many refer-
ences to his practice of morti"cation in another fourteenth-
century biography, the so-called Legenda perugina or 
Legenda arcaica. Even as a boy Benizi exercised abstinence. 
He refused meat, seldom drank, and had a propensity to 
deprive himself of sleep. When he did sleep, it was on bare 
wood or stone.19 He was always feeble (“semper debilis 
manebat”), and the artist clearly sought a precise character-
ization of his known physical attributes, thereby enhancing 
his vera ef!gies, or true likeness, of the young Benizi.

The painting does not seem to represent a speci"c event 
in Benizi’s life. It does, however, evoke an incident that 
appears only in the Legenda perugina. The text recounts that 
shortly before he professed, the young Filippo was deep in 
prayer before an image of the cruci"ed Christ. Unsure as to his 
future, he sought guidance. As he prayed, he was enveloped 
in a radiance of light and Christ addressed him, encouraging 
him to rise from his knees and to leave Florence for a moun-
tainous location that would soon be revealed to him.20 That 
destination was Monte Senario, shown clearly in the far dis-
tance at the upper left of the central panel of the altarino, 
with the Servite monastery at its summit. Upon meeting the 
prior, Bon"glio, one of the original founders, Filippo was 
admitted to the order.21 Since Filippo is depicted wearing the 
Servite habit, it was evidently not intended that the painting 
should celebrate his early divine encounter, when Christ 
addressed him from the cross. According to the Legenda, he 
was nearly twenty-two years of age when he experienced his 
vision, more or less consistent with the age of the "gure in 
Ghirlandaio’s painting.22 The central panel of the Metropolitan 
Museum triptych therefore shows Benizi within a few years 
of his having been accepted into the Servite Order.

Much thought evidently went into constructing the 
 pictorial ensemble that makes up Ghirlandaio’s altarino. 
With the shutters closed, the viewer sees the chiaroscuro 
Annun ciation —  a highly apt subject, given that the Servites 
had dedicated their mother church to the Virgin Annunciate 
and that within its walls was preserved the miraculous 
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The central image of Benizi adoring the Christ Child 
appears to be unprecedented in the visual arts. Later the 
motif became more commonly associated with Franciscans. 
Once again, however, it is entirely in keeping with a par-
ticular passage in Servite literature. The fourteenth-century 
Legenda beati Philippi explains that the Virgin had chosen 
him because he of all the saints most exemplified her  
son’s life on earth. Moreover, the text draws a direct parallel 
between the sanctity she had recognized in her newborn 
son and Filippo’s inherent qualities.29 This assertion must 
underlie the signi!cato, or intended meaning, of the central 
panel, and it explains the juxtaposition of the Virgin and 
Benizi (wearing the Servite black habit in memory of her 
“widowhood”) before the Christ Child. Intriguingly, while 
Filippo and the Virgin are lost in prayer, the artist has 
depicted Joseph in the middle distance, seemingly restrain-
ing, unusually, a "gure in civic dress (rather than a shep-
herd) from offering a lamb to the newborn child. Though the 
precise meaning of this motif remains a mystery, the lamb —  
the Agnus Dei —  symbolically pre"gured Christ’s sacri"ce. 
Within the narrative context of this sacra conversazione, 
therefore, the allusion to Christ’s death is kept "rmly in the 
background of the composition while the Virgin and Filippo 
Benizi, representing the order speci"cally devoted to her 
suffering, kneel in adoration before the living Christ.

5. Saint Augustine as Protec-
tor of the Servites. Woodcut 
illustration from Cosimo 
da!Firenze’s tract Operetta 
(Cosimo da Firenze 1993, 
p.!20), "rst published in 
Verona in 1521. Inscribed: 
“ORA PRO NOBIS BEATE 
PATER AVGVSTINE” (Pray 
for us, Blessed Father 
 Augustine). This image 
immediately precedes the 
text of Augustine’s Rule.

 thirteenth-century Annunciation that was so highly revered 
and celebrated.23 When the shutters are open they reveal 
the divine manifestation of the angel’s message in the new-
born Christ, in this instance adored by the prime mover of 
the Servite Order.

The paintings on the inner shutters picture Saint Peter 
and Saint Paul. An obvious pairing, they stand at the edges 
immediately adjacent to the central panel. There was a spe-
ci"c reason for including them as representatives of the 
Apostles within this pictorial ensemble. A passage from 
another fourteenth-century biography of Benizi, the anony-
mous Legenda beati Philippi, recounts that soon after join-
ing the order he traveled to Siena with a fellow monk. Along 
the way they met two Dominicans, who marveled at their 
black habit and were curious to learn about them. Filippo 
explained who they were, their dedication to the Virgin, “for 
whose widowhood we wear this habit,” and that their way 
of life was inspired by the example of the Apostles. Filippo 
also told the Dominicans that the Servites followed the rule 
of the “great saint and doctor Augustine.”24 And indeed, 
alongside Peter stands Saint Augustine, holding a volume of 
his works, presumably intended to represent his Rule, and 
an aspergillum for sprinkling holy water at liturgical ser-
vices.25 Augustine appears frequently in Servite visual imag-
ery. For example, a woodcut illustration in Cosimo da 
Firenze’s Operetta, a tract published in 1521 (Figure!5), 
shows Augustine protecting Servite nuns on one side and 
monks on the other beneath his open cloak, like the 
Madonna della Misericordia. The corresponding position 
on the opposite shutter is occupied by John the Evangelist. 
Again the pairing is logical, since Augustine’s Homilies on 
the Gospel of Saint John rank among his chief works.26 
Servite texts, however, do not appear to provide any obvi-
ous explanation for the inclusion of the two female saints 
kneeling in the foreground of the wings, suggesting that the 
patron probably had a personal devotion to them. They 
have been previously identi"ed as Saint Christine on the 
left, on account of the arrow on the ground in front of her, 
and Saint Dorothea on the right, because of the roses she 
carries. They could equally, however, represent Saint Ursula, 
who survived her torturers’ volley of arrows, and Saint 
Elizabeth of Hungary, who is conventionally depicted with 
roses gathered in the folds of her gown.27 

The iconography of this altarino, designed to function as 
an inducement to private prayer and meditation, obviously 
held great meaning for its patron, who remains anonymous. 
More than likely it belonged to a high-ranking Servite. If it 
was commissioned by one of the order’s prior generals, then 
three names consistent with the triptych’s dating present 
themselves: Ciriaco da Foligno, Clemente da Mantova, and 
Angelo d’Arezzo, who held the post in 1509, 1511, and 
1512, respectively.28
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A P P E N D I X  1

Citations from Pietro da Todi’s Legenda de origine Ordinis fratrum Servorum 
Virginis Mariae (Pietro da Todi 2002), reputedly written in 1318 to com-
memorate the translation of Benizi’s remains into the monastic church at 
Todi. The author was prior general of the Servites from 1314 to 1344.30 

(1) L’anno dunque 1233 dalla nascita di nostro Signore, al tempo 
del papa Gregorio IX, nella provincia toscana e nella città di 
Firenze, nacque il detto beato Filippo. Nello stesso anno della sua 
nascita, nella medesima provincia e città, volle la nostra Signora 
che avesse principio il suo Ordine, che a lei doveva essere in  
particolar modo consacrato e che da lei stessa doveva prendere il 
nome (chap.!2, para.!11).
(2) Primo fra tutti il beato Filippo dev’essere ragione volmente 
preposto agli altri e presentato come modello dell’Ordine. Egli 
infatti, adempiendo di tutto cuore i doveri essenziali dell’Ordine, 
compì nel nostro Ordine così fedelmente e perfettamente il suo 
servizio verso la nostra Signora, che il suo esempio ci spinge  
a frenare l’ardore della carne!.!.!.! a ritenere come sterco tutte le 
ricchezze del mondo!.!.!.! e in"ne a sottomettere al Signore il nostro 
spirito (Proemium, para.!4).
(3) E se hanno il beato Filippo e moltissimi altri gloriosi loro 
Padri!.!.!. preceduti nell’Ordine e furono illustri per molte virtù 
meriti e miracoli!.!.!.! nessuno di essi però ha dato origine 
all’Ordine di nostra Signora, né tra loro vi è alcun santo così 
partico lare!.!.!.! è chiaro che i frati dell’Ordine di nostra Signora 
nessuno ebbero quale santo proprio e particolare!.!.!.! infatti non 
ebbero nessuno quale fondatore del loro Ordine, né che sia  
stato comune a tutti i frati di esso (chap.!1, para.!7).
(4) E poiché in seguito il detto Ordine, allora iniziato, sarebbe tanto 
cresciuto per la moltitudine dei frati da non potersi conservare unito 
se non mediante la luce e la dottrina celeste, perciò, quando giunse 
il beato Filippo all’età perfetta e alla piena santità, sì da poter essere 
messo sul candelabro dell’Ordine quale vera lucerna ardente che 
illuminasse con luce di cielo tutti quelli che in esso avrebbe trovato 
e quelli che vi sarebbero venuti dopo!.!.!.! In quel tempo lo stesso 
nostro Signore aveva decretato di suscitare una casa e un Ordine a 
onore della Madre sua la Vergine Maria!.!.!.! e perciò perché i frati 
del detto Ordine imparassero insieme come degnamente servire alla 
loro Signora, volle presentare ad essi la lucerna del beato Filippo 
che fosse loro modello di un degno servizio (chap.!2, paras.!9 – 10).
(5) Infatti, subito dopo il suo ingresso, animati dalla virtù del beato 
Filippo, si recarono alla Curia romana!.!.!.! presso!.!.!.! papa 
Alessandro IV!.!.!.! e ottennero il primo privilegio dell’Ordine, che 
cioè in tutti i luoghi propri potessero edi"care le case necessarie 
con l’oratorio e la campana e costruire un cimitero. Da ciò è da 
considerarsi diligentemente quanto bene procurarono all’Ordine  
le sue preghiere!.!.!.! Con quel privilegio invece ricevettero questa 
autorità non solo per i luoghi che già possedevano, ma anche per 
tutti quelli che in seguito avrebbero potuto acquistare nelle diverse 
parti del mondo (chap.!15, para.!56).
(6) O dolcissima Signora, che cosa fai? Il tuo futuro servo fai 
somigliante al tuo Figlio!.!.!.! Ma, o mia Signora, beata Vergine 
Maria, a chi è da attribuirsi il merito di tanta somiglianza tra il tuo 
servo carissimo beato Filippo e il tuo dolcissimo Figlio Gesù 
Cristo? Stupisco infatti, vedendo il tuo servo assomigliare al tuo 
Figlio e non riesco a indovinar la ragione di tanta somiglianza.!.!.!.  
Ciò è però principalmente da attribuirsi alla tua pietà e alla tua 
misericordia, per cui ti piacque, senza alcun loro merito, onorare  
il tuo servo e l’Ordine che a te doveva essere consa crato di una 
tanta somiglianza col tuo Figlio nascente (chap.!2, para.!11).

A P P E N D I X  2

Citations from the Legenda perugina or Legenda arcaica (Montagna 
1985b), generally thought to have been written between 1320 and 1350, 
but dated about 1305 by Montagna and attributed to Lamberto da Prato, 
a Servite monk.31 This has been described as a collection of anecdotal 
!oretti, “volutamente falsa; nel resto imprecisa e confusionaria” (pur-
posely contrived; its content inaccurate and confused).32 Nevertheless, 
such works often had a popular appeal that outweighed their apparent 
lack of historical accuracy:

(1) Factus autem iuvenis, animum dedit humilitati, misericordie et 
sobrietati, seipsum semper custodiens ab insidijs diaboli, mundi  
et carnis. Exemplo Apostoli suum corpus multis ieiunijs et vigilijs 
castigabat!.!.!.! Universis enim tam prudens et sapiens apparebat,  
ut non frater laicus sed pater omnium putabantur. Parcus in victu, 
humilitate sublimis,  castitatis odore repersus, omiumque virtutum 
nitore pollebat!.!.!.! De cibis vero et potu non curabat servus Dei!.!.!. 
tunc carnes respuebat. Modice nonnisi comedens, semper debilis 
manebat (pp.!15 – 16, 21).
(2) Inminente autem sompnij calamitate, vir Dei raro in molitie 
palearum dormiebat; sed sui corporis membra terre et lignis seu 
lapidi sepius coherebat (p.!18).
(3)!.!.!.! ad ecclesiam festinavit et stans coram Christi imaginem 
cum #etu et lacrimis hec oravit dicens: “Domine Deus, qui me 
creasti et perditum redemisti, exaudi me indignum famulum  
tuum et concede mihi viam miserationum tuarum, ubi33 tibi 
possim "deliter servire, quia miser et infelix sine te nescio quo 
debeam ire.” Facta vero oratione, nimia lux super eum emicuit  
et, ipsum totum illustrans, in ea vox insonuit dicens: “Philippe,  
si me vis habere, surge, egredere et veni in montem, quem 
mostravero tibi. Surgens autem vir Dei ab oratione, omni paterna 
hereditate relicta, crucem sibi Christi assumens, egressus civitatem 
Florentie, in Montem Senarium!.!.!.! cum gaudio festinavit” 
(pp.!15 – 16).

A P P E N D I X  3

Citation from the anonymous Legenda beati Philippi (Casa lini 1990b, 
p.!184):

L’uomo di Dio, rispondendo con grande umiltà e indicibile sagezza, 
disse: “Se chiedete la nostra origine, ebbene, siamo di questa  
terra; la nostra identità corrisponde al nome di Servi della Vergine 
gloriosa della cui vedovanza indossiamo l’abito; la nostra vita  
si ispira a quella istituita dai Santi Apostoli, e ci impegniamo a 
seguire la Regola del gran santo e dottore Agostino.”

A P P E N D I X  4

Citation from Cosimo da Firenze’s Operetta of 1521 (Cosimo da Firenze 
1993, p.!57), recording the names of the following prior generals from 
1509:

DE EXORDIO NOSTRE RELIGIONIS.
HI FUERUNT PATRES GENERALES ORDINIS NOSTRI

.! .! .!  M. Curiacus de Fulgineo Mcccccix. / M. Clemens de Mantua 
Mcccccxi. / M. Angelus de Aretio quem Deus adhuc conservat 

Mcccccxii.
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with snakes, and tied to a millstone and thrown into the lake at 
Bolsena. She survived most of them (Kaftal 1952, cols. 261 – 66). 
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apples or roses from the garden of Christ. After she died an angel 
brought him her headdress "lled with heavenly roses and fruit (ibid., 
cols. 330 – 32). By contrast, the arrow is the conventional attribute of 
Saint Ursula, who survived her torture (ibid., cols. 996 – 1000). Saint 
Elizabeth is best known for taking bread to the poor in secret, 
against her family’s wishes; when her husband confronted her and 
asked what was in her pouch she opened it to "nd that the bread 
had turned into roses (ibid., cols. 337 – 44).

 28. Appendix 4.
 29. Appendix 1(6): “il tuo servo!.!.!.! che a te doveva essere consacrato 

di una tanta somiglianza col tuo Figlio nascente.” See also Casalini 
1990b, p.!169.

 30. See further Besutti 1988, p.!32.
 31. Montagna 1985b, pp. 49 – 61.
 32. Dal Pino 1972, vol.!1, part 1, pp.!442 – 44.
 33. Given the context, I have substituted “ubi,” as in the original manu-
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A new collation of documents identifies a bronze 
Siren now in The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
(Figure 1) with a sculpture noted in seventeenth-

century inventories and demonstrates that it was an impor-
tant sculpture at the time in Rome, passing through the 
collections of Cardinal Francesco Maria del Monte and at 
least three generations of the Barberini family. The sculpture 
is listed in inventories of princely collections in 1627, 1644, 
1671, and about 1680, sometimes described with a crown 
and 3 to 3 1⁄2 palmi (about 31 in., or 78 – 79 cm) in height.1 It 
was installed in three Roman palaces before being seen and 
later drawn by Giovanni Domenico Campiglia in the 1720s. 
Campiglia’s drawing was commissioned from England by 
the antiquarian Richard Topham and entered his “paper 
museum” of drawings and prints after antiquities in the 
great collections of Italy, which remains intact at Eton 
College Library. A crowned bronze Siren probably made in 
Rome in the last quarter of the sixteenth century and of 
approximately the same dimensions appeared on the art 
market in the late 1980s and was acquired by the Metro-
poli tan Museum in 2000. New observation and technical 
analysis of the bronze Siren con!rm its identity with the 
inventoried and depicted sculpture. Taken together, these 
documents track the Siren’s movement and speak to its 
prominent place in some of the most signi!cant seventeenth- 
and eighteenth-century collections, in Rome and beyond. 

The Siren is large, more than three and a half feet wide, 
with arms and tails stretched out to either side. With her 
erect posture and frontal disposition, direct gaze, and parted 
lips, she solicits attention. The creature has the torso, arms, 
and head of a comely young woman. Shielded by a skirt of 
symmetrical, lea"ike !ns that grow from her waist, two 

scaly tails emerge in place of legs, branching out and up in 
S-curves she holds in her hands below the bifurcated termi-
nal !ns. Tendrils of hair fall over both her shoulders, framing 
her breasts, while the bulk of her ample coiffure is pulled 
back as though by a cord and cascades down the length of 
her back in two broad twists loosely mirrored across her 
spine (Figure 2). Though the crown is a later addition, an 
indented ring in the siren’s hair indicates that she has always 
worn a headpiece.2

The sculpture was almost certainly made in Rome in the 
last quarter of the sixteenth or the !rst decade of the seven-
teenth century. Given our incomplete understanding of 
bronze production at the time in Rome, attribution will have 
to wait for further analysis or documentary discoveries. The 
Siren was probably made in the cosmopolitan and highly 
collaborative workshops that ornamented the large-scale 
projects of Sistine Rome, alongside such sculpture as the 
lions supporting the Vatican obelisk, Saints Peter and Paul 
surmounting the columns of Trajan and Marcus Aurelius, 
and the Fountain of the Turtles in Piazza Mattei. These 
modelers and bronze casters included Tommaso della Porta, 
Bastiano Torrigiani, Lodovico del Duca, Taddeo Landini, 
Prospero Antichi, and later Camillo Mariani, as well as les-
ser known !gures such as Leonardo Sormanno, Costantino 
de’ Servi, Francesco da Pietrasanta, and Orazio Censore.3 

The Siren is !rst documented in an inventory of Cardinal 
Francesco Maria del Monte’s palace on the Via di Ripetta 
following his death on August 27, 1626.4 The inventory was 
begun in February 1627, and the section that lists the Siren 
is dated April of that year. As representative for the Grand 
Duke of Tuscany, Del Monte was a powerful member of the 
Curia, but he is perhaps best known for his vast collection 
of ancient and modern sculpture, paintings, prints, and 
musical and scienti!c instruments and his patronage of art-
ists, in particular Caravaggio and Andrea Sacchi, through 
the Accademia di San Luca. In the 1627 inventory the Siren 
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gives its name to a room in the palace, the “Sala da basso 
della Sirena” or the “Stantia della Sirena,” which in turn is 
used as a reference to locate other rooms.5 The sculpture 
was a primary focus of Del Monte’s collection for the of!-
cial who made the inventory; it is also possible that the 
inventory re"ects the room’s conventional name. The sculp-
ture in the “Lower Room of the Siren” is described as “a 
siren in bronze [with]in a marble sarcophagus, strigilated all 
around#.#.#.#, 3 1⁄2#palmi high, 5 1⁄2#palmi long, and the sar-
cophagus 10 palmi long, 2 3⁄4#high, 4 1⁄4 long [i.e., wide].”6 
The measurements of the siren convert to approximately 
30 7⁄8 by 48 1⁄2#inches (78.4#x 123.2#cm). The Metropolitan’s 
Siren measures 32#by 45 1⁄4#inches (81.3#by 114.9#cm). The 
room was otherwise populated entirely by ancient sculp-

ture. Soon after the inventory was completed the Del Monte 
collection was dispersed at the behest of Francesco Maria’s 
heirs in a series of sales at the palace starting in October 
1627 and continuing through June 1628.7 

By 1644 the Siren was to be found at a nexus of elite cul-
ture in Rome; it was owned by Cardinal Antonio Barberini, 
nephew of the reigning Pope Urban VIII, and displayed 
on the piano nobile of the Palazzo Barberini alle Quattro 
Fontane, the most acclaimed Roman palace of the day. Still 
installed with a sarcophagus, almost certainly the one from 
the Del Monte collection, the sculpture marked the transi-
tion from a suite of private rooms to the oval chamber at 
the heart of the palace, which in turn led onto the grand 
salone, crowned by Pietro da Cortona’s fresco The Triumph 

1. Siren. Italy, probably 
Rome, ca.#1570–90.  
Bronze; H.#32#in. (81.3#cm), 
W. 45 1⁄4#in. (114.9#cm). The 
Metropolitan Museum of  
Art, Rogers and Edith Perry 
Chapman Funds, 2000 
(2000.69). Photographs of 
the Siren are by Joseph 
Coscia Jr., Photograph 
Studio, MMA.
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of Divine Providence (Figure 3).8 The only objects recorded 
“in the small room next to the room that leads onto the 
oval room [stanza ovata]” are “a large strigilated marble 
sarcophagus with two lion heads, 4 palmi long, 4 palmi 
broad,” and “a bronze siren with a crown on [its] head.”9 
The 1644 inventory of Cardinal Antonio’s possessions was 
drawn up in April, by which time the pope had already 
taken ill, and it seems to anticipate his death in July and the 
consequent instability of a changing regime.10 

It has been proposed that the Siren came into the 
Barberini family as a result of the marriage of Anna Colonna 
to Taddeo Barberini on October 24, 1627.11 This is a tempt-
ing hypothesis, given the significance of the siren for 
Colonna family heraldry and the politically important mar-

riage of the recently elected pope’s nephew into one of 
Rome’s oldest families.12 As it is now clear, however, that the 
Siren remained with the possessions of Cardinal del Monte 
until as late as April of that year, if the sculpture were con-
nected to the nuptials it would have been as a recent pur-
chase rather than a treasured family possession.13 Just as 
likely, the Siren could have passed directly from Del Monte’s 
heirs to Taddeo’s brother Cardinal Antonio (or perhaps to his 
brother Francesco and then to Antonio). In 1644, while 
Taddeo was still alive, the Siren is documented in Antonio’s 
possession, installed in rooms that had previously been 
occupied by Francesco, but never by Taddeo or Anna.14 
Though still a teenager at the time and not yet a cardinal, 
Antonio Barberini is known to have purchased paintings 

2. Back view of the Siren in 
Figure#1
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from the Del Monte collection upon its dispersal.15 He 
could have purchased the Siren at another of the Del Monte 
sales. None of this is to say that the Siren could not have 
originated in or around the Colonna family before coming 
into the possession of Cardinal del Monte, which remains a 
very real possibility.16 

In the 1660s the Siren was displayed in the so-called 
Casa Grande — the Palazzo ai Giubbonari near the Campo 
dei Fiori. This was the !rst major Barberini residence in 
Rome, purchased by Urban VIII’s uncle Monsignore 

4. Sarcophagus. Roman,  
2nd century A.D. Marble; 
H.#23 5⁄8#in. (60#cm), L.#86 5⁄8 in. 
(220#cm), W. 38 5⁄8 in. (98 cm). 
Sala dei Marmi, Palazzo Bar-
berini alle Quattro Fontane, 
Rome 

Francesco Barberini in 1581.17 After his return from France 
in the late 1650s, Antonio purchased this property from his 
nephew Maffeo Barberini, the prince of Palestrina, and lived 
in lavishly appointed rooms there until his death in 1671.18 
Between 1663 and 1666 Antonio spent a large sum to refur-
bish the ground-floor apartment, which was designed 
expressly to house and display his art collection.19 The Siren 
is documented there in August 1671, in the room numbered 
52 for the purposes of Antonio’s posthumous inventory, as 
“an ancient modern metal siren 3 1⁄2 palmi high” and 
appraised at 50 scudi.20 The room was part of a winter apart-
ment near the library and contained, in addition to the 
Siren, twelve paintings and sixteen heads and busts, mostly 
antique.21 It is probable that the sarcophagus was moved 
with the Siren to the Casa Grande and that they were 
installed together there.22

By about 1680 the Siren had returned to the Palazzo alle 
Quattro Fontane along with other paintings and sculptures 
inherited by Antonio’s nephew Maffeo. It is listed in an 
inventory probably made that year as “a metal siren on a 
walnut-colored base, edged in gold.”23 It was probably 
installed in the ground-"oor rooms of the north wing, for the 
palace had been renovated in the 1670s to allow greater use 
of the ground "oor, and the secular side of the family con-
tinued to inhabit the north wing of the building.24 In the 
Quattro Fontane, as in the Casa Grande, the Siren was prob-
ably in a set of rooms designated for the display of paintings 
and sculpture. Most of the sculptures listed in the inventory 
were supported by walnut brackets (peducci) or bases 
(sgabelli) with gilt edges, just as the Siren was, and there was 
no functional furniture in some of the rooms. The by now 
familiar sarcophagus is listed, but it was probably no longer 
installed with the Siren.25 While this is the last known men-
tion of the Siren in inventories, the sarcophagus remains in 
the Palazzo alle Quattro Fontane to this day (Figure 4).26

No record of the Siren has surfaced from the succeeding 
forty years, but it must have remained in the Barberini fam-
ily, perhaps passing from Maffeo to his son Cardinal 
Francesco or to his son Prince Urbano (and then upon his 
death in 1722 to Francesco). It probably remained in the 
Palazzo alle Quattro Fontane with many of the other sculp-
tures and paintings acquired by the family in the seven-
teenth century. In the 1720s the painter, draftsman, and 
printmaker Giovanni Domenico Campiglia must have 
recorded the Siren in a checklist of sculpture in the palace 
that he sent to a patron in England, Richard Topham, to 
solicit commissions for drawings. Topham ordered a draw-
ing of the Siren and noted it, as “una Sirena di Metallo,” in 
a list of drawings he organized by the location of their sub-
jects in Italian collections.27 

The wealthy Etonian Richard Topham, Esq., attended 
Trinity College, Oxford. A gap in his banking activity sug-

3. Reconstructed plan of the 
piano nobile of the Palazzo 
Barberini alle Quattro 
Fontane, Rome, 1628–38. 
Plan by David DiMarco, 
reproduced from Waddy 
1990, !g.#102
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gests that shortly after he left college, in December 1693, he 
embarked on an eighteen-month Grand Tour, but he seems 
never to have left England again.28 Topham was a landowner 
and a member of Parliament. His abiding passions lay in the 
Mediterranean past. He was an accomplished Greek lin-
guist, owned a few antiquities, and above all spent his 
energy and wealth tracking down and acquiring books; his 
library was considered among the !nest of his day.29 From 
these interests stemmed his collection of drawings and 
prints documenting the antiquities surviving in major Italian 
centers, particularly Rome and Florence. His effort and 
approach were highly effective: he collected 703 prints and 
2,432 drawings. Thanks to Topham’s wishes and the advo-
cacy of his relative and executor Dr. Richard Mead, the col-
lection remains intact today in the Eton College Library, where 
it was deposited shortly after Topham’s death in 1730.30 

How Topham’s idea for a “paper museum” evolved is not 
entirely clear, but he knew of similar efforts to document the 
antiquities of Italy as early as 1709, and he must have begun 
acquiring drawings sometime between 1716 and 1721.31 
Topham implemented a methodical process for selecting 
subjects and commissioning drawings.32 Agents in Rome —  
early on his countryman William Kent and later the Roman 

5. Giovanni Domenico 
Campiglia (Italian, 1692–
1775). Una Sirena di 
Metallo, ca. 1720–30. 
Graphite and/or black chalk, 
10 5⁄8#x 16 in. (27#x 40.5 cm). 
Inscribed on recto at bottom 
left: B^N^4, at bottom cen-
ter: Bn / 2.} no.!105; on verso 
at bottom left: Campiglia,  
at bottom right: Palazzo 
Barberini no.#4. Stamped  
at bottom of Siren’s central  
!n with Richard Topham’s 
initials framing a caduceus. 
Eton College Library, Wind-
sor, England, Topham Draw-
ings (Bn.#2, no.#105)

painter Francesco Fernando Imperiali — sent him descriptive 
lists of antiquities collections. From these lists he would 
make his selections and then send back his “order.” The 
agent would allocate each individual object, or sometimes 
a whole collection, to one of a stable of draftsmen who 
would execute original drawings. The agent sent the draw-
ings to England, where Topham annotated and !led them, 
loose, in volumes organized topographically.33 The genesis 
and preservation of the drawing after the Siren follows this 
path, with one difference: Campiglia worked outside the 
standard arrangement, himself acting as both agent and 
draftsman.34 

Although today Pompeo Batoni is the best known of art-
ists who worked for Topham, Bernardino Ciferri, Carlo 
Calderi, and Giovanni Domenico Campiglia received the 
lion’s share of the drawing commissions.35 Campiglia would 
become one of the most active disseminators of antique 
imagery of his day, and it was in Topham’s employ that the 
young artist re!ned his skills for drawing after antique sculp-
ture.36 He made drawings for all the engravings in Antonio 
Francesco Gori’s six-volume Museum Florentinum (Florence, 
1731 – 62) documenting the antiquities of the Grand Dukes 
of Tuscany.37 As draftsman and engraver, Campiglia also  
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collaborated with Giovanni Bottari to produce The Museo 
Capitolino (Rome, 1741 – 55), a catalogue of that grand Roman 
collection.38 Pope Clement XII appointed him superinten-
dent of the Vatican’s collection of printing plates, the Calco-
grafia Camerale, upon its formation in 1738, after the 
acquisition of the massive collection of the De Rossi pub-
lishing house.39 In the prime years of his career Campiglia 
was at the center of a movement that revived printmaking 
in Rome.40 

Campiglia’s drawing (Figure 5) is the lynchpin that iden-
ti!es the Metropolitan Museum’s Siren with the sculpture 
that moved through the Del Monte and Barberini collec-
tions. Most signi!cantly, the drawing shows the creature 
missing her left tail !n. Visual and technical analyses of the 
bronze indicate that the terminal section of the left tail, from 
just above the thumb and fore!nger of her grasp, is a repair 
that was cast on to the sculpture subsequent to its original 
production. In contrast to the rest of the sculpture, which 
exhibits very little cold-working, this repaired section is 
heavily chased. The longitudinal ridges that extend to the 
tips of the left bifurcated !n are also more regularly spaced 
than those on the right !n and are carefully picked out on 
both sides (see Figures 6, 7). X-ray "uorescence analysis 
reveals that the composition of the repaired !n is markedly 
different from the rest of the sculpture. The relatively high 
level of zinc and low levels of trace elements present in 
the# left !n characterize the repair as a brass, while the 
main#section of the Siren is a leaded tin bronze with trace 

nickel and iron, a typical alloy for large sixteenth-century 
sculpture.41 

The crown depicted in the drawing also differs from that 
of the sculpture. Though of essentially the same form, the 
tines in the drawn version are broken and grouped more 
toward the front, while on the sculpture they are more intact 
and regularly spaced around the circumference. The 
uncomfortable !t of the current crown and the different 
composition of its metal indicate that it, too, is a replace-
ment. Its form is so close to that in the drawing (which pre-
sumably represents the original) as to suggest that the 
replacement was made in consultation with the original 
crown. Despite the difference in proportions of the torso, 
the features of the drawing make it clear that the Metropolitan 
Museum’s Siren is the subject. The same number of !ns at 
her waist is indicated, as are the high bustline, pronounced 
navel, and tendrils of hair resting on her chest. The uneven 
curve of the middle right tail is expressed in the drawing, 
and the hands are carefully observed as they grasp the 
tails —  the right thumb bent at the !rst knuckle, the left 
straight. Campiglia took an off-center vantage point to show 
some of the hair tumbling down her back. Then, as now, this 
was clearly an admired feature of the sculpture. 

The most jarring discrepancy between the drawing and 
the sculpture is the change in characterization of the human 
half of the siren. The slender torso, arms, and neck of a girl 
are rendered in bronze, while the drawing shows a barrel-
chested woman with more developed musculature. Several 

6–7. Details of the Siren in Figure#1, showing the !gure’s right and left !ns  
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points ameliorate the disjuncture between sculpture and 
drawing. In recent years repeated praise for Campiglia’s 
!delity to the model may have inadvertently, but unfairly, 
"attened the contours of his artistic personality.42 Even as a 
young man, however, he was no slavish copyist. In this early 
commission he subtly transformed his subject, creating an 
antiquity from a sculpture made less than !fty years earlier. 
It is important to remember that Campiglia worked for 
Topham as a free agent; his commissions were not doled out 
by a middleman, nor were his drawings collected and veri-
!ed by a third party before being shipped. It bears recalling 
that Topham was interested exclusively in images of antique 
art for his collection. Whether he knew that he was looking 
at a modern sculpture or not, Campiglia rendered the Siren 
with proportions that better accord with other ancient 
sculptures he had drawn. In a self-portrait of 1738, made at 
the peak of his career (Figure 8), Campiglia commented on 
this facet of his art.43 He looks up from his sheet, porte-
crayon in hand, to gaze directly at the viewer. Unperturbed, 
he looks straight past the monkey crowding the desk in front 
of him who grasps a brush. This self-presentation suggests 
both recognition and dismissal of the Aristotelian trope com-
mon in theory and criticism for the preceding two hundred 
years: of the artist as an “ape of nature” or of antiquity. An 

artist acclaimed for his representation of other art, Campiglia 
here con!dently asserted his generative power as well.44 

The ground-"oor “Room of the Siren” in the Palazzo del 
Monte a Ripetta was otherwise populated entirely by 
ancient sculpture: two imperial heads (in recently restored 
busts), one lifesize and three over-lifesize female statues, 
and under-lifesize !gures of Paris and a group of three jok-
ers (buffoncini).45 The compiler of the 1627 Del Monte 
inventory, Paulus Vespignanus, regularly described objects 
in terms of their age — as moderna or antica — at times going 
so far as to note a modern head on an ancient body.46 All the 
sculpture in the “Sala da basso della Sirena” is listed as 
antica, except for the Siren, which is described without 
mention of age. This omission, and the fact that the Siren 
was displayed surrounded by antique sculpture, may signal 
a certain ambiguity already developing around its age and 
provenance, at most only about !fty years after it was made. 
The uncertainty intensi!ed in the 1671 inventory of the late 
Cardinal Antonio Barberini’s possessions, where the seem-
ingly perplexed notary described the Siren as both ancient 
and modern (“Una Serena di Metallo antica Moderna”).47 
Campiglia’s drawing for Topham’s collection completes the 
transformation, as the sculpture morphed completely into 
an antiquity in the eyes of its eighteenth-century beholders.48 

Equally important was the sculpture’s role at the Palazzo 
Barberini alle Quattro Fontane, as described in the 1644 
inventory. Lucia Faedo has associated the sculpture with a 
striking metaphor at the outset of Horace’s Ars Poetica, 
esteemed as a handbook of rhetoric since the early Renais-
sance. Horace describes the siren’s hybrid body as an 
exemplum of distorted literary invention, a counterexample 
to his ensuing treatise. In his 1642 book-length description 
of the palace, the scholar Girolamo Tezi (Hieronymous 
Tetius) referred to the Sala Ovale at Quattro Fontane as “in 
truth adapted to literary exercises.”49 The bronze Siren by 
the doorway could therefore have presented an elegant but 
arresting reminder to the literary men who entered the 
room not to pervert their discourse, and the sarcophagus in 
which it was installed must have strengthened its connec-
tion to antiquity.50 The Sala Ovale was unique not only for 
its oval plan; its decoration also marked a sharp departure 
from the Baroque splendor of Roman palatial interiors.51 Its 
white walls were interspersed with simple Ionic pilasters, 
and it was “ornamented very elegantly with marble statues 
everywhere.”52 Considering that Cortona’s brilliant fresco 
decorated the room to the west, and that the suite of rooms 
to the south was known for its crimson damasks, this ellip-
tical space with its restrained and largely monochrome 
classicism must have stood out.53 The bronze Siren, with its 
faceted scales and tumbling hair scattering light, would 
have been a foil, in color and material, for the white mar-
bles that stood beyond the nearby door.54 

8. Giovanni Domenico Campiglia. Self-portrait, 1738. Black chalk, 
16 3⁄8#x 10 1⁄8#in. (41.7#x 25.8 cm). Inscribed on verso: Portrait of 
Campiglia drawn by himself and given to me by him /  1738 /  C.F!17 /  
Sir Charles Frederichs. British Museum, London (1865,0114.820)
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N OT E S

 1. Conversion metrics for the seventeenth-century Roman palmo  
are given in Lavin 1975, p.#723, and Montagu 1989, p.#xi. See also 
notes#6 and 20 below.

 2. Following a memorable evocation in the Odyssey, the siren was a 
popular topos in literature and visual art from classical Greece 
through Renaissance Italy. Sirens were invariably represented in 
ancient Greek art with the body of a bird and the head of a woman, 
but by the sixteenth century the iconography had become com-
plex and varied. Already in the early medieval period images of 
the mermaid began to proliferate, including examples of two-
tailed women holding a tail in each hand, and Boccaccio describes 
sirens as !sh from the navel down (see Rachewiltz 1987, p.#169). 
In the illustrated 1571 edition of Vincenzo Cartari’s Le imagini de i 
dei de gli antichi (The Images of the Gods of the Ancients; p.#218), 
“bird” sirens and “!sh” sirens cohabit a print that accompanies his 
description of mythical sea creatures in the ambit of Neptune. 

 3. Additional comparanda include the large gilt bronze statuettes of 
Saint Peter and Saint Paul by Bastiano Torrigiani (Museo del 
Tesoro, Vatican) and Camillo Mariani’s stucco !gures of saints in 
San Bernardo alle Terme and his bronze angels framing the icon of 
the Virgin in the Cappella Paolina of Santa Maria Maggiore.

 4. Rome, Archivio di Stato, 30 Notai Capitolini, Paulus Vespignanus, 
uf!co 28, vol.#138, fols. 574r – 588v; published in Frommel 1971, 
pp.#30 – 49, and see also Kirwin 1971, p.#53. Lucia Faedo (2005, 
pp.#50 – 51) identi!ed the sculpture indicated by this inventory 
entry with that in the 1644 Barberini inventory and Campiglia’s 
drawing and asserted that the sculpture remained in the Palazzo 
Barberini into the eighteenth century, although she did not associ-
ate it with later inventories or the Metropolitan Museum’s sculpture.

 5. Section headings include “Nella Scala, che discende alla Sirena,” 
and “Nella Scala della Sala della Sirena.”

 6. Frommel 1971, p.#39, fol. 587v: “Una Sirena di Bronzo dentro d’un 
vaso di marmo scanellato intorno la Sirena alta palmi tre, e mezzo, 
longa Palmi cinque, e mezzo et il Pilo longo palmi dieci alto dui 
et  3⁄4 longo palmi 4 et  1⁄4.” Though it is tempting to the modern 
sensibility to picture the Siren installed just above the sarcophagus, 
which would function visually as a base, the notary seems to have 
been particularly attuned to the spatial relationships of the objects 
he lists, and his use of “in / within” (dentro) rather than “beneath /  
under” (sotto, which he uses to describe sculpture bases else-
where in the inventory) seems pointed. It is therefore possible, 
even likely, that the Siren sat to some extent within the sarcopha-
gus. The waves of strigilation on the sarcophagus could have sug-
gested her rising from water. I wish to thank Elena Carrara for 
helping me clarify this point.

 7. Kirwin 1971, pp.#53 – 54. Kirwin did not transcribe the whole sale 
but instead focused solely on the paintings. Wolfe (1985, looking 
at a different document than Kirwin’s), however, said that only 
paintings and books were included in the special sale to Antonio 
Barberini.

 8. Waddy 1990, p.#220. 
 9. Vatican Library, Rome, Manuscript Division, Archivio Barberini, 

Ind. II, Cred. V, Cas. 69, Mazz. LXXXVI, lett. I, no.#158; transcribed 
in Lavin 1975, p.#178 (her numbers in brackets): “Nello Stanzino 
accanto alla Stanza, che và verso la stanza ovata / [576] Un pilo 
grande di marmo scannellato, con 2 teste di leone longo p.mi 
4#largo p.mi 4 —  / [577] Una sirena di bronzo, con una corona in 
testa” (p.#53). Though the dimensions as published in Lavin do not 
match the Del Monte sarcophagus, they are likely a mistake of the 
scribe or transcriber (e.g., 9 palmi written or transcribed as 4). A 

square sarcophagus would be odd, and a vessel 4 by 4 palmi prob-
ably would not have been described as large in this inventory.

 10. Lavin 1975, p.#157.
 11. Raggio 2000.
 12. For the Colonna-Barberini alliance, see Strunck 2008.
 13. For a family tree, see Waddy 1990, p.#129.
 14. The married couple inhabited the north wing of the palace from 

1632 and remained there for less than three years before moving 
back to the Casa Grande ai Giubbonari. In 1635 Antonio began 
renting the couple’s rooms at the Quattro Fontane. In 1638 
Francesco had moved from the Quattro Fontane to the Cancelleria 
on the Capitoline. Antonio took over some of Francesco’s rooms 
in the south wing soon thereafter, including the room in which the 
Siren was documented in 1644 (Waddy 1990, pp.#242 – 50).

 15. An entry in Antonio’s unpublished account books veri!es the pur-
chase on May 8, 1628, of a lot consisting of paintings (notably 
three by Caravaggio) and books from a Del Monte sale (Wolfe 
1985). The sales are attested to from the seller’s side by a Del 
Monte accountant’s copy of the sale list held at the Ripetta palace 
from October 1627 to June 1628. This document, now in the 
Arciconfraternita del Santissimo Crocifisso di San Marcello, 
Archivio Segreto Vaticano, Rome, has been selectively published 
(with attention only to notable paintings) in Kirwin 1971.

 16. Louise Rice (in a conversation with the author) has asked if the 
Siren might have been made in the context of Marcantonio 
Colonna’s victory in the great 1571 naval battle of Lepanto. Like 
the Museum’s bronze, the Colonna siren is often represented 
crowned, with long wavy hair, and/or grasping a tail in each hand. 
Whether it might have been made for Palazzo Colonna, which is 
replete with siren imagery (see Safarik 1999), or for another pur-
pose, this astute suggestion deserves further research.

 17. See Waddy 1990, pp.#132ff.
 18. Lavin 1975, p.#291.
 19. Waddy 1990, pp.#170 – 72.
 20. Vatican Library, Rome, Manuscript Division, Archivio Barberini, 

Arm. 38 (746 pages); transcribed in Lavin 1975, p.#333 (her num-
bers in brackets): “Apartamento 3/zo / .#.#.#/ Stanza n.o 52 —  / . . . 
[931] Una Serena di Metallo antica Moderna alta p.m 3 1⁄2 
no.#1  — 50 —  .”

 21. Lavin 1975, pp.#314 – 15, 333. The paintings were of all types —  
sacred, history, portrait, landscape.

 22. This remains to be determined; the furniture section of the 1671 
inventory has not been published; Lavin 1975, p.#291.

 23. Vatican Library, Rome, Manuscript Division, Archivio Barberini, 
Ind. II, Cred. II, Cas. 25, Mazz. II, letta. A, no.#3, sec. S, p.#4; tran-
scribed in Lavin 1975, p.#387 (her numbers in brackets): [594] 
“Una Serena di Metallo Sopra ad un Scabellone Color di Noce 
listata di Oro.” As Lavin (p.#362) explains, the inventory certainly 
dates to after 1672 and seems to be by the same hand as a separate 
list of Maffeo’s sculpture that is dated 1680. References to the Siren 
in the 1671 (see note 20 above) and circa 1680 inventories in 
Lavin’s 1975 transcriptions have perhaps been overlooked because 
the alternate spelling of sirena as serena caused the entries to be 
excluded from her subject index.

 24. For a description of Prince Maffeo’s use of the rooms, see Waddy 
1990, pp.#263 – 64. The Siren was likely among the tens of sculp-
tures in the ground "oor apartments counted, but not described, 
by Nicodemus Tessin during his visit in 1688. He does give the 
enticing detail that many of the rooms on this "oor had “no other 
furniture” besides the 335 paintings, 44 statues, and 56 busts he 
counted (Tessin 2002, pp.#300 – 306, especially p.#303; Waddy 
1990, p.#265).
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 25. Vatican Library, Rome, Manuscript Division, Archivio Barberini, 
Ind.#II, Cred.#II, Cas.#25, Mazz. II, letta.#A, no.#3, sec.#V, p.#4; tran-
scribed in Lavin 1975, p.#391 (her numbers in brackets): [689] 
“Una Urna Antica longa p.mi 9 e alta 2 1⁄2 Senza Cuperchi con 
Intaglio e due Teste di lione di Basso Rilievo.” The inventory is 
recorded alphabetically by type of object, rather than topographi-
cally by room, so the sarcophagus and the Siren could have been 
very close to each other, but as the Siren is listed as being on a 
large wooden base (probably a standard sculpture base), it is 
unlikely that the sarcophagus was still beneath it. That other 
groups clearly installed together were listed in the inventory as 
such (see, e.g., Lavin 1975, p.#387, no.#603) argues further for the 
two having been separated by this time. 

 26. Stroszeck 1994, p.#238, no.#16, !g. 78:1; Faedo 2005, p.#50.
 27. “Bassi Relievi, Pitture Antiche, Gruppi, Statue, Busti, Vasi, Arch 

&ct. In Diversi Palazzi di Roma” (in Topham’s own hand), p.#3. The 
manuscript is preserved with the drawings at Eton College Library 
(Ms. Topham Finding Aid 2). I am grateful to the staff of Eton 
College Library for their hospitality and to Rachel Bond in particu-
lar for her continuing assistance after my visit. 

 28. Connor Bulman 2008, pp.#287 – 89. Louisa M. Connor Bulman 
single-handedly revivi!ed Richard Topham as collector and anti-
quarian, situating him and his collections within the history of col-
lecting in Britain in a series of articles she published during her 
tenure as keeper of prints and drawings at Eton College from 1988 
to 2004 and after. 

 29. For his books, see Connor Bulman 2006, pp.#326 – 27. 
 30. Connor 1993, pp.#25 – 27; Connor Bulman 2008, pp.#288 – 89.
 31. Connor Bulman 2008, pp.#291 – 92.
 32. Connor Bulman (ibid.) suggests that he learned of this system from 

his fellow collector John Talman in the !rst decade of the 1700s.
 33. Connor Bulman 2006, pp.#327 – 28.
 34. Connor Bulman 2008, p.#298.
 35. Connor Bulman 2006, p.#329.
 36. The major studies of Campiglia are Prosperi Valenti 1974 and 

Quieto 1984.
 37. Quieto 1984, pp.#4 – 9.
 38. Between these two projects alone, Campiglia completed more 

than a thousand drawings (ibid., pp.#10, 14).
 39. The De Rossi print publishing house was active for more than a 

century prior to its dissolution; see Consagra 1992 for a history of 
the !rm. The pope purchased the collection of matrices to avoid 
its sale to foreign buyers and dispersal (Quieto 1984, pp.#12 – 13n47).

 40. Campiglia’s daughter married Michelangelo Barbiellini, the Roman 
publisher who in 1747 – 61 printed Giuseppe Vasi’s ten-volume, 
250-plate Delle Magni"cenze di Roma antica e moderna (Quieto 
1984, p.#13).

 41. I offer my thanks to Richard E. Stone of the MMA Objects Con-
servation Department for his insight into this sculpture and for 
performing the compositional analysis in August 2009. Stone 
agreed with the observations concerning the difference in cold-
working between the repair and the main body. He noted that 
the repair is very secure and that in casting it on (or "ow-weld-
ing it) to the sculpture, the repair was possibly sleeved into the 
tail.

 42. Percy 2000, p.#465; Prosperi Valenti Rodinò 2000, p.#484. Quieto 
(1984, p.#15) even argues that in his early drawings after the antique 
Campiglia was strictly documentary in his depictions.

 43. Roberts 1974, p.#550; Macandrew 1978, p.#139; Quieto 1984, 
p.#16.

 44. See also Hugh Macandrew’s excellent analysis of this portrait 
(1978, pp.#140 – 41), and Quieto 1984, p.#28.

 45. In addition to the sculpture, several tables, chairs, chests, a foun-
tain, and four pieces of wheel-mounted artillery are listed in the 
room (fol. 599r; Frommel 1971, p.#41). 

 46. For example, the ancient heads in modern busts described above or 
the description of a limestone goat on fol. 586v (ibid., p.#38).

 47. See note 20 above.
 48. Although it is beyond the scope of this article, the Siren deserves 

further study in relation to Cardinal del Monte’s collection. Con-
sidering Del Monte’s interest in vocal music (see Camiz 1991), the 
Siren’s parted lips seem to suggest the act of singing. Although we 
cannot be sure he was yet in possession of the sculpture in the !rst 
decades of the seventeenth century, it is also intriguing to picture 
the bronze Siren in the alchemical context of Del Monte’s studiolo 
on the Pincio (see Whit!eld 2008).

 49. Tetius 2005, p.#188: “litterariis exercitationibus nempe accommoda.”
 50. Faedo 2005, p.#51. For literary gatherings, see Faedo 2005, pp.#38ff.
 51. Waddy (1990, pp.#221 – 22) notes that in Rome the elliptical plan 

came into use only in the 1630s, at !rst in church spaces. The 
Barberini palace (this section was !nished by 1642) incorporated 
the !rst such room in a secular space, and the design was to pro-
liferate soon thereafter.

 52. Tetius 2005, p.#188: “ac marmoreis undique simulacris elegantis-
sime ornate.”

 53. Waddy (1990, pp.#220, 388n101) thinks the Sala Ovale likely came 
in sequence with the rooms of a summer apartment on the south 
side of the palace (referred to in the 1644 inventory as “Paramenti 
di Damaschi cremesini”). See also Magnanimi 1977.

 54. For a description of the sculptures of the Sala Ovale, see Magna-
nimi 1977 and Faedo 2005, pp.#38 – 52.
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Of all the celebrated French history painters working 
in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centu-
ries, at the end of the reign of Louis XIV, Bon 

Boullogne (1649  – 1717) is the one whose graphic oeuvre is 
the most dif!cult to reconstruct. The protean nature of his 
work (which Antoine-Joseph Dézallier d’Argenville had 
already remarked in 1745) is not the only obstacle to grasp-
ing his style, whether in the realm of painting or drawing.1 
Although literally hundreds of sheets by his brother, Louis 
de Boullogne (1654 – 1733), and by others of his contempo-
raries like Antoine Coypel (1661 – 1722), are preserved in 
the Louvre, no such “foundation” has so far been discov-
ered for Bon Boullogne.2 Works on paper by this master are 
so rare that the drawings that can be attributed to him with 
absolute certainty can be counted on the !ngers of one 
hand. Apart from the Saint Thomas recently acquired by the 
Pierpont Morgan Library, which has in the past been wrongly 
attributed to Charles de La Fosse, there are a Bacchanal in 
Stockholm, a Rape of Proserpina in Princeton, and a Tri umph 
of Neptune and Amphitrite in Chicago (Figures 1 – 4).3

All of these drawings date to late in Bon Boullogne’s 
career. The group of satyrs and maenads in the Bacchanal in 
Stockholm reappear in the background of Zephyr and Flora 
(Musée des Beaux-Arts, Rouen), which seems to be the 
painting by that title that Boullogne showed at the Salon of 
1704. Pierre Rosenberg has identified the drawing in 
Princeton as preparatory to The Rape of Proserpina, a signed 
painting (now in very poor condition) in the Musée des 
Beaux-Arts, Lisieux.4 Boullogne depicted the same subject 
in another painting that appeared at the Salon of 1704. The 
Triumph of Neptune and Amphitrite in Chicago is a pre-
liminary study for one of the four overdoors that Louis-
Alexandre, the count of Toulouse, commissioned from 

Boullogne for the Chambre du Roi in the château of Ram-
bouillet, just outside Paris. Bon Boullogne seems to have 
executed the four mythological paintings during the same 
period that his brother, Louis, painted two overdoors with 
scenes from the life of Diana for the château that date to 
1707. (All six pictures are preserved in the Musée des Beaux-
Arts in Tours.)5 The Saint Thomas at the Morgan is a !rst 
compositional sketch for the gallery in the chapel at the 

A Sacri!ce to Jupiter: An Early Drawing  
by Bon Boullogne

F R A N ÇO I S  M A R A N D E T
PhD in the History of Art

1. Bon Boullogne (French, 1649– 1717). Saint Thomas Looking 
Upwards, Seated on a Cloud Supported by Two Angels, Two Putti 
Reading a Book Above, 1709 – 10. Black chalk, heightened with white 
gouache, some pen and gray ink and gray wash, on light brown 
paper; 12 3⁄4"x 10 1⁄2"in. (32.2"x 26.6"cm). The Pierpont Morgan Library, 
New York, Purchased on the Lois and Walter C. Baker Fund (2006.36)
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4. Bon Boullogne. Triumph of Neptune and Amphitrite, 1706 – 7. Black chalk heightened with white on 
gray-brown paper, 11"x 16"in. (27.9"x 40.6"cm). Inscribed in ink at top left: Neptune et Emphitrite de 
Boullogne Laisné pour la grande chambre. Jour gauche (Neptune and Amphitrite by Boullogne Laisné 
for the large room. Light from the left). The Art Institute of Chicago, The Leonora Hall Gurley Memorial 
Collection (1922.142) 5. Bon Boullogne. Medea and Her Sons, 1672. Black chalk, wash, 

and white gouache. 30 3⁄8"x 23 5⁄8"in. (77"x 60"cm). Inscribed at bottom 
right: M. Bologne. Accademia Nazionale di San Luca, Rome. 
Photograph: Cipriani and Valeriani 1988, !g. A.19

2. Bon Boullogne. Bacchanal, ca."1704. Black chalk heightened 
with"white, 8 5⁄8"x 11"in. (22"x 28"cm). Inscribed: Boullogne Laisné. 
Nationalmuseum, Stockholm (NMH"2775/1863)

3. Bon Boullogne. The Rape of Proserpina, ca."1705. Black chalk heightened with white, 10 1⁄4"x 18 3⁄8"in. 
(26.1"x 46.6"cm). Princeton University Art Museum, Gift of Frank Jewett Mather Jr. (x1947-98)
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Château de Versailles, where he also worked with his 
brother, and so can be dated to 1709 – 10. 

The somewhat loose style of these drawings makes it dif-
!cult to accept a priori the attribution to Bon Boullogne of 
Medea and Her Sons (Figure 5).6 This is because that draw-
ing is one of the artist’s early works, if not his earliest known 
work on paper. Signed and dated 1672, it was executed 
during the young painter’s residency at the Académie  
de France in Rome from 1670 to 1673.7 Together with his 
efforts at description, his attention to perspective probably 
represents the greatest difference between this sheet and 
Boullogne’s later drawings: the !gure of Medea is clearly 
positioned on her chariot in the foreground, while Jason is 
placed farther back, on a staircase situated parallel to the 
picture plane. 

6. Bon Boullogne. A Sacri-
!ce to Jupiter, ca."1675. Pen 
and black ink heightened 
with white gouache over  
a preliminary design in 
black chalk, 12 1⁄2"x 16 3⁄4"in.  
(31.8"x 42.6"cm). Inscribed 
in black ink at bottom right: 
Boullogne La (cropped).  
The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, Rogers Fund, 1964 
(64.196.2)

Having seen Medea and Her Sons, my attention was 
drawn to A Sacri!ce to Jupiter (Figure 6), a sheet in The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art that has long been attributed 
to Bon’s father, Louis Boullogne (1609 – 1674), on the 
strength of the annotation in the bottom right corner: 
Boullogne La.8 Louis Boullogne, who like his sons studied in 
Rome early in his career, worked as a painter and decorator 
for a number of important private and public clients, even-
tually becoming peintre du roi. He was one of the founders 
of the Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture in Paris 
in 1648 and taught there beginning in 1656. The Paris 
Goldsmiths’ Corporation called on Louis Boullogne on 
three occasions to paint the May of Notre-Dame, the altar-
piece they presented to the cathedral each year. His three 
altarpieces — The Miracle of Saint Paul at Ephesus (1646), 
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The Martyrdom of Saint Simon (1648), and The Beheading 
of Saint Paul (1657), the !rst two now in the Musée des 
Beaux-Arts, Arras, and the third in the Louvre — are dam-
aged, but the engravings the artist himself made of two of 
them (Cabinet des Estampes, Bibliothèque Nationale de 
France, Paris) give an idea of his style. The most characteris-
tic feature of the “Mays” is the monumentality of the !gures, 
and that is also true of the five “Académies” by Louis 
Boullogne (see Figure 7) that belonged to the Académie 
Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture and are now preserved 
at the École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts in Paris. 
That the author of such colossal creatures also drew a !gure 
as alluring and graceful as the priest at the center of the 
sheet in New York is doubtful.

On March 29, 1779, and again in April 1783 the drawing 
now in the Metropolitan was included as “an offering to 
Jupiter,"."."."by Louis de Boullogne l’aîné” in the sale of paint-
ings and drawings from the vast collection of French !nan-
cier Jean-Antoine-Hubert Vassal de Saint-Hubert, who was 
a close friend of Louis XVI’s brother the count of Provence.9 

7. Louis Boullogne the Elder 
(French, 1609 – 1674). The 
Academy as Hercules Slay-
ing the Hydra of Lerne, 1667. 
Graphite and red chalk height-
ened with chalk and pastel. 
28 3⁄4"x 21 5⁄8"in. (73"x 55"cm). 
Annotated at bottom right: 
M."Boullogne père juillet 1667. 
École Nationale Supérieure des 
Beaux-Arts, Paris

8. Bon Boullogne. The Birth of Jupiter, ca."1680. Oil on canvas, 37"x 50 3⁄8"in. (94"x 128"cm). Musée d’Art et d’Histoire, Cholet
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It appeared with the same designation at a sale held in Paris 
in April 1791.10 As Schnapper has demonstrated, however, 
works from the hand of Bon Boullogne were strangely 
enough sometimes sold under the name “Louis de Boullogne 
l’aîné” (Louis de Boullogne the elder) —  frequently short-
ened to simply “Boullogne Laisné” —  to distinguish him 
from his younger brother.11 Bon Boullogne often signed both 
his works and legal documents in this way. And this is 
exactly the signature that was at the lower right in the New 
York drawing before it was cropped to Boullogne La.

The argument for attributing A Sacri!ce to Jupiter to Bon 
Boullogne rather than to his father is further strengthened 
when it is compared with the signed Medea and Her Sons 
(Figure 5). The treatment of the central !gures is especially 
analogous. Both the priest and Medea appear to move 
toward the viewer, looking behind them as they step for-
ward, the front foot squarely on the ground and the heel of 
the rear foot raised. On the left side of the New York draw-
ing two nude women recline on a riverbank, one leaning 
against the other. The short horizontal strokes across her 
buttocks and heels suggest that the woman shown in pro!le 
is lying in shallow water. This group is a veritable leitmotiv 
in Bon Boullogne’s work. It reappears in his painting The 
Birth of Jupiter of about 1680 in the Musée d’Art et 
d’Histoire in Cholet (Figure 8), where a pair of women, in 
the foreground this time, lie perpendicular to one another, 
and the one leaning against her companion dips her heel 
in the water.12 Exchanging one of the nymphs for a river 
god, Bon Boullogne reused this motif in two other mytho-
logical paintings, The Education of Jupiter (Musée Bossuet, 
Meaux) and Pan and Syrinx (Musée des Beaux-Arts, 
Lisieux), both of which can be dated to about 1700. The 
same uneven shoreline, to which cling similar trees that 
branch near their bases, can be seen in the drawing in New 
York and the painting in Cholet. These details are also 
apparent in The Battle of Hercules with the Centaurs and 
the Lapiths (Musée du Louvre, Paris), the painting he pre-
sented to the Académie Royale as his reception piece in 
1677.

Thanks to this rare example preserved in The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, which in all likelihood was executed about 
1675, on his return from Rome, the complex question of 
Bon Boullogne’s early style is gradually being elucidated. 
Although his style changed profoundly after the turn of the 
eighteenth century, this suave group of women attending a 
sacri!ce to Jupiter heralds the artist who was to participate 
in the decoration of the Grand Trianon at Versailles.

N OT E S

 1. Dézallier d’Argenville 1745, p."373 (cited in Schnapper 1978, p."122): 
“C’est ici un Protée en peinture, un homme qui s’est transformé en 
toutes les manières, & qui a saisi les differens goûts si parfaitement 
qu’il a trompé les plus habiles connoisseurs” (We have here a Pro-
teus of painting, a man who was continuously transformed, and 
who grasped the different styles so perfectly that he deceived even 
the most expert connoisseurs). In 1994 I wrote a post-graduate dis-
sertation on Bon Boullogne under the direction of Professor Antoine 
Schnapper at Université Paris IV-Sorbonne (Marandet 1994).
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Louis de Boullogne preserved at the Louvre can be traced back 
only to their purchase in 1846 from the art dealer Pierre Defer. 
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Most of the many attempts to attribute drawings to Bon Boullogne 
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 4. Schnapper con!rmed Rosenberg’s attribution in 1983 (see Ross 
1983, p."6).

 5. See Join-Lambert 2008, pp."41 – 54. 
 6. Cipriani and Valeriani 1988, p."41, ill.
 7. The submission of “un saint Jean, demi-!gure” to the Académie 

Royale earned Bon Boullogne a residency at the Académie de 
France in Rome (see Dézallier d’Argenville 1745, p."374). He is 
documented in Rome from 1670 to 1673 and then extended his 
stay in Lombardy. This had a decisive in#uence on his style. 

 8. Bean 1986, no."41. 
 9. Sale, Paris (P."Rémy, expert), March 29 – April 13, 1779 (Catalogue 

d’une riche collection de dessins et estampes des plus grands 
maîtres".".".", pastels et miniatures"."."."qui composent le cabinet de 
M Vassal de Saint-Hubert"."."."par Pierre Rémy; Lugt 2982), lot"87: 
“Une offrande à Jupiter, composition de neuf !gures à la plume 
lavée et rehaussée de blanc au pinceau par Louis de Boullogne 
l’aîné. Hauteur: 12"pouces; longueur: 15"pouces 6" lignes” (An 
offering to Jupiter, composition of nine !gures in pen washed and 
heightened with white with a brush by Louis de Boullogne the 
elder. Height: 12"pouces; width: 15"pouces 6 lignes). Sale, Paris 
(P."Rémy, expert), April 24 –  , 1783, lot"144 (Lugt 3561).

 10. Sale, Paris (Du Charteaux and others; P."Rémy and J. B. P."Le Brun, 
experts), May 2 –  , 1791, lot"512 (Lugt 4722): “L’offrande à Jupi-
ter composée de neuf !gures à la plume rehaussée de blanc au 
pinceau par Louis de Boullogne l’aîné” (The offering to Jupiter 
composed of nine !gures in pen heightened with white with brush 
by Louis de Boullogne the elder). The drawing was at the time 
framed under glass. 

 11. Schnapper 1978, p."125. 
 12. The painting was sold at Sotheby’s, Monaco, June 17 – 18, 1988, 

lot"881, as by Hyacinthe Collin de Vermont. Xavier Salmon 
rejected the attribution to Collin de Vermont when it was acquired 
by the Musée d’Art et d’Histoire in Cholet in 1988. At the time, 
I"brought his attention to the existence of a preliminary drawing by 
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24821F); see Marandet 1994, no."D2.
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The sculptor François Girardon (1628 – 1715) will be 
familiar to Metropolitan Museum Journal readers 
with long memories, thanks to Dean Walker’s admi-

rable article of 1980 reconstituting the tomb of the Princesse 
de Conti.1 The tomb’s principal decoration, a marble relief 
(Figure 1), is one of the treasures of the Metropolitan 
Museum. It is at least two decades earlier than the pair  
of bronze busts that are the subject of the present study 
(Figures 2, 3). The busts’ provenance is unknown before 
their bequest to the Museum by the discerning collector 
Colonel Michael Friedsam. They seem not to have been 
published apart from the catalogue of an exhibition formed 
by the Museum for Athens in 1979. I then called their style 
“that of the Louis XIV school of sculptors, which included 
François Girardon and Martin Desjardins.”2 Room was 
found for them in the Museum’s venue of the great exhibi-
tion devoted to French bronze sculpture in 2009, “Cast in 
Bronze: French Sculpture from Renaissance to Revolution,” 
but they were not addressed in the catalogue.3 Through a 
series of observations, it can now be established that the 
author of their compositions was in fact Girardon. 

Girardon, born in Troyes in 1628, was the youngest 
member of the triumvirate that dominated artistic creation 
in the France of Louis XIV, joining the landscape architect of 
Versailles, André Le Nôtre (1613 – 1700), and the premier 
peintre Charles Lebrun (1619 – 1690). Girardon’s grandest 
projects include the marble group Apollo and the Nymphs 
in the Grotto of Thetis at Versailles (1666), the marble tomb 
of Cardinal Richelieu in the chapel of the Sorbonne in Paris 
(1675 – 77, toward the end of his work on the tomb of the 
Princesse de Conti), the mostly destroyed bronze equestrian 
Louis XIV that once surveyed the Place Vendôme in Paris 
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1. François Girardon (French, 1628 –  
1715). Allegorical Figure, executed 
probably between 1672 and 1675  
as part of the tomb of Anne-Marie 
Martinozzi, princesse de Conti  
(died 1672). Marble, 56 3⁄4!x 25 1⁄4!in. 
(144.3!x 64.2!cm). The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, Fletcher Fund, 1939 
(39.62). Photograph: Joseph Coscia 
Jr., Photograph Studio, MMA. The 
attributes, originally uniting those 
of Faith, Hope, and Charity, as 
known through an engraving, were 
recarved when the relief belonged 
to Empress Joséphine at the Château 
de Malmaison to commingle those 
of Sleep and Oblivion, understood 
generically to represent Melancholy.
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(1685 – 94), and the marble group The Rape of Proserpina 
now in the Orangerie at Versailles (1699). All the while, he 
ascended in the ranks of the Académie Royale de Peinture 
et de Sculpture as professor (1659), rector (1674), and 
"nally chancellor (1695). Having earned every right to slow 
down, he gradually gave up marble carving, and his dwin-
dling strength in his later years was devoted to supervising 
bronze reductions of his own compositions and to amassing 
a collection of sculptures from antiquity and reductions 

2. After François Girardon. 
Bacchus, ca.!1680 – 1700. 
Bronze, H.!17 3⁄4!in. (45.1!cm), 
later mounted on a black marble 
socle. The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, The Friedsam Collection, 
Bequest of Michael Friedsam, 
1931 (32.100.195). Photograph: 
Joseph Coscia Jr., Photo graph 
Studio, MMA

after the compositions of Michelangelo and Duquesnoy as 
well as works by his contemporaries. These were housed in 
his quarters in the Palais du Louvre. He had René Charpentier 
draw the best pieces of his collection, arranged with 
Baroque pomp in imaginary settings designed by the archi-
tect Oppenord.4 Charpentier’s designs were engraved before 
1709 by Nicolas Chevallier as a set of thirteen plates.5

Girardon owned two ancient marble "gures of Bacchus,6 
but for our bronze bust he seems to have consulted one that 
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3. After François Girardon. 
“Erato,” ca.!1680 – 1700. Bronze, 
H.!16 7⁄8!in. (41.1!cm), later 
mounted on a black marble 
socle. The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, The Friedsam 
Collection, Bequest of Michael 
Friedsam, 1931 (32.100.194). 
Photograph: Joseph Coscia Jr., 
Photograph Studio, MMA

had been in the Louvre since 1604 and is now shown in the 
Galerie des Glaces at Versailles (Figure 4).7 The bronze head 
has been adjusted so that it no longer dips woozily to the 
wine god’s left, and the neck is now drawn back in a man-
lier, more assertive fashion. The contrapposto of a whole 
"gure is implied by the god’s raised left shoulder, and the 
muscular undulations are more rhythmic and forceful. The 
bronze bust retains the band across the brow, but the con-
tours of the vine leaves stand forth better without the over-

hanging arm of the marble. The lion skin is switched to the 
god’s right, covering that side of his chest. The "ne almond 
eyes and exceptionally long locks of hair of the marble at 
Versailles are the traits our modeler has valued most, all the 
rest being adjusted in keeping with the re"ned gusto char-
acteristic of Girardon’s resolutely classical Baroque style. 

For the pair of busts I had "rst proposed as subjects 
Bacchus and Ariadne, then Bacchus and “Flora or Pomona,” 
imagining them as perhaps members of a group of busts 
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4. Bacchus (detail). After a Hellenistic composition of the 4th century 
B.C. Pentelic marble, H.!83 1⁄8!in. (219!cm). Château de Versailles et 
de Trianon. Photograph: Réunion des Musées Nationaux / Art 
Resource, New York

5. Nicolas Chevallier after René 
Charpentier. La Galerie de Girardon, 
pl.!7. Paris, before 1709. Engraving, 
12 3⁄4!x 15 7⁄8!in. (32.5!x 40.4!cm). The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Harris 
Brisbane Dick Fund, 1953 (53.600.1593)

suggestive of the Seasons.8 The answer is partially provided 
by a plate of the Galerie de Girardon in which an ancient 
statue with precisely the facial features of our female is 
called “Erato” (Figure 5).9 The orientation of the statue, of 
Parian marble, with head, hands, lyre, and the stand that 
supports it all additions in Carrara marble, was reversed by 
the engraver. The engraved "gure wears a grimmer expres-
sion than that of the actual "gure, which survives. It recently 
reemerged on the Paris market, having belonged earlier to 
the Dukes of Buccleuch and Queensberry at Dalkeith Castle 
in Scotland (Figure 6).10 When inventoried in Girardon’s 
collection in 1715, the sculpture was identi"ed only as “an 
antique "gure of white marble, whose head is modern.”11 
Except for the head, its accretions have vanished, and the 
composition laid bare looks closest to an ancient type of 
Venus with motifs of drapery proper to the muse Urania.12 
The bronze repeats exactly the model, no doubt of clay, that 
was followed for the replacement head and bosom of 
Girardon’s ancient “Erato.” The showy crown of roses, 
which would have horri"ed a Greek, and the delicately 
gathered peplos are the same, except that the blossoms are 
more carefully delineated in the bronze.

Erato was the muse of lyric poetry, especially erotic 
poetry. Apart from the lost lyre recorded in the engraving 
and the caption under the image, there would have been no 
particular reason to identify the subject of the bust as Erato. 
The young woman before us is comely but hardly lascivi-
ous. The pairing with Bacchus has no immediate explana-
tion apart from the fact that the two make a handsome 
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couple with their "ne, regular brows, straight noses, and 
gently waving hair. 

In style, the two are more concentrated and streamlined 
than the heads of Girardon’s marble grotto figures at 
Versailles. In terms of both style and approach to metal, 
they are quite like sizable bronze statuettes after Girardon’s 
Apollo (see Figure 7), which embody a further condensation 
of the classicism found in the grotto "gures.13 The satiny 
chasing and lustrous dark brown varnish also "nd close 
matches. Like the Philadelphia bronze, the Museum’s busts 
are surprisingly weighty (at "fty and forty pounds) and top-
heavy, having great concentrations of metal in the heads.14 
Despite their excellence, Girardon probably had little to do 
with the casting or, probably, even the chasing, of these 
lesser bronzes. He probably turned rather to jobbers who 
respected his high standards, but we are insufficiently 

6. Muse, restored by François Girardon as Erato (with detail of 
head). Roman, 1st –  2nd century A.D. Parian marble; H.!58!in. 
(143!cm), H.! including restorations of Carrara marble 69 1⁄2!in. 
(176.5!cm). Galerie J.!Kugel, Paris

7. After François Girardon. Apollo, ca.!1680 – 1700. Bronze, H.!27 1⁄2!in. 
(69.9!cm). Philadelphia Museum of Art, Purchased with the Fiske Kim-
ball Fund and the Marie Kimball Fund, 1976 (1976.39.1). Photograph: 
Gradon Wood  
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informed about their interactions. The major works provide 
clues here and there. In a feat that astonished everyone, the 
Swiss-born founder Balthasar Keller cast Girardon’s Place 
Vendôme equestrian Louis XIV in a single pour. Visitors to 
“Cast in Bronze” will remember the extraordinarily thick 
mass of the royal foot, the monument’s only surviving ele-
ment.15 Just as the equestrian used up tons of metal, liberal-
ity with the material clearly extended to the smaller bronzes 
to which Girardon gave his attention. 
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